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Abstract 

 

 

Nature study was a new subject introduced to school curricula throughout the English 

speaking world in the 1890s and 1900s. As part of “New Education”, the subject was 

supported by theoretical and practical literature which informed “the nature study idea”. 

Nature study introduced plant, animal, and geological studies to children, with observation, 

active learning, questioning and reasoning replacing older methods. 

 

This thesis analyses the nature study idea: its distinctive definition, the contexts of its 

formulation, its ambitious aims, its inclusion in curricula and its practice in the classroom. 

I argue that nature study was a significant component of educational reform in New South 

Wales. Research additionally addressed the extent to which the nature study idea 

represented, responded to and influenced concern about the environment. I argue that 

nature study supported multiple outcomes and that one of these was a conservation ethic. 

Advocates in New South Wales welcomed the subject as education for conservation and 

preservation.  

 

Despite its prominence within educational reform, nature study has received little attention 

from educational historians. Similarly, despite its concern with the natural world, the 

human relationship with nature, and the way in which nature was presented to children, the 

subject has received little attention from environmental historians. Recently historians have 

addressed this gap for the United States, their work indicating the need for studies in other 

countries. As a history of nature study in New South Wales, the thesis is a contribution to 

both educational and environmental history.  

 

Essentially this is the history of an idea and as such insights and methodologies of 

intellectual history proved valuable in researching texts and contexts of nature study. The 

nature study idea was an idea in transit, extending geographically, modified by exchange, 

interacting with other ideas about nature, adapting in practice, and changing over time. A 

variety of primary source material, much of which has been rarely consulted, informed this 

history of the nature study idea in New South Wales. 
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Introduction 

 

 

Nature study was a new subject introduced to elementary school curricula throughout the 

English speaking world in the 1890s and the early 1900s. An important component of the 

educational reform movement of the period, known as “New Education”, nature study was 

supported by a considerable body of theoretical and practical literature. This literature 

informed what was widely referred to as “the nature study idea”. When put into practice 

that idea became “the nature study movement”. The subject matter of nature study 

introduced plant, animal, and geological studies to even the youngest children in 

elementary or primary schools. Methodology was crucial to its definition, with observation 

from actual nature, active learning, questioning and reasoning replacing older methods of 

passive rote learning. 

 

Despite its prominence within the transnational exchange of educational ideas and its 

importance in reformed curricula, nature study has received little attention from 

educational historians. This thesis explores the nature study idea, its distinctive definition, 

the contexts of its formulation, its aims, its inclusion within school curricula, and its 

practice in the classroom. I argue that nature study was a particularly significant 

component of educational reform in the Australian state of New South Wales, where the 

subject was enthusiastically introduced to a new syllabus of instruction for the public 

school education system in 1904. I also argue that the educators of the state, far from being 

unimaginative imitators of overseas innovation, as often assumed in subsequent 

historiographical literature, were innovators themselves who participated actively in a 

transnational exchange of ideas regarding education generally and nature study 

specifically. 

 

The following chapters will demonstrate that nature study enjoyed a distinctive definition, 

inclusive of scientific observation and reasoning, aesthetic appreciation of nature, and the 

development of a close understanding of the natural world. Its definition supported a 

variety of desired outcomes, one of which was a conservation ethic. In New South Wales, 

as in other Australian states and countries, advocates of nature study stressed the promise 

of the subject as education for conservation and preservation of fauna, flora and landscape. 

These advocates exhibited concern about the natural environment which they hoped the 
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education of children—citizens of the future—would address. Yet this significant aspect of 

nature study has been largely overlooked by historians of conservation and preservation. 

With nature study unexplored within educational histories, it is not surprising that its 

conservation ethic has remained obscure. 

 

This thesis addresses an absence in educational and environmental history where the 

prestige, importance and implications for the future, once afforded to nature study, have 

been forgotten. While recent valuable scholarship, discussed below, has investigated nature 

study in the United States, there has been little attention to the subject in Australia. In 

particular, the complexities of its ideology, its reception and its practice in New South 

Wales have not been studied. In order to address this absence, the thesis brings together the 

history of educational reform and the history of environmental concern in early twentieth 

century New South Wales in a unique combination suggested by the nature study idea 

itself. 

 

Essentially this study is the history of an idea, “the nature study idea”. As such the study 

may be approached with the insights and methodologies of intellectual history. As 

intellectual history, the thesis gives particular importance to the texts and contexts of the 

idea, recognising the importance of its cultural backgrounds. It analyses the nature study 

idea as an idea in transit, extending geographically, being modified by intellectual 

interchange, and being put into practice in different locations. Over time, the nature study 

idea changed as it interacted with other ideas about nature and teaching about nature, 

adapted in practice, and was challenged. The study suggests and explores the idea as 

having agency, the ability to affect belief and practice. The use made of intellectual history 

as a theoretical framework is discussed in greater detail later in this chapter. 

 

Chronologically the study concentrates on the first two decades of the twentieth century 

but refers to the nineteenth century background and considers the continuing influence of 

nature study beyond 1920. While the study is primarily concerned with educational reform 

and environmental concern in New South Wales, national and international contexts are 

also addressed. The following pages introduce aspects of nature study, and its place within 

New Education, which are particularly cogent for the arguments put forward in this thesis. 

This is followed by a review of literature, a discussion of my theoretical approach, an 

overview of sources, and an outline of chapters. 
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Nature Study and New Education 

The nature study idea developed its distinctive form in the United States in the 1890s and 

1900s as prominent educators began putting into practice new educational ideas including 

the teaching of natural science at all levels of schooling. Analysis of a range of primary 

sources addressing the nature study idea reveals that the subject incorporated three basic 

components: scientific observation and reasoning; aesthetic appreciation; and the 

development of a close understanding of the natural world often referred to as “sympathy”. 

This underlying composition of the subject and its significance will be argued throughout 

this study. Aesthetic appreciation and emotional responsiveness clearly defined nature 

study and distinguished it from elementary science.  

 

American educator Charles Scott, for example, in his influential book on nature study 

published in 1901, stressed gaining knowledge through personal observation, investigation 

and reasoning but continued by arguing: 

 

If we merely aim to interest the children in nature, develop their powers of 

observation, expression, and thought, and give them a better knowledge of their 

physical environment and stop there, the ultimate results may be of doubtful 

value. 

 … 

No; interest, power, knowledge, are not the highest aims in nature study. 

Preceding these, along with these, more important than these, must come the 

cultivation of the sympathies of the child. 

… 

Most closely related to the cultivation of sympathy with nature is the development 

of the aesthetic sense in our pupils, the appreciation of the beauty of their 

environment.
1
 

 

Agriculturalist and educator Liberty Hyde Bailey believed that the movement was a means 

to establish bonds between human beings and the natural world. He observed in 1903: “If 

one is to be happy, he must be in sympathy with common things. He must live in harmony 

                                                 
1
 Charles B. Scott, Nature Study and the Child (London: Isbister, 1901), pp.112-113. 
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with his environment.”
2
  For both Scott and Bailey, an important aim for the teaching of 

nature study was environmental. They repeatedly used the word “environment” and 

believed that nature study would place the child firmly within the natural environment and 

lead him or her to know, understand, appreciate, care for and “live in harmony” with it.  

 

These conceptions of the subject indicate that advocates were concerned about the human 

perception of nature and the relationship between humanity and the natural environment. 

This aspect of the nature study idea clearly indicates its relevance for the environmental 

historian, just as its innovative subject matter and methodology indicates its importance for 

educational history. In 1909, in a revised version of The Nature-Study Idea, Bailey defined 

nature study’s relevance for a society by then involved in a debate about the conservation 

of resources:   

 

It [nature-study] explains the relations between man and his environment. It 

establishes a new sense of our dependence on the natural resources of the earth, 

and leads us not to abuse nature or to waste our resources. It develops a public 

intelligence on these matters, and it ought to influence community conduct.
3
  

 

Nature study, with its particular methodology, was a flagship subject of the New 

Education. New Education has been usefully defined by Australian educational historian, 

Cliff Turney: 

 

New Education embraced such diverse aspects as child study, manual training, 

experimental education, learning-by-doing, self-activity and freedom, moral 

education, physical education, nature study and agricultural pursuits, 

Herbartianism, kindergarten work, Pestalozzian pedagogy, and Montessorian 

approaches. A vital underlying theme was a movement towards teaching and 

learning concerned essentially with the child, its nature, and all-round 

development. For the schools the New Education meant new aims, new content 

                                                 
2
 L.H. Bailey, The Nature-Study Idea: Being an Interpretation of the New School-Movement to put the Child 

in Sympathy with Nature (New York: Doubleday, Page & Company, 1903), p.31. 
3
 L.H. Bailey, The Nature-Study Idea: An Interpretation of the New School-Movement to put the Young into 

Relation and Sympathy with Nature. Rev. ed. (New York: MacMillan, 1909), p.57. 
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and new methods. In turn, these required better prepared teachers and improved 

facilities and resources.
4
 

  

While educators also sought reform in the teaching of established subjects, nature study 

was conceived and refined as incorporating new methods including “learning-by-doing”, 

and “self-activity”. It required the handling of actual plants, the observation of real 

animals, birds or insects, the performance of experiments, and class discussion. The 

teacher had a new role as guide and fellow investigator. Excursions to local natural areas 

close to the school and the cultivation of school gardens were encouraged. Nature study, 

through oral, written and graphic expression, involved “correlation” with other subjects, 

another important concept of New Education.  

 

Australian educators became increasingly interested in New Education during the 1890s 

and important educational change proceeded in the early years of the new century. Frank 

Tate, educational reformer and newly appointed Director of Education in Victoria, 

enthusiastically promoted the educational advantages of nature study: 

 

Nature study answers satisfactorily to every test the educator may apply … no 

subject can give more interesting and effective exercise in close and sustained 

observation, in comparison and generalization, in collecting and systematising 

truths, and in working out the causes and results of observed facts.
5
 

 

In New South Wales, Inspector Peter Board, later Director of Education and Under 

Secretary of the Department of Public Instruction, placed “Nature Knowledge” in third 

position after English and Mathematics in a new syllabus of instruction for primary schools 

introduced in 1904. The teacher was instructed that “Nature Knowledge” entailed: 

 

Making use of the child’s activity by getting him to do and to make things, the use 

of means to help him form vivid mental images, and the encouragement of his 

                                                 
4
 C. Turney, “Introduction”, Pioneers of Australian Education. Vol. 3, Studies of the Development of 

Education in Australia, 1900-50, edited by C. Turney (Sydney: Sydney University Press, 1983), p.1. New 

Education will be discussed in detail in the following chapters. 
5
 Frank Tate, “Introduction”, Nature Studies in Australia with a Natural History Calendar, Summaries of the 

Chapters, and Complete Index by William Gillies and Robert Hall (Melbourne: Whitcombe & Tombs, 

[1903]), viii. 
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interest in his surroundings. The child is in this course to be no mere passive 

recipient of information; he will acquire knowledge actively.
6
 

 

Nature study was incorporated into reformed educational curricula in each Australian state 

in the early years of the twentieth century. 

 

Literature review 

Two recent histories, published in the United States, have provided a much needed analysis 

of nature study in all its complexity. Both authors correctly state that they are addressing a 

previously neglected area of research. The works complement each other in that Sally 

Gregory Kohlstedt’s Teaching Children Science: Hands-On Nature Study in North 

America, 1890-1930 looks primarily at nature study as an educational movement while 

Kevin C. Armitage in The Nature Study Movement: The Forgotten Popularizer of 

America’s Conservation Ethic is concerned with nature study as both a pedagogic and a 

popular idea that was important in the conservation movement.
7
 

 

Environmental historian Kevin Armitage introduced nature study by pointing to its 

multifaceted definition: 

 

In an era of revolutionary advances in science and technology, nature study 

advocates embraced the investigation of nature as a scientific endeavour, the key 

to unlocking nature’s secrets. Students needed training in basic science because it 

was essential to intellectual development and social progress … They also 

wholeheartedly believed in the ability of nature study to increase the joy of living. 

For nature study advocates, the green world was a source of delight, instruction, 

and nourishment for the soul.
8
 

 

These purposes were often in conflict, and the analysis of this conflict is a major concern 

of Armitage’s book. 

                                                 
6
 New South Wales. Department of Public Instruction. “The New Syllabus of Instruction 1904” in 

Educational Gazette, March 1904, p.235. 
7
 Sally Gregory Kohlstedt, Teaching Children Science: Hands-On Nature Study in North America, 1890-

1930 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2010); Kevin C. Armitage, The Nature Study Movement: The 

Forgotten Popularizer of America’s Conservation Ethic (Lawrence, Kansas: University Press of Kansas, 

2009). Produced almost simultaneously, presumably neither author had access to the other work, although 

both authors cited earlier articles by the other. 
8
 Armitage, Nature Study Movement, p.1. 
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Armitage argued that the conservation of wildlife and natural resources was a central goal 

of nature study and outlined important connections between nature study and the 

conservationist movement of the period. Despite this, nature study perspectives had not 

been included in the historiography of conservation and preservation. Armitage hoped to 

redress that absence.
9
  

 

Armitage also observed that historians of education had ignored nature study despite its 

popularity and centrality to the development of progressive education. Historians of 

American culture of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries had either ignored the 

wide popularity of nature study as a pastime or derided any perceived love of nature as 

“mere sentimentalism, a mawkish nostalgia best forgotten”.
10

 Armitage sought to place 

nature study in its historical context and to point to important continuities with more recent 

environmental ideologies and movements. His chapters explored nature study’s 

manifestation in both educational and more popular settings, introducing particular 

individuals and providing biographical examinations of their backgrounds, their beliefs, 

their activities and their influence. 

 

Historian Sally Kohlstedt questioned the dismissal of nature study in historical literature 

when it had been a “genuinely national movement” which attracted a wide range of 

participants including educational philosophers, those interested in the emerging field of 

child psychology, prominent normal school faculty, and advocates of both rural and urban 

reform.
11

 She explored nature study as the precursor to elementary science as introduced 

later in the twentieth century. Her book was the culmination of an enormous amount of 

research carried out over many years in libraries and archives throughout the United 

States.
12

 Like Armitage, Kohlstedt was aware of the contrast between nature study and 

science. Her study outlined the continuing and increasing conflict between nature study 

advocates and advocates for a strictly objective science.
13

 She was also aware of the 

important relationship of nature study with movements of conservation and preservation, 

although that relationship was not the focus of her work: 

 

                                                 
9
 Armitage, Nature Study Movement, p.8ff. 

10
 Armitage, Nature Study Movement, pp.12-13. 

11
 Kohlstedt, Teaching Children Science, pp.3-4. 

12
 Kohlstedt, Teaching Children Science, xii-xv. 

13
 Kohlstedt, Teaching Children Science, pp.7-8, p.178ff, p.221ff. 
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Nature study was an educational movement intent on enhancing individual 

learning, and it aligned readily with other contemporary reform movements that 

saw community life in relationship to the natural environment, especially those 

involved in preservation and conservation.
14

 

 

She observed that, as conservation and preservation became common public concerns, 

advocates sought to use schools and nature study programmes to advance their causes.
15

 

 

Due to the important contributions of Armitage and Kohlstedt, nature study is beginning to 

feature in broader histories of conservation, environmental thought and environmental 

education. Michael Egan and Jeff Crane in their collection, Essays on the History of 

American Environmentalism (2009), promoted “a deeper and more nuanced reading of 

environmental activism” in contrast to the conventional history. Kevin Armitage 

contributed a chapter to this collection in which he discussed nature study.
16

 Educators 

Thomas E. Smith and Clifford Knapp edited a Sourcebook of Experiential Education: Key 

Thinkers and their Contribution (2011) with a section devoted to “Nature Study, Outdoor 

and Environmental Education” in which nature study in the United States was discussed by 

several contributors.
17

 

  

Armitage and Kohlstedt’s contributions to the study of nature study in the United States 

suggest and stimulate the need for similar research into nature study in other countries. 

Kohlstedt herself wrote an earlier comparative paper, “Nature Study in North America and 

Australasia, 1890-1945: International Connections and Local Implementations”.
18

 In a 

brief but indicative consideration of New Zealand and the Australian states she questioned 

the relative persistence of nature study in comparison with the United States and suggested 

that the intimate connection made between understanding indigenous flora and fauna and 

                                                 
14

 Kohlstedt, Teaching Children Science, p.3. 
15

 Kohlstedt, Teaching Children Science, p.10. 
16

 Michael Egan and Jeff Crane (eds.), Natural Protest: Essays on the History of American Environmentalism 

(New York: Routledge, 2009), p.2; Kevin C. Armitage, “ ‘The Science-Spirit in a Democracy’: Liberty Hyde 

Bailey, Nature Study, and the Democratic Impulse of Progressive Conservation” in Natural Protest: Essays 

on the History of American Environmentalism, edited by Michael Egan and Jeff Crane (New York: 

Routledge, 2009), pp.89-116. 
17

 Thomas E. Smith and Clifford E. Knapp (eds.), Sourcebook of Experiential Education: Key Thinkers and 

their Contributions (New York: Routledge, 2011). 
18

 Sally Gregory Kohlstedt, “Nature Study in North America and Australasia, 1890-1945: International 

Connections and Local Implementations”, Historical Records of Australian Science, Vol. 11, no. 3, (June 

1997), pp.439-454. 
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the commitment to national identity in a unique landscape was one important factor.
19

 She 

also noted how the Australian states provided “striking examples of how a highly 

centralized educational system could put a new curriculum into practice”. This was in 

contrast to America where the actual practice of nature study varied considerably due to 

decentralised control over education.
20

 

 

Apart from the work of Armitage and Kohlstedt, no other monographic publication 

devoted to nature study exists. Since the 1980s some articles in educational journals have 

discussed aspects of the subject in Britain and New Zealand. E.W. Jenkins and B.J. 

Swinnerton provided valuable discussions of the nature study movement in England and 

Wales, while William E. Marsden included nature study in a consideration of early 

conservation education.
21

  For New Zealand, Colin McGeorge studied the presentation of 

nature to children in school texts in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
22

 

Australian contributions to the field are discussed within the following broader 

historiographical contexts relevant to the thesis. 

 

History of Education in Australia 

 

Since 1950, when half a century and more allowed a certain perspective to historical 

studies, educational historians have analysed the movement for reform in early twentieth 

century Australia. A.R. Crane and W.G. Walker published Peter Board: His Contribution 

to the Development of Education in New South Wales in 1957, a work which remains an 

admirable biographical study and a valuable history of the period of reform in the first two 

decades of the century.
23

 In their view, this period in New South Wales was “the most 

fertile period in its educational history” when the majority of teachers accepted the New 

Education with its new ideals, aspirations, standards and practices.
24

 Unlike subsequent 

writers, Crane and Walker were not interested in arguing that New South Wales merely 

                                                 
19

 Kohlstedt, “Nature Study in North America and Australasia”, pp.449-50. 
20

 Kohlstedt, “Nature Study in North America and Australasia”, p.446. 
21

 E.W. Jenkins, “Science, Sentimentalism or Social Control?: The Nature Study Movement in England and 

Wales, 1899-1914”, History of Education, Vol. 10, no. 1 (1981), pp.33-43; E.W. Jenkins and B.J. 

Swinnerton, “The School Nature Study Union, 1903-94”, History of Education, Vol. 25, no. 2 (1996), 

pp.181-198; William E. Marsden, “ ‘Conservation Education’ and the Foundations of National Prosperity: 

Comparative Perspectives from Early Twentieth-Century North America and Britain”, History of Education, 

Vol. 27, no. 3 (1998), pp.345-362;   
22

 Colin McGeorge, “The Presentation of the Natural World in New Zealand Primary Schools, 1880-1914”,  

History of Education Review, Vol. 23, no. 2 (1994), pp.32-45. 
23

 A.R. Crane and W.G. Walker, Peter Board: His Contribution to the Development of Education in New 

South Wales (Melbourne: ACER, 1957). 
24

 Crane and Walker, Peter Board, p.80. 
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imitated other countries and imported the New Education as introduced in England. Their 

focus was on the contribution of Board. They recognised the period as one where an 

educational renaissance was spreading throughout Europe and America and was keenly felt 

in Australia.
25

 Board, they argued, was particularly impressed by American reformer F.W. 

Parker including his understanding of nature study.
26

  

 

It is likely that The New Education: The English Background, 1870-1914 (1968) by R.J.W. 

Selleck influenced subsequent writers in their insistence that the Australian educators were, 

in the main, unoriginal thinkers who imported the New Education from England with 

perhaps a glance at Scotland.
27

 Selleck’s preface summarised the movement for reform in 

the Australian colonies and states between 1890 and 1914 but declared his decision to turn 

“to the mother-country in order to clarify those influences which were to be of such 

importance in the colonies”.
28

 The book became a study of the educational theories behind 

New Education in England.  

 

Selleck concluded that: “The English New Education, therefore, was not markedly 

creative. But neither was it purely imitative: though most of the original thinking was done 

outside the country, it was interpreted by Englishmen for the English”.
29

 Although he may 

have applied a similar conclusion to Australian New Education, his findings were utilised 

by other researchers to argue that if English New Education was not original, then 

Australian New Education, which derived from English New Education, must have been 

even less original and creative. This argument endured before finally being challenged late 

in the century. 

 

Selleck discussed nature study in England as a subject favoured by practical educationalists 

for its utilitarian value to rural industry.
30

 While this aspect was important, the published 

record of a significant conference on nature study, held in London in 1902, indicates a 

                                                 
25

 Crane and Walker, Peter Board, p.297. 
26

 Crane and Walker, Peter Board, p.29ff, p.45ff. For nature study see p.48, p.191. 
27

 R.J.W. Selleck, The New Education: The English Background, 1870-1914 (Melbourne: Pitman & Sons, 

1968). 
28

 Selleck, The New Education, vii-ix.  
29

 Selleck, The New Education, p.333. 
30

 Selleck, The New Education, p.128ff. 
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broader understanding of the subject by English educators and a variety of purposes for its 

introduction to both urban and rural schools.
31

  

 

Two theses presented to the University of Sydney in 1969 and 1976 researched the theory 

and practice of education in Australia during the early years of the twentieth century. 

Leslie Mandelson addressed “State Primary Schooling in New South Wales, 1880-1930.”
32

 

Despite his own evidence of dynamic local reform, he stressed that: “New South Wales 

was indebted to overseas ideas and practices for every major educational advance with 

British developments the major determinant of local policy.”
33

 When Australians looked 

beyond the English example, they did so at second hand, “where the English had looked 

already”.
34

 He took issue with Crane and Walker’s claim that Peter Board was influenced 

by the American Parker, but in doing so was examining the 1904 syllabus, which exhibited 

obvious English and Scottish influence, while Crane and Walker had looked at a range of 

Board’s writing and speeches.
35

 Crane and Walker’s argument failed to fit Mandelson’s 

adoption of a cultural cringe which would not allow him to credit much originality to the 

Australian educators, nor to consider their eagerness to look to countries other than 

England. Mandelson gave some attention to nature study as introduced in the 1904 syllabus 

and retained in that of 1916, describing the general principles of nature study as outlined in 

the syllabuses as “impressively progressive”.
36

 He referred to Inspectors’ District Reports 

on nature study and school gardening to note both favourable and unfavourable reports on 

these aspects of the curriculum.
37

  

 

Roselyn Gillespie’s “Australian Education: Ideas in Transition, 1900-1914”, was a study of 

the many strands of educational thought being written about at the turn of the twentieth 

century.
38

 She drew on Australian sources to relate developments within Australia to the 

American and European educational movements. Gillespie believed that while the reform 

movement in practice was “curtailed by conservatism and parsimony” the area of theory 

was “productive of ideas which in various forms managed to enter into and affect 
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Australian educational thinking and practice for many years to come”.
39

 Gillespie referred 

to the vast output of educational literature being produced. In Australia, educational 

journals provided an important avenue for the distribution of new ideas with articles by 

Australians and reprinted articles from overseas. Readers’ contributions could lead to 

dialogues or debates.
40

  

 

Gillespie, however, still repeated the argument that there were few original thinkers in 

Australia. Australian educators were “disciples” of renowned educators from overseas, 

their thought remained “derivative” and “lacked originality”.
41

 She did acknowledge the 

increasing influence of American ideas within Australia by 1914.
42

 Gillespie included a 

discussion of nature study, recognising the demand for the systematic teaching of natural 

science in the Australian states and the mounting criticism of object lessons.
43

 Nature 

study, she argued, was seen as “the subject to which Froebel’s principle of self-activity had 

utmost applicability”. 
44

 

 

Two general histories of education in Australia published in 1972 perpetuated the 

argument that reform in Australia was derivative.
45

 Bob Bessant virtually contradicted his 

own evidence of the change that was achieved in Australia. He argued on the one hand that 

Frank Tate and Peter Board stood out as important, influential, educational leaders, “each a 

strong, compelling personality”.
46

 On the other, he left the reader with a crushingly 

inadequate analysis of Tate as an unoriginal thinker who “made no attempt to map out a 

scheme of education suited to particular Australian needs. Every one of his main ideas was 

taken from overseas experience and adapted with little modification to the Australian 

environment”.
47

  John Lawry, in a surprisingly negative piece of writing, argued that the 

Australian states imitated other countries, especially England, little changed during the 
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period, and most of the pre 1914 innovations failed.
48

 Both Bessant and Lawry mentioned 

nature study as a new subject without any elaboration.  

 

Cliff Turney’s second and third edited volumes, devoted to Pioneers of Australian 

Education, included essays about educators and administrators involved in the 

implementation of the New Education.
49

 Turney described the period as one of “far-

reaching reforms” and a “fresh approach to teaching”.
50

 In his own chapter on South 

Australian educator, W. Catton Grasby, in the second volume, Turney introduced 

educational reform in Australia as a product of complex social and educational forces, 

particularly those emerging in the 1890s with depression, drought, strikes, the emergence 

of the Labor party, the movement towards Federation, and the need for reconstruction as 

prosperity returned.
51

 He turned the consideration of educational reform strongly towards 

its Australian background and away from arguments about reactive imitation of overseas 

developments. This chapter considered nature study as an important aspect of New 

Education, as Grasby was particularly interested in promoting and teaching natural 

history.
52

 

 

The distinctly Australian context of reform was also emphasised by Alan Gregory in an 

article addressing the influence of the 1890s depression on attitudes to education in 

Victoria.
53

 He stressed that centralised state control of education made the situation in 

Australia significantly “different from that of the mother country”.
54

 Educational histories 

which had insisted on the Australian states imitating England, or other overseas models, 

failed to adequately consider such a basic difference in educational provision within which 

Australian educational administrators operated. 
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Hence, by the 1980s, the tendency to stress Australian lack of originality was changing. 

Alan Barcan, in A History of Australian Education (1980) and Two Centuries of Education 

in New South Wales (1988), acknowledged the international character of educational 

reform in the early twentieth century, and the undoubted effect of overseas developments 

upon Australia, without resorting to an argument about Australia’s lack of initiative and 

uncreative imitation.
55

 He noted the visits Australian educators made overseas, and the 

influence overseas immigrants and visitors to Australia had upon educational thought and 

practice.
56

 Peter Board “made the effort to draw together the best examples he could from 

overseas, adapting them to suit the native Australian tradition”.
57

  

 

Leslie Dunt, in 1993, presented stimulating new arguments relating to the transmission of 

ideas from one country to another: 

  

The New Education movement at the turn of the century represented a time in 

Australia’s history when its intellectual life expanded to encompass American 

ideas … a period when Australian educators were receptive to the idea of the idea; 

when an international community of thought was in the making and the Australian 

leaders were eager to be part of it.
58

  

 

Dunt described Australians looking widely to England, the United States and Germany for 

inspiration and guidance. Sometimes the influence of American thought was more 

enthusiastically received in Australia than in England. Official and private visits to 

overseas countries to study education were notable throughout the period, and some 

scholars began to undertake higher studies in the United States.
59

 

 

Noting the absence of educational and historical analysis of the period of the New 

Education in Queensland, Peter Meadmore’s doctoral thesis hoped to fill a gap and to 

question why Queensland had previously seemed almost unworthy of study as an example 
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of reforming zeal.
60

 Like Dunt he viewed the New Education in its transnational context: 

“A considerable degree of cross-pollination of ideas across different countries occurred 

through visits, study and the exchange of publications between educationists, allowing an 

international discursive focus to emerge.”
61

 Meadmore convincingly argued the problems 

encountered in Queensland when the New South Wales syllabus of 1904 was adopted and 

imposed with little alteration and a lack of enthusiasm.
62

 His work included attention to 

nature study, recognising the subject’s importance within the New Education, and 

interestingly noting the particular antagonism to the subject on the part of conservative 

administrators in Queensland.
63

  

 

Joanne Godfrey studied the reforms of Cyril Jackson in Western Australia from 1896 to 

1903.
64

 Jackson, an English educator, drew upon English precedent, including an English 

rural curriculum that included nature study.
65

 For this situation, Godfrey found Selleck’s 

categories useful, with nature study, as a subject serving rural education, in the practical 

strand.
66

 However, this early reform in Western Australia, led by an English educator, 

predated much of the subsequent interest in New Education in the Eastern states, and the 

growing international interest in “the nature study idea”. It predated the seminal American 

texts on nature study, and the British Official Report of the Nature-Study Exhibition and 

Conferences. 

 

 John Hughes and Paul Brock analysed the reforms of 1905 to 1922 as one of six case 

studies of attempts to introduce significant change into New South Wales schools in the 

twentieth century. They concluded that the reforms of 1905 to 1922 were particularly 

significant, laying the foundations of the state’s education system until the 1950s.
67

 Hughes 
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and Brock mention nature study only briefly, as a subject introduced in this period of 

reform. 

 

The most recent comprehensive history of school education in Australia is Craig Campbell 

and Helen Proctor’s A History of Australian Schooling (2014).
68

 The authors give no 

attention to the old argument that Australian education was imitative and are primarily 

interested in the Australian social contexts into which schooling was introduced. Schools, 

as an integral part of society, were often powerful agents in its making.
69

 They argue that 

the early decades of the twentieth century witnessed a period in which the universalisation 

of schooling progressed substantially. Compulsory attendance, increased school leaving 

ages, post primary education, and Kindergartens for the very young all meant that the 

experience of childhood and family life changed profoundly.
70

 The authors acknowledge 

educators travelling overseas and between the Australian states in this period, transporting 

educational ideas and visions.
71

  

 

Grant Rodwell is one educational historian who has considered aspects of nature study.
72

 

However, Rodwell’s examination of nature study always seemed to have some purpose 

other than an evaluation of its own ideologies and complexities. In “The Country Life 

Movement and Australian State Schools” his material on nature study was rallied to 

support an argument about rural uplift where “schools were perceived as agents to 

introduce more progressive and productive methods of agriculture”.
73

 The promotion of 

elementary agriculture and a hope that nature knowledge might serve as an inducement to 

children to stay in the country were important aims for nature study, but nature study was 

always much more than this. Rodwell ignored the considerable role of nature study as 

elementary science. He ignored, or degraded, its aesthetic, educational, and environmental 

aspects, referring throughout the chapter to a wider “adulation of nature” present in 
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society; to a “eulogy” of nature, or to “nature worship”.
74

 These three terms were repeated 

but remained unexplored, both in this chapter and later articles, and thus appear to be 

derogatory labels. 

 

In a later paper Rodwell argued the connections between education and eugenic thought 

during the period of New Education.
75

 He rallied the same material regarding the 

introduction of nature study into Australian schools. This time it was linked to social 

planning and eugenics rather than to the advance of agriculture and the promotion of 

country life. Rodwell continued the derogatory reference to “nature worship” and “nature 

worshipers”. Why did he fail to use less pejorative terms such as “naturalists”, “scientists” 

or “preservationists”? In another article some of this same material was used to examine 

open air school architecture.
76

 Rodwell’s scorn of “nature worship” prevented a balanced 

treatment of the widespread interest in and concern for nature and the environment, crucial 

to a considered study of the nature study idea and its implementation as a subject in the 

curricula of Australian states. 

 

History of Conservation and Preservation in Australia 

 

Nature study advocates held great hopes for the subject as education for conservation and 

preservation but reference to nature study in environmental histories has been sparse. In 

Australia the history of conservation and preservation of natural resources, indigenous 

fauna and flora and natural landscapes has been addressed by historians, historical 

geographers, sociologists and others since the 1960s.
77

 Historical geographer J.M. Powell’s 

Environmental Management in Australia, 1788-1914 (1976) remains a landmark 

publication, as does Spoils and Spoilers: Australians Make their Environment, 1788-1980 

(1981) by historian Geoffrey Bolton.
78

 Both drew attention to the debates about forest 
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destruction and the need for forest conservation which developed in the 1860s and 

continued into the twentieth century.
79

 Bolton examined protective legislation passed in 

regard to birds and other fauna and the establishment of naturalist’s clubs and scientific 

societies which advocated protection for fauna and flora.
80

 He documented a slow but 

growing interest “towards conservation”. By arguing for land use which was not 

developmental, but aesthetic and perhaps spiritual, such as was involved in reserving tracts 

of land as national parks and smaller nature reserves, conservationists “seemed to fly in the 

face of Australia’s ruling ethos”. Despite this, conservationists of the early twentieth 

century achieved some success and in so doing prepared the ground for later 

environmentalists who would challenge the developmental ethos more widely.
81

  

 

Conservationist Geoff Mosley’s overview of the history of conservation outlined 

Australian awareness of problems and responses in relation to forests, soil, water, minerals 

and nature more generally.
82

 He gave attention to the nineteenth century beginnings of 

concern and action in regard to forests, water and nature, noting the setting aside of public 

reserves for recreation and protection of scenery and the formation of the Wild Life 

Preservation Society in New South Wales in 1909. This society, with its activities of field 

investigation, representation to government, and public education, set a pattern for all later 

bodies.
83

 While Powell and Bolton did not consider the role of public education in 

movements for conservation and preservation, Mosley correctly identified the importance 

attached to education by the Wild Life Preservation Society.  

 

In 1991 historian R.B. Walker addressed “Fauna and Flora Protection in New South Wales, 

1866-1948”.
84

 Walker discussed legislation passed in the context of social change, new 

perceptions of the environment, and a growing conservation movement. He sketched a 

period to 1900 in which legislation indicated an increasing sympathy for wildlife. 

Conservation was not, however, an important political issue, and legislation was poorly 

implemented.
85

 In the early twentieth century, Walker discerned Australian nationalism 

influencing the perception of indigenous fauna and flora and noted its representation in 
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fine and decorative arts.
86

 This period saw more influential Forestry Acts in 1909 and 

1916, and the formation of the Wild Life Preservation Society.
87

 Like Mosley, he noted the 

educative ambitions of the Wild Life Preservation Society but did not examine the 

education of the general public and school children further.
88

 

 

Walker summarised the period of 1900-1920 as one of “shallow ecology” where sparing 

the environment for practical use and advantage affected opinion and policy. “Deep 

ecology”, or conservation for ethical, aesthetic, scientific and spiritual reasons, was not 

widely understood until the 1920s and beyond.
89

 Walker’s use of the terms “shallow 

ecology” and “deep ecology” is problematical. Firstly, they are anachronistic terms when 

applied to the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Secondly, the period of the 

early twentieth century cannot be characterised as one where utilitarian conservation was 

separate from and completely dominant over other concerns for conservation. And the 

1920s and 1930s can hardly be characterised as periods dominated by non utilitarian 

concerns. One of the aims of this thesis is to demonstrate the influence of non utilitarian 

arguments for conservation in the period from 1900 to 1920, and the eclectic subscription 

to both utilitarian and non utilitarian conservation on the part of advocates. 

 

Historian Tom Griffiths introduced a fresh approach to the study of a range of topics of 

relevance to environmental history in his influential publication, Hunters and Collectors: 

The Antiquarian Imagination in Australia (1996).
90

  His chapter “The Natural History of 

Melbourne” discussed the growing enthusiasm for natural history in the late nineteenth 

century and its expression through popular nature writing.
91

 His work indicated new 

avenues for historical enquiry including the importance of the genre of nature writing and a 

connection between interest in the natural environment and the teaching of nature study in 

schools.
92

 

 

Griffith’s work was referred to by American environmental historian Thomas Dunlap in 

his comparative work, Nature and the English Diaspora: Environment and History in the 
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United States, Canada, Australia and New Zealand (1999).
93

 Dunlap examined the 

increased interest in “national nature” across the English speaking countries. Interest in 

emblematic plants and animals, art, landscape painting, nature literature, outdoor recreation 

and nature education all appeared to indicate a growth in interest in the local natural 

environment along with the desire to protect it. He argued that the incorporation of nature 

education to elementary school curricula was a part of larger movements and in Australia it 

was particularly aligned to the development of a love of country and identification with 

it.
94

 

  

Drew Hutton and Libby Connors utilised a sociological approach in A History of the 

Australian Environment Movement (1999).
95

 They characterised environmentalism as a 

movement occurring in two waves, the first in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries. They attempted to show the breadth and depth of what they call the 

“environmental movement” in Australia in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries. Although the terms “environmentalism” and “environmentalists” are 

anachronistic when applied to the early twentieth century, as they were by Hutton and 

Connors, there was certainly much talk about “the environment” in this period with many 

expressing concern for resources, fauna, flora and landscape. Hutton and Connors 

presented many instances of concern and its transformation into action. They argued that 

individuals and societies recognised the importance of public education and lobbied for 

decades for improved legislation.
96

 They referred to nature study in schools as an important 

part of the breadth and depth of interest in and concern about the environment.
97

  

 

Tim Bonyhady also argued for a “breadth of this culture of environmental concern”, which 

embraced both the sentimental and the practical, in The Colonial Earth (2000).
98

 For him it 

was heartening to know that some colonists from the earliest time of settlement wanted to 

conserve their environment for aesthetic and moral as well as economic reasons, and that 

sometimes they were successful.
99

 He used art, literature, newspapers, and legislation to 
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argue that settlers’ attachment to the colonial landscape was matched by their desire to 

preserve it. The protection of fauna and flora, of rivers, land, beauty spots and foreshores at 

times constituted major issues. Bonyhady did, however, recognise complications: 

conservation of resources could, and did, become a form of intensive resource exploitation 

with little relation to environmental protection; often the colonial concerns came to 

nothing; successive governments failed to repair environmental damage already done; by 

the late nineteenth century governments were incapable of implementing environmental 

ideals because of electoral pressure of short term advantage; and the unwillingness to 

appoint rangers and inspectors meant most environmental laws had little effect. Whilst 

Bonyhady found a deeply embedded environmental aesthetic in culture, he also found 

deeply embedded resistance.
100

 

 

Environmental historian Don Garden identified that resistance as an over-riding colonial 

project to master, develop and prosper.
101

 The European occupation of Australia, while 

boasting many achievements subsequently celebrated by historians, occurred with 

“dreadful cost to the environment”.
102

  That over-riding project would continue its 

domination in the twentieth century despite the emergence of conservation issues and 

changing attitudes towards the natural environment.
103

 

 

Some historians have addressed more specific aspects of the history of conservation and 

preservation in Australia. Brett Stubbs, in 2001, studied the passing of legislation relating 

to native fauna in New South Wales in a paper complementing that of Walker.
104

 By 

analysing parliamentary debates and the resultant legislation between the 1860s and the 

1960s, Stubbs discerned long term changes in public attitudes. In particular he traced the 

changing belief that native fauna should be preserved for economic reasons towards the 
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belief that it was inherently worthy of protection. In parliamentary debates preceding the 

passing of the Birds and Animals Protection Act (1918) the role of education was discussed 

and the “magnificent work” of the Gould League of Bird Lovers acknowledged.
105

 

 

Warwick Frost challenged the enduring idea that farmers hated trees and argued against a 

simplistic alignment of farmers and settlers against tourists, naturalists and artists who took 

a delight in the very forests that the farmers were destroying. He presented evidence of 

appreciation of rainforests on the part of farming communities and attempts by those 

communities to preserve both small and large areas of forest.
106

 Frost also wrote about the 

1920s and 1930s, arguing that these years witnessed an increased interest in the natural 

environment that was reflected in support for the protection of forests from agricultural and 

other development.
107

 These decades saw bushwalking and tourism to scenic areas 

attracting large numbers. There was widespread commentary on nature in books, 

newspapers and the radio. Frost suggests that nature study in schools was an important 

reason for enduring and increased interest in nature in the 1920s and beyond.
108

  

 

In support of his claim that nature study had such an effect, Frost cited Libby Robin. Robin 

remains the only environmental historian to have given detailed attention to nature study in 

Australia. Robin’s body of work has considered many aspects and implications of 

conservation and preservation in Australia, from the nineteenth century to the present 

day.
109

 Her commissioned history of the Royal Australasian Ornithologists Union (2001) 

included attention to the educative and protective aspects of the Union in its early years 
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and she traced its links with the introduction of nature study into schools and the formation 

of the Gould League of Bird Lovers in Victoria.
110

 Robin subsequently developed her 

study of nature study in schools, the celebration of Bird Day, Arbor Day and Wattle Day, 

and the formation of the Gould League, relating them to Australian nationalism.
111

 Robin’s 

information on nature study came primarily from Victorian sources and thus her work 

indicates a need for investigation of nature study in New South Wales. 

 

A perceptive chapter of a book on Australian garden history, by social historian Suzanne 

Hunt, explored the cultivation of school gardens in Victorian state schools between 1901 

and 1914 as part of the system of New Education introduced under the directorship of 

Frank Tate.
112

 Hunt’s social focus means that this article complements Robin’s “School 

Gardens and Beyond”.
113

 

 

In summary, only a few histories of education and histories of conservation and 

preservation in Australia have given much attention to nature study. Grant Rodwell 

approached nature study in his studies of other educational matters, but failed to appreciate 

the subject as deserving serious consideration in its own right. By far the most useful work 

to date is that of Libby Robin who introduced nature study as relevant for the history of 

conservation and preservation. Her series of stimulating articles suggests the possibility of 

further investigation, particularly beyond the state of Victoria. 

 

Theoretical frameworks 

As the study of an idea—the nature study idea—this thesis is a contribution to that strand 

of environmental history concerned with ideas humans have held about the natural world. 

Environmental historian Donald Worster outlined three levels on which environmental 

history proceeded: one which dealt with the natural environments of the past; one which 

dealt with human modes of production; and one which was concerned with perceptions, 

ideology and values.
114

 In speaking of the third, he believed that it was important for the 

environmental historian to study aspects of aesthetics, ethics, myth, literature, gardening, 
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science and religion, to “go wherever the human mind has grappled with the meaning of 

nature”.
115

 The nature study advocates wrote in detail and with passion about the meaning 

of nature, of the human relationship with nature and about how nature could be presented 

to children, the future generation.  

 

In his own environmental history, Nature’s Economy: A History of Ecological Ideas, 

Worster declared that he approached the theme as an intellectual historian, curious about 

the origins of present ecological ideas.
116

 He stressed the importance of studying the 

cultural grounding of ideas but also their capacity as agents and their tendency to change 

over time: “Once born, ideas tend to pursue a life of their own; they can extend beyond 

their origins to become shapers and molders [sic] of perception elsewhere.”
117

  

 

Environmental historian J.R. McNeill, in 2003, also identified three varieties of 

environmental history, differing to some degree from Worster in his designation. One 

variety was material in focus (somewhat equivalent to Worster’s first and second levels); 

one cultural/intellectual (Worster’s third level) and one political that considered state 

policy and law. For McNeill, the strongest contribution of the cultural/intellectual variety 

of environmental history was its consideration of the impact of specific ideas or sets of 

ideas.
118

 

 

In an eloquent paper about the narrative form and the narrative power of history, William 

Cronon urged environmental historians to tell not just stories about nature, “but stories 

about stories about nature”.
119

 In an important way, the texts of the nature study idea can 

be seen as “stories about nature”. They served to frame nature in a particular way for 

children to approach its study and appreciation. It is important to recover and to study these 
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“stories”, particularly as they had, by being introduced to the education of children across 

many countries, obvious potential to profoundly influence the ideas of children, future 

adults, about the natural world. 

 

Intellectual history has its own history of development and change through the twentieth 

century and is now understood to be concerned with how ideas, any ideas, originate and 

evolve in specific historical contexts and, additionally, with tracing their histories within 

broader histories of the societies and cultures which they have helped to shape and which 

have shaped them.
120

 English speaking intellectual historians have been greatly influenced 

by Quentin Skinner and the Cambridge School of “relentless contextualisers”.
121

 Skinner 

argued that texts needed to be situated within their intellectual context and frameworks of 

discourse to enable the historian to recognise what their authors were doing in writing 

them. Historical enquiry aimed “to grasp their concepts, follow their distinctions, to 

appreciate their beliefs and, so far as possible, to see things their way”.
122

 Texts for Skinner 

had performability and the intentions of their author great importance. Thus Skinner wrote 

extensively of “speech act theory” and its usefulness in historical analysis.
123

 In analysing 

the many practical, theoretical and philosophical texts written by nature study advocates in 

the United States, Australia and other English speaking countries, as well as articles 

contributed to journals, speeches made at conferences, and other varied writings on nature 

study, Skinner’s valuable insights into contextual analysis, authorial intention, and the 

performability of texts has proved to be highly useful.  

 

Today intellectual history is understood to embrace all ideas, not just those of the 

intellectual or political elite as it did in the past. It may utilise all types of texts, both 

written and material. American intellectual historian Daniel Wickberg argued that ideas 

were central to the study of history and all documents meaningful in relation to human 

thinking: 
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If the history of thought is to be successful, it must abandon once and for all the 

notion that a fixed body of texts and thinkers—a canon—is its proper subject 

matter, and must seek thought wherever it can find it—which is everywhere.
124

  

  

For Wickberg, late nineteenth century thought, for example, could be approached through 

hack journalism, joke books, and estate inventories as well as the accepted works of 

canonical thinkers.
125

 In my study, various sources are used to analyse the nature study 

idea. They range from the philosophical texts of its formulation to the writings about 

nature by children in outback schools in New South Wales; from syllabus policy 

documents to photographs of children in their school gardens. 

 

Educational historians have recognised the value of a variety of sources which may be 

added to traditional policy documents. In an edited collection of essays addressing Silences 

and Images: The Social History of the Classroom, European and Northern American 

researchers investigated the use of many types of document in their quest to open the 

classroom door. Questions were raised about the use of fiction, textbooks, images, letters, 

and personal writing and their value as sources for educational historians alongside the 

more traditional journals, government reports, and syllabus documents. While all may 

allow the historian to approach the classroom, the editors and contributors stressed the 

importance of taking into account the intentions of the author or maker of any type of text 

and the contexts in which the text was produced.
126

  

 

If the intentions of authors of texts are important, then so, too, are the authors themselves. 

If we wish to “see things their way”, surely we want to know about their personal 

circumstances and the trajectory of their lives. While previously researching natural history 

writing in New South Wales, I came across the essays of naturalist and school teacher, 

Alexander G. Hamilton. As I researched the life and writings of this little studied author, I 

found brief references to the fact that he had played a role in the introduction of nature 

study into New South Wales schools in 1904. Thus it was that Hamilton introduced the 

topic of nature study to me and the lack of scholarly consideration of this topic soon 

became apparent. Hamilton features prominently in the following chapters, as teacher, 
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naturalist, nature study advocate, lecturer in nature study at the Teachers College, and 

tireless worker for preservation and protection of Australian fauna and flora. So too does 

Charles Tucker Musson, naturalist, scientist, and lecturer at Hawkesbury Agricultural 

College, a particularly enthusiastic and influential advocate of nature study in New South 

Wales. One chapter of the thesis is devoted to a biographical case study of Musson, tracing 

his life, his interests, his achievements, his writing; indicating influences on his thinking 

and his own influence on others. 

 

Historian and political scientist Robert Rotberg has recently reinforced the importance of 

biographical studies for history. He particularly links biography and intellectual history: 

“Biography becomes intellectual history in that we have to know all of the influences, 

across many dimensions, on an individual’s life and work.”
127

 Where did the individual 

derive their inspiration and ideas? Who taught them? What did they read?
128

 In analysing 

Hamilton and Musson, these very questions are relevant, along with the formulation and 

delivery of their ideas, and the influence they in turn had upon others through printed texts, 

lectures, teaching, and other activities. Rotberg believes that biographical exploration can 

contribute to fresh considerations of history and may enable previously unknown men and 

women to take their place in the history of the particular era or place.
129

 Hamilton and 

Musson emerged through an exploration of the evidence as influential figures within the 

nature study movement in New South Wales. In this way, the subjects presented 

themselves, rather than being chosen, just as Rotberg observes: 

 

A potential biographical subject may present her—or himself through the 

discovery of previously unknown caches of documents or interviews, or through 

the revelation that the achievements of certain individuals have been overlooked 

or minimized more than they should be.
130
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Many other individuals, important to a consideration of nature study in New South Wales, 

are introduced in the following chapters. Some make only a brief appearance and others 

warrant longer discussion. These include educational reformers Peter Board and James 

Dawson, Chief Inspector in the Department of Public Instruction. Teachers and inspectors 

who supported nature study in significant ways include Walter Finigan, Martha Simpson, 

Hugh McLelland, Donald Fraser and Mollie McNutt. From outside the Department the 

subject received support from individual naturalists, scientists, and conservationists 

including Walter Froggatt, David Stead, Amy Mack and Launcelot Harrison.  

 

Sources 

A variety of primary source material was consulted in the search to uncover and discover 

the significance of nature study for educational reform and environmental concern in the 

early twentieth century, particularly in New South Wales. The practical and theoretical 

texts addressing nature study published in the United States in the 1890s and 1900s were a 

crucial starting point, their physical existence within the State Library of New South Wales 

and other Australian institutions indicating their intellectual reach in earlier times. Of 

particular significance were Wilber Jackman’s pioneering Nature Study for the Common 

Schools (1891), and the seminal texts by Ernest Scott, Liberty Hyde Bailey and Clifton 

Hodge.
131

 In England, the Official Report of the Nature-Study Exhibition and Conferences, 

published in 1903, contained a wealth of information on the subject’s reception and 

definition in that country. School Nature Study, the journal of the School Nature Study 

Union also provided material for England.
132

 In Australia, monographic texts on nature 

study were rare, writing on the subject tending to be articles published in educational 

journals. Monographs published in the first two decades of the twentieth century include 

Nature Studies in Australia (1903) by William Gillies and Robert Hall; The Aim and 

Method in Nature-Study (1905) by Charles Long; Nature Studies: Suggestions for 

Teachers (1909) by C.T. Musson and W.M. Carne; Nature Studies in Australasia (1916) 

by George Edquist and Australian Nature Studies (1922) by J.A. Leach.
133

 These 

publications feature in later chapters. 
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Official New South Wales educational publications of particular relevance included the 

Interim Report of the Commissioners on Certain Parts of Primary Education containing 

the Summarised Reports, Recommendations, Conclusions, and Extended Report of the 

Commissioners (1904), commonly known as the Knibbs and Turner Report, and the 

reports of three significant educational conferences held in January 1902, January 1904 

and April 1904.
134

  Successive Annual Reports of the Department of Public Instruction 

were also relevant.
135

 These reports contained detailed individual entries from the Under 

Secretary and the Chief Inspector and sometimes included the District Reports of 

Inspectors. Inspectors’ Reports were also available in the Department’s Public Instruction 

Gazette.
136

 Successive syllabuses of instruction provided a crucial source for the analysis 

of nature study in practice and its changing emphasis over the years.
137

 

 

The New South Wales Public Instruction Gazette, its predecessor the Educational Gazette, 

and its successor the Education Gazette, were used intensively as sources of policy, for 

articles giving guidance on the teaching of nature study, and as a record of meetings, 

conferences, and vacation courses for teachers.
138

 From 1911 to 1921 the Gazette included 

an annual Bird-Life Supplement each October to support the celebration of Bird Day and 
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the Gould League of Bird Lovers, both intimately associated with nature study in the 

schools.
139

 Other educational journals consulted included the Australian Journal of 

Education and the New South Wales Teacher and Tutorial Guide.
140

 

 

Educational archival materials held at State Records NSW proved an invaluable source of 

material, much of which has been rarely consulted. School files, Subject files, Teacher 

career files and Teachers’ rolls, and a photographic collection were all relevant. Of 

particular significance were the Inspectors’ Annual Reports of individual schools recorded 

in school Observation Books, and individual teacher’s Lesson Registers. A small and 

random sample of the former has survived for the years from 1905 to the 1920s and allows 

us to view the Inspectors’ comments upon the teaching of nature study in particular 

schools. While a Lesson Register was required to be kept by every teacher in the state, 

these are today extremely rare documents, with a only a few for the period from 1905 to 

1920 available at State Records.
141

 

 

Journals and papers of the Gould League of New South Wales, the Australian Naturalists 

Society of New South Wales, the Royal Society of New South Wales, the Linnean Society 

of New South Wales, the Wild Life Preservation Society and other societies were 

consulted at the State Library of New South Wales.
142

 The University of Western Sydney 

Archives held material relating to Charles Musson and Hawkesbury Agricultural College. 

The Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales and the Annual Reports of the Department of 

Agriculture were other useful sources for this aspect of the study.
143
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Newspaper columns, articles, and letters to the editor were consulted for a variety of 

pertinent topics, often indicating a range of public opinion and public interest in education, 

the study of nature, and conservation and preservation issues. Photographs of schools and 

school children involved in various activities were often included in journal articles and the 

Department of Public Instruction’s Annual Reports. Photographs survive also in archival 

sources. Photographs taken outdoors predominate, featuring school gardens and children 

working in those gardens as part of their nature study lessons. Some photographs picture 

children on outdoor excursions, or feeding birds. With careful consideration, taking into 

account their construction and purpose, these visual sources are very revealing. 

 

Valuable evidence of classroom teaching and its effect on children may be found within 

writing or other work by children when such sources exist. Some examples of writing 

about nature on the part of children proved particularly revealing of the way nature study 

was presented to them and how they responded.  

 

Chapter Outline 

Chapter 1 discusses the nature study idea as it developed in the United States of America in 

the 1890s and 1900s, exploring its history, texts and contexts. It was here that nature study 

was distinctively defined as incorporating the three aspects of scientific reasoning, 

aesthetic appreciation, and the nurturing of an appreciative feeling for nature called 

“sympathy”. As such the nature study idea incorporated important developments occurring 

in science in the later nineteenth century but was also influenced by a legacy of 

Romanticism. 

 

Chapter 2 turns to the Australian context and the gradual reception of nature study as an 

essential subject to be introduced to new school curricula. Chapters 3, 4 and 5 are 

concerned with the period of educational reform in New South Wales from 1900 to 1920 

and the place of nature study within that reform. Chapter 3 discusses the events of the early 

years of the century which led to significant educational reform and in so doing presents 

new evidence and revised arguments. Many of the sources used have previously received 

limited analysis, while the evidence they provide of educators reaching out to the 

international interest in education, studying its theory and practice broadly, analysing, 

adapting, introducing innovations, and giving back to the transnational exchange has often 

been disregarded or misjudged. Chapter 4 looks at the writing and lectures of nature study 
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advocates within New South Wales, asking how nature study was defined and supported 

for the teachers and children of the state. Chapter 5 discusses nature study in practice 

within the schools and classrooms of the state, interrogating a range of evidence to 

question its practice, its interpretation, its success, its problems and its reception by 

children. 

 

In Chapter 6 the thesis turns to the theme of environmental concern. Increasing attention 

was being given to conservation and preservation of natural resources, indigenous flora 

and fauna and landscape in New South Wales in the first decade of the twentieth century. 

Nature study became part of this movement, with its advocates often also advocates of 

conservation and preservation. Gradually nature study became acknowledged by 

conservationists as an important and potentially powerful means of public education. This 

connection has rarely been acknowledged by historians of education or environmental 

historians. 

 

Chapter 7 presents the biographical case study of Charles Musson and his influence on the 

nature study movement. Chapter 8 considers the history of nature study in New South 

Wales schools through the twentieth century. It is important to look at the endurance and 

change of the nature study idea beyond the period of its formulation and introduction. The 

interwar period is studied through a variety of sources, followed by a brief consideration of 

later periods which relies primarily upon curriculum documents. When explaining the topic 

of my thesis to others, some of whom recall “doing nature study”, they ask when nature 

study was “dropped” as a subject from the school curriculum and why. Chapter 8 may 

answer their questions. 
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Chapter 1 The Nature Study Idea: History, Texts and Contexts 

 

 

Anna Botsford Comstock, lecturer in nature study at Cornell University, New York State, 

wrote Handbook of Nature-Study for Teachers and Parents, first published in the United 

States in 1911. She defined a study of nature as consisting of: 

  

simple, truthful observations that may, like beads on a string, finally be threaded 

upon the understanding and thus held together as a logical and harmonious whole. 

Therefore, the object of the nature-study teacher should be to cultivate in the 

children powers of accurate observation and to build up within them, 

understanding.
1
   

 

Anna Comstock explained that nature study would give the child practical knowledge, 

cultivate the child’s imagination and the power to express it, cultivate a love of the 

beautiful and, “more than all”, give the child “a sense of companionship with life out of 

doors and an abiding love of nature”.
2
 

 

Comstock dedicated her book to her associates at Cornell University, Liberty Hyde Bailey 

and John Walton Spencer, with whom she had been working to promote nature study for 

over fifteen years. It was to prove an enduring dedication, enjoying immediate and 

continuing success, with twenty four editions published between 1911 and 1939, remaining 

in print one hundred years later, and translated into eight languages.
3
 The clearly written 

text was specifically aimed to be of practical use to teachers, particularly those untrained in 

any scientific discipline who might be struggling with nature study. The chapters therefore 

presented information for the teacher as well as suggesting activities for the children.
4
 

Based upon the popular Cornell leaflets, which had been distributed throughout the United 

States and had even made their way to Australia from the late 1890s, the lessons, 

Comstock explained, were “naturally informal and chatty”.
5
 Photographs, hand drawn 

diagrams, and illustrated lettering augmented the text on every page. After a short 
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introduction to the teaching of nature study, Comstock moved on to sections on “Animal 

Life”, “Plant Life”, and “Earth and Sky”. 

 

Anna Comstock’s essentially practical handbook did not dwell on the theoretical or 

philosophical underpinnings of nature study and avoided discussion of its controversial 

aspects. Twenty years had passed since the innovative educator, Wilber Jackman, 

published Nature Study for the Common Schools which formally ushered in the use of the 

term “nature study” and a new subject matter and methodology.
6
 In between these 

publications, the United States witnessed the publication of many texts on nature study, 

some designed as practical handbooks, others as detailed theoretical considerations of 

nature study as both a philosophical and a pedagogical idea. At the turn of the century, 

several writers turned their deliberations to the latter, and this chapter will include an 

analysis of three such texts: Nature Study and the Child by Charles B. Scott; Nature Study 

and Life by Clifton F. Hodge; and The Nature-Study Idea: Being an Interpretation of the 

New School-Movement to put the Child in Sympathy with Nature by Liberty Hyde Bailey.
7
 

 

What was the nature study idea as presented by these exponents? Did they agree with each 

other, and if not, what were the contradictions revealed by their texts? The three texts will 

be examined in order to elucidate how various theorists conceived of the nature study idea. 

Intellectual historian Quentin Skinner argued that: “we need to make it one of our principal 

tasks to situate the texts we study within such intellectual contexts as enable us to make 

sense of what their authors were doing in writing them”.
8
 This chapter will present the 

development of the nature study idea within the pedagogical context of the “New 

Education” and within the context of changing ideologies regarding nature and the human 

relationship with the natural environment. 

 

For Skinner, texts were also acts, with performability and influence.
9
 Each of the three 

texts studied here sold well, were well regarded, travelled across the Atlantic and the 

Pacific, and were often quoted. They not only defined and presented the idea of nature 

study, but they each acted as an agent in disseminating nature study and in facilitating the 

transformation of nature study idea to nature study movement. At the time of their 
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publication, nature study was being introduced to schools throughout the United States, 

and British educators endorsed nature study as a movement that was “wide and general, 

one affecting the education of both sexes, of all ages, and of all countries”.
10

 The texts of 

nature study were influential both within educational and wider cultural contexts. In 

Australia educators and others would invariably call upon the three exponents of nature 

study in their own definitions and discussions of the new subject introduced into the 

elementary curricula of the early twentieth century. To understand nature study in 

Australia, it is important to study its development as an idea in the United States. 

 

The Idea Takes Form: United States, 1889-1904 

In 1889 South Australian teacher William Catton Grasby travelled to the United States, 

England and Europe to study and compare educational systems. He was particularly 

interested in the “New Education” and was explicit in his acknowledgement that 

educational ideas could only be understood within their context: 

 

I am, I hope justly, considered to be in favour of what is termed ‘the New 

Education’, because I think that both methods and means of education must 

change with the continually changing conditions of men and nations. As with any 

statement of religious ethics, or of philosophy, so with the enunciation of the 

principles of education. They are true only for the time, condition of thought, and 

development of the people who make them; and can only be rightly understood in 

their relation to the conditions under which they existed.
11

 

 

For Grasby, the time for change had arrived. He was particularly interested in observing 

the introduction of science teaching and manual training into elementary schools. He found 

the official systematic incorporation of science into schools, in general, disappointing.
12

 At 

Cook County Normal School in Chicago, however, Grasby was particularly impressed. 

This training school for teachers incorporated Kindergarten, Primary, and Grammar 

grades, along with High Schools “so that the future teachers become acquainted with every 

part of the school”.
13

 The Principal of Cook County Normal School was Colonel F.W. 
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Parker, and Grasby noted Parker’s fame as a reformer, and the fact that the school attracted 

students from many states. A special feature of the school, said Grasby, was the attention 

given to the teaching of science which he found “thoroughly experimental and practical 

with a view to its being taught to pupils not as facts, but as an education in observation, 

and love for nature”.
14

 

 

Appointed as Principal in 1883, Parker reformed the struggling school as an exemplar of 

his developing educational ideas. Parker had travelled to Germany and Switzerland to 

observe innovative educational practices and was enthusiastic in incorporating the current 

attention being focussed on Pestalozzian and Froebelian ideas into his school.
15

 Parker 

employed Wilber Jackman, a Harvard graduate in science and practicing teacher of 

science, to bring progressive theories of education to bear on the teaching of science at 

Cook County.
16

 Jackman developed a course of natural science which he presented at 

regional and national meetings of teachers and in 1891 published as Nature Study for the 

Common Schools.
17

  

 

The title of this pioneering work, incorporating the term “nature study”, was chosen after 

considerable discussion with the publishers.
18

 “Nature study”, sometimes hyphenated, was 

in fact being used from about 1889. Liberty Hyde Bailey, in 1903, attempted to establish 

its precise origin, but could only conclude that it was being used in 1889 in Massachusetts 

under the leadership of educator Arthur C. Boyden and, at the same date, by teacher Frank 

Owen Payne, contributor of articles to the periodical publication, School Journal, edited by 

Amos M. Kellogg.
19

  

 

Nature Study for the Common Schools was an important publication which laid the 

foundations for the teaching of nature study. Jackman explained that the teaching of natural 

science had been working its way downwards from colleges and high schools to the 

younger grades. He aimed to provide a guide to teachers in the common schools who 
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wished to introduce such a course of natural science.
20

 Jackman arranged his scheme of 

lessons first by month and then, under each month, by topic, with headings including 

Zoology, Botany, Physics, Chemistry, Meteorology and Geology. This established a 

seasonal plan of teaching about nature in schools, a methodology which would be endorsed 

by many teachers throughout many countries. His chapter, “Practical hints to the teacher”, 

established some of the basic tenets of teaching nature study. These included: observation 

on the part of the child; direct contact with nature; the importance of relating nature study 

to other subjects; and the variety of modes through which the child could give expression 

to his or her observations and reasoning, including oral language, written language, 

painting, drawing, and modelling.
21

 

 

Jackman’s book was very well reviewed and gave currency to the term “nature study”.
22

 It 

was followed by further texts in which Jackman developed and elaborated his ideas. These 

included Number Work in Nature Study (1893); Field Work in Nature Study: A Handbook 

for Teachers and Pupils (1894) and Nature Study for the Grammar Grades (1899).
23

 Field 

Work in Nature Study witnessed an important stress upon outdoor study and the need for 

plants and animals to be studied in relation to each other and their environment. Schemes 

for fieldwork within particular environments such as a river basin, a swamp, or a lake 

shore were included, along with the advice to teachers that: “The central point of interest in 

the study of either the animal or the plant is in its adaptation to the features of its 

environment.”
24

 Jackman’s writing witnessed the early association of the concepts of 

adaptation and ecology with the teaching of nature study. 

 

In the 1890s, nature study courses became increasingly widespread in the United States. 

This history has been described by both Sally Kohlstedt and Kevin C. Armitage.
25

 In 1892 

a science subcommittee of the Committee of Ten on Secondary Schools, appointed by the 

National Education Association, met at the University of Chicago to define a core 

curriculum of science. This committee endorsed nature study as a curriculum for the early 

grades and committee member Charles Scott, a teacher from Minnesota, provided an 
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outline of a nature study course. This national endorsement of the term “nature study” and 

the approach advocated by Jackman, by an important national body, was influential in the 

following development of courses throughout the nation.
26

 

 

When educational reformer and philosopher John Dewey established his experimental 

Laboratory School at the University of Chicago in 1896, nature study was introduced as a 

foundation subject and Dewey himself became an enthusiastic advocate of the new 

subject.
27

 Psychologist G. Stanley Hall, regarded as a leading expert in child development 

and psychology at the time, aimed to apply child study directly to educational practice. At 

Clark University, Massachusetts, Hall encouraged faculty member Clifton Hodge to 

develop a nature study curriculum in conjunction with teachers at Upsala Street Primary 

School in Worcester and to publish articles on nature study in the new journal, 

Pedagogical Seminary.
28

 At Cornell University, in the State of New York, Agricultural 

College staff Liberty Hyde Bailey, Anna Botsford Comstock and John W. Spencer 

developed a unique and influential programme of nature study.
29

 The programme included 

nature study courses for schools supported by informational leaflets; the training of 

teachers in nature study through lectures, outreach programmes and summer schools; and 

Junior Naturalist Clubs organised by “Uncle John” and supported by correspondence and a 

regular magazine. Armitage concluded that: “Cornell’s nature study work and agricultural 

outreach made it the centre of nature study activity during the height of the nature study 

movement.”
30

  

 

In the 1890s, many handbooks on nature study were published in different states. Lucy 

Langdon Williams Wilson, supervisor of nature work at the Philadelphia Normal School 

for Girls, published Nature Study in Elementary Schools: A Manual for Teachers in 

1897.
31

 Like Jackman, Wilson arranged lessons by month, with topical sections, 

“Weather”, “Plants”, “Animals”, and “Stones”, included for each month. As well as the 

contents list at the front of the book, arranged by month, the teacher could refer to a 

detailed synopsis by topic, an explicit illustration of the flexibility which the individual 
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teacher might wish to apply when choosing how to teach nature study. The simpler 

terminology used by Wilson reflected the book’s appeal to teachers of very young children 

in their first four years at school. Wilson’s manual was accompanied by two books of 

readers consisting of stories, poems and myths carefully arranged to support the month by 

month scheme of study.
32

 Wilson stressed the importance of nature study in going beyond 

observation, to cultivate the judgement and imagination of the child, to put the child “in 

loving touch with whatever nature there is about them”.
33

 Story, poetry, and myth were 

promoted as valuable accompaniments to study and excursions, as well as a means of 

relating or correlating, varied subjects. 

 

Naturalist and public school teacher from St Paul, Minnesota, Dietrich Lange, wrote 

Handbook of Nature Study for Teachers and Pupils in Elementary Schools, published in 

1898.
34

 Like Wilson’s it was a practical guide for teachers, presenting information and 

ideas for lessons. He chose a different format to that of Jackson and Wilson, with 

arrangement first by locale or “life community” and then by season. The “life 

communities” chosen included: “Pond, Lake, and Stream, May to July”; “The Trees of our 

Woods”; “The Woods in Bloom, March to May”; and “Prairie Flowers in August”. Like 

Jackman’s Field Work in Nature Study, this approach encouraged the understanding of 

adaptation and dependency in nature rather than the study of plants or animals in isolation. 

Not all nature study teachers included topics from physics, chemistry, or geology, and 

Lange’s is an example of texts which limited the study to botany and zoology. Unlike 

Wilson, Lange did not include the use of literature within his lessons, and stressed the 

usefulness of nature knowledge “in this age of scientific agriculture and applied sciences” 

rather than the stimulation of the imagination and the appreciation of the beautiful.
35

 

 

Different approaches and schemes perhaps emphasised the need for a thorough, theoretical 

treatment of the new subject. The three texts published at the turn of the century by Scott, 

Hodge and Bailey provided deeply thoughtful analyses of nature study. Considerable 

analytical analysis was also provided in texts which were both practical and theoretical by 

educators John P. Munson, Education Through Nature Study: Foundations and Method 
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(1903) and Charles A. McMurry, Special Method in Elementary Science for the Common 

School (1904).
36

 All five of these texts made an impact in Australia, with Victorian 

educator Charles Long, in 1905, giving considerable attention to each author in his 

comprehensive analysis of nature study and its theorists, The Aim and Method in Nature 

Study.
37

 In New South Wales, the lecturer in nature study at Sydney Teachers College, 

Alexander Hamilton, compiled a list of books on nature study which recommended Scott, 

Hodge and Bailey for their coverage of the theory of nature study.
38

 Charles Musson, 

lecturer at Hawkesbury Agricultural College and influential advocate of nature study, was 

particularly influenced by Bailey, and enthusiastically recommended Munson.
39

 In the 

United States, in 1906, a survey of readers of the newly established national journal, 

Nature-Study Review, ranked the texts by Hodge and Bailey as the best books on nature 

study.
40

  

 

In England, a very strong interest in nature study was evident by 1902 when a Nature-

Study Exhibition and associated conferences were held in the Royal Botanic Society’s 

Gardens in London.
41

 Important scientists and professors, along with teachers from 

throughout the country, gathered to define and discuss nature study in all its aspects, its 

theory and its practice. Charles Long referred to many papers given at this Conference by 

British scientists and educators including Professor C. Lloyd Morgan of Bristol University; 

A.D Hall, Director of the Rothamsted Experimental Station; and L.C. Miall, Professor of 

Biology, University of Leeds.
42

 However, Long correctly identified the nature study idea 

as being initially defined in the United States: “Of English-speaking peoples, we must look 

to the Americans for the first signs of its [nature study’s] growth, and for evidences of its 

greatest vigour at the present time.”
43

 In New Zealand, educator E.K Mulgan published 

The New Zealand Nature-Study Book, a practical handbook rather than a theoretical 

consideration, but including a short essay upon the aims, methods, and meanings of nature 
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study.
44

 In Australia, William Gillies and Robert Hall led the way with Nature Studies in 

Australia in 1903, followed by Gillies’ texts on plant life and insect life.
45

 Nature study, by 

1903, had made an impact throughout the English speaking world. 

 

“The Great American Exponents”: Charles B. Scott, Clifton F. Hodge, and Liberty 

Hyde Bailey 

In the early years of the twentieth century, when Australian educators considered the 

question of “What is Nature Study?”  in addresses to meetings and conferences, articles in 

journals, and introductions to texts and handbooks, they invariably drew upon Nature 

Study and the Child by Charles B. Scott (1901); Nature Study and Life by Clifton F. Hodge 

(1902); and The Nature-Study Idea  by L.H. Bailey (1903).
46

 Charles Long referred to 

these three writers as “the great American exponents of genuine nature-study”.
47

  

 

The wording of all three titles was significant, and in Scott’s Nature Study and the Child, 

the contemporary interest in child study was evident as the author argued that nature study 

provided a means of placing the individual child firmly into the natural environment.  

Scott’s book was both practical and theoretical, opening with detailed case studies of the 

dandelion, representing plant study, and the rabbit, representing animal study.
48

 Scott 

proceeded to theoretical chapters where he argued for the place of nature study within 

current educational philosophy and curricula, the aims to which it needed to aspire, and the 

methods through which it might be taught in elementary schools.
49

 The final section of the 

book outlined study programmes which the author had used and observed in his teaching in 

the schools of St Paul, Minneapolis and the Oswego State Normal School in New York.
50

 

 

Scott explained that the terms “elementary science” and “nature study” had both been used 

to describe desired broadening of the curricula of elementary schools to admit study of the 
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physical world.
51

 He justified his own preference for the term “nature study” as having 

more reference to the materials considered and the methods pursued and being a less 

formidable term for elementary teachers and children. The materials would be found in 

actual nature, and children would continue to study nature as they had since infancy, 

through the senses: “The laboratory for nature study is all outdoors; and the only 

instruments and appliances absolutely necessary are the seeing eye, the hearing ear, and the 

understanding heart.”
52

  

 

Nature study was not study from books, not listening to the teacher, not listening to bright 

students telling what they knew, and not merely school room study. To study nature, 

children must be taken out to nature, and field lessons would become a necessity. The 

study must have an order, or sequence, and lead to investigation of “relations of the various 

phenomena observed”. The teacher must be prepared to study with the children as a fellow 

investigator.
53

 

 

In his examination of the aims of teaching nature study, Scott proceeded through a 

hierarchy from basic to higher aims which could be divided into two broad categories: to 

develop the individual child; and to adapt the child to his environment.
54

 First was the 

traditional aim of acquiring knowledge, but this knowledge needed to be gained from 

personal observation and needed to allow the child to ask not only “what”, but “why”. That 

questioning would lead to the development of intellectual power: “One leading 

characteristic of the ‘new education’ is the pre-eminence of ‘why,’ and the subordination 

of ‘what,’ or the looking beyond and through the ‘what’ to the ‘why.’ ”
55

 

 

Knowledge and questioning were only a beginning, and for Scott there were higher aims 

for education than the development of intellectual power. Nature study aimed for a creation 

of interest and sympathy: “We shall develop in the hearts of the children a sympathy with 

the world of nature in proportion as we lead them to care for or work for nature.”
56

 

Sympathy, explained Scott, was the “highest form of interest”, and interest without 

sympathy might produce “mere cold-blooded anatomists and collectors”.
57

 Sympathy for 
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Scott and others clearly distinguished nature study from elementary science. Nature study 

allowed the child to proceed from interest to care and understanding for nature, to develop 

an emotional attachment to the natural world. Such understanding and attachment was 

defined as “sympathy”.
58

 

 

Closely related to the “cultivation of sympathy” was the development of aesthetic values, 

an appreciation of the beauty of the environment. This beauty, Scott continued, included 

not only form, colour and structure, “but the far higher beauty of function and adaptation” 

and “beauty shown in the unity of all nature”.
59

 Correlation of nature study with literature 

and art was relevant here as “much of the most beautiful in literature and art has been 

inspired by nature”.
60

 Scott devoted later chapters to how nature study might be related or 

“correlated” to other school subjects. 

 

More important than aims relating to the individual were those which adapted the child to 

his or her environment. Scott’s was a “threefold environment,—nature, man, God”.
61

  In 

his discussion of “The Highest Aim of Nature Study”, Scott outlined his concerns 

regarding the physical environment; concerns which he believed nature study would 

address: 

 

In much of the work of the past we have assumed … that adaptation to 

environment means learning about our environment, so that we can control it, or 

make it minister to our material needs or desires.
62

  

… 

We have adapted ourselves to our physical environment by stripping our land of 

its forests, our air of its birds, our waters of their fish, by using up in the most 
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reckless manner our natural resources. Nature has been our slave, from whom we 

could take anything, to whom we owed nothing.
63

 

 

Scott reinforced conservationist thought by stating that the country was now realising that 

forests must be protected and the farmer must give to his fields if he would get the most 

from them.
64

 But, for children involved in nature study, Scott hoped for something more: 

 

As the child understands better the beauty of his surroundings, the beauty of 

being, and the higher beauty of doing; as he discovers how much he gets from 

nature, he realizes better that he owes something to the world about him. He 

protects where he once destroyed. He takes care of the flowers which before he 

trod upon. The birds are his friends.
65

 

 

The second aspect of Scott’s threefold environment was “man”, or society. Scott hoped 

that the “growing appreciation of the brotherhood of man” would be affected by a similar 

principle as that relating to the physical environment: that we must give as well as take. 

Scott argued that the child would be able to appreciate and to give back to the intellectual 

environment through literature and art.
66

  

  

Finally, for Scott, it was of ultimate importance that through the study of nature, the child 

would “be lifted toward the Author of nature”, the “Creator” or “Planner”.
67

 This ultimate 

aim, the adaptation of the child to his spiritual environment, was of undoubted importance 

for Scott and was referred to in other sections of the book. Scott had evidently reconciled 

conflict between Darwinian evolution and “the Author of nature”. The consideration of 

such conflict was not part of this book. Some Australian writers would refer favourably to 

Scott’s ultimate aim to look “through nature up to nature’s God”;
68

 others would omit this 

aspect and present a secular rationale for nature study. 

 

Professor Clifton Hodge’s underlying philosophy made Nature Study and Life a quite 

different text to those of Scott and Bailey. This philosophy was rarely commented upon by 
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the Australian writers, who, nevertheless, made reference to Hodge and used quotations 

from his work, often out of context, to support their own arguments. The study of nature, 

wrote Hodge, “has ever spread out before me like an enchanted country”, a country from 

which “the Infinite Enchanter of the Universe” was seldom absent.
69

 These words recalled 

Gilbert White of Selbourne, where “a deep reverence for the divine Providence that had 

contrived this beautiful living whole” pervaded.
70

 Overall, though, Hodge perpetuated the 

Judaeo Christian tradition, where nature’s chief function was to serve man’s needs.
71

 

Hodge drew specifically on the Old Testament and began his opening chapter, “The Point 

of View”, by quoting from Genesis: 

 

And God blessed them, and said unto them, be fruitful, and multiply, and 

replenish the earth, and subdue it: and have dominion over the fish of the sea, and 

over the fowl of the air, and over every living thing that moveth upon the earth.
72

 

 

Hodge developed his “point of view” by tracing human development and progress through 

the subjugation of nature represented by the domestication of animals and the cultivation 

of plants: 

 

Subjugation, this hand-to-hand fight against nature, must have constituted the 

main lines of human nature study for thousands, probably for tens of thousands of 

years before language took form and written history began, and it has formed a 

large part of the work ever since.
73

 

 

The struggle against nature played a fundamental role in the development of human 

civilisation and character, and cultivation, particularly, allowed the development of the 

“home” and associated virtues such as “willingness to work for daily bread, intelligent 

provision for the future, courage to fight for home, love of country”.
74

 

 

For Hodge, nature study for children was important in continuing to achieve the Biblical 

injunction to dominion over nature, and it was in this aspect that he differed profoundly to 
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Scott and Bailey: “The pet animal is thus for the child, as it was for the race, the key to the 

door into knowledge and dominion over all animal life.”
75

 Furthermore, he declared, 

  

The omission of soil lore from a system of education of the young is suggestive of 

a relapse to barbarism. To allow a child to grow up without planting a seed or 

rearing a plant is a crime against civilized society.
76

  

 

This last sentence was frequently quoted by Australian educators, but it was quoted out of 

context, divorced from Hodge’s particular “point of view”.
77

 Hodge subscribed to the 

theory of recapitulation, which maintained that the child’s development repeated the 

history of the race.
78

 Thus Hodge believed the keeping of pets and the growing of seeds 

repeated the domestication of animals and the cultivation of plants and were therefore 

activities necessary for the child to progress to higher virtues.
79

 Although recapitulation 

was not usually mentioned by Australian educators when writing about nature study, it was 

interestingly prominent in Martha Simpson’s Work in the Kindergarten: An Australian 

Programme based on the Life and Customs of the Australian Black, published in 1909.
80

 

 

Hodge advocated both nature study and science as means of furthering man’s control over 

nature. Man’s relation with the physical environment continued to be one of struggle, and 

if, as God’s representative, man had been a little “severe”, leading to extermination of 

species, then correction was necessary in the form of conservation. Hodge, as a 

conservationist, was able to reconcile and promote the preservation of land and forest 

conservation as necessary for future human utilisation of resources.
81

 

  

Hodge’s second chapter outlined the aims, or values, of nature study under the subheadings 

economic, aesthetic, educational, ethical and social, and religious. Not surprisingly, Hodge 

stressed the economic advantages to be secured from the teaching of nature study and 

regretted that this aspect was often ignored by teachers of nature study. “Money”, he 
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argued, “is the common, universal expression of value that every one [sic] understands and 

respects” and material wealth supported the higher values of both the race and the 

individual.
82

 His conservationist ideals were expressed here: 

 

As society becomes organised, the common goods of nature come to form a great 

public property,—pure air, pure water, forests and roadside trees and flowers, 

game and fishes, birds, and other beneficent animals.
83

 

 

Nature study would allow identification of both “the beneficent” and the “evils in nature”, 

such as insect pests, noxious weeds and injurious animals, and allow the fundamental 

“fight for the good and against the bad in nature” to continue. This, declared Hodge, must 

be “the dominant idea in nature study” and must not be set aside for “considerations of a 

sentimental character”.
84

 

  

The aesthetic aim of nature study for Hodge was subordinate to his strongly argued 

economic rationale. Appreciation of beauty in nature, moreover, should not consist of 

passive enjoyment but should: “fill and surround our homes and schoolhouses with the 

most beautiful things attainable and instill [sic] the spirit of creating and preserving the 

natural beauties of roadside and field and forest rather than that of ruthless destruction”.
85

 

 

The educational aims of nature study lay in the value of direct, first-hand contact that 

would allow the “building up of sound brain tissue and mental power”.
86

 Hodge showed 

awareness of the ideals of New Education, and understood nature study as a means of 

expressing them. Recognition that the teacher could not know everything would mean 

liberation for both teacher and education in general.
87

 

 

Under ethical and social values, Hodge briefly hoped that knowledge would lead to less 

destruction of birds and their nests on the part of boys, and to the lessening of that 

ignorance which allowed men to introduce unsuitable species into new continents. 

Education was necessary to secure the proper observance of legislation relating to nature.
88
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For religious values, Hodge merely stated: “No one can love nature and not love its 

Author.”
89

 

 

Hodge’s book continued with twenty five subsequent chapters covering lessons in nature 

study and discussing methodologies for teaching. He restricted his nature study to animal 

and plant life. Hodge was on the Board of Directors of the Massachusetts Audubon Society 

and a member of the American Ornithologists’ Union, and he devoted four chapters to 

birds. Once again, it was the value of birds to humans that was stressed:  

 

Bird study is no trifling fad. Our bird life represents a public property, protected 

by laws that are beginning to be respected and enforced. 

 … 

We must teach the children the human value and importance of birds. We must 

suggest things for them to do which shall help and increase the bird life about 

their homes.
90

 

 

Liberty Hyde Bailey’s The Nature-Study Idea was published in 1903. Bailey declared: 

 

I am seeking a fresh and firmer hold on life.
91

 

 

It were better that we know the things, small and great, which make up this 

environment, and that we live with them in harmony, for all things are of kin.
92

 

 

The book itself was a fresh and influential treatise upon nature study, a publication which 

deserved the attention it received in Bailey’s own country and in other English speaking 

countries. Unlike Scott and Hodge, Bailey did not include detailed programmes of study, 

or methodologies and suggestions for teaching particular topics, perhaps because he had 

previously published two practical books: Lessons with Plants; and First Lessons with 

Plants; aimed for teachers of secondary and elementary schools respectively.
93

 Bailey was 
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a lecturer in horticulture at the Agricultural College of Cornell University and had been 

promoting nature study as extension work to teachers, schools, societies and rural 

organisations.
94

 The Nature-Study Idea was a compilation of essays and discussions, 

written over the previous six years, with some material specially prepared for the new 

publication.
95

 The Nature-Study Idea consisted of three parts, comprehensively discussing: 

“What Nature-Study Is”; “The Interpretation of Nature”; and “Some Practical Inquiries and 

Some Ways of Answering Them.” Unlike Scott and Hodge, Bailey had no ultimate aim to 

look towards a Creator. His philosophy was opposed to Hodge’s premise that man had 

dominion over nature. 

 

Bailey held high expectations for nature study and its teaching in elementary schools. 

Bailey would later become a major figure in the Country Life Movement in the United 

States and he admitted that he was particularly interested in nature study as elementary 

agriculture, its role in rural education, and its potential to improve country living.
96

 Yet the 

book as a whole addressed much broader concerns and aims for nature study. The title and 

sub-title of the work were chosen with precision: Bailey treated nature study as a new 

ideology, a new school movement which aimed to place the child in a position of sympathy 

with nature. The initial chapters traced the history of the term “nature-study” and defined 

what the term meant. The “Nature-Study Movement”, he stressed, was a product of the 

common schools, a pedagogical movement and not a product of scientific investigation.
97

 

Nature study was not synonymous with “natural history”, “biology” or “elementary 

science”. Rather it aimed “to put the pupil in a sympathetic attitude toward nature for the 

purpose of increasing the joy of living”.
98

 In fact, it was a “revolt” against the teaching of 

science to elementary grades, although it might later lead to science teaching. For Bailey, 

as for Scott, nature study was so much more than science, drawing upon the “child’s total 

outlook on the world”, the child’s imagination, feeling and sympathy.
99

 Having traced the 

history of “nature-study” as a term and its introduction to the schools of the United States, 

Bailey concluded that: “The nature-study idea is now widespread and thoroughly 

established. It marks an epochal change of front in the aims of education as regards science 

teaching.”
100
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 Bailey believed that the final result to be aimed at in the teaching of nature study was “the 

development of personal interest in every natural object and phenomenon”.
101

 The child 

must “see” the object, reason about the object, and only then go to a book for further 

information.
102

 In teaching nature study, three factors were important: “the fact, the reason 

for the fact, the interrogation left in the mind of the pupil”.
103

 The best nature study, 

continued Bailey, would be done out of doors with some use of material brought into the 

classroom.
104

 Like Scott and Hodge, Bailey warned that the teacher may not always know 

the answer, and that it was all to the good if the teacher could say: “I do not know”.
105

  

Bailey stated explicitly that he was opposed to Hodge’s idea that nature study for children 

should be confined to living animals and plants. Inanimate nature could also be well 

taught, he argued.
106

 Bailey particularly promoted the study of a “central theme in a scene 

of life” such as the brook, studied in its entirety. The brook would illustrate in miniature 

the forces which had shaped the earth’s surface and allow the study of its plant and animal 

life.
107

 In effect, Bailey was promoting the study of an ecosystem, and the adaptations and 

interrelationships of its components.
108

  

Nature study could provide relief and relaxation for the teacher and the pupil, and could be 

combined with regular subjects such as drawing or geography.
109

 Nature study, Bailey 

concluded, “ought to revolutionize the school life, for it is capable of putting new force 

into the school and the child”.
110

 In the “evolved and emancipated school” of the future, 

memorising from books would be overturned, and the “nature-study spirit” involving 

freedom, spontaneity, and individual initiative, prevail.
111

  

Environmental aims for nature study pervaded Bailey’s text. As nature study led children 

to sympathy with nature, so they would “learn to love all nature’s forms and cease to abuse 

them”. And, more generally: “If one is to be happy, he must be in sympathy with common 
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things. He must live in harmony with his environment.”
112

 Bailey’s philosophy embraced 

both a concern with the physical environment itself and man’s place within it. In a chapter 

called “The Extrinsic and Intrinsic Views of Nature”, Bailey took issue with “the old 

conceit that everything is made to please man”.
113

 His philosophy was thus fundamentally 

in opposition to that of Hodge and he designated as “colossal self-assurance” the belief that 

everything was designed and made for man’s use or pleasure in the beginning. Bailey 

hoped that point of view was giving way to “an intrinsic view of animals and plants” that 

recognised them “just for themselves”.
114

 

A chapter called “The New Hunting” addressed conservation and preservation issues.
115

 

Bailey’s was an optimistic view that saw a growing interest in the natural world evidenced 

in nature writing as much as in laws to protect wildlife, flora and forests: 

 

The future will see the wild animals and plants safely ensconsed [sic] in those 

areas that lie beyond the reach of cultivated fields; and these things will be the 

heritage of the people, not of the hunter and collector alone.
116

  

 

Societies for lessening cruelty to animals, and a realisation that fashion was leading to the 

destruction of birds for their feathers and animals for their fur, also pointed to “an 

enlargement of our sympathies”, and an “enlarging vision respecting our own place in the 

world. The point of view is shifting”.
117

 It is in the context of this vision of hope that 

Bailey became involved in the teaching of nature study, and an advocate for “The Nature-

Study Idea”.  

 

Scott, Hodge, and Bailey all endorsed educational purposes for nature study which placed 

it well within the aims and methodologies of progressive education. All distinguished 

nature study from science and elementary science. All three mentioned aesthetic aims for 

nature study, which would allow the child to appreciate the beauty of nature and to respond 

through creative expression. Hodge did, however, stress that this should be a secondary 

aim. But the philosophical underpinnings of the three were profoundly different. Hodge’s 
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“point of view”, which began with the Genesis injunction to man to subdue the earth and to 

have dominion over it, contrasted with a developing tendency to view humanity as a part of 

nature rather than as a specially created identity that was apart from and above nature. 

Scott and Bailey illustrated the latter view, with Bailey, particularly, arguing for “an 

intrinsic view of animals and plants”, and demonstrating his own realisation that the 

philosophical understanding of the human relationship with nature was changing: “the 

point of view is shifting”.
118

 Both Scott and Bailey dwelt on the importance of “sympathy”, 

which meant the fostering of an understanding of nature and the creation of affinity 

between people and nature. Children would be encouraged to imagine the point of view of 

animals and plants and to express their understandings, along with their aesthetic 

appreciations, in a variety of ways. Aesthetic appreciation and sympathetic understanding 

were important for Scott’s aims of adapting the child to his environment, and encouraging 

the protection of that environment. For Bailey, the aims of teaching nature study were 

“almost utopian”.
119

 Hodge argued an economic rationale for nature study which supported 

conservation on the utilitarian ground of wise use of resources. The differences between 

the three great exponents illustrate something of the complexity of the nature study idea 

and of the ideological contexts in which it operated. 

 

Complexities and Conflicts 

 

Multiplicity of Aims 

Certainly there were many aims and purposes expressed for nature study which may 

plausibly have created confusion. However, Sally Kohlstedt, who began by searching for a 

simple and comprehensive definition of nature study, “slowly accepted the fact that its rich 

and varied expressions helped explain its success”.
120

 Its flexibility meant that educational 

theorists and teachers could express their own particular interpretations and adapt nature 

study to their local natural environments. Certainly Australian interpretations of nature 

study would stress various aims and interpretations, but would also draw from one text or 

another without much concern for conflicting view points. Like the American proponents 

studied by Kohlstedt, there was agreement on the core goals and room for variation.
121

 

Munson, however, in 1903, wrote that the teaching of nature study should be based neither 
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on the economic value of the subject alone, nor upon the purely emotional or sentimental 

aspect of it. Indicating that some individuals did veer to erratic extremes, he cautioned that 

this might lead to reaction.
122

 

 

Nature Study vs. Elementary Science 

Nature study advocates all stressed the importance of natural science as a topic to be 

introduced to elementary schools. The subject matter was to be taught through careful 

observation and problem solving. The materials would be found close at hand and involve 

the local environment. In addition, nature study advocates all believed that aesthetic 

appreciation and emotional responses to nature were appropriate for young children. These 

distinguished nature study from elementary science. In 1904, McMurray defended nature 

study against the criticism of some scientists who were opposed to the imaginative 

tendency in science work which nature study embraced. Children, primary teachers and 

poets, he claimed, refused to be bound down to plain realities.
123

 In order to understand 

nature, children needed to use their imagination: “to shut out the use of imagination in 

nature study is doing violence to a child’s nature”. It was the business of nature study to 

teach children to observe accurately, but in interpretation, including scientific 

interpretation, imagination was indispensible.
124

  

 

Some scientists in the United States supported nature study in schools, but others were 

highly critical of its promotion of imagination, aesthetic appreciation and sympathy and the 

analysis of this conflict informed the works of both Kohlstedt and Armitage: 

“Disciplinarian science rejected the very foundation —sympathy—on which many nature 

study advocates built their pedagogy and justified the rationale for conservation.”
125

  

 

Evolution and Creationism 

While it might seem that controversy in society regarding the theory of evolution might 

also have been a divisive force within nature study theory and practice, this was not 

particularly evident. Bailey discussed his views on Darwinian evolution and religious 

belief explicitly in Outlook to Nature, published in 1905.
126

 His belief that there was no 
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conflict between the two is at least implicit in The Nature Study Idea, just as Hodge’s 

Nature Study and Life might indicate its author’s opposition to the formation of species by 

natural selection and the descent of man by the same process. Between Bailey and Hodge, 

however, the many scientists and educators who wrote on nature study, including Scott, 

had either reconciled their faith and the scientific acceptance of evolutionary theory, or 

they felt that the conflict was irrelevant to teaching children about nature. Many continued 

to make a connection between interest in and appreciation of nature, and nature’s Creator, 

but this was quite consistent with the acceptance of organic evolution by many mainstream 

theological thinkers within the English speaking world. Theistic evolution meant that the 

overwhelming acceptance of Darwinian evolution by scientists at the turn of the century 

could be accommodated by Christian thinkers.
127

 Even in the United States, where a lack 

of consensus existed amongst theologians, the period pre-dated the bitter rifts “between 

those who sought to make sense of evolutionary theory and absorb its insights into Biblical 

theology, and those who were utterly opposed to the theory and even to public discussion 

of it”.
128

 Kohlstedt pointed out that references to God or a Creator echoed generalised 

statements common in public classrooms, courtrooms, and ceremonial events at the turn of 

the century.
129

 She concluded that: “Religious and secular outlooks seemed to reside easily 

side by side in early nature study.”
130

 Perhaps this aspect more than any other illustrates the 

intellectual flexibility of nature study as providing a lenient platform upon which 

contesting world views could be comfortably accommodated.  

 

While evolution was not debated, and ideas on the descent of man played little part, 

Darwin’s theory of species formation by natural selection did inform many texts, as did 

concepts of fitness and adaptation. Animal Life: A First Book of Zoology, by scientists 

David Jordan and Vernon L. Kellogg, was published in 1900 and in 1906 was voted as one 

of the most popular supplementary books for nature study.
131

 This text was based 

throughout on Darwinian concepts and dealt specifically with natural selection and 

adaptation with particular chapters devoted to “The crowd of animals and the struggle for 
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existence” and “Adaptations”.
132

 Munson’s Education Through Nature Study included 

chapters devoted to “Theories of development” in which he discussed Darwinian evolution 

and natural selection, although he was primarily concerned with social development, child 

development, and theories of recapitulation. His text exhibited interesting social 

interpretations of evolution being discussed at the time.
133

 The development of nature 

study within the post-Darwinian context will be explored further below. 

 

Environmental Concern 

Scott, Hodge and Bailey all expressed concerns for the environment which they hoped 

nature study would address. Armitage argued that, from Jackman’s early work onwards, 

conservation was one of the central goals of nature study.
134

 Yet some texts, while 

obviously promoting the study of nature and interest in the natural world, stopped short of 

expressing concern about the environment and advocating conservation of resources or 

preservation of natural landscape, flora and fauna. McMurray, for example, advocated the 

thorough enjoyment of nature, its woods, wildflowers, and song-birds, and the free and 

unstinted pleasure of children as they explored nature.
135

 But he stopped short of 

expressing any concern about the state of that nature such as its abuse or its disappearance 

or its extinction. McMurry focussed upon the benefit of nature study for social and 

industrial problems of modern life and for improvements of a scientific character such as 

sanitary improvement.
136

 Other texts were pedagogical handbooks, presenting lessons for 

teachers about nature, advocating the distinctive new methodologies of teaching about 

nature, yet not concerned with any threats to that nature. Wilson’s Nature Study in 

Elementary Schools and Lange’s Handbook of Nature Study, for example, do not exhibit 

explicit concern about nature. It would probably be correct to suggest that concern with the 

environment developed and increased as time passed, and would have been influenced by 

the very popularity of the texts by Scott, Hodge and Bailey. In the United States, 

conservationists increasingly came to consider children and their education of importance 

to the conservation movement.
137

 In Australia, increasing interest in the environment and 

its protection developed over the course of the first decade of nature study teaching and 

this will be the subject of later chapters. 
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Contexts 

 

Educational Pedagogy 

It has already been seen how nature study featured centrally in the experimental curricula 

of the important educational reformers in the United States in the late nineteenth century. 

This child-centred, progressive education drew upon new constructions of earlier 

educational writings of Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Johann Pestalozzi, Friedrich Froebel, and 

Johann Friedrich Herbart.
138

 Many of the American reformers had studied these developing 

educational ideas in Europe, with Parker, Charles McMurry and G. Stanley Hall all 

studying in Germany in the 1870s and 1880s.
139

 Nature study incorporated and 

demonstrated many of the prominent ideas of New Education, including appealing to the 

interest of the child and relating education to everyday life. Nature study promoted active 

learning, represented by the slogans “learning-by-doing” and “self-activity”. It 

incorporated Herbartian concepts of “apperception”, in which the child’s learning 

progressed by building on already grasped knowledge or ideas, and “correlation”, the 

association of different subjects so that learning might be reinforced by drawing upon 

various aspects of and approaches to the same topic.
140

 

 

Educational thought in the later nineteenth century was a product of changing scientific 

theory which altered the way in which the child was to be understood, and the way in 

which learning took place. Developmental psychology and child psychology were studied 

and implemented by the educational reformers. In the same period, education was being 

expanded to include all children, and the basic education at first deemed adequate for 

lower class children was broadened in terms of subject matter and lengthened in years to 

be spent at school.
141
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 Armitage stressed the intellectual legacy of Romanticism in both progressive education 

generally, and nature study courses. This legacy came from the classic theorists of 

pedagogy and, in the United States, from the transcendentalists, Emerson, Thoreau, and 

Alcott, all of whom wrote about education as well as nature.
142

 The New Education and 

nature study were products of both changing scientific thought and a continuing Romantic 

legacy. 

  

The Romantic Legacy 

Nature study’s emphasis on feeling and imagination, aesthetic appreciation, and the 

creation of “sympathy” distinguished the subject from elementary science. These aspects 

may all be seen as influenced by Romanticism.  Tim Blanning, in his recent stimulating 

study, The Romantic Revolution, characterised the Romantic period as occurring from the 

mid eighteenth to the mid nineteenth centuries and “initiating a new phase in the long-

running dialectic between a culture of feeling and a culture of reason”.
143

 Occurring at a 

time of rapid and radical change in Europe, when the word “revolution” was often in use, 

he argued that a great cultural revolution also occurred, one which led to a radically 

different approach to artistic creation, and provided the aesthetic axioms of the modern 

world.
144

 In regard to nature, “nothing roused the romantics to greater indignation than the 

notion that nature was inert matter, to be understood by dissection, experiment and 

analysis”.
145

 

 

It is easy to see the same concern in the writings of nature study advocates some time later. 

Indeed, Blanning argued that whilst the Romantic revolution had faded by the mid 

nineteenth century, and a sense of sustained secular progress pervaded, with a realist trend 

in the arts and a positivist belief in the natural sciences: “no sooner had this new triumph of 

the culture of reason and progress been proclaimed than the dialectic began its corrosive—
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and creative—work”.
146

 This dialectic, Blanning argued, continued to operate in the 

twentieth century, and indeed to the present day. Nature study, in its appeal to sympathy, 

its endorsement of feeling and imagination in the study of nature, and its attention to the 

beauty of nature illustrated a continuing influence of Romanticism. Armitage convincingly 

argued that influence could also be seen within the wider ideals of progressive 

conservation, where regard for nature’s beauty was widespread, although little 

acknowledged by historians of the movement.
147

 Armitage suggested that the widespread 

appeal to nature at the turn of the century, demonstrated in nature study, nature writing and 

conservationist thought, continued the Romantic tradition of looking to nature as a 

powerful way of “adjusting to the vicissitudes of modern life”.
148

  

 

Romanticism was directly invoked by one of the pioneers of nature study in Britain, 

Professor J. Arthur Thomson from the University of Aberdeen, lecturing in 1912 on the 

topic “The True Inwardness of Nature-Study”.
149

 Nature study, for Thomson, provided 

something deeper and finer than sensory education, good intellectual discipline, and 

practical value, and that was the development of “men of feeling”. Nature study needed to 

be “informed with good science without losing its emotional intensity”.
150

 It was the aim of 

nature study not only to know nature, but to enjoy her forever. Nature study dealt with 

beautiful things and events and processes and afforded a culture of aesthetic 

appreciation.
151

 Thomson concluded: “I plead then that part of the true inwardness of 

nature-study is to keep alive the sense of wonder.”
152

  

 

In the same year School Nature Study published “The Aesthetics of Nature Study”.
153

 W.H. 

Sleight asked teachers to think about how they could lead children to appreciate and enjoy 

the beauty of nature. The appreciation of literature and painting were common topics of 

conversation, argued Sleight, and the former, at least, had found a place in the schools. 

Nature had only recently been introduced into schools, and the appreciative side of its 

study tended to fall into the background. Sleight stressed that aesthetic enjoyment of the 
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beauty of nature was important, and the appreciation of the commonplace rather than the 

sensational should be stressed.
154

 

 

Australian historian Julia Horne examined nineteenth century aesthetic values as applied to 

nature in Australia, particularly within travel literature. The Pursuit of Wonder (2005) 

defined and explored the concepts of “the sublime”, “the beautiful”, and “the picturesque”, 

terms that were in constant usage within travel and exploration literature of the period.
155

 

Such appreciations, and the emotions, such as wonder, which they elicited, survived the 

increasing interest in science. Writing about the attraction of limestone caves, Horne 

perceived that: 

 

Science provided the means to explain the physical appearance of limestone 

caves. Wonder was no longer only an emotional response to the fantastical 

arrangements of nature, but was also becoming a rational response to the 

possibilities of nature; knowing how stalagmites were formed made them no less 

wonderful to look at.
156

 

  

In a similar manner, nature study advocates wanted to combine scientific knowledge and 

understanding with emotional responses of wonder and appreciation of beauty.  

 

The Post-Darwinian Context 

 

I am the child of earth and air and sea, 

My lullaby by hoarse Silurian storms 

Was chanted; and through endless changing forms 

Of plant and bird and beast unceasingly 

The toiling ages wrought to fashion me.
157

 

 

A fundamental change in the way men and women defined themselves in relation to 

nature, influenced by the publication of Origin of Species, gained in acceptance during the 
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later part of the nineteenth century. Environmental historian Donald Worster, writing of 

Charles Darwin, argued that “no other individual has had so much influence generally on 

western man’s perception of nature”.
158

 University scientists, David Starr Jordan and 

Vernon Lyman Kellogg were very aware of this change in 1907: 

 

One of the most important results of Darwin’s studies of the origin of species has 

been the complete change in the philosophical conception of man. We no longer 

think of the human race as a completed identity in the midst of Nature, but apart 

from it, with a different origin, a different motive, a different identity. [Rather] 

Man is like the other species, an inhabitant of the earth …
159

  

 

Jordan and Kellogg, whose book for school students, Animal Life, has been noted above, 

published Evolution and Animal Life in 1907, a book intended for beginning college 

students and a general audience. They cautiously prefaced their book: 

  

… we cannot talk long without saying something others do not believe. Others 

cannot talk long without saying something we do not believe. We wish you to 

accept no view of ours unless you reach it through your own investigation. 

 

Their aim was that readers think for themselves.
160

 While this preface provides evidence of 

a continuing difference of opinion regarding evolutionary theory, Jordan and Kellogg’s 

book is also evidence for a general interest in natural science and in the relationship 

between humanity and nature.  

 

Worster linked the changing perception of man and nature to the development of a 

“biocentric conscience”, on the part of some thinkers, which allowed both a sense of 

kinship between man and beast, and a moral responsibility to protect the earth. While this 

“biocentric conscience” may be traced to earlier times, it reached its most vigorous 

expression as a consequence of the work of Darwin.
161

 Worster traced the biocentric 

outlook of several English speaking thinkers of the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
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centuries, including L.H. Bailey. Often these thinkers became involved in conservation 

advocacy, including wildlife protection.
162

 

 

The Conservation Context  

 

One of the main concerns of Armitage’s The Nature Study Movement was to trace the 

relationship of nature study to the conservation movement as it developed in the United 

States during the early twentieth century. He argued that the two pronged political strategy 

of Progressive era conservationists consisted of legislation to protect the natural world, and 

the cultivation of an ethos that valued non human nature and protected it as a matter of 

course. Nature study became a powerful component of the educational strategy of 

conservationists.
163

 Armitage was critical of the classical interpretation of conservation as a 

scientific movement whose essence was rational planning and efficient development. The 

work of Samuel P. Hays had been little challenged by later historians, and Armitage 

believed that research was needed to recognise greater cultural complexities within the 

conservation movement.
164

 In his view, “aesthetic and ethical preservation and scientific 

conservation were not separate ideologies but inexorably intertwined components of 

conservation itself”.
165

 He argued that nature study was “clearly the foundation of 

environmental education, and was a forerunner of environmentalist ideologies such as deep 

ecology”.
166

  

 

Armitage’s views on the limitations of previous historical studies of conservation were 

shared by environmental ethicist Ben Minteer. Minteer pointed to the historiography of the 

conservation movement as posing John Muir as an early advocate of a non 

anthropocentrism against the “wise use” policies and anthropocentric resourcism of 

Gifford Pinchot.
167

 This dualistic thinking missed the intellectual diversity of the 

conservation impulse of the early twentieth century.
168

 It did, however, sit easily with later 

twentieth century environmental philosophy which embraced a set of beliefs that have 

exerted a great influence on its development. These beliefs included: a non anthropocentric 
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ethical system, referred to as “biocentric” or “ecocentric”, which conferred at least some 

degree of moral status to nonhuman nature; a tendency to read sharp moral dualisms such 

as anthropocentrism/biocentrism back into the historical tradition; and a preference for the 

pristine and wild over other geographies such as rural, working, or urban landscapes. All 

three of these beliefs meant that earlier environmental thought, which may have exhibited 

pluralistic values in which one could countenance and embrace the anthropocentric, 

instrumental values of nature alongside intrinsic natural values, was ignored.
169

  

 

As an example of earlier pluralistic thought, Minteer introduced Liberty Hyde Bailey: 

 

He was a progressive conservation thinker who valued—and wrote about—forests 

and wildlife but ultimately championed the farm, the garden and the countryside. 

He was a plant scientist, a staunch Darwinian, and dean of agriculture at 

Cornell—as well as a committed nature romantic. In short, Bailey defies most of 

the conventional ethical and historical labels (i.e., anthropocentrist, biocentrist, 

conservationist, and preservationist).
170

  

 

Minteer argued that Bailey openly embraced both anthropocentric and biocentric 

commitments, and did not feel compelled to choose between them. Minteer concluded that 

Bailey represents a distinct tradition in American environmental thought that might be 

called “third-way environmentalism”, an ethically plural approach that defies the dualisms 

but opens the way to a fruitful evaluation of the history of environmentalism.
171

 

 

Bailey, as nature study advocate, had already presented “an intrinsic view of animals and 

plants” in The Nature-Study Idea in 1903. In 1915, in a philosophical tract, The Holy 

Earth, he used the term “biocentric” to describe nature, but, as Minteer points out, 

biocentrism for Bailey was not quite the same as it was for later deep ecologists.
172

 For 

Bailey, “biocentric farming” was not paradoxical, but an important ideal in which the 
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moral regard for nature was a critical ingredient in good land stewardship. His agrarian 

environmentalism has its legacy in sustainable agriculture today.
173

  

 

Once a broader interpretation of progressive conservation is allowed, along with the 

influence of the nature study idea within that context, then the importance of that idea for 

environmental thought becomes clear. 

 

The nature study idea was integral to both educational reform and environmental thought 

and action in the early twentieth century world. This chapter began with educator William 

Catton Grasby’s awareness that educational ideas were “true only for the time, condition of 

thought, and development of the people who make them”.
174

 The chapter has attempted to 

outline the history of nature study within its educational context and within a broader 

context of changing perceptions of the relationship of humanity and the natural world. 

Attention has been given to various aspects of those perceptions, including a continuing 

Romantic legacy, the importance of Darwinian evolution, and concern about the future of 

the natural environment. The texts of the “great exponents” of nature study, Scott, Hodge 

and Bailey, and other writers, indicate much of that context, including disparate 

understandings of man’s relationship to nature. In turn those texts influenced their 

contexts, particularly as nature study was widely discussed as part of New Education and 

incorporated into curricula throughout the world. Nature study, with its particular 

definition, methodology, and accommodation of many aims, would now potentially 

influence the ideas and behaviours of future generations.  
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Chapter 2 The Australian Context: Nature Study becomes “an essential 

subject in a twentieth-century school course”
1
 

 

 

“The end of the century brought a wave of reform which shook the educational fabric of 

almost every State in Australia”, declared Professor Francis Anderson, of the University of 

Sydney, in 1914.
2
 Anderson, who had played a major role in educational development in 

New South Wales, applauded the changes which had taken place. Between 1900 and 1914 

each state introduced a new curriculum for primary schools which differed markedly from 

the scheme it replaced. Nature study featured as a new and prominent subject within the 

reformed curricula, and was widely discussed at conferences and in educational journals.  

 

This chapter will discuss the early reception of nature study in Australia. It will suggest 

aspects of the Australian context, political, economic and social, into which significant 

educational reform, and nature study as part of that reform, was introduced. The first 

published texts of nature study written by Australian educators aimed to support the 

subject’s introduction to Victorian schools in 1902. In these texts can be seen the 

Australian response to the nature study idea as defined in the United States and already 

refined by the interchange of ideas between educators. The chapter will then turn to the 

1890s and early 1900s in New South Wales, to examine the discussion of elementary 

science, elementary agriculture and, eventually, nature study, as topics of increasing 

educational relevance. This consideration of the early reception of nature study in Australia 

will set the scene for a detailed examination of New Education in New South Wales, the 

focus of Chapter Three. 

 

Educational Reform in Australia: Ideas in Transit 

When South Australian educator William Catton Grasby returned from his journey to the 

United States, England and Europe in 1889 and 1890, he wrote a detailed account of his 

observations, published as Teaching in Three Continents.
3
 The book was a pioneering 

comparative study by an educator interested in progressive ideas and educational reform. 

As he had resigned from the South Australian Department of Education, Grasby was 
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relatively free to voice strong opinions. He described the highly centralised administration 

of elementary public education in the Australian colonies favourably, but was critical of 

the role of examination within those systems and “the idea that education consists in the 

knowledge of a few facts, and the ability to perform a few mechanical operations, rather 

than the power to think, and the love for the acquisition of knowledge”.
4
 As he examined 

the educational systems of the United States, Britain and Europe, Grasby paid particular 

attention to Kindergarten teaching, technical or manual education, and science teaching. 

All these were topics which would increasingly engage the interest of educators in 

Australia in the 1890s. Grasby was captivated by the teaching of natural science at Cook 

County Normal School, as described in Chapter 1.  

 

Teaching in Three Continents was a significant text for several reasons. The first was 

Grasby’s interest in the United States at a time when most Australians looked to England 

for guidance in education, as in other matters. “It is profitable for every Australian to study 

American history and institutions, if he would understand his country’s destinies”, Grasby 

wrote in his Preface, referring to the similarities of the newly settled countries.
5
 Secondly, 

the comparative method of Grasby’s work was innovative, and could only have 

encouraged the exchange of ideas regarding educational reform. Thirdly, not only did an 

Australian travel overseas, observe, describe, and disseminate his observations, but he met 

important leading educators and numerous teachers in these countries with whom he 

discussed education in Australia, sometimes addressing large meetings. These educators 

evinced interest in the Australian situation, and the book itself included information about 

Australia.
6
  

 

Teaching in Three Continents had influence in Australia and in other countries. Grasby 

was urged to publish his findings by influential educationists in England and the United 

States.
7
 The book was published in both countries, with W.T. Harris, the United States 

Commissioner of Education, applauding “the rare opportunity of seeing our Educational 

System as it appears to one of our large-minded cousins from the opposite side of the 

world”.
8
 Educational historian Cliff Turney believed that Grasby’s book was widely 
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promoted and sold in many countries. It enjoyed lengthy and favourable reviews in 

educational journals in Britain, the United States and Australia. Turney argued that Grasby 

was an important influence on the movement towards educational reform in Australia.
9
 

 

In Victoria, Charles Long, who was to become an important figure in educational reform 

during the 1890s and 1900s and a strong advocate of nature study, reviewed Teaching in 

Three Continents in the Australasian Schoolmaster.
10

 He described it as “one of the most 

important books, dealing with education yet produced among us in its bearing and possible 

influence” and urged all teachers to read it. Long specifically commented on Grasby’s 

observations of science teaching. He further endorsed the American influence by 

recommending Colonel Parker’s published books, Development Lessons and Talks on 

Teaching.  

 

Recent Australian educational historians have provided valuable analyses of the period of 

reform in the 1890s and 1900s as one in which new ideas were widely sought, discussed 

and promoted. Ros Gillespie built her argument around “ideas in transition”, although she 

failed to discard the enduring notion that Australians tended to be imitators rather than 

innovators.
11

 Alan Barcan, Lesley Dunt, and Peter Meadmore dispensed with any cultural 

cringe, and pictured the vibrant international character of educational reform in which 

Australian educators were interested and active.
12

 Dunt, in particular, paid close attention 

to evidence of the transnational dimension of the New Education in a period characterised 

by “a rich cross-fertilisation” of ideas. “The Australians’ participation in the international 

community of thought was an enthusiastic and self-conscious one”, she maintained, with 

the new educators turning towards England, the United States, and Europe for guidance, 

but not for the purpose of imitation.
13

 She noted that Australians began to look directly to 

the United States, rather than through English interpreters, and particularly documented the 

Australian reception of the writings of Francis Parker and John Dewey.
14
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The nature study idea was an idea in transit as was the wider New Education of which it 

was a part. Chapter 1 observed that some of the influential educators in the United States 

had studied in Europe and had been impressed by Pestalozzian, Froebelian, and Herbartian 

ideas which included an emphasis on teaching about nature. By the early1900s, there was 

wide acknowledgement of the American educators’ influence on the particular formulation 

which nature study represented. This nature study incorporated scientific observation and 

reasoning, aesthetic appreciation, and the encouragement of a certain “sympathy” with 

nature.  

 

British educators were showing much interest in nature study, as a means of introducing 

natural science and elementary agriculture to schools, and as incorporating new 

methodologies. By the time of the Nature-Study Exhibition and Conferences, held in 

London in 1902, many teachers had already introduced nature study into school curricula.
15

 

In 1904 a new and very different Code of Regulations for Public Elementary Schools was 

introduced, including a subject clumsily labelled “Knowledge of the common phenomena 

of the external world”.
16

 In1905 this section was renamed “Observation Lessons and 

Nature Study”.
17

 It is pertinent  that Western Australia, Victoria, New South Wales, and 

New Zealand all introduced curricula which included nature study before the English Code 

of 1904. 

 

Early English supportive texts included: Round the Year: A Series of Short Nature-Studies 

(1896) and  House, Garden and Field: A  Collection of Short Nature Studies (1904), both  

by university biologist L.C. Miall; and Eton Nature-Study and Observational Lessons 

(1903) by teacher Matthew Davenport Hill and biologist Wilfred Mark Webb.
18

 The 

School Nature Study Union was formed in 1904 by teachers and interested educators. The 

Union published a journal, School Nature Study, which included papers given at the 

Union’s meetings and other contributed articles relating to the teaching of nature study in 

English schools.
19
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Sally Gregory Kohlstedt, as part of her extensive research into nature study, looked beyond 

the United States for her article “Nature Study in North America and Australasia, 1890-

1945: International Connections and Local Implementations.”
20

 She argued that the nature 

study movement, which first took hold in North America in the late 1890s, found 

connections to field study programmes in Britain, and in the early twentieth century was 

incorporated into the centralised educational systems under the leadership of “powerful 

new progressive educators” in Australasia.
21

 The “somewhat differential implementation” 

in different countries and states suggested to Kohlstedt the ways in which local culture 

played a role in the interpretation and dissemination of science.
22

 While the actual practice 

of nature study varied considerably in the United States, where local authorities could 

introduce programmes and then discard them if they were unpopular, Kohlstedt observed 

that the Australian states provided “striking” examples of how highly centralised systems 

could put a new curriculum into place, introducing and supporting nature study in all the 

public schools of the state.
23

 Kohlstedt argued that the varying goals of nature study meant 

that it was flexible, allowing for a range of uses by educators and administrators. She 

suggested that one particular local consideration made nature study immediately popular in 

the Australian states and New Zealand and may also have sustained the subject in these 

jurisdictions beyond the period of its tenure in the United States. This was the “intimate 

connection made between understanding indigenous flora and fauna and the commitment 

to national identity in a unique landscape”. Another factor was the linking of nature study 

in every state with agriculture and horticulture.
24

 Both these valuable suggestions relating 

to the Australian context will be explored within this thesis. 

 

In 1983 Cliff Turney introduced a volume of educational essays addressed to Pioneers of 

Australian Education with an overview of the “wave of reform” which Professor Anderson 

and later historians perceived as marking the early years of the twentieth century. Turney’s 

valuable definition of New Education has already been cited.
25

 He pictured a critical 

questioning developing in Australia in the 1890s, stirred by growing awareness of New 

Education as being discussed and implemented internationally. Finally, State Departments, 
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under new leadership and stimulated by mounting criticism and commissions of enquiry, 

endeavoured to introduce far reaching reforms. One particular area of change was the 

introduction of new primary school curricula.
26

 

  

Western Australia was the first Australian colony to introduce a syllabus imbued with 

ideals of New Education. English educator, Cyril Jackson, was appointed as Inspector-

General of schools in late 1896 and in the following six years completely reorganised the 

system of schooling in Western Australia.
27

 Joanne Godfrey stressed that the new 

elementary curriculum was focused to address the economic needs of the expanding 

colony. Nature study was thus concerned to promote rural education and elementary 

agriculture.
28

 Cyril Jackson’s version of nature study appears to be one he was familiar 

with in England before the wide interchange of ideas obvious at the Conference of 1902, 

and before the publication of the influential American texts by Hodge, Scott and Bailey. 

Despite this, nature study was a specifically designated subject within a new curriculum 

and often discussed in the Education Circular, also commenced under Jackson.
29

 Its 

incorporation must have had influence in other Australian jurisdictions. 

 

A Royal Commission on Technical Education was appointed in Victoria in 1899. The 

Report of this Commission led to wide ranging educational reforms, with Frank Tate 

appointed as Director of Education in 1902 and a “Proposed Course of Free Instruction” 

published in the Victorian Education Gazette, also in 1902. Nature study was part of that 

course.
30

 The New South Wales government appointed a Commission on Primary, 

Secondary, Technical, and Other Branches of Education, with University lecturer G.H. 

Knibbs and Headmaster J.W. Turner as Commissioners, in 1902. The Report of this 

Commission ushered in educational reforms from 1904. A new syllabus was introduced to 
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New South Wales schools in 1904 which included “Nature Knowledge”.
31

 The problematic 

situation in Queensland has been extensively discussed by Peter Meadmore. Here a new 

syllabus was adopted in 1905, being essentially a replica of the New South Wales syllabus 

of 1904.
32

 Tasmania and South Australia both entered upon a period of reform in 1905.
33

 

 

Australian Contexts 

 

The great depression, the severe drought, the bitter strikes, the formation of the 

Labor Party, the Federation movement, and the need for reconstruction with the 

prospect of returning prosperity were among the factors which caused Australians 

to examine critically the society in which they lived and to plan for the future.
34

  

 

Educational historians have given considerable attention to many interwoven economic, 

political and social factors influencing new directions in educational thought and practice 

in Australia in the late 1890s which can only be briefly mentioned here.
35

 

 

From the experience of economic depression and upheaval, Alan Gregory traced a 

significant change in attitude towards state education in Victoria.
36

 From being a non 

productive provision of rudimentary education for the working classes, state education 

came to be seen as having a wider function to serve all classes and the state itself. The 

perceived link between technical education and national prosperity highlighted the strong 

economic motive which underlay the demand for educational reform.
37

 

 

Lesley Dunt looked at the New Education movement in Australia within a context of social 

legislating, occurring in a period of renewed confidence after the 1890s depression and 

within a political sphere moving from state to national level: “Australians of the time spoke 

self-consciously of their unique role in the world as ‘the laboratory of social experiment’, a 
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social experiment in democratic forms, social welfare and state socialism.”
38

 Educational 

reform was part of this wider spirit of reform in all spheres of Australian life. 

 

A valuable article, by environmental historian Tom Griffiths, discussed the social and 

intellectual context of the 1890s in relation to the Horn Scientific Expedition to Central 

Australia in 1894.
39

 This insightful analysis of the 1890s in Australia is also relevant to the 

context into which educational reform, particularly the introduction of science, took place. 

Griffiths introduced the 1890s as a decade of turbulent political and social change, often 

depicted by historians as “a turning point in national life”.
40

 The decade was characterised 

by severe economic depression, the birth of the Labor Party, a quickening momentum 

towards Federation, and an inspirational period in Australian literature and art. For 

Australia it was a time of nationalistic visions, both cultural and political. Distinctive 

Australian symbols, including native flora and fauna, were identified and used in politics 

and culture. The drought years began to challenge beliefs relating to the Australian 

environment that “exploitation would improve it, introduced species enrich it, and 

civilization subdue it”.
41

 Scientific and popular interest in indigenous fauna and flora 

expanded, with scientific societies and naturalist societies being formed, and an interest in 

national parks, protection of wildlife and conservation of resources developing.
42

 

 

At a time when science was enjoying professional status and popular interest in Australia, 

it was inevitable that reformers would wish to introduce some form of science to all levels 

of education. To do so was a necessity for the new nation: “The school must respond to the 

industrial side of modern life, wherein Science has worked so many marvels. Hence there 

appear in the new curriculum Nature Study and Science”, observed Chief Inspector James 

Dawson in 1906.
43

 He continued: “The child must be trained to observe, to record, to 

discover … as a training for the scientific and industrial age in which we live.”  
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The national necessity for science featured throughout the lengthy analysis of 

Commissioner G.H. Knibbs after travelling to many countries to report on educational 

reform needed in New South Wales: 

 

The necessity of ‘Natural Science’ in finding a place in the curriculum of primary 

schools is fully recognised throughout Europe and America, and in all forward 

educational movement in the United Kingdom. The significance of the part that 

Science plays in the ordinary affairs of modern life is not only beyond contention, 

but is so thoroughly appreciated, that in the last decade considerable changes have 

been made in its teaching. 

…  

If the industrial and commercial efforts of this State are to flourish, it must, 

equally with other countries, avail itself of the resources of Science, and a 

sufficient elementary knowledge must be provided in the primary school … 
44

 

   

That necessity for science was often expressed in terms of national rivalry, and the 

expectation of national conflict. Dawson, in another important speech, addressed “National 

Education” in the following terms: 

 

It will be well for the British Empire and for Australia as a part of it, if … such an 

interest in education is aroused as will enable us to hold our own successfully in 

the coming struggle of nations.
45

 

 

Nature study provided for elementary science, but was additionally a platform for aesthetic 

appreciation and emotional identification with nature. As such it accommodated broader 

aspects of nationalistic vision, as identified by Tom Griffiths, in the context of 

Federation.
46

 National vision incorporated widely expressed interest in and identification 

with Australian landscape and Australian flora and fauna. Its expression was found not 

only in the widely cited landscape artists and Bulletin short stories, but in the growing body 

of Australian literature more generally and throughout the fine and decorative arts. Travel 

literature, natural history writing, literary nature writing, nature columns in newspapers, 

poetry, strongly realised Australian settings for novels and children’s literature all bore 
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witness to the growth of identification with and love for Australian nature.
47

 The waratah, 

wattle, flannel flower and other native flora featured in painting, sculpture, architectural 

detail, furniture detail, ceramics, jewellery and embroidery.
48

 Flora and fauna were 

discussed and utilised as national and state emblems in the lead up to Federation and 

afterwards, as nature and nation became entwined.
49

 

 

Nature study fitted well into this context, providing for aesthetic appreciation of the beauty 

and wonder of nature and the expression of this appreciation in written and artistic school 

activities. It encouraged not only knowledge, but a loving understanding and identification 

with nature. As Australia embraced nationhood, these aspects of nature study appeared 

very significant to those who wanted to encourage in children a devotion to their national 

heritage. Amy Mack, New South Wales journalist and children’s author, was a consistent 

advocate of nature study as a component of national vision, writing in 1911:  

 

Rich as our country is in its wonderful animals and plants, our teachers have for 

generations persistently ignored the part the wild things play in our national life. 

But in the past few years, happily, a change has come … 
50

  

 

Australian Texts of Nature Study 

Two early Australian texts on nature study were published in 1903 and 1905 to support the 

introduction of the subject into Victorian schools. These were Nature Studies in Australia 

by William Gillies and Robert Hall and The Aim and Method in Nature Study by Charles 

Long.
51

 In addition, Gillies wrote First Studies in Plant Life in Australasia, and First 

Studies in Insect Life in Australasia, both published in 1904.
52
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The publication of Nature Studies in Australia by author and teacher William Gillies and 

ornithologist Robert Hall must have been invaluable to Australian educators as it featured 

an Australian context in its theoretical and pedagogical discussion of nature study and dealt 

with Australian fauna and flora within the main body of its text. Certainly its reviewer in 

New South Wales, where nature study had not yet been formally introduced to the 

syllabus, appreciated “a book which will be hailed with delight by the progressive teacher. 

Nature study is gradually asserting itself as an essential subject in a twentieth-century 

school course.”
53

 

 

Nature Studies in Australia was essentially a reader, where each chapter used a narrator to 

introduce his friend, a city dweller, to animals, birds, and natural landscapes. A subsequent 

edition, published a few years later, involved a change of narrative, where the friend was 

written out, and the author addressed the reader in a direct, conversational tone, inviting 

the reader to close observation: 

  

It has been raining heavily for the last two days, and this morning we find so 

many earth-worms on the garden walks that we cannot help trampling on some of 

them … When we compare the worm with higher animals, we are struck with its 

simple structure.
54

 

 

The revised version, whilst retaining the subject matter of the original, represented a 

marked improvement in style. Both editions contained the same introduction by Director of 

Education in Victoria, Frank Tate, and both included attractive illustrations, being 

reproductions from John Gould’s Birds of Australia and photographs taken by the authors. 

 

Gillies and Hall acknowledged Cornell University’s work in nature study and were 

blatantly critical of previous methods of teaching about nature in Australia: “The scrappy 

object lessons of the past will need to be given up. The teacher must feel the unity of 

nature; and treat each object as part of an organic whole.”
55

 The work would need to be 

systematic, and incorporate outdoor study.
56
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Frank Tate wrote a pedagogical rationale for Nature Studies in Australia which stressed the 

important place nature study had in elementary school education in Australia.
57

 Nature 

study, for Tate, was a fundamental subject for the ideals of modern educational thought. 

Nature study also satisfied emotional and aesthetic necessities essential for the child, and 

brought him into “a better mental attitude towards his Creator’s work”.
58

 Although not 

explicitly acknowledged, Tate was drawing on Charles Scott’s Nature Study and the Child. 

Through nature study, Tate believed, the child “would have approached much nearer to 

that harmony with his environment which is an aim of all education”. Thus he would be 

determined:  

 

“ ‘Never to blend his pleasure or his pride/ With sorrow of the meanest thing that feels.’ ”
59

  

 

Tate discussed the economic rationale for nature study as especially relevant for Australia, 

“where so much of our national prosperity depends directly upon our natural resources”. 

The provision of a stimulus to “the study of the beneficent and the injurious agencies in 

Nature”, and an understanding of the reasons for legislation to keep evils such as noxious 

weeds and insects in check, would prove valuable.
60

 

 

“Nature study as a school subject is comparatively new in Australia”, Tate concluded, “and 

it requires most careful handling in its inception”.
61

 There must always be a human 

interest, he argued, calling upon the writing of John Burroughs, “one of the truest and most 

sympathetic writers upon Nature subjects”. Tate referred teachers to Australian nature 

writing, particularly the work of the Victorian writer and naturalist, Donald MacDonald.
62

  

 

Shortly after the publication of Nature Studies in Australia, William Gillies wrote two 

further volumes: First Studies in Plant Life in Australasia; and First Studies in Insect Life 

in Australasia. Again the text was directed at young readers as well as simultaneously 

providing a wealth of information and methods of study for the teacher. Both were 
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intended to accompany nature study courses in Australia. The useful prefaces of each 

contributed to the Australian understanding of the aims and methods of nature study.  

 

In the Preface to Insect Life in Australasia, Gillies began emphatically: “I believe that any 

attempt to convert Nature Study into an elementary course in science will fail”; and, “the 

main thing with young children is to get them into sympathetic relation with Nature”.
63

 

Thus Gillies endorsed the American exponents’ concept of nature study as much more than 

science. This Preface was quite distinct in some of its arguments and as such it provided a 

unique Australian contribution to the discussion of the nature study idea. Gillies warned 

against sentimentality and “fairy stories that are often woven around the facts”. Gillies’ 

book would avoid sentimentality, the facts of nature themselves being so interesting as to 

engage the child without “embroidery of fancy”.
64

 He advocated lessons that allowed 

children to study not “a frog” but “a particular frog”; not “a robin” but “the particular robin 

that has perched each autumn morning on the school fence”.
65

 Life histories had a part in 

Gillies’ nature studies, yet he stressed ample opportunities for a comparative method 

allowing children to simply and directly compare and contrast.
66

  

 

Recording observations would allow the compilation of a natural history record, or 

calendar, specific to the area in which the school was located. In discussing this 

methodology, Gillies referred to the Australian context: “We have many climates in 

Australia … Australia is remarkable for the number of plants and animals that are local, 

and confined to rather narrow areas.”
67

  

 

The Preface to Plant Life in Australasia developed this local focus, urging the necessity of 

the study of Australian flora and fauna, and an implied hope that those boys and girls now 

studying nature would continue their investigations: 

 

In no part of the world, too, is the investigating mind more needed than in this 

new Southern World of ours. The life-histories of many of our native animals and 

plants is [sic] still unknown … Every one who has looked into these things for 

himself has seen new paths of investigation stretching out in all directions; and the 
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boys and girls who are now being trained to observe are to be congratulated on the 

wide field that lies before them.
68

 

 

Gillies believed that one of the first results of the teaching of nature study was “increased 

kindness and consideration for everything that has life”.
69

 He hoped for an increased 

interest in tree-planting and “the growth of a conscience in our people about the native 

trees that still remain to us … They will no longer be the vandals they have been in the 

past.”
70

  

 

Gillies hoped that nature study would do much to deepen the interest of Australian children 

in country life, and so help to check the flow of population from country to town. Perhaps 

it would even cause a “counter movement from town to country”. The “new farmer” would 

be an educated man, able to find constant interest in his surroundings.
71

 Gillies concluded:  

 

Above all, it is hoped that the habit of open-air study will make life more 

satisfying to many … an interest in Nature, aroused in youth, will not only save a 

man from much useless fretting, but will do much to awaken powers that add to 

the worth and dignity of life.
72

 

 

Gillies’ several aims for nature study included the desire to promote scientific investigation 

of the particular Australian environment of the new nation; to promote a sympathetic 

understanding of nature with advantages to the natural environment; to promote country 

life and agriculture; and to promote the health benefits which an active interest in nature 

could give. 

 

The Aim and Method in Nature Study, by Charles Long, was published in 1905.
73

  

By this time nature study had been included in the revised curricula of several states, 

including New South Wales. Long wrote as an educator who had been prominently 

involved in educational reform in Victoria. First given as a lecture to teachers at 

Daylesford, Victoria in April 1905, Long stated that he was publishing the lecture, with the 
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addition of detailed footnotes to amplify his arguments, in order to bring together the many 

books and articles published on the subject in America and England. 

   

Nature-study has for its field of operation the physical universe. Its objects are to 

develop the senses and secure the acquisition of knowledge of things and 

processes at first hand, to exercise the mind by causing it to formulate and express 

ideas concerning what has come to it through the senses; and, in doing these 

things, to awaken interest in natural phenomena, cultivate the aesthetic and ethical 

sides of child-nature, and implant reverence for the Creator.
74

 

 

In this definition of nature study, Long drew on Scott, whom he cited in his footnote, along 

with both Hodge and Bailey. Long referred to the three “great American exponents” 

extensively. He made reference to several other American writers and educators, including 

Munson, McMurray and Jackman, and also the New Zealand publication by E.K. Mulgan, 

Tate’s introduction to Gillies and Hall, English educational journals, and the Official 

Report of the Nature-Study Exhibition and Conferences, held in London in 1902.
75

  

 

After defining nature study, Long turned to a detailed analysis of the purpose of nature 

study.
76

 He outlined perhaps a dozen outcomes for nature study, an example of the 

multiplicity of purpose often ascribed to the subject and plausibly a cause of the 

uncertainty which teachers and others may have experienced. Long’s purposes, all 

carefully explained in both text and footnotes, included: creation of interest in the physical 

environment; development of habits of close observation; gaining of knowledge that was 

likely to have an economic value for agriculture and horticulture; aiding in “better 

preservation of health”; correcting “the existing tendency to destructiveness and 

thoughtless unkindness to living creatures”; providing a foundation for chemical, physical 

and biological knowledge; furnishing material for oral and written language, drawing, and 

manual training; fostering an appreciation of literature which had a background in nature; 

cultivating the imagination; and opening the eyes to the beauty of nature, thus providing 

“pure and elevating enjoyment—a great gain under conditions of present-day 

civilization”.
77

 Long’s purposes addressed each of the defining aspects of nature study: 

scientific knowledge, aesthetic appreciation, and sympathetic understanding. Nature study 
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would prove of economic, scientific, and educational value along with providing moral and 

health benefits. 

 

Long contrasted nature study with “our old acquaintance, object lessons”, characterised by 

the aim of information acquisition on isolated subjects; and with elementary science, 

reminding readers of nature study’s wider aims.
78

 He reminded teachers that their subject 

matter could be drawn from both organic and inorganic nature, and that system and 

connection in the lessons were important. Suggestions for topics and methods of teaching 

were then outlined.
79

 Nature study should make use of class discussion, the school garden, 

and school excursions.
80

 Finally, he pointed out that the values of nature study could not be 

measured by examination.
81

  

 

Long’s list of purposes for nature study illustrated the great hopes which many educators 

held for the new subject. These purposes represented the optimism of the period, when 

progress in science, technology, agriculture and industry seemed to assure national 

achievement. But Long’s text also bears witness to anxieties of the period with his 

references to the need for a public opinion for better preservation of health; destructiveness 

towards nature and thoughtless unkindness to living creatures; and to the implied stresses 

and strains of “present-day civilization”.  

 

Long had been interested in science teaching since the early 1890s when he reviewed 

Grasby’s Teaching in Three Continents. At the Victorian Educational Congress held in 

January 1901 to discuss educational reform in that state, Long delivered an address on 

“Primary School Science” in which he strongly advocated the introduction of nature study 

to the earlier years and elementary science in the form of agricultural botany (rural 

schools) and physics (city schools) in the higher classes.
82

 Long stressed the importance of 

scientific and technical education within higher education and the need to lay a foundation 

and create an interest in primary schools. Science, he stressed, was of crucial national 

importance. Within the coming changes to be introduced to education in Victoria, Long 
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asked: “Is the Cinderella of the curriculum to remain in degradation, or is she to be raised 

to the position she is worthy to occupy?”
83

  

 

The discussion that followed Long’s address, according to W. Broome, the New South 

Wales delegate to the Conference, indicated general agreement with Long, but doubts 

about the possibility of carrying out his proposals in state primary schools.
84

 Although 

Long would soon see his proposals in practice in Victoria, in 1901 nature study and 

elementary science had not yet been generally embraced by Australian educators. By 1905, 

only four years later, the situation had changed. Long’s The Aim and Method in Nature-

Study addressed Australian teachers familiar with revised syllabus documents specifying 

the teaching of nature study as a significant component. 

 

Science for New South Wales Elementary Education: 1890s-1903  

In New South Wales interest in the teaching of elementary sciences and elementary 

agriculture had been growing during the closing decade of the nineteenth century, and 

evidence for this may be found in the New South Wales Educational Gazette and the 

Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales. The Educational Gazette, commenced in 1891, 

aimed “to draw the scattered units of the departmental staff closer together, to supply not 

only information both technical and general, but to open a field for discussion of topics of 

public interest”. Contributed articles were invited, columns for notes and queries would be 

provided, and notices of new books given.
85

 The inception of this publication is itself 

evidence of a growing interest in the discussion of educational matters amongst teachers, 

and the variety of articles from local contributors, other Australian colonies, and other 

countries attests to a wide sharing of ideas relating to education. Articles on the 

educational systems of particular countries featured prominently, particularly after 1895. 

Issues from 1895 to 1897, for example, included education in Germany, Japan, Belgium, 

China, France, India, and Italy.
86

 Innovation within education was discussed and articles 

relating to the sciences frequently included.   
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The first issue of the Educational Gazette featured “The Study of Eucalypts”, an article by 

J.H. Maiden, then Curator of the Technological Museum.
87

 It was the first of many 

contributions by Maiden offered to the teachers of public schools in New South Wales for 

their own edification and interest, and for their use in lessons. Series of articles on “Native 

Plants and their Uses”; “Notes on Some New South Wales Timbers”; and “Notes for 

Object Lessons on Australian Products” were presented year after year, with Maiden also 

offering to identify native plants for teachers.
88

 Maiden always wrote about native 

Australian flora, and encouraged teachers to make use of the Australian plants around 

them. Maiden made a significant identification of the study of flora with nationalistic 

sentiments, an association which would remain a feature in the writing about nature study 

in succeeding decades: “I feel very strongly that we should seize every opportunity of 

causing our children to take an intelligent interest in native plants and other truly 

Australian things.”
89

 In “Notes on the Planting of School Grounds, for Shade and 

Ornament, with Native Shrubs and Trees”, Maiden expressed impatience with the 

complaint that native plants were harder to grow than exotics.
90

  

 

In addition to the article by Maiden, the first issue of the Educational Gazette began a 

series on “Science for Primary Schools”, covering elementary chemistry for boys aged ten 

years and over, in which the author declared: “If young Australians are to hold their own in 

the march of industrial progress, they must be equipped from their school days upwards in 

the means of holding their own.”
91

 This passage illustrated the association of the study of 

science with national progress and an implied fear of national vulnerability, both themes 

that would remain a feature of arguments for the teaching of elementary science.  

 

Another series which began with the first issue was “Hints and Helps to Practical 

Horticulture for the Benefit of Public School Teachers”, by agriculturalist Albert Gale.
92

 

Subsequent volumes of the Educational Gazette featured articles relating to school gardens 

and Arbor Day, an annual celebration held by individual schools on a day in August, first 
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instituted in New South Wales schools in 1890.
93

 Arbor Day typically combined tree 

planting with concerts attended by parents, citizens and local dignitaries and the raising of 

funds for various causes or equipment for the schools. Blayney Public School, for example, 

celebrated Arbor Day in 1892 with a Town Hall concert attended by six hundred. After 

luncheon, the cadets performed exercises and the Mayor assisted twelve scholars to plant 

trees in the school grounds. This was followed by refreshments and sports. The money 

raised was put towards gardening tools and the future purchase of a piano.
94

 

 

Walter Froggatt, geological collector for the Technological Museum from 1892 to 1896 

and subsequently entomologist in the Department of Mines and Agriculture, became a 

regular contributor to the Educational Gazette, with a series of articles on “The Study of 

Entomology” beginning in 1894.
95

 “Australian Zoology” was another long running series 

of scientific articles contributed by “G.M.”
96

 

 

Alexander G. Hamilton, teacher and naturalist, began his regular contributions to the 

Educational Gazette in August 1892 when he encouraged young teachers to take up botany 

as a hobby, join the Field Naturalists’ Society and perhaps contribute to much needed 

botanical investigation within Australia.
97

 His series on “Floral Mechanics” began in June 

1894.
98

 The attention of readers was drawn to Hamilton, Headmaster at Mt Kembla Public 

School, by the editor of the Educational Gazette in 1892 upon the award of a prestigious 

medal by the Royal Society of New South Wales for Hamilton’s prize winning essay, “On 

the Effect which Settlement in Australia has produced upon Indigenous Vegetation.”
99

 Mr 

Hamilton, continued the editor, was already “well known” in literary circles for his series 

of natural history essays published in the Sydney Quarterly Magazine.
100
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In October 1899, the Educational Gazette noted the formation of a Field Botanists’ Society 

of New South Wales, with J.H. Maiden, now Government Botanist, and J.C. Maynard, 

Under-Secretary for Public Instruction, as patrons.
101

 This society promoted the study of 

botany in schools: 

 

The importance of the science of botany in developing the faculty of observation 

in the rising generation appealed directly to the members of the Field Botanist’s 

Society, many
 
of whom are teachers in the public and private schools. The dearth 

of botanical workers in such a field of research as the indigenous flora of 

Australia affords was commented upon.
102

  

 

Maiden, as Director of the Botanic Gardens, offered teachers of botany the use of the new 

Herbarium and this was warmly encouraged by the editor of the Educational Gazette who 

noted that botany was being taught in some city and suburban schools, “usually girls’ 

departments”. Access to carefully classified and illustrated specimens would allow the 

study of “the wonders of plant life in general and our own varied and beautiful flora in 

particular”.
103

 

 

If scientists and naturalists were dedicated to the teaching of elementary science in schools, 

then agriculturalists and agricultural college teachers were also concerned about promoting 

elementary agriculture. Articles addressing agricultural education for elementary schools 

began to appear in the pages of the Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales in the late 

1890s. In 1897  F.B. Guthrie, agricultural chemist, argued for the necessity of particular 

education for future farmers, both for those intending to enter the Agricultural College, and 

also for the many unable to do so.
104

 In addition to schools dedicated to the study of 

farming, Guthrie argued that elementary science was desirable for every boy, necessary for 

every man who claimed to be an educated man, and absolutely essential for those entering 

a career in agriculture: “What I lay most stress on is the training in scientific method, in the 

habits of exact observation and careful reasoning, rather than the amassing of scientific 

facts and theories.”
105
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“General Notes”, in the Agricultural Gazette for May 1899, addressed the topic again 

under the heading “Agricultural Instruction in State Schools”.
106

 The author began by 

noting an international concern: “In Europe and America, as well as in the Colonies, the 

practicability of imparting primary agricultural instruction in State schools is a question 

that is constantly cropping up.”
107

 Reports of papers given in England, the United States 

and Canada advocating agricultural education were cited. The author praised “nature 

teaching” at  Cornell University and the leaflets on nature study: “The leaflets which the 

College of Agriculture of Cornell University is issuing show how vitally this nature 

teaching may be made to affect agriculture, though it is not in itself the teaching of 

agriculture.”
108

 Turning to New South Wales, the author noted with pleasure that many 

teachers were using the Agricultural Gazette and many were establishing school gardens, 

“despite the difficulties that seem to be in the way of anything like a definite and 

comprehensive scheme of elementary agricultural instruction”.
109

 

 

Agricultural teacher J.A. Bulkeley addressed the topic of “Elementary Agricultural 

Education” in February 1900.
110

 Bulkeley argued that “the successful development and 

continued prosperity of a country depend not so much upon the size and perfection of its 

military organisations, as upon the numerical strength of its ploughmen”.
111

 The 

disinclination of city youth to take up agriculture, and the tendency of country youth to 

migrate to towns and cities was “undesirable”, particularly in Australia “with its vast 

regions capable of cultivation and only awaiting the advent of the plough to prove their 

fertility”.
112

  

 

Bulkeley cited Cornell University as an example of how elementary agriculture and 

elementary sciences could be introduced easily and effectively, praising the nature study 

leaflets which he had in front of him as he wrote and suggesting their utilisation by New 

South Wales teachers.
113

 These articles show that Cornell’s nature study work was being 

followed closely by some agriculturalists, at a time when the term “nature study” was 

hardly being used by school teachers themselves in New South Wales. Discussion of the 
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Cornell work in particular and of nature study more generally had not appeared in the 

Educational Gazette at this time.  

 

At the conclusion of Bulkeley’s article, the editor inserted a comment, perhaps a somewhat 

defensive one, noting that many public school teachers of New South Wales had in fact 

been giving object lessons on agricultural subjects and had been interesting pupils in the 

culture of plants and the study of insect life. The editor invited such “gentlemen” to send in 

accounts of their experiences. The editor had perhaps missed the point of Bulkeley’s call 

for significant change in public school education. Three responses to the editor’s request 

were published in subsequent issues of the Agricultural Gazette.
114

 The first two, from 

New South Wales teachers, described the establishment and maintenance of extensive 

school gardens. Both teachers were interested in elementary agriculture and also 

elementary science but they made no mention of the Cornell pamphlets, did not use the 

term “nature study”, and did not raise the need for educational change. The third article 

was from a teacher in Honolulu, who taught agriculture to boys aged from twelve to twenty 

years old. The author  revealed appreciation of the ideas introduced by Bulkeley regarding 

the undesirability of young people moving away from rural pursuits and the need to make 

rural pursuits meaningful. He appeared familiar with nature study as it was being 

developed and taught within the United States: 

  

If a man love his profession he will be reasonably successful; and so with 

agriculture, we must make it a profession—an art—from its very beginning, and 

our children … must be placed in environments such as will encourage them to 

excel in their particular calling … I thoroughly believe it can only be done by 

educating the children from their earliest years to appreciate Nature in all its 

different characters—agricultural, scientific, and artistic.
115

 

    

In December 1900, “General Notes” included the subheading “Nature-Study” and recorded 

the receipt of several more leaflets from Cornell University.
116

 Again the leaflets were 

promoted to teachers. The author believed that teachers in New South Wales were aware 

that “the closer the method of object lessons is brought to what the Cornell authorities term 

Nature-study, the greater the development of the child’s faculties of observation and 
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reasoning”. This comment actually revealed a lack of appreciation of the pedagogical 

background of nature study which was designed not for object lessons, not for faculty 

education, but to achieve the aims and utilise the methodologies of New Education. 

 

The Educational Gazette, in the early years of the twentieth century, witnessed a growing 

impetus towards educational reform. It continued its emphasis upon articles concerned 

with nature. A.G. Hamilton no longer wrote about botany as a hobby for teachers, or the 

complexities of floral mechanisms for those interested. Instead, he contributed a series of 

articles, beginning in April 1903, addressed directly to “Lessons in Elementary Botany”.
117

 

The editor introduced the series by recommending the author as “one of the most eminent 

authorities on the subject in this State” and hoped the articles would be widely used 

because: “Nature study is rapidly coming to the front as one of the essentials of a modern 

elementary school course.”
118

 Hamilton cautioned teachers to remember that “the aim of 

all nature lessons is not so much facts, as cultivation of the observing powers”.
119

 Thus 

“pupils must see, handle, and, if necessary, pull to pieces actual specimens”.
120

 He also 

pointed to the opportunity for using drawing and descriptive writing in association with 

observation.
121

  

 

By this time the educators of New South Wales were familiar with the term “nature study”.   

A meeting of the mistresses of Infants’ Departments, held in early 1903, “decided to take 

up Nature Study systematically, on the lines adopted in the best British and American 

Schools”.
122

 Nature study had been introduced into Victorian and New Zealand schools, 

and England’s Official Report of the Nature-Study Exhibition and Conferences had been 

published.
123

  

 

The educational commissioners, G.H. Knibbs and J.W. Turner, left Australia in April 1902 

and arrived back in Australia in February 1903. They began to compile the reports which 

teachers knew would usher in change for education in New South Wales.
124

 Meanwhile, 
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two inspectors, who would soon become prominent within that period of change, chose to 

address the topic of object lessons and their use for nature study. Their arguments represent 

a period in which Australian educators were still coming to terms with the implications of 

nature study, and indeed of educational reform more generally. Both of these reformers 

would subsequently accept that “object lessons” had little place in New Education. 

 

“Object Lessons and How to Give Them”, appeared in the Educational Gazette of June 

1903.
125

 James Dawson, who would work closely with Peter Board as Chief Inspector from 

1905, defended object lessons, as introduced into education some fifty or sixty years 

previously, and credited them with being able to incorporate recent educational 

innovations, including nature study. He outlined methods for teaching about nature and 

stressed observation and experiment: “His own observation, not yours”.
126

 Dawson 

suggested boxes of garden soil for growing seeds, the collection and display of rock 

specimens by the pupils, and the observation of insects in a box, as simple experiments 

where teachers and pupils were “fellow investigators”.
127

 Such activities were primarily 

classroom activities, involving physically delimited “objects”, and as such quite unlike the 

outdoor, integrated, ecological study of “the brook”, for example, as favoured by L.H. 

Bailey.
128

 Nevertheless, child centred activities involving the planting of seeds in boxes 

and subsequent individual tending and observation, as advocated by Dawson, were hardly 

traditional object lessons. Dawson concluded his paper with important aims for nature 

study: 

  

The needs of the individual and the state and the inner development of the idea of 

education itself have combined to invest nature study with vital importance as a 

means of developing the mind of the child and furnishing it with necessary earth-

knowledge and promoting aptitude to apply it for the use of the state.
129

 

 

Peter Board, in an address to teachers in Albury on 6 December 1902, revealed that he had 

been reading widely, that “educational theories are in the air” and that “no progressive 

teacher can afford to ignore the important literature bearing on his work”.
130

 After dealing 
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with more general concerns, and their relevance for English and Mathematics, Board 

turned to object lessons, endowing them as serving the purposes often ascribed to nature 

study by other writers. These included: the cultivation of a spirit of enquiry leading to 

investigation; reflection as to reasons and causes; the admiration of the beautiful and the 

exercise of the imagination; expressing what is seen and learnt and, finally, giving 

information.
131

  

 

In 1903 Board travelled to Europe, visiting schools in England, Scotland, Switzerland, 

Germany and France. He then produced a short document which would have far reaching 

affects: Primary Education: Report by P. Board upon Observations and Inquiries Made 

with Regard to Primary Education in Other Countries.
132

 Board proposed a curriculum of 

six groupings of subject matter. It is here that “Nature-knowledge” assumed a prominent 

third position after English and Mathematics, a position it would retain in the actual 

syllabus produced during the major educational changes of 1904, and indeed for many 

decades to come.
133

 Board attested to the “zest” with which England and Scotland had 

taken up “what is known as Nature study in its modern developments”. The ideas that took 

practical form in America had found a hearty reception and were being successfully 

worked out.
134

 With the British adoption of American ideas, Board appeared confident in 

his own endorsement of nature study within a new elementary curriculum for New South 

Wales. 

 

Gradually the nature study idea had gained the attention of Australian educators to the 

extent that it was considered an essential component of the new curricula introduced in 

every state. Within the particular Australian context at the turn of the century, when 

Federation heightened an interest in national priorities, nature study held much promise for 

the education of children in the newly constituted nation. 
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Chapter 3 Nature Study and Educational Reform in New South Wales 

 

 

This chapter will examine events in New South Wales during the first years of the 

twentieth century that led to the holding of a significant educational conference in April 

1904, and the adoption of a new syllabus of instruction for the primary schools of New 

South Wales in the same year. This period introduced a transformation of the public 

education system and witnessed a reaching out on the part of educators to the international 

interest in education in general and in nature study as a significant component of that 

education. The chapter argues that nature study was an important component of the New 

Education as introduced to New South Wales, an aspect that has been very little recognised 

previously. Nature study’s consideration within the reports, conferences and deliberations 

addressing educational reform will be carefully analysed. In addition the chapter argues 

that the educational changes introduced in this state represented innovative reception rather 

than the imitation so often assumed by later secondary analyses of this period of reform. 

That the New South Wales educators were actively participating in a transnational 

exchange of ideas regarding educational reform in general and the teaching of nature study 

in particular emerges from various sources as an important corrective. 

 

In her comprehensive study of Australian Education: Ideas in Transition, Roselyn 

Gillespie considered the complexity of the educational ideas which constituted the New 

Education.
1
 Although she did not devote much attention to nature study it is clear that 

nature study came to incorporate and represent the important ideas that constituted New 

Education. Gillespie recognised that two important theoretical trends were based on the 

thoughts of Froebel and Herbart respectively and that the new subjects, including manual 

training, science, drawing and nature study, incorporated many of their ideas.
2
 From 

Froebel came the significant ideas of self-activity and learning by doing. “Nature study 

was seen to be the subject to which Froebel’s principle of self-activity had utmost 

applicability”, Gillespie concluded in examining the Australians’ attraction to active 

learning.
3
 The Herbartian idea of the child learning through apperception, or the 

assimilation of new ideas via attraction to ideas already grasped, was not only one of the 

basic principles of the New South Wales 1904 syllabus, but also demonstrated through the 
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way nature study was to be introduced to very young children. Correlation, another 

Herbartian idea, also underpinned the 1904 syllabus, and was specifically indicated by 

Peter Board as an integral component of nature study teaching. Interest was another central 

Herbartian idea which was often associated with nature study, and often discussed in 

Australia.
4
  

 

Historians of educational reform in Australia may have given little attention to nature 

study, but this was not the case with contemporary educators of the period. In Australia, 

increasing interest was evident throughout the educational journals and in addresses given 

to meetings, as already indicated in Chapter 2. This attention to nature study, and its 

important place in the New Education as introduced into New South Wales in 1904, would 

continue for many years.  

  

In London, the organisers of the Nature-Study Exhibition and Conferences, held in July 

1902, recognised “the universal interest which this particular element in education now 

attracts”.
5
 Patrick Geddes saw nature study as “plainly a part of the current educational 

revolution” and the nature study movement as “wide and general, one affecting the 

education of both sexes, of all ages, and all countries”.
6
 In introducing a speaker from the 

United States, the American Ambassador to England endorsed the international context of 

educational reform and nature study: “Each country has much to learn from other countries 

in the matter of education, and especially in the particular branch of Nature-study.”
7
 

 

Agitation for Reform in New South Wales  

The later perception of educational reform in New South Wales, on the part of educators 

and educational historians alike, enjoyed a convenient starting point at a particular moment 

when Professor Francis Anderson addressed teachers in the Sydney Town Hall on 26 June 

1901:  

 

Professor Anderson’s much discussed address, delivered before the New South 

Wales Public School Teacher’s Conference five years ago, gave the first serious 
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shock to our educational self-sufficiency, and was the first effectual attempt to 

bring home to the public the fact that we were hopelessly in the rear of the leading 

countries of the world as regards our general educational methods.
8
  

 

From within the system, individual teachers had little opportunity to criticise education as 

provided by the Department of Public Instruction.
9
 The Educational Gazette was not an 

independent journal, but was edited by Departmental officials and school headmasters. The 

Teachers’ Association of New South Wales, formed in 1892 and comprising teachers from 

public and private schools along with university teachers, produced the Australian 

Teacher, but this journal also contained few openly critical articles.
10

 The executive of the 

New South Wales Public School Teachers’ Association, formed in 1898, tended to consist 

of headmasters and first assistants who nurtured cordiality with the Department and the 

Minister. Annual conferences of this Association were similarly cordial in their first few 

years.
11

 If individual teachers did criticise the Department, they could be severely 

reprimanded. Ernest Riley, teacher in charge at Wentworthville School, for example, was 

officially rebuked in 1898 for calling on parents to petition the Department for better 

accommodation.
12

 When Peter Board became Director and Under Secretary, Riley, well 

known for his interest in the New Education, was appointed as  headmaster at Blackfriars 

Public School in 1906.
13

 But the censure of public criticism did not apply to tertiary 

educators and interested individuals from outside the Department.  

 

On the second day of the Fourth Annual Conference of the Public School Teachers’ 

Association of New South Wales, in 1901, Professor Anderson addressed the gathering. He 

would later describe himself as one of “a few voices crying in the educational desert”.
14

 

His address was recognised by contemporaries as marking the beginning of an educational 
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renaissance in New South Wales, and continued to be referred to by historians of education 

as marking the beginning of the reform movement.
15

  

 

“In respect of education in New South Wales”, wrote his biographer, “Anderson left little 

unquestioned and little unanswered”.
16

 As Professor of Logic and Mental Philosophy at the 

University of Sydney, Anderson’s interest spread far beyond the teaching of philosophy 

and University education. He was evidently a masterful lecturer and speaker, who 

captivated his audience with subtle humour, irony, and persuasive argument.
17

 On 26 June 

1901 he began by engaging the sympathies of his audience and warned them that he would 

be “speaking frankly of what seem to me to be the defects, limitations, and needs of the 

existing system of education”.
18

 He made a particularly strong attack upon those who 

persisted in the “parrot cry” that the state possessed the “ ‘most perfect system of education 

in the world.’ ”
19

 Throughout his speech, Anderson ridiculed a comparison which had been 

made between the Public School System and that “glorious luminary” the sun.
20

 There 

were, in fact, many spots upon the “glorious luminary” and “unfortunately they are spots 

which go deeper than the surface”.
21

 Elementary education was neither compulsory nor 

free, the curriculum needed radical alteration, the examination system, understaffing, and 

large classes forced the teacher to adopt methods “which are to be condemned as 

mechanical, and even vicious from the point of view of true education”.
22
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Anderson gave particular attention to the need for appropriate manual education in 

elementary schools, and the urgent need for the reform of teacher training.
23

 He was blatant 

in his extensive criticism of the pupil-teacher system, before delivering a passionate 

conclusion declaiming the importance of education, and the importance of highly trained 

teachers capable of giving “enthusiasm, intelligence, inspiration, and life” to education.
24

  

 

G.V. Portus, historian and educator, was employed at the University of Sydney in 1921 

when he wrote a short tribute to Professor Anderson.
25

 Portus saw Anderson as having 

rendered a great service to the community in leading the movement for the reform of 

public education twenty years previously. Portus had not been present at the speech in June 

1901, but one of the audience had described the scene to him:  “Women were standing on 

chairs waving their handkerchiefs and parasols, men were stamping and shouting and 

shaking hands with perfect strangers.”
26

 Certainly the summarised report of Anderson’s 

speech in the Sydney Morning Herald the following day indicated much enthusiasm in the 

form of “applause”, “cheers”, “laughter” and, finally, “prolonged applause and cheers”.
27

 

Leslie Mandelson argued that Portus’ description was an exaggeration, as was Crane and 

Walker’s claim that the speech received wide publicity in the newspapers which 

“immediately began a loud cry for reform”.
28

  He argued that it was only after the events of 

November 1901 that the Sydney Morning Herald and the Daily Telegraph became 

favourable to reform.
29

 Yet the speech does seem to have been a prelude for an unfolding 

series of events which led to the appointment of a Commission of Education early in 1902. 

 

Anderson did not speak alone at the Conference of 25-28 June in 1901. Attorney-General 

Bernhard Ringrose Wise, on 25 June, was also critical, referring satirically to the system 

that thought itself “the best in the world”, ridiculing the salary received by many teachers, 

and criticising the pupil-teacher system of training.
30

 This public criticism must have been 

most unwelcome to Premier John See.
31

 Teacher S.C. Rose spoke forcefully on aspects of 

the New Education and their realisation in other countries, including “a tendency towards 
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nature study” in England.
32

 Rose avoided any outspoken criticism of New South Wales, 

but there was implied comparison of the local situation to overseas developments. 

 

In the following months the reform of education was debated in Parliament, and Joseph 

Carruthers, leader of the Opposition, made use of Anderson’s arguments to launch a public 

campaign for reform.
33

 Carruthers called a public meeting at Sydney Town Hall on 13 

November at which Anderson spoke again. The meeting decided to form a deputation to 

meet with the Premier, John See, and the Minister for Public Instruction, John Perry.
34

 On 

29 November another meeting agreed on 14 points, specific demands for the reform of 

education which included teacher training, technical education, enforcing attendance, and 

revision of the primary school curriculum. On 10 December the deputation, including 

Francis Anderson and G.H. Knibbs, University Lecturer in Surveying, met with See and 

Perry.
35

 

 

Perry reacted defensively and with hostility to Anderson’s criticism and the deputation 

which he met in late 1901. Over the course of the following few years, he would speak 

often, and at length, repeatedly claiming the progress in education achieved by his own 

government and his own initiatives, and attempting to undermine the influence of 

Anderson, the Opposition spokesmen, and the Press, in the actions which were now being 

instigated.
36

 He told the deputation that he had already decided to call a meeting of 

inspectors to discuss certain matters, and to appoint a commissioner or commissioners to 

travel abroad to inspect technical education and perhaps other matters, and to report upon 

“the best methods that obtained there”.
37

 Premier See endorsed Perry’s comments and 

“took exception to the emphatic and wholesale condemnation heaped upon the educational 

system by Professor Anderson”.
38

  

 

In the early months of 1902 the proposed commission was formalised as “The Commission 

on Primary, Secondary, Technical, and Other Branches of Education”. George Handley 

Knibbs, University lecturer, and John William Turner, Headmaster of Fort Street Model 
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School, were appointed as Commissioners.
39

 This important Commission, the travels and 

observations of the Commissioners and the reports which they subsequently presented had 

a major and lasting influence upon the education system of New South Wales. The first 

report, relating to primary education, will be discussed in detail below.  

 

The Conference of Inspectors, the first such meeting for twelve years, took place in Sydney 

over several days in January 1902.
40

 This conference was much appreciated by the 

inspectors and it gave them the opportunity to discuss many matters of importance, 

including those raised by the recent deputation. The pupil teacher system and the training 

of teachers, the Standards of Proficiency, continuation schools, the compulsory clauses of 

the Act and many minor matters were discussed. Technical education was not discussed in 

detail, as this would be “a special feature of inquiry in connection with the Commission”.
41

  

However, the meeting endorsed the pupil teacher system and made only minor changes to 

the educational system of the state. Under Secretary J.C. Maynard acted as chairman but 

contributed little to the proceedings. Chief Inspector Frederick Bridges was active, holding 

sway in many discussions, and setting the tone of the conference as introducing minor 

changes but unsympathetic to underlying reform. When Inspector James Dawson 

introduced a report on play in the Kindergarten, as incorporated into London Board 

schools, Bridges was hostile, arguing that Australian children knew enough about play and 

did not need it in school. He complained that in the Kindergarten schools outside the 

Department, where the children were allowed “to play and to amuse themselves”, they 

suffered from lack of discipline and when they arrived at Departmental schools were “the 

most troublesome children to deal with”.
42

 Bridges’ moved a successful motion: “That 

what has been already done in the way of kindergarten methods, and proposed by this 

Conference, be considered as sufficient, and that nothing further is necessary.”
43

 He 

opposed a suggestion that, when the Commissioners returned, a Conference that included 

representative teachers be called to consider their report: “I am not prepared to accept that. 

I think the members of this Conference [inspectors] are quite capable of forming an 

opinion.”
44
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Inspector Dawson was prominent in introducing the one definite change to the Standards 

of Proficiency. The object lessons for third and fourth classes would now specifically 

include “Lessons in Elementary Agriculture, with special reference to plant life”.
45

 

Dawson’s committee also recommended the reissue of the 1890 circular encouraging 

teachers to give instruction in Agriculture supplemented by actual garden work.
46

 The 

inspectors appeared favourable to instruction in agriculture in so far as it was of “practical 

use” and insisted that in non agricultural districts, lessons on other industries, having 

regard to the future employment of the children, could be substituted.
47

 The more liberal 

Dawson pointed out that: “I suppose plants grow in mining centres, and that the children 

there like to know how the plants grow.” He did not believe that children of a mining 

district should be confined to mining affairs or children of an agricultural district to 

agricultural matters. Children should rather be equipped with knowledge of a variety of 

subjects through lessons which were “free, open, and liberal”.
48

 At this conference little 

appreciation of nature study was evident as the overall reactionary attitudes of Bridges 

prevailed but, in only three years time, Dawson would be Chief Inspector in Bridges’ 

place, and would advocate the importance of both nature study, and play and playgrounds.  

 

The following two years can be seen, on the one hand, as years of marking time, while the 

Minister and the Department awaited the return of the Commissioners and the presentation 

of their reports. On the other hand, they were years marked by increasing attention to the 

need for reform, with articles in the Educational Gazette and other journals bearing witness 

to widespread interest in all aspects of the New Education. In October 1902, for example, 

the Gazette printed a paper on “Teaching and Teachers” given by Inspector Johnson to the 

Berrima District Teachers’ Association.
49

 “We do not now want education for our children 

that can be measured as a draper measures out so many yards of cloth”, he argued. Each 

child should be treated as an individual and taught to make the best of himself, while 

education “should leave the pupil’s mind quick to observe and ready to ask questions”.
50

  

 

Johnson’s emphasis on the child, and the child’s mind reflected the concerns of the Child-

Study Association, formed in Sydney in 1902 and appealing to “all persons interested in 
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the training of children, and more especially teachers”.
51

 The Association arranged 

monthly lectures to consider the emerging discipline of child psychology and other areas of 

relevance to children. The announced programme in 1902 anticipated the return of Knibbs 

and Turner, who would speak on “Child-Study in other Countries” in May 1903.
52

 In 

December 1902, Peter Board gave his “Address to Teachers” at Albury, where he declared 

his interest in important progressive educational theories and literature.
53

 Like Johnson, 

Board spoke of the central importance of the child, of the child’s mind in education, and 

the need for teachers to know their pupils just as well as their subject matter.    

 

The previous chapter has already shown that this period witnessed considerable attention to 

the new subject, nature study, with published books on the topic being reviewed in the 

Educational Gazette and specific articles dealing with its teaching being published in 

journals. The Public Schools’ Association Conference in 1902 appeared a much milder 

affair than that of 1901, with President W. Broome commending Perry for despatching the 

Commission. A recommendation was passed indicating the concern of teachers to be 

involved in discussion and policy making once the Commissioners returned.
54

 In June 

1903 the Conference was addressed by Commissioner G.H. Knibbs himself, on “The 

Larger Problems of Education”, with subsequent addresses by J.W. Turner and the newly 

appointed Principal of Melbourne Teachers’ College in Victoria, John Smyth, who spoke 

on “The New Attitude in Education”.
55

 The elderly and conservative Under Secretary, J.C. 

Maynard, retired from the Department of Public Instruction, and Bridges was promoted to 

Acting Under-Secretary.
56

  

 

The Commission on Primary, Secondary, Technical, and Other Branches of 

Education 

Commissioners George Handley Knibbs and John William Turner left Sydney on 12 April 

1902 and travelled through the United Kingdom, France, Switzerland, Italy, Germany, 

Holland, Belgium, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Finland, Russia, Bohemia, Austria, 
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Hungary, the United States and Canada.
57

 Everywhere they spoke to educators and policy 

makers, visited schools and other educational institutions, and read the appropriate 

literature on education policy and practice. Knibbs and Turner lost little time in expanding 

the terms of their brief which had originally implied that a complete examination of 

educational systems in other countries was unnecessary: 

 

Had the educational system of the State of New South Wales been substantially 

perfect, and had it, therefore, needed but slight modification in regard to detail, 

such direction would have been applicable. In view of the fact, however, that 

important reform has appeared to the Commissioners to be necessary, it was 

incumbent on them to report on educational systems as a whole, and to compare 

education in New South Wales with the whole scheme of education in other 

countries. 

For this reason, both the details and the system itself should be regarded as under 

review in this report.
58

  

 

The Commissioners arrived back in Sydney on 23 February 1903 and began analysing 

their observations and writing up the reports. Late in 1903 the first report, addressing 

primary education, was presented to the Governor and the State. Reports on secondary 

education and technical education were published between October 1904 and September 

1905.
59

 In presenting the Interim Report of the Commissioners on Certain Parts of Primary 

Education, the Commissioners stressed the “urgency of reform” in this area.
60

 The Report 

was over 600 pages in length and consisted of two sections: the first containing an 

introduction, summary, and recommendations; and the second 58 chapters dealing with 

particular countries and topics. It was indeed, in the words of Francis Anderson, “an 

encyclopaedic report”, and one which Anderson believed “led to the entire surrender of the 
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policy of passive resistance on the part of the Minister of Public Instruction and the chiefs 

of the Department”.
61

  

 

Knibbs, surveyor, lecturer, and later Commonwealth statistician, was the visionary 

reformer whose progressive beliefs pervaded the sections of the Report written by him. He 

noted the widespread interest in education, “probably more intense than at any previous 

period in the world’s history”, and argued the importance of education for national 

development: 

  

The educational system that successfully aims at building up noble, vigorous, 

purposeful, and able citizens, is a system that creates national wealth, and begets 

national force; hence it is the foundation upon which every true patriot will hope 

to build up the future of Australia, and to consolidate the interests of the Empire.
62

 

 

Knibbs was also interested in the individual child and the need for education “to make the 

most of each child as he stands, not to mould him in conformity to some stereotyped 

ideal”.
63

 Knibbs believed in eliminating “the brutality of corporal punishment”.
64

 Like 

Anderson, Knibbs condemned the educational situation in New South Wales in no 

uncertain terms, and at length.
65

  

 

Turner was appointed to the Commission as the Departmental “trusty”, presumably 

endorsed by Perry as a counter to the radical and perceived impractical idealism of Knibbs. 

While Perry could still claim that the present system had done “rattling good work for the 

State” and that points in other systems could “be grafted on with advantage”, Turner “was 

daily becoming more impressed with the magnitude of the task assigned them”.
66

 Turner 

must have quickly realised that no mere “graft” could achieve the required reform. Knibbs 

and Turner wrote and took responsibility for separate sections of the Report and 

acknowledged that they differed in some conclusions, yet they were: 
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 … in substantial agreement as to the necessity of abolishing the pupil-teacher 

system, of making the professional education and training of the teachers more 

thorough, of changing the scheme of inspection, of taking fuller account of 

hygiene in regard to the general arrangement of schools and the furniture therein, 

of increasing the practical efficiency of education, and of improving the 

equipment of schools.
67

  

 

Within the “encyclopaedic report” considerable space was given to the teaching of science 

and nature study by both Knibbs and Turner. Both observed various courses of science, 

natural history, elementary agriculture, and nature study in school systems throughout the 

countries they visited. Knibbs commented that the place of natural science was well 

recognised in Europe and America and was receiving increasing recognition in the United 

Kingdom.
68

 One chapter in the main report was devoted to “Natural Science in the Primary 

Schools” and here attention was given to programmes of natural science in the United 

Kingdom, Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, and Switzerland, and the associated 

training of teachers in both the subjects and methodologies.
69

 Knibbs rarely used the term 

“nature study”, yet it is obvious that many programmes being discussed resembled nature 

study as it was being written about and taught in the United States. In other chapters 

dealing with particular countries, the teaching of nature study or natural sciences was also 

considered. Knibbs noted: “The teaching of natural history in the German elementary 

school has for its object the communication of a knowledge and understanding of nature, in 

all its beauty and adaptability.”
70

 In Holland, elementary schools taught “Kennis der 

Natuur”, using direct study of objects from the vegetable, animal and mineral kingdoms 

from the surrounding region. Excursions formed part of the teaching.
71

 In France, Turner 

observed agricultural teaching and its incorporation into nature study in primary schools.
72

 

He noted the enthusiasm of the teachers for this work, along with its adaptation to 

particular local surroundings and communities. In the United States, Turner described the 

presence of school museums and numerous “evidences of Nature study”, noting the 

advantage of each teacher being provided with a separate classroom: “On entering a class-

room in an American school one is struck with the brightness, the cheerfulness, of 
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everything in the room, and it will be surprising if there is not something to show in the 

way of preparation, for some Nature study.”
73

  

 

Turner commented on the present state of teaching science subjects and agriculture in New 

South Wales and possible improvements that could be made. This section by Turner was 

not particularly critical of the present situation and he continued to endorse object lessons 

as the vehicle for nature study, supplemented by rather limited suggestions for the use of 

display cabinets, charts and models.
74

  

 

Overall, the Report was not particularly inspiring in its conclusions on nature study. 

Knibbs was obviously more interested in science which could be introduced to older 

primary school students and, in this matter at least, Turner would have satisfied Perry by 

suggesting “grafts” to the present situation. The Commissioners did not, evidently, visit the 

Nature Study Exhibition and Conferences held in London in July 1902, although Knibbs 

included an Irish document, “The Belfast Report on the Teaching of Science in Elementary 

Schools” which referred to the Exhibition and the stimulus which it had provided for 

practical work in science.
75

 

 

The following recommendations which Knibbs made relating to the teaching of science, 

subsequently discussed at the Educational Conference of 1904, avoided the use of the term 

“nature study”.
76

 This avoidance was no doubt responsible for some of the confusion 

exhibited at that discussion.  

 

In reviewing the great difference between the education in Science of the children 

of this State and that of the children in Europe, and remembering that scientific 

knowledge is not only of great educative value but is also of the highest practical 

importance, the following conclusions are suggested: 

 

1. That elementary physics, chemistry, zoology, botany, geology, mineralogy, 

should be taught in the primary schools. 

2. That all teachers should be so educated as to be competent to give such 

teaching. 
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3. That in illustrating the science teaching, the practical needs of the district 

should be borne in mind. 

4. That all teaching should be realistic and not literary, children being brought 

face to face with the things spoken of. 

5. That schools should be equipped for science teaching. 

6. That children should be induced to take an interest in the school’s scientific 

equipment, and encouraged in the direct study of natural bodies, and in the 

study of natural phaenomena [sic].
77

   

 

Knibbs promoted science, or elementary science, for primary schools, and stressed its 

educative value and practical importance for the nation. Turner believed that nature study 

was already being addressed in the schools through object lessons, and could be enhanced 

by hanging up illustrations of birds and animals in the classroom. Peter Board, however, 

gained a greater understanding of the scope, methodology and aims of nature study when 

he made his own trip to England and Europe in 1903. His twelve page document, Primary 

Education, was a concise and well expressed summary of what he had seen of current 

educational theory and practice in Europe and Britain.
78

 Teachers may well have felt 

enlightened about “the educational renaissance of the past five years”. Board outlined his 

observations and conclusions on: Material Equipment of Schools; Teaching and 

Curriculum; A Primary Certificate; Inspection and Examination; and Training of Teachers. 

In contrasting the observations he made with the situation in New South Wales, Board was 

critical, but positive, and his suggestions for change appeared logical and achievable.
79

 He 

described nature study in operation in the city environment of London, and praised its 

association with drawing and poetry: 

 

The poetry of Nature is one of the central ideas in this study, and children become 

familiarised with some of the beautiful expressions by which poets have 

responded to the influences of Nature upon them. Nature lessons demand 

enthusiasm on the part of the teacher, and amongst the keenest of the impressions 

I have brought from my visits to English and Scotch schools, is that caused by the 
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thorough enthusiasm and genuine wide-awake interest which I saw many teachers 

display in the treatment of Nature study and its handmaid, Drawing.
80

 

 

Educational Conferences, January 1904 and April 1904, and a New Syllabus 

The individual recommendations made by the Commissioners were not discussed in 

January 1904, when Perry, still Minister of Education, called together a Conference of 

Inspectors, Teachers and Departmental Officers to discuss, “in a general way”, the first 

published report of the Commissioners.
81

 The Conference achieved little, with Perry 

speaking for the first couple of hours, in a lengthy defence of the present system, 

ostensibly targeting the press for its extreme criticism of the Department after the Report 

had been published, but also unable to suppress his hostility to various parts of the Report 

itself. He claimed at one point, for example, that: “although I am not suffering from 

curvature of the spine, or things of that sort, still I went to a school, and we had not any 

backs to our seats, Mr. Knibbs”.
82

 On the matter of centralised schools, dealt with in the 

Report by Turner, Perry pointed out that he had already thought this out in great detail, and 

he had made suggestions on the matter which had been ridiculed by the press.
83

 Many of 

the improvements and developments undertaken by the Department in the previous two 

years, according to Perry, anticipated the recommendations submitted by Knibbs and 

Turner.
84

  

 

Unfortunately many subsequent speakers followed Perry’s lead, with defensive hostility 

targeted at both Knibbs and Turner. After enduring the insulting comments of Inspector 

Hunt, who queried whether Knibbs knew much at all about public schools in New South 

Wales, Knibbs had to justify himself, and declared that he would not answer any such 

questions in the future. Another teacher responded that Knibbs’ reply was uncalled for.
85

 

Turner was also called to justify himself at times and declared impatiently that: “If we are 
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going to educate our children we must expend money on it like other people do.”
86

 Acting 

Under Secretary Bridges declared that in the important question of training teachers, “the 

Department of Public Instruction has been treated very badly. We have not neglected the 

training of teachers.”
87

  

 

Peter Board addressed the meeting after lunch, making measured and constructive remarks, 

but even he began by regretting that the Commissioners “made rather extreme statements 

with regard to the existing condition of things”.
88

 Any reformer, argued Board, needed to 

base proposals for reform on the good already to be found in the institution. Board’s 

moderate voice, urging gradual and logical consideration of the Report, and the aspects of 

the institution which needed to change, was well received by the meeting. In many matters 

Board agreed with the Commissioners, and he also commenced to explain how the 

proposed reforms could be approached. This moderate and logical voice would be heard 

day after day at the later Conference in April. Board was, in effect, throwing a life-line to 

Bridges, who appeared delighted to have received and published Board’s own short paper, 

Primary Education. Bridges intended this paper to be made available to every school.
89

  “I 

think the Department is to be congratulated on possessing an officer of Mr. Board’s ability 

among the inspectors”, he declared.
90

 Peter Board had begun to assume the prominent role 

he would play in shaping the future of education in New South Wales. 

 

The one positive result of the January Conference was the calling of a second, larger 

Conference to be held later in the year. The January Conference was roundly criticised in 

the pages of the Australian Journal of Education where the editor pointed out that Knibbs 

and Turner had been submitted to a “trying ordeal”, and that “from an educational and 

political point of view the day’s result was nil”.
91

 The editor of the Journal gave 

prominence to the coming April Conference, and urged teachers to read and consider the 
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Report.
92

 In the letters page, “Progressive Old Hand” called the January Conference a “sad 

performance” and confidently endorsed Knibbs and Turner’s Report as follows: 

 

When all the satires, and gibes, and sneers, and heckling, and bitterness of sore-

heads have subsided, this report will stand out as a monumental effort, and it will 

be read and re-read by every earnest teacher as the most exhaustive and brilliant 

treatise on education that has ever issued from the Australian press.
93

  

 

In fact, out of the public eye, things were moving within the Department of Public 

Instruction. On 12 January, just before the Conference, a meeting of the Inspectors 

appointed a Committee to consider modifications to the course of instruction then in 

operation in the schools.
94

 This Committee, which included Peter Board, produced a 

radically different Syllabus of Instruction to replace the old Standard of Efficiency. It was 

published in the Educational Gazette in March 1904.
95

 The timing of this Syllabus 

construction and publication, before the Conference of April, has been confused by 

educational historians and the significance of this timing overlooked. Crane and Walker 

assumed that the discussion at the April Conference was of a proposed syllabus and that a 

committee was then elected to draw up an actual syllabus.
96

 Their error was perpetuated by 

later historians, including Barcan and Hughes and Brock who additionally implied that the 

1904 Syllabus was a draft, only formally adopted in schools in 1905.
97

 The Educational 

Gazette, the actual discussion of the Syllabus at the Conference of April 1904, and various 

newspaper sources reveal that the “The New Syllabus of Instruction” was indeed compiled 

in January and early February 1904 and was officially issued in late February 1904.
98

 Its 

intention was obviously to grasp initiative before the full consideration of the Knibbs and 

Turner Report. A concerned letter to the editor of the Sydney Morning Herald on 16 

February felt that the new document represented “nothing more nor less than a reply to the 
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Commissioners”, the author suspicious of the secrecy and hastiness with which the 

document had been produced and the reliance on Peter Board’s slim document at the 

expense of the Commissioners’ recommendations.
99

 Subsequent articles continued to query 

the fact that the Commissioners had not been asked to assist in the drawing up of the new 

syllabus.
100

  

 

Other unreported meetings of Departmental staff and inspectors must have taken place 

between January and April, at which the Knibbs and Turner Report was examined 

carefully, and discussed in a more positive manner than at the January Conference. Such 

meetings were referred to by “Progressive Old Hand” in the Australian Journal of 

Education.
101

 The thorough organisation, the positive tone and the considered speeches 

which marked the April Conference bear witness to considerable preparation.  

 

The Conference of Inspectors, Teachers, Departmental Officers, and Prominent 

Educationists opened on Tuesday 5 April 1904 and continued until 15 April. It consisted of 

officers of the Department, inspectors, two representatives elected by the teachers from 

each inspectoral district, and the Commissioners of Education, Knibbs and Turner. 

Invitations were issued to the heads of religious denominations, University authorities and 

professors, principals of colleges and important private schools, and other prominent 

educationists. The proceedings were open to other teachers, the public and the Press and, 

when the original venue proved inadequate for the numbers of people attending, the 

meetings were transferred from the Protestant Hall to the larger Centenary Hall.
102

 Over 

the course of the Conference, many of Knibbs’ and Turners’ recommendations were 

discussed, debated, sometimes amended, moved and carried. The resolutions represented 

incredible change for the system of education in New South Wales. They included 

abolishing the pupil-teacher system and replacing it with previous training, establishing 

close links between the University and a newly constituted Training College, extending 

Kindergarten classes, introducing new subjects, and providing separate rooms for each 

class, with adequate lighting, ventilation, heating, and modern seating.
103

 Peter Board 

spoke on the recently published new syllabus, and a Committee was appointed to draft a 
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scheme for the training of teachers, along with a syllabus and curriculum for such 

training.
104

 

 

The editor of the Australian Journal of Education was unstinting in his praise for the 

Conference and the unanimous support shown for reform: 

 

The publication of the Commissioners’ report, and the assembling of the recent 

Conference, called at the instance of the Honourable the Minister of Public 

Instruction, are, unquestionably, the two most important events in the educational 

history of New South Wales, since the passing of the Public Instruction Act of 

1880.
105

  

 

The recommendations made by Knibbs in regard to science teaching were debated on 

Wednesday 13 and Thursday 14 April as “Elementary Science and Nature Study”.
106

 It was 

noticed above that Knibbs’ recommendations did not use the term “nature study”. Yet 

some teachers and other speakers had clearly come to discuss the introduction of nature 

study in New South Wales primary schools. Others spoke about science and agriculture, 

with little interest in nature study. The discussion opened with a fairly brief introduction to 

nature study by Clunies Ross, Science master at the Technical College. Teacher Mrs Byers 

then requested the supply of suitable show-cases in order to begin school museums, and 

was told by the Chairman that teachers and parents could raise the funds for such items, a 

response that concerned quite a few teachers. Then Inspector Black spoke at length on the 

importance of teaching science, his comments appearing to align well with Knibbs’ point 

of view, but advocating a very particular methodology for the teaching of science which 

surely was only applicable to the higher classes of primary schools.
107

 Black managed to 

side track the discussion when he referred to the University as “steeped in mediaevalism” 

and incapable of offering assistance in scientific matters.
108

 Next on the agenda was Mr 

A.G. Hamilton, Headmaster at Mount Kembla Public School. Hamilton spoke modestly, 

bringing the discussion back to nature study and assuring the teachers that anyone could 
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take up botany, that introducing nature study to the classroom was not difficult, and the 

required apparatus could be made by the children themselves.
109

 Two further speakers 

promoted nature study as elementary agriculture before the discussion was adjourned until 

the next day when Knibbs would be present to speak to the recommendations. 

 

The following day witnessed several speakers angrily censuring Inspector Black’s attack 

on the University. These comments were of course irrelevant to the discussion of either 

nature study or science. Knibbs spoke at length on the importance of science, virtually 

dismissing nature study and, at the same time misinterpreting Inspector Black’s intentions: 

 

I venture to say that there is no one here, not even Inspector Black, who thinks for 

a moment that a little “Nature study” in the regions of botany and zoology is any 

sufficient preparation in science.
110

  

 

Black and Knibbs conferred together and appeared to reconcile their differences, but the 

discussion itself had probably confused the body of teachers as it veered from nature study 

to science and back again. Then Peter Board took the floor, as he would in regard to nearly 

every topic on the Conference agenda. He pulled the discussion around to nature study, and 

carefully distinguished it from elementary science.
111

 He clearly explained that both could 

play an important role in elementary education, with nature study being introduced to 

younger children and elementary science being introduced in its various branches in the 

upper classes: 

 

I therefore think that it is of the greatest importance that we should grasp the 

necessity for making the Nature study of our youngest children as important a part 

as we can of the curriculum of that period of school life … if we fail in the first, 

second, and third, classes of our school to bring about that spirit of inquiry and of 

admiration for what can be found in nature, we shall have failed to prepare the 

children for the higher work we do in the upper classes of the school.
112
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And so it was to be. Knibbs added the words “general Nature-study” to his first 

recommendation to read: “That general Nature-study and elementary physics, chemistry, 

zoology, botany, geology, mineralogy, should be taught in the primary schools.” The six 

recommendations were put to the meeting and passed.
113

 Nature study would be taught in 

New South Wales primary schools, and Peter Board, who had cut through confused and 

sometimes contentious debate on many topics, day after day, with clear arguments and 

practical ways of working towards the implementation of sweeping reforms, emerged as 

“the man for the hour”.
114

  

 

The “New Syllabus of Instruction” has already been discussed as representing the 

Department of Public Instruction acting decisively and effectively to deflect some of the 

criticism of the Knibbs and Turner Report. The Syllabus resembled the ideas outlined by 

Peter Board in his paper Primary Education in its grouping of subjects previously listed 

separately in the old Standard of Proficiency, its endorsement of correlation between 

subjects and subject groupings, its division into work suitable for various classes, and its 

stress on teacher initiative in the details of what could be taught and the methods used.
115

 

Despite the Syllabus being signed by Acting Under Secretary, Frederick Bridges, this was 

Peter Board’s Syllabus and became known as such.
116

  

 

Besides providing a progressive course of instruction, it is designed to give 

practical application in the teaching work of schools to the principle of the 

correlation of subjects of study, to make ‘the self-activity of the pupil the basis of 

school instruction,’ to bring the work of the pupil into closer touch with his home 

and social surroundings, and to make the school a powerful agent in the 

intellectual, moral and social development of the child.
117
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The Preface to the Syllabus outlined the principles behind the considerable reform in 

education which it embodied.
118

 Nature Knowledge, placed in third position after English 

and Mathematics, fitted well into such a scheme, as clearly perceived by Board: 

  

Nature knowledge is the term used in the syllabus to embrace certain parts of 

geography, object-lessons, and elementary science. Here again the same 

fundamental principles should be kept in view, the making use of the child’s 

activity by getting him to do and to make things, the use of means to help him 

form vivid mental images, and the encouragement of his interest in his 

surroundings. The child is in this course to be no mere passive recipient of 

information; he will acquire knowledge actively rather than receive it passively. 

The treatment of this branch of instruction will, therefore, make demands upon the 

resourcefulness of the teacher in order that he may present it to his pupils in its 

many-sided aspects.
119

 

 

On Monday 11 April the Conference turned to a discussion of the new syllabus. The hall 

was reported as being crowded with teachers eager to learn more about this important 

document.
120

 Board was called upon to open the discussion, introduced by Perry as having 

“given a great deal of time and thought to this matter”.
121

 Perry endorsed the Preface of the 

Syllabus as “one of the most able documents on education that one could read”.
122

 Board 

elaborated on the principles behind the Syllabus and the audience appeared enthusiastic 

about the scope for flexibility and initiative on the part of teachers.
123

 Board said that he 

was pleased with the trial of the Syllabus in many schools over the previous weeks, and 

spoke of the following three months as an experimental period in which teachers should 

draw up programmes and time-tables open to continual emendation, which the inspectors 

would support rather than fault.
124

 He hoped that by July many difficulties encountered by 
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teachers would be overcome, but even then, the whole of this year would be 

experimental.
125

  

 

Criticism of the Syllabus came from Mr W. Broome, who argued that it did not give 

enough direction to teachers.
126

 In this he was supported by a somewhat agitated Knibbs, 

who spoke towards the end of the day, supporting the Syllabus as “a step in the right 

direction” but critical of its lack of detail.
127

 The Syllabus would be suitable for trained 

teachers but was being presented to a body of teachers, most of whom lacked systematic 

instruction in the history, theory and psychology of education.
128

 Knibbs pressed the need 

for type programmes and urged the Department to issue these “at the earliest possible 

date”.
129

  

 

The Syllabus was revised in June 1905, with this longer document containing a new 

section, “Notes on the Syllabus”. The Notes contained broad guidelines for each subject as 

well as more specific schemes of work and specimen courses.
130

 These Notes would appear 

to meet the demand for more detail and the call for type programmes as suggested by 

Knibbs. There was no change in the central paragraphs of the Preface quoted above, and 

details relating to the teaching of nature knowledge in specific classes contained only 

minor alterations. The section on Nature Knowledge in “Notes on the Syllabus” was 

detailed, outlining the essential features of a nature study course.
131

 Lessons needed to be 

based upon a definite plan, and the child needed to gain knowledge through the senses, 

examining new objects of experience, and relating new facts to each other. Children should 

develop a desire to know not only “What”, but “How”, and “Why”. Lessons could be 

related to language and drawing as children were encouraged to give expression to their 

observations. Excursions to places of interest would “prove invaluable”. Suggestions were 

given on what topics nature study courses could include and how they could be taught. As 
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well as being placed in third position in the outline of subjects, nature knowledge was to 

receive the third largest time allocation expressed in hours per week.
132

  

 

By the time the revised Syllabus was issued in June 1905, Frederick Bridges had died, 

evidently a sick man under stress during his period as Acting Under Secretary.
133

 Crane 

and Walker pictured an uncertainty in December and January 1904-5 as to Bridges’ 

successor, with Knibbs, Turner, and a couple of senior Departmental officials being 

contenders.
134

 Yet Peter Board had clearly emerged as a leader at the Conferences in 1904 

and his ideas had moulded the Syllabus, which was by then in practice, and also the details 

of the scheme for the future training of teachers.
135

 August 1904 saw a change of 

government and Carruthers was now Premier. Eager to support reform, Carruthers was 

willing to bypass the seniority principle in the appointment of education officials.
136

 In 

February, Board was appointed Director of Education and Under Secretary of the 

Department of Public Instruction, and James Dawson Chief Inspector.
137

 Under their 

guidance, New Education, and a prominence to nature study within this New Education, 

would be enthusiastically and systematically developed in schools throughout New South 

Wales. 

 

“The year 1904 will be memorable in the educational annals of New South Wales”, wrote 

Chief Inspector Dawson, in his first Annual Report: 

 

The general unrest due to dissatisfaction with traditional methods in the schools 

and their inadequacy to meet the wants of the age in which we live, culminated in 

a series of reports, conferences, and public discussions, destined to shape the 

future educational policy of the State. Many problems were raised which only 

time and money and a general interest in the welfare of the rising generation will 
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thoroughly solve. Amongst teachers an enthusiastic spirit was aroused which 

augers well for the future.
138

    

 

Innovative Reception and Transnational Exchange 

 

The child here is not German; it is not even English or Scotch; it is Australian. 

And whatever we may copy from other countries, we must remember that what is 

done there must be adapted entirely to Australian conditions.
139

 

 

Knibbs and Turner, Peter Board, Francis Anderson, and others who wrote about the New 

Education were very aware of the international setting in which reform was taking place.  

They were also aware that the Australian state education systems did not wish to imitate 

overseas reform, but to look to other countries for example, and for comparison, in order to 

propose innovations within their own systems. These innovations needed to be adapted to 

local conditions. This chapter will now look at educators not only responding but 

contributing to a global movement, adapting reform from overseas to local conditions, and 

introducing innovation which was observed and disseminated to other countries. Evidence 

of such exchange relating to nature study will particularly be sought.  

 

Peter Board rarely spoke of reform without reference to the fact that he was concerned 

with the Australian child, with a newly constituted nation, with a democracy in which 

parliament was elected by universal franchise, with an educational system which was 

highly centralised.
140

 The witty James Dawson once referred to Board as an educational 

Ulysses who would “be able to transmute the best ideas he had gathered into value for his 

country with a subtle alchemy of his own”.
141
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In praising the educational achievement of New South Wales over the previous ten years, 

Francis Anderson, in 1914, addressed the question of borrowing ideas from other countries 

and the adaptation of those ideas to local settings. There need be no hesitancy or 

confession of weakness, he argued, in learning from older countries, yet: 

 

… the education of every community is carried on under certain definite social 

and political conditions which must be taken into account in constructing the 

frame work of the educational scheme, in determining the curriculum of studies, 

and the organic relation of the various grades of teachers and schools. 

 

Many historians of education in the second half of the twentieth century persisted in 

presenting Peter Board and other Australian educators as imitators.
142

 But the very fact that 

the New South Wales educational system was a centralised system controlled by one 

central Department under a Minister of Parliament meant that education observed in the 

less centralised systems operating in England and the United States needed analysis and 

adaptation before being incorporated into a differently organised structure.
143

 In 1935 an 

American academic visited Australia to study education, particularly that operating in New 

South Wales. “Its chief interest lies”, he wrote of the system of public education, “in the 

fact that, administratively, control is centralized in each state under a state department of 

education with complete autonomy over the establishment of schools, courses of study, 

training, appointment and promotion of teachers … ”
144

 G.S. Browne, Vice Principal of the 

Teachers’ College in Melbourne, foreshadowed such interest in 1927: “Australian 

education possesses some unique features which will at once attract the attention of the 

student abroad. The Australian states possess the most strongly centralized systems of 

educational administration in the world.”
145

 Centralisation was thus a factor in the need to 

adapt ideas and practices from overseas, as well as being of interest to overseas observers 

of education in Australia. 

 

Historians Roselyn Gillespie, Alan Barcan, Lesley Dunt, and Peter Meadmore provide 

ample evidence of the Australian interest in the international community of thought 
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regarding New Education, with Australians travelling overseas, reprinting articles about 

educational reform in other countries, writing journal articles about the New Education, 

and, in the case of a few individuals, studying overseas.
146

 They provide only a little 

evidence, however, of definite Australian contributions back to the international 

community of thought on progressive educational theory and practice. The following 

examples suggest an interesting and significant field for future scholarship. 

 

William Catton Grasby’s journey to observe overseas educational systems and his 

remarkable comparative publication have been discussed in Chapter 2. Lesley Dunt’s study 

of New South Wales teacher and inspector, Ernest Riley, focused upon the Australian 

understanding of prominent American educator, John Dewey. Riley, she argued, was one 

of the only Australians to clearly show a full appreciation of Dewey and to distinguish him 

from other educational figures such as Parker.
147

 Riley completed a Master of Arts with a 

thesis on “Self-Activity in the Pupil as a Guiding Principle in Education”. Considering the 

wording of Peter Board’s 1904 syllabus, which aimed to make “the self-activity of the 

pupil the basis of school instruction”, Riley’s thesis was highly pertinent. The thesis was 

published in three parts in the Australian Journal of Education from April to June 1905.
148

 

In October 1905, the Journal recorded that Riley’s article had been published in The 

Educational Times in England in September, and had “attracted considerable attention”.
149

  

 

In the United States the Nature-Study Review, launched in 1905, published an article by 

J.A. Leach, Victorian Lecturer in Nature-Study at the Training College, Melbourne. 

“Nature-Study and Field Work in Victoria”, published in 1909, described the large 

excursions organised by the Education Department for students and involving naturalists’ 

clubs, scientists, parents, public and press, with some excursions attended by over 1000 

people. The editor was impressed by the scale of the excursions and the extension of the 

nature-study movement in Australia to involve many adults.
150

 Leach was additionally 
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corresponding with Liberty Hyde Bailey.
151

 Grasby too enjoyed correspondence with 

Bailey who, in 1902, praised Grasby’s pioneering work in nature study.
152

  

 

Frank Tate indicated that he was corresponding with leading educators in other countries 

when he applied for the position of Director of Education in Victoria in 1902.
153

 In 1907 

Tate attended the inaugural Federal Conference on Education, convened by the League of 

the Empire, in London for the purpose of providing a forum for “the exchange of ideas”.
154

 

Tate played a prominent role, particularly at the sessions devoted to nature study where he 

talked about the central role of the subject in the Victorian curriculum.
155

 Tate then visited 

schools, colleges, and universities throughout England and gave frequent lectures to 

educators. With Alfred Williams, Director of Education in South Australia, he travelled to 

Germany, Canada, and the United States, continuing the exchange of information and ideas 

about education.
156

 

 

Archival records of correspondence received and responded to by Peter Board as Under 

Secretary and Director of Education indicate the everyday implications of the international 

interest in education and the sharing of ideas about that education. In the years 1910 to 

1917, for example, Board received many requests for Annual Reports, and other 

information relating to education in New South Wales, from other Australian states, 

countries of the Empire, American states, and other countries including Germany, Japan, 

and Russia.
157

 Some letters requested information on rural education and agricultural 

teaching. In 1910 Board replied to a letter from South Africa giving details of elementary 

and more advanced agricultural teaching in the schools, mentioning the important role 

school gardens played in the teaching of nature study.
158

 The School of Education, Upper 

Iowa University requested information on the preparation of teachers for rural schools and 
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Board replied with details of the special training given at Sydney Teachers College.
159

 

From the Department of Nature Study, Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph, Canada, a 

letter indicates the mutual exchange of publications:  

 

With your Gazette accessible to our teachers-in-training I expect we may gain 

considerable [sic] in our breadth of view regarding educational matters in other 

parts of the Empire. I shall put your name on our list too for copies of any Nature 

Study bulletins that we may issue.
160

 

 

Australians travelling overseas to study educational institutions and innovations have 

featured in this chapter. Visitors from other countries similarly travelled to the Australian 

states to observe educational systems and innovative institutions and practices. The 

Hawkesbury Agricultural College, opened in 1891, quickly gained an international 

reputation, and opened its doors to thousands of visitors each year of which a percentage 

came from overseas countries. Successive Annual Reports for the first two decades of the 

twentieth century and monthly reports of visitors in the Hawkesbury Agricultural College 

Journal list professors, teachers, government representatives and agriculturalists from the 

United States, England, Europe, South Africa, other African countries, India, China, Japan, 

Java, South American countries, New Zealand, and islands of the Pacific.
161

 In May 1914 

the members of an American Trade Commission visited the College, accompanied by Peter 

Board and Frank Tate. Commissioner Dr. Snowden, an authority on educational 

institutions of all kinds, praised the College: “there is no other agricultural college in the 

world that is doing more practical work than is being done at your magnificent 

institution”.
162

 In addition, students from a range of overseas countries came to study at 

Hawkesbury Agricultural College and returned home to put their learning into practice.
163

  

 

One of the international visitors to the College was Professor Josephine Tilden, a botanist 

from the University of Minnesota.
164

 She continued a correspondence with Science master 
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C.T. Musson, who sent her copies of his nature study articles published in the Public 

Instruction Gazette.
165

  

   

Two particular educational innovations in primary education, developed in New South 

Wales, were Peter Board’s experimental school at Brighton-le-Sands, and the Montessori 

programme introduced at Blackfriars Practice School by Martha Simpson. Board planned 

his school as a model institution where he could put his constantly evolving educational 

ideals into practice.
166

 By 1916, Board had not only overseen a decade of reform in New 

South Wales, but had also been considering the future of education in the context of the 

upheaval of war and the need to ensure a peaceful future in which democracy could 

thrive.
167

 Physically, Brighton-le-Sands represented a completely new design for New 

South Wales, while its employment of specialist teachers, similar to secondary school 

schemes, was also innovative. Board stressed that this school would give priority to 

individual work, including periods of time when children could choose what they would 

do, be that manual work, nature study or quiet reading. Self-government was introduced 

via the formation of student run committees which made decisions on many aspects of 

school life.
168

 Peter Board visited frequently, and often with visitors.
169

 

 

Martha Simpson enthusiastically welcomed nature study in 1904 and subsequently 

introduced it into Kindergarten and infant classes at Blackfriars.
170

 In 1912, “at the 

forefront of an educational movement”, Simpson read the work of Italian Maria 

Montessori and introduced Montessorian teaching at Blackfriars.
171

 She travelled to Rome 

in 1913, where Montessori herself was impressed with the scheme Simpson had developed 

in New South Wales and asked her to lecture to her own students on the Blackfriars School 
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scheme.
172

 As the children who had begun in 1912 moved steadily from class to class, 

Simpson developed the scheme and in 1916 the principal of the Teachers College 

announced that it would be taken right through the Primary grades.
173

 Frequent visitors, 

including those from interstate and overseas, called at Blackfriars to see Montessori 

teaching in action.
174

  

 

This chapter has followed the course of educational reform in New South Wales from 1901 

to 1905, with some mention of subsequent developments. Francis Anderson led the 

agitation for reform in 1901 and, although he did not mention nature study specifically, he 

stressed the need for a new course of instruction for the primary schools. Knibbs and 

Turner observed nature study and similar natural science courses in practice and were very 

impressed by what they saw. Knibbs was particularly concerned with introducing 

elementary science and Turner’s conclusions demonstrated an inadequate grasp of the 

ideals and methodologies involved in nature study. Peter Board, however, remedied this 

lack of prominence given to nature study in his own report on primary education, and in 

his Syllabus of Instruction. His Syllabus must have been welcomed by those public school 

teachers, teachers at the Technical College and the Agricultural College, and the 

naturalists, botanists, and other scientists who had been writing on nature study in the years 

before 1904.
175

 At the Conference of April 1904, nature study was massaged into Knibbs’ 

recommendations on science teaching, while Board persuaded the Conference that the 

Syllabus of Instruction as a whole, prepared just before the Conference, was quite in 

agreement with the wide ranging changes recommended by the Commissioners.  

 

The chapter has presented educationists in New South Wales involved in the transnational 

exchange of ideas regarding educational change. They realised the value of looking widely, 

evaluating ideas and practices, and borrowing when appropriate. They also realised that 

such ideas and practices needed adaptation to local circumstances. Australian education 
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was itself observed by visitors from overseas and disseminated to other countries in a 

variety of ways during the period of reform in the early twentieth century. 

 

Australian educators interested in nature study were aware of its international importance, 

but they were also aware of its capacity and its innate need to be adapted to the Australian 

environment, to the Australian fauna, flora, and landscape, and the local surroundings of 

any particular school. The following chapters will examine the introduction and the 

practice of nature study in schools in New South Wales, along with its gradual alliance 

with the concerns of naturalists and others involved with conservation and preservation. 
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Chapter 4 Defining and Supporting Nature Study in New South Wales 

 

 

How was nature study defined for the teachers and children of New South Wales? The 

nature study idea was a complex ideology, addressing pedagogical, scientific, aesthetic and 

environmental issues and concerns. Its particular conception embraced three strands: 

scientific observation and reasoning; aesthetic appreciation; and the creation of sympathy, 

or understanding, for nature. The perceived purposes for teaching nature study were many, 

and it has already been seen that this multitude of aims could be confusing. What is nature 

study? What do I teach? How do I teach it? These questions were being asked by teachers 

as they listened to or read reports of the April Conference of 1904 and contemplated the 

new syllabus which they were required to introduce in July 1904. Martha Simpson, a 

teacher from Tamworth, attended the Conference and then visited Sydney schools:  

 

I found that one of the features of the syllabus which caused much concern was 

Nature Study. Many teachers appeared to be under the impression that in order to 

teach Nature Study properly the teacher would have to be a man—or a woman—

of science, and that a good deal of expensive apparatus, to be paid for out of the 

teachers’ own pocket, would be required.
1
 

 

In fact, much support was provided for the introduction of the new syllabus, including 

nature study. The syllabus represented much more than a revision of content because of its 

different philosophy, different structure of class teaching, and different methodology in 

comparison with the older Standard of Proficiency. Immediately following the Conference, 

Inspectors called meetings at the larger centres of their inspectorates to report on the 

Conference and introduce the syllabus. These involved, or were followed by, local Schools 

of Method.
2
 The educational journals, including the Educational Gazette, the Australian 

Journal of Education and the New South Wales Teacher and Tutorial Guide, printed many 

articles on the new syllabus generally and nature study specifically. Papers given at local 

meetings and at lectures and conferences arranged by the Teachers’ Association were 

reprinted in these journals, and series of articles about teaching nature study or about 

                                                 
1
 Miss Simpson, “Nature Study”, Educational Gazette, August 1904, p.60. 

2
 Educational Gazette, June 1904, pp.13-14; July 1904, p.36; September 1904, p.73. Schools of Method, in 
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natural history topics were frequent. A new official journal, the Public Education Gazette, 

commenced in November 1905, eventually displacing the Educational Gazette in March 

1907.
3
 It continued the tradition of support through subsequent years and beyond its title 

change to the Education Gazette in 1915.  

 

The first part of this chapter will analyse some of the early definitions and explanations of 

nature study given by New South Wales educators at meetings of teachers and in 

contributed articles to the educational journals. Two educators, school teacher Alexander 

Hamilton and Agricultural College lecturer, Charles Musson, emerge as having particular 

appeal and influence.   

 

Teacher training in New South Wales underwent profound change as a result of the 

resolutions passed at the Conference of 1904. Training at the newly constituted Teachers 

College replaced the old pupil teacher system of teacher preparation. This chapter will 

examine how student teachers were prepared for teaching nature study, and will argue that 

the influence of Alexander Hamilton in this capacity was incisive and long lasting. 

 

Finally, an overview of the literature that supported nature study in New South Wales 

schools between 1904 and 1920 will be made. New South Wales authors produced texts 

which addressed nature study or supported nature study by considering various aspects of 

natural history. In addition, a range of literature for children including poetry, short stories, 

and nonfiction supported the subject, reflecting and influencing the particular nuance of 

nature study experienced in the schools of New South Wales. 

 

Defining Nature Study 

The New South Wales Teacher and Tutorial Guide, a monthly journal published by a 

Sydney firm of educational booksellers, was dedicated to publishing current educational 

events and providing supporting material for teachers and candidates sitting for 

examinations.
4
 In June 1904 the issue was dedicated to the new syllabus and included Peter 

Board’s speech from the Conference followed by articles on each subject.
5
 Teacher George 

F. Longmuir wrote on “Nature Knowledge”.
6
 Longmuir began with the crucial question: 

“Let us consider what Nature Study really is.” He pointed out that nature study was not 

                                                 
3
 Editorial, Educational Gazette, March 1907, p.185. 

4
 New South Wales Teacher and Tutorial Guide, Vol. 1, no. 1 (July 1903), p.1. 

5
 Teacher and Tutorial Guide, June 1904, p.241ff. 

6
 Geo. F. Longmuir, “Nature Knowledge”, Teacher and Tutorial Guide, June 1904, pp.248-250. 
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synonymous with natural science, although elementary science was part of the study. Thus 

children could make botanical studies of growing seeds and carry out botanical 

experiments. But nature study was more than natural science, and Longmuir continued by 

defining the aim of its teaching: “to encourage the love of the true and the beautiful in 

nature and to develop the child mind”. Self-activity was important, the aesthetic aspect was 

important, English and nature study went “hand in hand”, as the child needed to describe 

what he saw. Longmuir stressed the importance of the local environment, and that the 

teacher should adapt nature study accordingly, to a dairying district, or a mining district or 

whatever the case might be. Outdoor work was essential and might consist of activity in 

the playground, “strolls in the neighbourhood” or studies of the local creek. Such work had 

to be carefully planned by the teacher. 

 

Notable in Longmuir’s article, is the use of the term “environment” and its intimate 

association with nature study: 

 

Nature Study directs the self-activity of the child to note and observe accurately 

the factors of his environment. The school and home surroundings, the plant, and 

the animal life of the neighbourhood, the appearance of the sky, the contour of the 

locality, all supply material upon which to base our teaching.
7
 

 

Other exponents of nature study in New South Wales also used the term “environment” as 

they defined nature study and its purposes, this frequent usage indicating the significance 

of nature study for the historian of the environment. Teachers were made aware that nature 

study was a study not of naturally occurring objects or distinct species, but of the 

interrelated components of the natural environment which included the human presence. 

 

Other school teachers who addressed nature study in 1904 were Martha Simpson from 

Tamworth, J.C. Champion from Spring Hill, near Orange in the Central West, and 

Alexander Hamilton, Headmaster at Mt Kembla, a small coal mining village in the 

Illawarra, south of Sydney. Both Simpson and Champion noted the concern and anxiety of 

teachers, and were quick to reassure them, Simpson by practical explanation and 

suggestions for teaching, Champion by stressing the new and pleasant opportunities which 

the subject offered. 

                                                 
7
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Martha Simpson’s paper on “Nature Study” was read by Inspector Pearson at a large 

meeting of teachers held in Tamworth on Saturday 18 June 1904.
8
 It was subsequently 

published in the Educational Gazette in August 1904.
9
 Simpson reassured teachers that the 

subject did not require detailed scientific training and that even in the higher classes, where 

botany and geology could be introduced, all teachers should be able to treat the topics well. 

Expensive apparatus was not necessary as “a child will be far more interested in the actual 

flower or piece of rock that he has collected for himself than he will be in the most 

carefully prepared scientific experiment”.
10

  

 

Simpson stressed the pedagogical value of nature study: 

 

The utilising of the self-activity of the child is, to my mind, the keynote of the 

syllabus, not only in Nature Study, but in every other study. In order, however, to 

make the best use of this self-activity, and to direct it aright, we must work to a 

plan. It will not do to turn children loose in the bush and fondly imagine they are 

studying nature.
11

 

 

Simpson described practical excursions and activities related to the study of plants, both 

introduced and native. Simpson did not feel the need for a lengthy definition of nature 

study or its broader aims and purposes, whether national, economic, or environmental. She 

did, however, stress that nature was holistic, that it was impossible to study any particular 

branch “without gaining at least a nodding acquaintance with several others”.
12

 She also 

endorsed nature study as naturally appealing to the child’s sense of beauty “for every child 

is in his childhood a poet, and sees things with the poetic eye”.
13

 Thus, Simpson, without 

overt definition and theorising, presented nature study to her fellow teachers as 

pedagogically valuable, incorporating scientific study but appealing also to aesthetic 

appreciation. 

 

                                                 
8
 “Tamworth—Meeting of Teachers”, Educational Gazette, July 1904, p.36. 

9
 Miss Simpson, “Nature Study”, Educational Gazette, August 1904, pp.60-61. 
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 Simpson, “Nature Study”, p.61. 
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Martha Simpson embraced and promoted educational reform in 1904, and indeed would 

thrive in and influence the period of reform which followed. In 1906 she was transferred to 

Blackfriars Public School, which shared its grounds with the Teachers College and acted as 

the principal practice school. Teachers for Blackfriars were carefully selected and their 

placement approved by Peter Board.
14

 At Blackfriars, Simpson introduced innovative 

teaching, was promoted to the position of Infants’ Mistress in 1910, and was additionally a 

lecturer at the Teachers College from 1909. In 1912 she introduced Montessori teaching at 

Blackfriars, and in 1917 became the first woman inspector in the Department of 

Education.
15

  

 

In 1911 Simpson again addressed nature study, this time specifically for infant classes. 

Here she stressed the importance of outdoor nature study and excursions, urging teachers 

to take their classes outside frequently and to make the effort of arranging longer 

excursions: “In my opinion, one excursion to the home of the thing under consideration, 

where it can be seen in its natural surroundings, is worth a dozen lessons in the 

schoolroom.”
16
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Figure 1: Martha Simpson (on steps) at Blackfriars, 1913 

Source: SRNSW: NRS 15051/1/39. 

 

 

J.C. Champion, in a short article published in the Educational Gazette in September 1904, 

urged teachers to look at the positive aspects of the much discussed new syllabus: 

 

We say good-bye to many of the old, dry subjects, and thankful are we. We 

welcome with gladness the opportunity to lead our children closer than we could 

ever get before to Nature’s beauties, Nature’s wonders, Nature’s delights … And 

the teacher must study before he can teach; must investigate for himself before he 

can direct the legitimate curiosities of his pupils. He must get out into the bush.
17

 

 

Obviously a nature lover himself, Champion welcomed nature study, stressing its capacity 

for aesthetic appreciation and sympathetic closeness to nature. He attended the first 

Summer School of nature study at Hawkesbury Agricultural College, becoming an 

enthusiastic disciple of Charles Musson, as shown by a later address on nature study given 

to the Bathurst Teachers’ Association in 1907.
18
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Alexander Hamilton, known to teachers through his previous writing in the Educational 

Gazette, had spoken on nature study at the April Conference. He was then invited by the 

New South Wales Public School Teachers’ Association to give a paper in a series of 

University Extension Lectures held in Sydney. Hamilton’s lecture, “Nature Study in 

Primary Schools”, was delivered on 19 August 1904, and published in the Australian 

Journal of Education in September and October 1904.
19

 This thorough paper defined the 

subject with reference to authoritative texts, discussed methodologies and gave practical 

suggestions for teaching the subject in New South Wales schools. The lecture was given 

and published before Victorian Charles Long’s The Aim and Method in Nature Study.
20

 

 

Hamilton introduced his lecture by reference to the increased interest in natural history 

which marked the later nineteenth century with “the appearance of Charles Darwin’s 

epoch-making Origin of Species and the masterly series of books which followed”.
21

 A 

few far sighted people began to see what Froebel and Pestalozzi had recognised, and to 

promote the introduction of nature into education:  

 

Within the last twenty years, Nature Knowledge has begun to appear as a regular 

subject in the curricula of primary schools and now it is very widely taught. 

America, as usual in educational matters, took the lead in this, and several 

Universities—notably Cornell—by means of summer courses and leaflets for 

teachers, did much to extend Nature Study to the schools.
22

  

 

Hamilton defined nature study with a quotation from L.H. Bailey’s pamphlet “What is 

Nature Study?”: 

 

‘It is seeing the things which one looks at, and the drawing of proper conclusions 

… It simply trains the eye and the mind to see and to comprehend the common 
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things of life; and the result is not directly the acquirement of a science, but the 

establishment of a living sympathy with every thing that is.’
23

 

  

Hamilton also referred to Scott’s Nature Study and the Child, although Scott’s ultimate 

objective of looking towards a Creator was absent from Hamilton’s analysis, both here and 

in later writing. Hamilton promoted a secular nature study for New South Wales schools, 

as did his fellow advocate, C.T. Musson. 

 

Hamilton showed an appreciation of the conflict between nature study as elementary 

science, and nature study as embracing more than science. He reconciled this perceived 

conflict, explaining that while junior classes should not be taught science, higher classes 

could be introduced to science “while at the same time the development of sympathy with 

nature as a whole should be kept in view”.
24

 In the same manner in which he had 

previously contributed both popular nature writing and scientific writing to appropriate 

distinct journals, so too would Hamilton continue to promote the scientific aspects of 

nature study as distinct from, but never exclusive of aesthetic and sympathetic aspects.  

 

Several benefits from nature study, stated Hamilton, would be: the “habit of observation”; 

the ability to see beauty in everyday things and the “development of the aesthetic side of 

our minds”; the provision of inexpensive and healthy recreation for both pupils and 

teachers; and benefits for the environment: 

  

If we succeed, and it is not very difficult, in creating a love of nature, we may 

hope that in time our pupils will refrain from the wilful and purposeless 

destruction of our native animals and plants, a destruction that is beginning to 

work irretrievable damage.
25

  

 

In the effective teaching of nature study, observation, recording and comparison were the 

three essential skills to be emphasised. Hamilton stressed that these could be augmented by 

drawing, composition, and correlation with poetry. School museums were a useful adjunct 

which could be set up inexpensively using “soap powder, mustard, cocoa and other 

shallow boxes with hinged lids”. Such boxes could be lined with white paper, covered with 
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wall paper and varnished, and used for the display of mineral, geological, or entomological 

specimens. Hamilton even explained how pupils could make the varnish. Specific and 

general suggestions for the teaching of nature study followed. Hamilton, like Martha 

Simpson, reassured teachers that it was a subject which allowed teachers to choose topics 

they were confident with, and that it could be taught with readily available and inexpensive 

materials.
26

 

 

In 1905 Hamilton was transferred from Mt Kembla to take charge of Willoughby Public 

School in Sydney, and additionally to lecture on botany and nature study at the Training 

College campuses then at Blackfriars (Camperdown) and Hurlstone (Croydon). For two 

years Hamilton met an extremely demanding schedule before being appointed to a full 

time position as Lecturer in Botany and Nature Study at the consolidated Teachers College 

at Blackfriars. In these years, Hamilton was a sought after speaker on nature study at local 

meetings of teachers.
27

 In January 1906 he gave six lectures on nature study as part of a 

summer school programme held in Sydney and the following December a course on the 

use of the microscope in nature study.
28

  

 

Hamilton delivered a second comprehensive paper at the Annual Conference of the New 

South Wales Public Teachers’ Association in June 1906 which was published in the 

Educational Gazette in August and September 1906.
29

 In “The Place of Nature Study in 

Education”, Hamilton defined nature study in his own words, this time dispensing with 

quotations from Bailey or other writers: 

 

I take Nature study to be the study of our physical environment with the object 

of—1st gaining a knowledge of that environment; 2nd, entering into sympathy 

with it; 3rd, cultivating the aesthetic side of our nature by a contemplation and 
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recognition of its many beauties; and lastly, giving the mind a training in, not 

science, but scientific method, by ascertaining its laws and reasoning from them.
30

 

 

He claimed an important place for nature study, citing “a tendency on the part of some to 

look down on Nature Study as an amusing but rather puerile subject, to be taken up as a 

relief from the others”. Nature study was worthy of equal footing with the other important 

subjects, and had the capability to “function as the complement and assistant to the 

others”.
31

 

 

Hamilton claimed a broad environmental perspective for the subject: 

   

As our physical environment includes the universe, it will be seen that Nature 

Study is correlated with many other subjects, Mathematics, Geography, and all the 

ologies. Indeed, History itself can be taken under the mothering wing of this 

subject, for it is manifest, particularly in a new land like our own, how much the 

development of the country and the race is influenced by climate, geological 

formation, and the fauna and flora.
32

 

 

Hamilton carefully elaborated each of his four aims. In the gaining of knowledge of the 

physical environment through experience, the powers of observation were greatly 

strengthened. Observation should be accompanied by expression, “oral, written, or 

graphic”, and Hamilton reassured teachers that “it is one of the particular merits of Nature 

Study that to most children it is so interesting that expression comes … easily and 

naturally”.
33

 As in 1904, Hamilton stated that the cultivation of sympathy and aesthetic 

appreciation should lead to a decline in the purposeless destruction of living things.  

 

The lecture then turned to the training of the mind in scientific method, which Hamilton 

stressed here as “the most important part of my definition”.
34

 Hamilton reminded teachers 

that they were not teaching science and that they must free themselves from the craving “to 

stuff the pupils with facts”.
35

 The pupils would find out enough facts for themselves, and 
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the teacher’s role was to direct their efforts, to train their observation, to encourage 

speculation: 

 

There is naturally in children a very inquisitive frame of mind, and it is a very 

precious endowment. Instead of checking it, you must direct it into proper 

channels … You should not satisfy the child’s curiosity with a fact, or still worse, 

a definition, but set him to work to solve the problem for himself.
36

 

 

Hamilton made suggestions relating to plant studies and mineral studies. Plant life, he 

believed, was a good place for the teacher to begin, as plants were plentiful, cheap, and 

procuring them required no cruelty. He himself kept his garden free of weeds and thereby 

supplied each child in a class with a whole plant, dug from the ground with roots intact. He 

concluded by encouraging enthusiasm on the part of teachers: “If you throw your whole 

heart into the work, you will succeed, because you will rouse a kindred enthusiasm in your 

pupils.”
37

 

 

Alexander Hamilton’s early definitions and explanations of nature study are critical to 

understanding how teachers received the new subject and how they were meant to 

introduce it to children. Hamilton was reassuring, supportive, and realistic, and while a 

lecturer at the Teachers College from 1907 to 1920, he continued to support all teachers 

through his articles in the educational journals.
38

 In “Nature-Study Notes”, published 

regularly in the Public Instruction Gazette, Hamilton offered teachers a variety of 

information and a service of identification of species. He welcomed information they 

might be able to provide about plants and animals in their own districts and reported on 

contributions received.
39

 Hamilton continued to be invited to address meetings of teachers 

for many years.
40

 In 1917 he led a full and active six day School of Instruction in Nature 

Study at Glen Innes in Northern New South Wales.
41
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Another influential advocate from within the Department of Public Instruction was Senior 

Inspector Hugh McLelland, a University graduate in science.
42

 McLelland reviewed 

Scott’s Nature Study and the Child in an address to members of the Metropolitan Teachers’ 

Association, subsequently published in the Public Instruction Gazette in November 1906.
43

 

McLelland recommended the book as one of “immense value to teachers, both for 

suggestion and stimulus in regard to a subject which now occupies a conspicuous place in 

the Syllabus”.
44

 He explained each section of Scott’s work, inserting comments regarding 

its relevance for teachers in New South Wales. He was not particularly enthusiastic about 

children in New South Wales studying rabbits, but described his own suggestion for the 

observation of native and domestic birds and animals in which the teacher announced a 

topic in advance and encouraged the children to find out as much as they could about the 

bird or animal’s appearance and habits. Children then discussed their observations and 

drawings, with the teacher merely presiding or assisting with well chosen questions.
45

 

 

McLelland endorsed Scott’s work, particularly his higher aims for nature study including 

the child’s adaptation to each part of a threefold environment: physical, intellectual, and 

spiritual. He hoped that his review would stimulate those who had not read the book to do 

so, as “no single book that I am aware of will aid teachers more in getting a firm grip of the 

aim and intention of the Syllabus than the work we are now considering”.
46

 McLelland 

remained a strong advocate of nature study after he was promoted to the positions of 

Deputy Chief Inspector in 1910 and Chief Inspector in 1920. 

 

From outside the Department, prominent educators and scientists also contributed to the 

definition of nature study. Edgeworth David, Professor of Geology at the University of 

Sydney, spoke on “Earth Knowledge and Nature Study—Their Place in Education” at the 

Annual Conference of the Public School Teachers’ Association in December 1904. His 
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paper was published in the Australian Journal of Education in January 1905.
47

 The 

renowned scientist welcomed the reforms in education which were being introduced in 

both Victoria and New South Wales. He praised the work of the Education Commissioners 

in their “titanic” task and welcomed the support being given to nature study by museums, 

the Botanic Gardens, scientists, journals and newspapers. His particular hopes for the 

teaching of nature study and earth knowledge were the economic benefits which would 

follow from further geographical and geological research. He also emphasised that the 

study would lead to a “gain in character”, as children were taught to “feel more and more, 

and to enjoy the beauties of Nature”. Even such an important scientist as Edgeworth David 

endorsed nature study as being more than science. He concluded by making a connection 

of the study with patriotism: “by knowing our land better, we learn to love it better”. This 

land, he declared in a rousing finale, “we should be prepared to hold for the Empire at all 

costs”.
48

  

 

H.W. Potts, Principal of Hawkesbury Agricultural College, welcomed the new syllabus in 

1905 as providing for elementary agricultural education in New South Wales.
49

 In a lecture 

covering the agricultural education of several countries, including its introduction to 

elementary or primary schools, Potts praised the new syllabus with its “correlation”, “self 

activity”, and “reality”. Nature study and the rudiments of agricultural and elementary 

science would go a long way to providing links to higher agricultural education. The 

training of teachers would be needed for the success of this education, and Potts hoped that 

Hawkesbury Agricultural College might assist in such training.
50

 

 

In January 1906 Potts arranged for a Summer School of three weeks duration, to be held at 

the College, for one hundred school teachers. The Department of Public Instruction met 

teachers’ costs of accommodation while the lecturers and other employees of the College 

provided lectures and demonstrations.
51

 This Summer School proved to be so successful, 

that similar Summer Schools were conducted at the College from 1907 through to 1912.
52
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Potts opened the second Summer School at the College on 2 January 1907 with an 

optimistic address which revealed his hopes for nature study and elementary agriculture as 

ushering in a new era of progress and prosperity for Australia: 

 

We desire to aim at arousing a popular movement in settling an intelligent, 

healthy, and trained body of citizens on those vast untilled areas of land available 

in our State, to raise rural avocations from a condition of comparative drudgery to 

that of sturdy independence. It is a laudable ambition to stimulate and advance the 

true destiny of this great agricultural and pastoral country on economic and sound 

principles by rescuing the land from its existing and almost idle condition through 

a forward and fixed policy of occupation.
53

 

 

Potts applauded national and imperial sentiments of progress, tinged, however, with a 

concern for the tendency to turn away from “life on the land”. Nature study and the new 

curriculum generally, for Potts, provided great hope that this tendency would be arrested.
54

 

Potts stressed that subjects might be selected for nature study which had a direct bearing on 

“the everyday life and occupations of a farmer” and mentioned “fruit trees, food plants, the 

injurious or beneficial insects and birds, the domestic animals, the seasons”, designed and 

selected “as to exert an influence in advancing our agriculture”.
55

 

 

Potts informed the teachers that Mr Musson would address the aims and purposes of a 

nature study course. He introduced Musson as one “who has with strenuous devotion spent 

a lifetime in the successful quest of educational ideals from a nature-study point of 

view”.
56

 In fact Musson’s aims and purposes for nature study were not quite the same as 

Potts’ national and imperial visions for progress and the rescue of an “idle” countryside, as 

will become obvious in the following discussion of Musson’s lectures. 

 

Charles Tucker Musson, lecturer at Hawkesbury Agricultural College, delivered two 

lectures to the Public School Teachers’ Association in Sydney in August 1908. The Public 

Instruction Gazette published a three part paper based upon these lectures, “Notes on 
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Nature-Study”, in September, October and November 1908.
57

 This paper is the longest of 

those yet considered, representing a significant contribution to Australian writing on nature 

study. Musson had already enthralled and inspired those who attended the Summer 

Schools at the College.
58

 One teacher described how each afternoon Musson led the 

teachers on a nature study walk:  

 

Talk about ‘sermons in stones, books in the running brooks (there were certainly 

very few of these), and good in everything,’ there can be no manner of doubt that 

the truth of this old saying was amply demonstrated by this popular teacher … 

Soon there is a flower or weed uprooted. Its name and its functions are always 

given … The moss growing on a fence, the drifting sand, the erosion of the soil 

due to the action of water, the insects, the beetles, the snails, the trees, the flowers, 

the creeping vine, and the birds—those feathered denizens which seem to be our 

teacher’s special care—are all treated in a manner which makes us pause in very 

astonishment.
59

  

 

Musson inspired also through his lectures, his demonstrations in the laboratory, and his 

lantern slides.
60

 

 

 “Notes on Nature-Study” reveals a broad understanding of nature study comparable to that 

of American L.H. Bailey, who Musson had long admired.
61

 Musson began by referring to 

Bailey, stating that the attitude towards nature study and nature “should be truly 

sympathetic”. This was Musson’s opening sentence, and his theme throughout. Like 

Bailey, Musson understood that man and nature were intimately related, and that it was 

important for children to gain a broad environmental understanding: 

 

All our wants are supplied by the kingdoms of Nature, and how little we think 

about it. No wonder there has grown up a world-wide movement pointing to the 
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necessity for a better acquaintance with Nature … the forms that share with us the 

bounty of life, the rain that nourishes them, the soil we exploit, the sun that is the 

motive power of it all.
62

 

 

While the teacher might stress aesthetic, utilitarian and knowledge aspects, Musson 

continued, “the chief use of all Nature-knowledge is seen in its making us acquainted with 

our position in the world, which man in general does not fully appreciate”.
63

 Musson 

recommended Bailey’s The Nature-Study Idea along with the recently published Outlook 

to Nature.
64

 Musson’s paper included poetry, which he probably read with effect during his 

lectures. The spirit of nature, argued Musson, could be found both in poetry and in nature 

itself, and each could reinforce the other.
65

 

 

Musson continued this first instalment of his paper with detailed practical considerations as 

to how nature study could be introduced to children in schools, stressing the variety of 

natural “wonders” from which teachers might choose, and the variety of methodologies 

and practical activities they could utilise, suggesting, for example, growing plants, 

collecting native plants for germination, keeping bees or a colony of ants, an aquarium or a 

terrarium.
66

 

 

The second instalment of Musson’s paper turned to a consideration of “the balance of 

nature”. Here he elaborated the interrelations within nature, and his concern that present 

day exploitation of natural resources would have serious consequences:  

 

Think of how we exploit Nature for our selfish purposes; and how few, 

comparatively speaking, are our real requirements. As to whether we are always 

wise in our methods is open to question … A man who knows something of the 

inter-relations between life-forms would be more likely to pause before he 

wilfully tried to blot out any one species of bird; or destroy forests wholesale; or 

denude hill-tops of their plant-covering … 
67
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Nature study, for Musson, was a way of educating the young to be more aware of the 

environment, of the actual and potential destructive tendencies of present practices, and of 

the need for protection.  

 

Further suggestions for the teaching of nature study followed. Teachers were advised to 

join natural history societies, to read natural history books and journal articles relating to 

natural history within New South Wales, and to make use of the services offered by the 

Botanical Gardens, the Technical College, the Australian Museum and the Hawkesbury 

Agricultural College for identification of specimens. He stressed that nature study should 

be taught from “our Australian standpoint”, with commonplace subjects, easily studied 

within their own surroundings.
68

 

 

The final instalment continued to give suggestions on topics and methodologies for the 

teaching of nature study, and continued to argue the need for conservation and 

preservation, “certain matters of really supreme importance to man, as a whole, and to the 

State”.
69

 Birds, for example, were “nature’s checks against insect life” and Musson argued 

that all birds were useful, even if they took produce at times. Thus poisoning and shooting 

of birds should only be resorted to in exceptional circumstances.
70

 He suggested the 

holding of an annual Bird Day and the formation of “Gould” societies for the protection of 

native birds and plants. In regard to timber supplies, Musson argued that “we are 

destroying wholesale and making no provision for the future”. He urged the observation of 

Arbor Day every year without fail in order to “induce a national sentiment with respect to 

trees”.
71

 

 

In suggestions related to plants, Musson was careful to include the study of native plants. 

Plants should be observed within their particular habitat, and their adaptation to the 

circumstances of their surroundings considered. “This is plant ecology”, he explained to 

his audience, who may not have been familiar with the term.
72

 In a final suggestion, 

Musson addressed “The Music of Nature”, invoking the sense of hearing, the appreciation 

of the varied sounds of birds, insects, animals, inanimate objects, and the sounds of the 
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night: “The poets represent freely the voices of Nature: let us try and hear them, for 

hearing them we shall the more easily develop that loving appreciation of Nature.”
73

 

 

Unlike Principal Potts, who was essentially focused on elementary agriculture and the 

advancement of agricultural prosperity in New South Wales, Musson stressed “that loving 

appreciation of Nature”. He was consistently concerned with the aesthetic appreciation and 

sympathetic regard which nature study allowed, while at the same time retaining his 

interest in the sciences of botany and entomology and agricultural education. Musson 

became very popular amongst the teachers of New South Wales, inspiring them at the 

Summer Schools, in lectures, and through a series of pamphlets produced initially for the 

Summer Schools and later collected into a book.
74

  

 

By 1908 nature study had been defined for the teachers of New South Wales in 

considerable detail. Two of its most influential exponents, Alexander Hamilton and 

Charles Musson, not only appreciated its inherent plurality, allowing for scientific, 

aesthetic and sympathetic aspects, but held original and complex ideologies regarding the 

natural environment and the human relationship with nature. Both were dedicated to 

Australian nature study, to indigenous plants and animals and local environments and to 

the need for protection of indigenous flora, fauna and landscape. Their popularity with 

teachers indicates that at least some of the richness of their ideas permeated nature study as 

introduced into the schools of New South Wales. 

 

Teacher Training in Nature Study  

By 1906 the earlier men’s training school at Fort Street Model School and women’s 

training school at Hurlstone, Croydon were amalgamated as the Teachers College at 

Blackfriars in Camperdown. A larger intake of students enrolled in a newly conceived 

course of training with a totally revised syllabus designed to support the new curriculum in 

the schools. Alexander Mackie, a young reforming educator from Scotland, was appointed 

as Principal, arriving in Australia in late November 1906 to take over at the College in 

January1907.
75

 Under Mackie’s enlightened guidance, and with Peter Board’s support, the 

teaching service of New South Wales was gradually transformed into one requiring pre-
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service training.
76

 One of Mackie’s first experiences in New South Wales, in November 

1906, was a trip to Richmond with Peter Board to the Nature Study Exhibition arranged by 

the Hawkesbury District Teachers’ Association. Board praised the teachers and children 

who had exhibited work and demonstrated their commitment to “the Nature Study 

movement”. Mackie thanked the men and women present for making him feel at home and 

amongst friends. He praised the display, stating he had “seen nothing better in Scotland”.
77

 

 

Alexander Hamilton took up his full time position at Blackfriars in 1907 at the same time 

that Mackie took charge. Hamilton soon ordered equipment for practical work including 

pots, trays and cases for plant work; scientific apparatus including microscopes; display 

cases; a camera and materials for the making of lantern slides; materials for work with 

insect study; painting and drawing supplies and gardening equipment. He paid attention to 

making the nature study room attractive as well as practical within the confines of the 

generally inadequate conditions of the buildings at Blackfriars. This attention can be seen 

in his instructions for the trays and cases to be painted a shade of “light green, almost 

white” to match the colours of the room. Dark green Holland blinds would protect 

materials held on open shelves.
78

 A photograph taken in 1910 shows Hamilton and his 

students at work with microscopes in the nature study room (figure 2). 
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Figure 2: Alexander Hamilton's nature study class 

Source: Courtesy of the University of Sydney Archives, Series G3/224/2296. 

 

 

Nature study was compulsory for students in their first year at the College, and an optional 

subject in second year. The Teachers’ College Calendars, published annually from 1908, 

indicate that students studied plant life, animal life, the school museum, the microscope, 

nature study illustration, and the theory and method of nature study. The emphasis on plant 

life in part indicates Hamilton’s own interest and expertise. Practical work dominated 

theory, with first year students spending one hour a week at lectures and two hours on 

laboratory work, field work or excursions. In second year, one hour was devoted to 

lectures, one hour to discussion or practice teaching and three hours to laboratory, field 

work or excursions.
79

 In this way, Hamilton trained the teachers by modelling the way that 

they were expected to introduce nature study in their classrooms with an emphasis on the 

practical, the experimental, and the opportunity to observe actual nature. 

 

Several specialised courses of study were offered to second year students from 1907. The 

Kindergarten and Infant Teachers’ Course included nature study.
80

 Students could apply to 

do the Hawkesbury Agricultural College Course in their second year of training. This 

Course resulted from a special arrangement between the Department of Public Instruction 
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and Hawkesbury Agricultural College with the support of Principal Potts and lecturer 

Charles Musson.
81

 Ten students, who wished to specialise in nature study and rural 

science, were selected annually for this course. They boarded at the College and completed 

many of the first year agricultural science subjects, along with a specialised nature study 

course designed by Musson. The intensive course included many hours of practical 

agricultural work, along with practice teaching and garden work with classes from 

Richmond Public School.
82

 On one Saturday each month, the students accompanied 

Musson on a walk for bird observation and during the year he arranged longer excursions 

to the South Coast, the Kurrajong Range, the Sydney Botanic Gardens and Jenolan 

Caves.
83

 In this course, the students came under the influence of Musson and his particular 

ideas about nature study, conservation, preservation, and the human relationship to the 

environment.
84

  

 

Hamilton’s choice of textbooks for the Teachers College students in 1908 and 1909 

included Long’s The Aim and Method in Nature-Study and Scott’s Nature Study and the 

Child along with several British books on the study of plants. The British books embraced 

Darwinian concepts of evolution, and modern understandings of heredity, variation, natural 

selection, and adaptation to the environment.
85

 For first year students, The Story of Forest 

and Stream was more a collection of nature essays than botanical text, stressing the beauty 

of trees and forests. The author was a passionate naturalist, and his essays must have 

appealed to Hamilton, himself the writer of nature essays.
86

 For second year students, 

Hamilton selected the book of seasonal nature essays, Round the Year, by English 

professor of biology and nature study advocate, L.C. Miall.
87
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Hamilton’s choice of texts indicates his concern to expose students to the latest scientific 

theory, recent writing on the theory and practice of nature study, and the sympathetic 

regard for non-human nature that could be found in nature essays. The prescribed 

textbooks changed from year to year with the introduction of recently published texts on 

botany and nature study.
88

 In addition to the textbooks, Hamilton ordered supporting 

Australian texts for the College Library. In 1907 these included Gillies and Hall, Nature 

Studies in Australia and Gillies’ two books on insect life and plant life, along with the 

Handbook of the Flora of New South Wales by Charles Moore (1893); The Forest Flora of 

New South Wales by J.H. Maiden (1903); The Useful Birds of Southern Australia by 

Robert Hall (1907); and Fishes of Australia by David Stead (1906).
89

 

 

At Hawkesbury Agricultural College in 1907, Musson chose Hodge, Nature Study and 

Life, the Cornell Nature Study Leaflets, and two English publications: Nature Studies and 

Fairy Tales: For Infant Schools and Lower Classes based on the Theories of Froebel and 

Herbert, by Catherine I. Dodd; and Eton Nature-Study and Observational Lessons, by Hill 

and Webb.
90

 In 1909 his expanded reading list included many recently published 

Australian texts such as: Australian Insects by W.W. Froggatt (1907); A Guide to the Study 

of Australian Butterflies by W.J. Rainbow (1907); and A Key to the Birds of Australia by 

Robert Hall (1906). The English Introduction to Plant Ecology by Henslow introduced this 

newly defined concept to the students.
91

 Musson, like Hamilton, chose texts which would 

present the latest scientific theory, highly regarded English and American publications on 

nature study and its teaching, and up to date material on Australian fauna and flora. 

 

From 1914 changes in the structure of the courses offered at the Teachers College meant 

that a detailed course of nature study was offered as an optional subject. All students, 

however, studied the subject as part of Education Method.
92

 Hamilton remained Lecturer in 

Nature Study until his retirement in 1920 at the age of 68. Additional Lecturers in Nature 

Study had been appointed over the years, and Margaret Deer (appointed 1910) and Naomi 
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Crouch (appointed 1912) remained at the College providing continuity beyond Hamilton’s 

retirement.
93

 

 

The Literature of Nature Study 

Nature Study in New South Wales schools was supported by a variety of textual material 

in the first two decades of its introduction. In addition to the continuing articles in the 

educational journals, there were texts specifically addressing nature study, related texts on 

aspects of natural history for the use of teachers, and a variety of literature accessible by 

both children and teachers.  

 

Only a few Australian monographs on the overall theory and practical teaching of nature 

study were published between 1900 and 1922. Gillies and Hall’s Nature Studies in 

Australia was essentially a reader and Gillies’ two valuable texts on plants and insects 

addressed specific topics. In New South Wales, Charles Musson produced a set of thirty 

leaflets for use in conjunction with the Summer Schools held at the College in 1906 and 

the following years. Inspired by the Cornell University leaflets, each of Musson’s leaflets 

addressed a specific topic of nature study within an Australian context. They proved 

popular with hundreds of sets being distributed throughout New South Wales and a second 

series issued in 1909 “to meet a considerable and continuous demand”. In 1909 the leaflets 

were compiled and published as Nature Studies: Suggestions for Teachers by C.T. Musson 

and W.M. Carne.
94

 Carne was Musson’s assistant at Hawkesbury.  

 

Nature Studies: Suggestions for Teachers consisted of short topical treatments on a variety 

of plant, insect, and bird subjects with suggestions for activities the teacher might 

introduce, and the questions which should be addressed. The concerns were consistent with 

Musson’s lectures with explicit notes on ecology and adaptation in chapters called “How 

Plants Live Together”, “Some Problems of Outdoor Study”, and “Plant Adaptations”. 

Examples were always drawn from the Australian environment, whether native or 

introduced forms. Native species and their importance, their adaptation to a particular 
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climate, and the interrelations of introduced and native plants, were topics considered 

throughout. The necessity for conservation of trees and the preservation of wild life 

informed chapters on “Arbor Day”, “Trees”, “Insects, and Animal Life Generally” and 

“Economics of Bird Life”.
95

 

 

Teachers in New South Wales may well have made use of Nature Studies in Australasia by 

Alfred George Edquist, Supervisor of Nature Study in South Australia, and published in 

1916. This text aimed to “supply teachers with useful information, to illustrate methods of 

conducting nature studies both in and outside the school room, and to suggest the right 

attitude to be adopted by both teacher and child”.
96

 Edquist used a seasonal arrangement 

for his topics which introduced a variety of plant and insect studies. 

 

J.A. Leach had become a recognised authority on nature study in Australia after his 

appointment as Lecturer in Nature Study at the Training College in Victoria in the early 

years of reform in that state.
97

 Australian Nature Studies: A Book of Reference for those 

interested in Nature-Study was published in 1922 after years of delay occasioned by the 

War.
98

 This publication met the highest standards of writing on the topic. Leach offered the 

book “as an Australian contribution toward the development of a subject that has assisted 

in bringing reality into schools and interest into the lives of many children as well as 

adults”.
99

 He acknowledged his indebtedness to Comstock’s Handbook of Nature-Study, 

Hodge’s Nature Study and Life and Bailey’s The Nature-Study Idea. Like Comstock’s 

Handbook, which would remain continuously in print, Leach’s Australian contribution was 

frequently reprinted and was in use in nature study courses in Australia for decades.
100

  

 

Leach’s Australian Nature Studies consisted of five hundred pages in three parts: Plant 

Life, Animal Life, and General Studies. While the first two parts were based on living 
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nature, the third treated inanimate nature and included “Rock studies”, “Shore studies” 

“Water studies”, “Tree and soil erosion” amongst other topics. An Appendix included 

Leach’s ideas on the theory of nature study and its place within education and concluded 

with a suggested eight year course of study for Victorian schools. The volume was 

illustrated with carefully executed diagrams, coloured plates and photographs. 

 

In addition to many general publications on Australian natural history published in the first 

decades of the century, some authors wrote texts particularly to support nature study. 

Leach wrote An Australian Bird Book: A Pocket Book for Field Use which was published 

by arrangement with the Education Department of Victoria and directed to teachers, nature 

students, schoolboys and schoolgirls.
101

 Director of Education, Frank Tate, wrote the 

introduction, pleased with the progress nature study had made by 1911: “Nature-study in 

our schools is fast producing a generation of Australians trained to look upon the 

characteristic beauties of our Australian skies, our trees, our flowers, our birds with a 

passionate appreciation … ”
102

 He welcomed books such as Leach’s, written by capable 

nature students and addressing some form of nature study. This book was reviewed for 

New South Wales teachers in the Public Instruction Gazette and also in the Australian 

Naturalist where it was extravagantly hailed by David Stead as “the book we have all been 

waiting for”. Stead praised the concise, thorough treatment, the practical arrangement and 

illustration, the convenient size, and the affordable pricing.
103

 

 

Florence Sulman wrote A Popular Guide to the Wild Flowers of New South Wales, 

published in two volumes and illustrated with the accomplished prints of Eirene Mort 

(figure 3).
104

 Sulman dedicated her book to Amy Mack (discussed below) “and all true 

nature-lovers” and thanked Alexander Hamilton for encouraging the idea from the 

beginning. Hamilton provided a Foreword in which he welcomed the contribution the book 

would make to providing helpful and easily understood information.
105
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Figure 3: Eirene Mort's drawings enhanced Sulman's text 

Source: Florence Sulman, A Popular Guide to the Wild Flowers of New South Wales 

(Sydney: Angus & Robertson, 1913-1914), opp. title page. 

 

Albert Gale, who had written on beekeeping and aquarium keeping in the educational 

journals, contributed Aquarian Nature Studies, which was published in 1915 and dedicated 

to James Dawson, Chief Inspector within the Department of Education.
106

 Gale noted with 

obvious pleasure, “the great and growing interest that has during the past few years 

manifested itself in the study and love of Nature among the students of our primary 

schools”. He was thereby induced to publish information he had gained over many years of 

watching the inhabitants of Aquaria.
107

 A plate illustrating the “Cabinet Aquarium” 

incidentally features a striking example of the decorative use of wildflowers in furniture 

design (figure 4). 
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Figure 4: Albert Gale's cabinet aquarium 

Source: Albert Gale, Aquarian Nature Studies and Economic Fish Farming 

(Sydney: Government Printer, 1915), opp. p.7. 

 

Australian flora in applied art was the topic of a book by Richard T. Baker, Curator at the 

Technical College of Sydney, also published in 1915.
108

 Baker dedicated his volume to 

Peter Board “who has laboured so long and so successfully on behalf of primary, technical, 

and secondary education in this state”.
109

 Apart from Baker’s brief to promote the waratah 

in preference to the wattle as Australia’s national flower, the book presented the utilisation 

of Australian native flora in a variety of applied forms of art including architecture, 

ceramics, lace making, silver smithing, wall paper design and others. Baker hoped to 

support the foundation of a national school of Australian applied art and design and to 

promote the teaching of decorative art at Sydney Technical College.
110

  

 

Botany for Australian Students was intended as an elementary text book for use by children 

and teachers in the higher primary classes and secondary schools.
111

 Authors Agnes 

Brewster and Constance Le Plastrier were both teachers of botany in Sydney schools and 

Brewster had recently been employed as an assistant lecturer in nature study at the 
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Teachers College with Alexander Hamilton.
112

 Again Hamilton contributed an introduction 

in which he applauded the publication of a school text which used Australian plants and 

thus supplied “a patent and long-felt want”.
113

 Hamilton hoped that introducing Australian 

flora would produce students who would dedicate themselves to “the ecology of Australian 

plants”.
114

 The authors hoped that, with the provision of Australian examples, “the local 

bush may become the laboratory of the pupils”.
115

  

 

This publication on botany was followed by one on Australian insects, with authors Mabel 

N. Brewster, Agnes Brewster and Naomi Crouch addressing a lack of elementary text 

books on the subject.
116

 Life Stories of Australian Insects was for the use of teachers and 

students in secondary schools. It was introduced as “invaluable to school teachers and 

students interested in Entomology” by W.B. Gurney, then Assistant Government 

Entomologist, who had taught all three authors in his course on Entomology at Sydney 

Technical College some years before.
117

 Naomi Crouch had been a lecturer in nature study 

at the Teachers College since 1912.
118

 

 

Amy Mack, journalist, naturalist, and children’s author, made an important contribution to 

nature study through her writing. As the editor of “A Page for Women” in the Sydney 

Morning Herald from 1906 to 1914, Mack contributed regular articles about nature to 

those columns.
119

 Many of these articles were collected and published as A Bush Calendar 

(1909) and Bush Days (1911), nonfiction books of nature writing for a general 

readership.
120

 Both publications were recommended to teachers and to school libraries as 

particularly useful for nature study.
121
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In an article published in the Public Instruction Gazette in 1910, Amy Mack lucidly 

explained the connections which she had made between nature study, patriotism and the 

need for protection of wildlife: 

 

To a very great extent it rests with the teachers of this country to determine 

whether the coming generation of Australians will grow up as alien in spirit as 

their forefathers have been, or whether they will become intimate and friendly 

with the natural wonders of this beautiful continent of ours, and so develop that 

true patriotism which can only come from love and knowledge.
122

 

 

Mack hoped that the knowledge, aesthetic appreciation of beauty, and loving sympathy 

which defined nature study would lead to a deep and loving patriotism, where children 

would “love the very soil of our country, with every living thing upon it”.
123

 

 

Mack endeavoured to support her visions for nature study through the writing of stories for 

children. Waterside Stories, Birdland Stories and Bushland Stories were collections 

published by Angus and Robertson in 1910, three small volumes containing twenty-four 

stories in all, for children aged from perhaps six to twelve years.
124

 Several stories 

addressed Mack’s concern to educate children in the names of Australian birds and 

flowers, which she believed a necessary starting point for the development of knowledge 

and affection. “The Birds’ Alphabet”, a story in rhyme, concluded: 

 

We hope that the rhymes we’ve invented to-day 

Will help some Australians to know 

A few of the names of their own native birds, 

And we hope that their knowledge will grow.
125

 

  

Gum trees were presented by Mack as strong, fearless, and protective. In one story, an old 

Blue Gum, who had lived for hundreds of years and remembered when “the blacks camped 

beneath my branches”, regretted that people who called themselves Australian were too 
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proud to know their trees. They were only interested if they could cut them down and use 

them, and so destroyed many thousands each year: “ ‘Some day they’ll be sorry’, and the 

old tree nodded his head wisely.”
126

 

 

Mack’s stories were well written and her books popular. The reviewer of Waterside Stories 

in the Public Instruction Gazette claimed that: “A better book for little Australians and for 

the Nature-study sections of our primary school libraries would be difficult to find.”
127

 The 

1910 series of three books was followed by another collection of bird stories and a more 

general collection, Scribbling Sue and other Stories, in 1914.
128

 Combinations of stories 

from all five books were republished in the 1920s under various titles. The books remained 

in print for many years, and were again republished in the 1980s. 

 

Gladys Froggatt’s collection of stories about insects, The World of Little Lives, was 

published in 1916.
129

 Many of these stories had been published in the Stock and Station 

Journal, Sydney Mail, or the Commonwealth School Paper under the pseudonym “Millie-

Millie”.
130

 They were unique short pieces of writing for young children, somewhere 

between fiction and nonfiction. Gladys Froggatt, daughter of the Government 

Entomologist, Walter Froggatt, and active naturalist herself, wrote from careful 

observation of insect life with many details included in each life story of a particular insect. 

“Just Insects”, the opening chapter, presented clear factual writing about insects, with the 

author’s own interest and excitement making the text easily accessible by young children. 

She seamlessly incorporated nature study’s three aspects of knowledge, aesthetic 

appreciation and sympathy: 

 

Just insects! What a distinct race in the animal kingdom they are; and in 

themselves how different in their shape and size, how unlike their ways and 

customs, how varied their colors … how few of us have seen the miracle of their 

transformation, the glory of their wings, the wonder of their lives.
131
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In each chapter, Froggatt told a story about one type of insect, an individual personified to 

some degree as, for example, Baby Grasshopper, Green Monday Cicada, or Praying Lady 

Mantis. The author’s close observation allowed the reader to follow the individual insect 

through various life stages: 

 

Out of the grass hopped a little green jacket, a long-legged, bright-eyed callant, 

who hopped for very joy over every tiniest tussock … With the dawn of day Baby 

Grasshopper was up and doing.
132

  

 

Poetry and song addressing Australian nature were also brought into support for nature 

study in New South Wales schools.  

 

Sweet Australian Wattle 

In the bushland green, 

Always in the springtime, 

Are your blossoms seen. 

Drifts of feathery fern leaves, 

Fluff of gleaming gold, 

Telling of the sunshine 

Coming days shall hold.
133

 

 

Mollie McNutt was a dedicated supporter of nature study, as a teacher herself and as a 

supporting teacher to her husband in the Northern Tablelands of New South Wales. She 

frequently contributed poetry and songs to the Gould League of Bird Lovers’ Bird-Life 

Supplement and to the School Magazine. Songs of Bushland, a collection of her verse, was 

published in 1918.
134

 Mollie wrote of birds, wild flowers, changing seasons, and natural 

landscapes: 
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There’s a gully I know in the heart of the hills 

In the depths of the gorge at the foot of the Falls, 

O’er green mossy ledges for ever it spills 

Thro’ glistening fern fronds and cool dripping walls; 

The beauty it has of all virgin bush places, 

So lonely, so lovely, by man yet untrod.
135

 

 

The final poem of the collection, “A Song of the Bush”, surely made reference to the 

gumnut babies of May Gibbs, just beginning to appear in stories for children: 

 

 Oh! Gaily the gum trees are scattering again 

The quaintest of head gear for little brown men.
136

 

 

In 1919 Chief Inspector James Dawson wrote a moving obituary for Mollie McNutt 

“whose songs, verses, and nature-study stories have so endeared her to young Australians”. 

He established a fund to which school children throughout the state could donate in order 

to establish a memorial bed at the Children’s Hospital in her name.
137

 Donations were 

accompanied by tributes written by children:  

 

She loved the bush and the birds so much that she seemed to bring them right into 

our lives and taught us to love them, too. We wish there were more Australian 

writers like her.
138

  

 

Other collections of short stories, poems and songs about Australian nature, written by 

Australian authors, were published during this period.
139

 Another collection of poetry and 

songs by a New South Wales teacher was Land of Australia: Songs and Verses by “Samuel 
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Cornstalk”.
140

 Dorothea MacKellar’s “My Country” was first printed in the 

Commonwealth School Paper for New South Wales in February 1909.
141

 The 

Commonwealth School Paper and its successor¸ the School Magazine, published monthly 

and distributed to every child in New South Wales schools, supported nature study with 

stories, poems, songs and nonfiction articles.
142

 

 

Artists, too, supported nature study. In 1905, when nature study was first introduced into 

the schools, the Department enthusiastically secured 4000 copies of a set of four charts 

depicting “Australian Mammals”, to be framed and distributed to the schools at 

considerable expense to the Department.
143

 In 1911 the renowned painter of Australian 

wild flowers, Ellis Rowan, contributed thirty six watercolours to be published in 

instalments as charts.
144

 Reviews enthused about the quality of these charts, stressing that 

while children needed to study from nature itself when possible, “help from the artist’s 

brush in order to bring our floral treasures directly before our children” was welcome.
145

 

 

Even the Wills’ cigarette company was involved in nature study after issuing two series of 

cards depicting “Birds of Australasia” (1912) and “Australian Wild Flowers” (1913), both 

of which became very popular with boys and girls. The small coloured cards featured 

details of each bird and egg in an appropriate setting or each wildflower in attractive 

arrangement (figure 5). When Blackfriars Practice School was burgled in 1917, the missing 

items included a set of bird cigarette cards and a set of flower cigarette cards, this incident 

revealing that the cards were in use at the school, and that they were highly desired by the 

thieves, who the police had no doubt were boys.
146
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Figure 5: 'Birds of Australasia and 'Australian Wild Flowers’ with album dated 1919 

Source: Collection in possession of the author. 

 

This chapter has indicated the strong support given to the introduction of nature study in 

New South Wales as it was defined for teachers, presented to student teachers, and 

approached by writers through a variety of genres. Advocates promoted the subject as it 

had been defined in the United States, with its distinctive scientific, aesthetic, and 

sympathetic components. Alexander Hamilton and Charles Musson emerged as 

particularly influential advocates. Both educators promoted interpretations of nature study 

which allowed for their own dedication to the scientific study of distinctive Australian 

nature along with their naturalists’ passion for the beauty and wonder of nature. Both took 

up and advocated the conservation ethic which nature study was able to incorporate. 

Influenced by their lectures, teaching, and writing, and affected by other educators and 

writers, nature study in New South Wales developed a particular orientation and a concern 

with indigenous and local fauna, flora, and landscape. This orientation included a concern 

on the one hand with promoting a national nature and a patriotism which drew upon that 

nature and on the other with the need to protect that nature from abuse, waste, destruction, 

or extinction. These concerns can be seen within the literature which writers from varied 

backgrounds contributed to nature study in New South Wales. While this chapter has 
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approached the theory of nature study in New South Wales, the following chapter will turn 

to its practice in the schools. 
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Chapter 5 Nature Study in Practice in New South Wales 

 

 

This chapter will examine the introduction of nature study into primary schools throughout 

the state after the adoption of the new syllabus of 1904 and its revision in 1905. Because of 

its central significance within the New Education, the success or failure of nature study 

within schools could well provide a certain measure of the success or failure of progressive 

education in the first decades of the twentieth century. Is it possible for the historian to 

open the classroom door and to see what was happening inside? How were the widely 

discussed policies put into practice? This chapter will argue that there exists a range of 

evidence which facilitates a look into the classrooms, and, in this case, beyond the 

classrooms of New South Wales, to see nature study as it was presented to children. Which 

of the many stated aims of nature study were being addressed? Was there any change in 

emphasis discernable over the period? How did the nature study idea, with its distinctive 

attention to scientific reasoning, alongside aesthetic appreciation and sympathetic 

understanding, influence the way in which children regarded the natural world? 

 

Opening the Classroom Door 

“Children find that the school door is no longer shut in the face of Nature. She is invited 

inside nowadays, and, better still, she receives return visits.”
1
 Chief Inspector James 

Dawson was an optimistic champion of nature study in schools, and his Annual Reports for 

the first few years of the new syllabus never failed to applaud its realisation in the 

classroom: 

 

With each succeeding year teachers are realising more deeply how rich in 

educative possibilities are the varied activities called into play by a true 

conception and interpretation of what is meant by Nature-study. The number of 

those who have qualified themselves for dealing adequately with this part of the 

Syllabus scheme has steadily increased.
2
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Historians of the classroom, however, often grapple with the problem of opening the 

classroom door in order to see what was happening inside. Silences and Images: The 

Social History of the Classroom is one such collection of articles addressing the use of 

various sources in the analysis of classroom history.
3
 Within this collection, an insightful 

Belgian study by Kristof Dams, Mark Depaepe and Frank Simon, “Sneaking into School”, 

provides a strong argument for the usefulness of traditional sources such as educational 

journals, government reports and textbooks in the face of critical commentary that such 

sources contain merely guidelines and wishful thinking. They point out that the more 

recently favoured personal testimonies, such as reminiscences and memoirs, also have their 

shortcomings. All sources, they conclude, need to be used with care, and with attention to 

their authorial intention.
4
 With this in mind, considerable insight into nature study in the 

classrooms of New South Wales schools can be found in a variety of sources. 

 

The Chief Inspector’s Annual Report was compiled after receipt of District Reports written 

by individual inspectors. Such Inspectors’ Reports have been consulted by several 

historians of education. Both Leslie Mandelson and Roselyn Gillespie, in their theses, 

made some reference to Inspectors’ Reports. Mandelson used them for his own brief 

discussion of nature study in New South Wales schools noting some of the comments 

made in 1912 which presented problems and inadequacies in the teaching of the subject.
5
 

Gillespie claimed, as she examined the important role inspectors played in disseminating 

the New Education, that Inspectors’ Reports were often the closest the historian could get 

to classroom practice.
6
 They were effectively used by Peter Meadmore as “an authentic 

resource for penetrating the classroom”, in his analysis of the reception of New Education 

in Queensland.
7
 

 

Inspectors’ District Reports exist for New South Wales, and do allow some insight into 

nature study in practice in New South Wales schools.
8
 Closer to the individual classroom, 

however, are the Inspectors’ Reports on each individual school, recorded in School 
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Observation Books. A relatively small and random collection of surviving Observation 

Books for the years from 1905 to the 1920s is available at State Records.
9
 Another source, 

the individual teacher’s Lesson Register, takes us even closer to the classroom, recording 

each week’s lessons in individual subjects, for a particular class. These valuable documents 

are very scarce for the years from 1905 to 1920 and, while a Register was required to be 

kept by each of the thousands of teachers in New South Wales, only four such Lesson 

Registers are available at State Records.
10

 Nature study in the classrooms of these teachers 

will be discussed below. 

 

Educational journals, although being official or semi official publications, in fact presented 

a variety of articles. Some articles represented official policy, many provided information 

with the syllabus objectives clearly in mind. Others, however, were reports by teachers of 

what was happening in their schools and classrooms. Such articles were chosen and 

incorporated to illustrate the favoured teaching policy or practice, yet, in their attention to 

detail, they provide much insight into practice in individual schools. These articles 

described actual nature study lessons, school gardening operations, and nature study 

excursions. Newspapers and magazines also printed articles and opinion pieces about 

education and nature study. The writers of these articles were not necessarily teachers and 

their opinions were less restrained.  

 

Journal articles, the official Annual Reports, and individual publications relating to 

education often included photographs, and if these visual sources are carefully treated, with 

due regard to their construction and purpose, they also allow us to visualise schools and 

schoolroom teaching.
11

 The striking changes in education in this optimistic period in New 

South Wales attracted both professional and amateur photographers. Education was a 
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favoured photographic subject of the period, its popularity declining markedly in the 

1920s.
12

 

 

Valuable evidence of classroom teaching and its effect on children may be found within 

writing or other work by children, when such sources exist. This chapter presents revealing 

samples of writing about nature by children. 

 

Nature Study in Practice: Support for Successful Implementation 

The active promotion of nature study in New South Wales through local branches of the 

Teachers’ Association, meetings and Schools of Method called by inspectors, conferences, 

lectures, articles in educational journals, Summer Schools, and exhibitions has been 

described in Chapter 4. There existed an overall enthusiasm for the new syllabus and 

nature study, and the promotion of both was consistent and continuing despite some 

evidence of difficulties and uncertainties, particularly in the early years. 

 

In 1904 teachers who had been educated in the previous system and had received their 

preparation for teaching as pupil teachers may have been both unsure of the new material 

and uncertain of their future in a new regime where teacher training made their own 

qualifications appear obsolete. Inspector Donald Fraser found, even after several years, 

that: 

 

One still finds teachers who have little faith in the new syllabus, in spite of the 

fine fruit it has so freely borne. They tread the tortuous paths of obsolete methods 

with stolid and stupid self-satisfaction, and do not realise that they are at the tail-

end of the procession. They sigh for the good old times … 
13

 

 

Inspectors too must have been far from unanimous in their support for New Education. 

Frustration at the appointment of Peter Board, which was a significant flouting of the 

principle of promotion by seniority, though well hidden in surviving sources, must also 
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have been in existence.
14

 An anxious letter to the editor of the Sydney Morning Herald in 

February 1905 commented: 

 

It is interesting to observe that no doubt has ever in any place been expressed as to 

the perfect ability of the inspectors to grasp its [the new syllabus’] principles and 

show the teachers in their respective districts how to apply them … I take leave to 

say that 50 per cent of the inspectors know nothing about it. How could they? 

They were selected from the ranks of the old teachers, and were not always the 

most intelligent or the ablest.
15

  

 

In regard to nature study, there are also indications of uneasiness. Another contribution to 

the Sydney Morning Herald in February 1905 related how “a boy of 12 was caught red-

handed catching bugs and beetles, spending hours in arranging them on pins for a ‘nature 

study’ lesson on the morrow”, wasting his time while he could not even perform fairly 

simple sums.
16

 A letter to The Worker in January 1909 claimed that: 

 

The vast majority of people have no necessity to know all the stages of growth of 

plants, worms, and insects. They are concerned in this age of competition with 

how to expend the few shillings in supporting a family in as reasonable comfort as 

possible … reading, writing, and arithmetic should have a solid foundation.
17

 

 

Even amidst the optimism and celebration of nature study to be found at the Nature Study 

Exhibition organised by the Hawkesbury District Teachers’ Association in November 

1906, Inspector L. Blumer revealed the mixed reception of nature study: “Nature Study 

was decried and laughed at by many people, but when they understood its significance 

their derision was turned into smiles of approval and gratification.”
18

  

 

Despite evidence of continuing difficulties, sometimes referred to in Inspectors’ Reports, 

nature study was at least being attempted by all teachers and positive support was readily 
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available in the journals. Each year trained teachers, who had all completed nature study 

courses, were graduating from the Teachers College.
19

  

   

Educational historian Peter Meadmore made a detailed study of the introduction of New 

Education in Queensland in which he argued that the successful implementation of the 

reformist syllabuses in the Australian states was dependant on their being understood and 

accepted by the actual classroom teachers.
20

 Many factors worked against successful 

implementation in Queensland, not least being the negativity of the elderly, conservative 

Under Secretary, John Anderson and his General Inspector, David Ewart. These two had, 

under pressure, appropriated the New South Wales syllabus of 1904 with a notable lack of 

interest.
21

 Meadmore contrasted the Queensland situation with New South Wales, his 

careful comparison pointing to crucial factors necessary for successful implementation as 

distinct from mere introduction. These factors were present in New South Wales but absent 

or deficient in Queensland. They included the informed embrace of the philosophy of 

reformed education on the part of the chief officers, and enthusiasm on the part of these 

officers in supporting implementation in schools. Such commitment “created a climate 

conducive to change”.
22

 While Peter Board began to fill the top positions in the service 

with officers and inspectors who supported reform, Queensland did not.
23

 Another factor 

required the syllabus to be accompanied by reform of the education and training given to 

prospective teachers. New South Wales quickly moved to set up a new Training College 

and appoint Alexander Mackie, an officer committed to promoting New Education, 

whereas Queensland continued to extol the virtues of pupil teacher preparation.
24

 

Meadmore pointed to Peter Board directly enlisting the support of the teachers through the 

publication of the explanatory notes to the syllabus in 1905, supporting in-service 

initiatives and retraining opportunities, personally endorsing reading materials which 

presented new educational theory and practice, and explaining the new syllabus to 

audiences of teachers and the wider community.
25
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Meadmore based his claims relating to New South Wales primarily on secondary sources, 

referring particularly to Crane and Walker’s study of Peter Board and Lesley Dunt’s 

analysis of the reformers.
26

 His identified factors prove to be thoroughly supported by 

archival and other primary sources. In a letter dated 1910, for example, Peter Board wrote: 

“Inspectors are drawn from the teachers’ ranks and selection is made of those men who are 

likely to keep themselves in touch with educational movements.”
27

 Board carefully chose 

the teachers for Blackfriars Practice School, and, in appointing Ernest Riley as headmaster 

in 1906, a list was compiled of “Teachers holding First Class Certificates senior to Mr 

Riley”. No fewer than 136 names were on this list, but still Board was able to make his 

desired appointment of Riley.
28

 After only three years at Blackfriars, Riley was appointed 

as an inspector.
29

 At precisely this time the editors of the New South Wales Teacher and 

Tutorial Guide addressed dissatisfaction on the part of senior teachers with several 

appointments to the Inspectorate due to the particularly obvious disregard for seniority and 

length of experience. Peter Board responded by emphasising “special fitness” as the major 

criterion for appointment.
30

 

 

Meadmore uncovered particular antagonism towards nature study on the part of Under 

Secretary Anderson and Inspector Ewart in Queensland. When Anderson retired soon after 

the introduction of the syllabus in 1904, his speech was reported as follows: 

 

But now the pupils must be taken out to study grubs and plants and weeds, and 

examine them under a microscope; that was the new teaching. But the teaching 

that would develop the powers of the mind belonged to a past time, the time in 

which he had lived, and he was not altogether sorry that the work of the new 

education would fall into the hands of other people.
31

 

 

Even Ewart, who was not retiring, made his antagonism clear:  
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‘Nature Knowledge’, writ so large that it seems to obscure, in the eyes of many, 

the rest of the requirements of the Schedule. Nature Knowledge! What, everything 

in the heaven above and in the earth beneath and in the waters under the earth, 

from the starry, moonlit, sunlit, cloudy, blue sky to the cattle tick and the humble 

tadpole and the wriggling larva of the mosquito … !
32

  

 

In New South Wales, Peter Board and James Dawson lost no opportunity to show their 

wholehearted support for nature study, and if some of the inspectors in New South Wales 

privately agreed with Anderson and Ewart, expression of their opinions would not have 

been condoned.
33

  

 

Nature Study in Practice: Classroom, Playground, Gardens, Excursions  

In late 1904, Una (pseud.) visited Fort Street Model School.
34

 As in many schools, several 

classes were still being taught in one long room. Una “failed to discover one bored, or 

sullen, or dissatisfied face” as she observed busy girls under the direction of “bright” and 

“intelligent” teachers. Una was looking for evidence of the new syllabus and “self-activity 

of the pupil” in practice:  

 

Nature study is another of the new additions to the syllabus. One class [was] 

eagerly drinking in a lesson on leaves, their structure and function in the growth 

and development of the plant. On shelves, on window-sills, wherever the pupils 

can easily reach and handle them, are placed collections of natural objects—

botanical specimens, an onion sprouting, wheat grown on wadding, fungus on a 

twig, insects, worms, grubs, butterflies, watched through their various stages.
35

 

 

Fort Street was not a typical school, having the reputation as New South Wales’ best 

school, yet this description does in fact open a particular classroom door. So too do other 

sources. Martha Simpson, who had encouraged the teachers of Tamworth in 1904 in their 
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teaching of nature study, was appointed to Blackfriars Practice School in 1906. In addition 

she was appointed as a lecturer in Kindergarten Method at the Training College in 1909.
36

 

In this year she developed and published a programme of lessons for Kindergarten and 

infants children based around Australian Aborigines.
37

 Nature study featured prominently 

within this programme:  

 

It is scarcely necessary to draw attention to the opportunities for Nature Study 

afforded by the plan. Beasts, birds, insects, flowers, and fruit, all come in for a 

share of attention, and all form a familiar part of the child’s environment. Our 

frequent outings to the Botanic Gardens, the Zoological Gardens, and other places 

of interest, were much enjoyed by the children, and were in every way 

profitable.
38

 

 

The programme was trialled at several Sydney schools and Kindergartens. Simpson 

reported its success at Blackfriars and another school where it had been “taken right 

through the infant’s [sic] department”.
39

 Simpson included photographs of children’s 

drawings and handicraft work, and others which showed the children involved in 

activities.
40

 Figure 6 represents a rare example of a group handicraft activity related to 

nature study. The caption indicated the children had worked together under the guidance of 

a student teacher. Figure 7, although a composed picture where the children have been 

arranged to fit into the frame and to face towards the photographer, provides evidence of 

an outdoor lesson where the sense of hearing was being cultivated as the children listened, 

in stillness and absorption, to the birds. 
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Figure 6: Nature study and handicraft 

Source: M.M. Simpson, Work in the Kindergarten: An Australian Programme based on the Life and 

Customs of the Australian Black (Sydney: Government Printer, 1909), p.38. 

 

 

 

Figure 7: 'Listening to the chirping and singing of the birds in the trees', Nature study at Blackfriars, 

Sydney 

Source: M.M. Simpson, Work in the Kindergarten: An Australian Programme based on the Life and 

Customs of the Australian Black (Sydney: Government Printer, 1909), p.39. 
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Another teacher at Blackfriars Practice School contributed an article to the Public 

Instruction Gazette in 1911 describing a series of lessons conducted with second class boys 

and girls on “The Mosquito”.
41

 Mr Massey’s detailed description takes the reader inside his 

classroom to meet a variety of interested and excited children, each with a jar containing a 

“wriggler”. The “wrigglers” change into “tumblers”, and finally into mosquitoes. Mr 

Massey wrote: “My pupils were now absorbed in their Nature-study.”
42

 He refrained from 

giving much information, letting the pupils make detailed and on-going observations, 

followed by careful drawings. Questioning was encouraged, and, as readers, we are 

privileged to share many excited comments and questions: “Mr Massey, two of mine are 

up at the top of the water—they have their tails sticking up out of the water, and their 

heads are hanging down.”
43

 The pupils were intrigued as each was given a look at 

specimens under a microscopic lens. Finally, the harm that could be caused by the 

mosquito was discussed, and the pupils thus felt no remorse when they destroyed the 

mosquitoes. 

 

Miss Simpson’s remarkable programme was introduced to student teachers and published 

as a small book. Its content and methodology must have had some continuing influence in 

schools. Mr Massey’s teaching, also at the practice school, may not represent a typical 

classroom. But his room was certainly occupied by very real children, drawn from an 

impoverished area of Sydney. His lessons were published in the Public Instruction Gazette, 

and may well have influenced other teachers. 

 

The four surviving teacher’s Lesson Registers allow random glimpses into classrooms. At 

Hunters Hill Public School in 1906 and 1907, first class participated in weekly observation 

talks on leaves, the sun, a pear, seeds, a chrysalis and other topics. They would model the 

item or specimen in a sand tray, or draw it. They kept silkworms and grew seeds, cared for 

them and watched them changing. Leaves were observed in the playground. Stories about 

nature featured in English lessons.
44

 This teacher used the term “object” lesson 

interchangeably with “observation” lesson, and sometimes the objects included unnatural 

items such as “a tea-cup” or “a ruler”. Several inspectors in their annual District Reports 
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made comments similar to the following: “In some cases Nature Study is only the old 

‘Object Lesson’ under another name.”
45

 The Hunters Hill classroom may have been one of 

these.  

 

Second class at Erskineville Superior Public School in 1912 followed a similar programme 

to that of Hunters Hill.
46

 The teacher did consistently use the terms “nature talk” and 

“garden observation”, but it appears that the natural botanical objects such as apple, 

banana, potato, or geranium, were still studied as isolated objects and not in relation to the 

whole of their plant let alone in relation to their environment. The object under 

consideration would be drawn or modelled in plasticine, these activities being a nod to 

correlation of different parts of the syllabus. However, the children also dug, planted, cared 

for, and observed plants in the school garden. Birds and their nests featured occasionally 

and Bird Day 1912 was celebrated by a week of correlated work regarding bird life. 

 

Two Lesson Registers kept by teachers of small country schools some years later 

demonstrate a broader treatment of nature study. At Whittingham School in 1915 and 1916 

the children of the lower division were introduced to a greater range of topics than those 

outlined for Hunters Hill and Erskineville. They had “chats” and “preparation of notes” on 

topics such as ants, the prickly pear, leaves, “a pool”, the honey bee, migration of birds, 

flowers, the spider, the mosquito, and various specific birds. Details of birds observed in 

the school grounds were written up on a bird chart. Weekly garden work included the 

cultivation of vegetables, flowers and trees.
47

 At Tuggerah Entrance in 1917 and 1918 the 

children discussed what they observed on the way to school and brought various specimens 

into the classroom. After the “chat” on a cocoon, a nest, a snail, a wildflower, a cicada, or, 

on one occasion, a snake, the children would write about their observations, and draw the 

specimen. Broader topics such as weeds were also addressed. They observed which birds 

visited the playground, grew plants in boxes and ferns in the garden.
48

 

 

Information about nature study in particular schools may also be found in the annual 

Observation Reports completed by the inspector at each school in his district. A copy of 
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each Report was written into the school’s Observation Book. Crown Street Superior Public 

Girls School for the years 1905 to 1908 received very favourable reports. In 1908, “the 

instruction given on plant life, physiology, and (to the advanced classes), Botany, forms 

one of the best features of the work done in this efficiently conducted school”.
49

 Nature 

study was supported by pictures, maps, pot plants, a sand tray and a collection of 

geological and other specimens. Crown Street suffered, however, from overly large classes 

and no room for a school garden. Reports on nature study in the school varied after 1909 

when it was deemed “not satisfactory”. The reports for this school show that enthusiasm 

for the teaching of nature study could fluctuate and was, not surprisingly, affected by staff 

changes.
50

 

 

Byron Bay Public School received favourable reports on its nature study over many years 

from 1906 when its “neat flower gardens”, “carefully tended experimental plots”, and “fine 

museum of conchological and other specimens” were noted. Inspectors could vary in their 

assessments, however, and in 1911 one inspector concluded that nature study was being 

taught “on correct lines” while a different inspector in 1912 noted a lack of continuity and 

the need for the development of a systematic course of nature study.
51

  

 

Torrington Public School was a troubled, overcrowded and poorly administered school in 

early 1914. Nature study had barely rated a mention in the years of observation from 1906 

to 1914. When a new headmaster and assistant arrived in 1914, a complete change was 

observed in the school. By 1916 the inspector praised the excellent relations between 

teachers and pupils and the strong interest in nature study.
52

 Andrew McNutt and his wife 

Mollie were dedicated nature study enthusiasts. While at his former school, Andrew had 

collected a unique species of acacia, subsequently named after him.
53

 Mollie McNutt’s 

enthusiastic support for nature study through poetry and song was noted in Chapter 4. No 

wonder that the inspector observed: “A good specimen of a caterpillar was present for 

nature study. The children are anxious to know what it will change into.”
54
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Richmond Public School provides an interesting example of nature study in practice 

although this particular situation was unique rather than typical. An agreement was made 

with Hawkesbury Agricultural College to use its land for gardens and plots. From 1907 

until 1911, a special group of about ten student teachers from the Teachers College was 

selected to spend one year studying at Hawkesbury, with the purpose of building a supply 

of expert teachers in nature study and elementary agriculture.
55

 These student teachers 

were organised to conduct nature study lessons at Richmond School and in the garden plots 

and wider surroundings at the College. This meant that the children could work in small 

groups and rotate through a variety of lessons and activities. The children participated in a 

programme drawn up by College lecturer and nature study advocate, Charles Musson, 

which included Buds and Twigs, Leaves, Flowers, Roots, Trees, Grasses, The Flower 

Garden, How Plants Live Together in Swamp and Paddock, How Plants Spread, A 

Roadside Fence and Hedge, The Vegetable Garden, Household Insects, Butterflies and 

Moths, Locusts and Tree Locusts, White Ants and True Ants, Mosquitoes and Biting Flies, 

Borers, A Gravel Pit, A Bird Walk, Park Trees, and Destructive and Useful Birds.
56

 

 

“Some schools now possess aquaria where fish and insect life are under observation”, 

wrote the Inspector of the Forbes District in 1911.
57

 Aquariums, large and small were 

being promoted through detailed articles in the educational journals. An Aquarium Society 

formed in 1907 appealed for interested teachers to join.
58

 The keeping of bees was also 

promoted and carried out in districts where apiculture was important.
59

 At Blayney Public 

School the children constructed a large aviary, keeping and observing the habits of many 

kinds of birds. This school also had an outdoor aquarium, constructed at the main entrance, 
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with a fountain, water plants and fish.
60

 Nature study in this school incorporated 

preliminary research, construction, and maintenance, as well as observation of the animal 

and plant life within aviary and aquarium. 

 

Sometimes nature study would be closely related to the industry of a particular district. At 

Nelsons Bay Public School nature study was developed around fish and the fishing 

industry. Excursions were made on Saturdays to collect specimens and local fishermen 

became involved and interested. The children wrote to schools in fishing districts and to 

Bureaus of Fisheries in overseas countries and received books, pictures and pamphlets 

from places including Japan and Scotland.
61

 

 

Gardens had been cultivated in schools in the 1890s, but with the introduction of nature 

study a new purpose was given to gardens as a practical adjunct to the new subject.
62

 

Schools were encouraged to maintain school gardens where younger children could grow 

seeds and observe the resultant vegetables or flowers, and the older boys could carry out 

complex agricultural experiments. As such they formed part of nature study, and, 

particularly in rural schools, elementary agriculture as taught to older boys. The size of 

school gardens varied enormously, but where land was available, teachers were expected to 

work large and complicated schemes.
63

 Young children are pictured having their nature 

study lessons in small gardens in figures 8 and 9. 
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Figure 8: Nature study in the school garden, Camdenville Public School, Sydney 

Source: Report of the Minister of Public Instruction for the Year 1909 (Sydney: Government 

Printer, 1910), p.91. 

 

 

 
Figure 9: 'Little Nature Students at Fort-street Kindergarten School', Sydney 

Source: Report of the Minister of Public Instruction for the Year 1913 

(Sydney: Government Printer, 1914), opp. p.40. 

 

Teacher Mr Mahony from Drummoyne described the “fairly large garden” at his school, 

planted with flowers, vegetables, grasses and cereals, and gave details of its use in lessons 

to a meeting of teachers of the Central Section of the Metropolitan District in 1908. Each 

class experienced one lesson a week “devoted to observation work in the garden”. They 

observed, took notes, and later discussed their observations. A scheme of planting was 
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arranged where children grew seeds in boxes in the classroom, observing the growth of 

roots, formation of leaves and development of the flower. Then the ground was prepared 

with the children handling the soil, describing its nature, adding ingredients, and setting out 

the beds. Mr Mahony’s boys grew wheat, barley and oats and made careful written 

observations of everything they did: “I need scarcely say how interested all were, how they 

visited the garden during recesses, and how excited the boy was who came in one morning 

to tell me that the oats and barley were up …”
64

 A picture of the gardens at Drummoyne 

was selected for inclusion in the Annual Report of the Minister 1910 (figure 10). 

 

 

Figure 10: Gardens at Drummoyne Public School, Sydney 

Source: Report of the Minister of Public Instruction for the Year 1910 (Sydney: 

Government Printer, 1911), p.88. 
 

That children were interested, actively involved, and thriving on such work was similarly 

stressed by the inspector of a small country school in a Report published in the Public 

Instruction Gazette in 1906. At Glendon Brook, near Singleton, teacher Walter Weiss and 

his pupils had planted extensive gardens and experimental agricultural plots. A “spirit of 

earnestness, diligence, and cheerfulness” pervaded the school, and the inspector clearly 

linked this with the children’s involvement in their garden work. The inspector 

commended the correlation of garden work with physical drill, arithmetic and other school 

lessons.
65

 F.T. Berman was Principal of Five Dock Public School in Sydney from 1907 to 

1926. He recalled the official opening of the school garden on Arbor Day 1907 by Chief 
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Inspector James Dawson. This garden, “with its splendid collection of roses, its features of 

herbs, economic plants and Australian wild flowers”, became a feature of the school 

throughout the succeeding decades.
66

 

 

Where land was limited, some schools constructed bush houses, enclosed or partly 

enclosed structures made of wire netting, saplings, reeds and lattice.
67

 Bush houses were 

favourably commended in the Observation Books for Byron Bay Public School (1913) and 

Torrington Public School (1906).
68

 Pictures of bush houses show a variety of structures, 

including those featured in figures 11 and 12. At Goughtown (Merrylands) the smiling 

children appear relaxed; their bush house is large and has an unusual and creative 

appearance. At Rozelle Public School in Sydney, the girls’ playground was of asphalt with 

little scope for gardens. But even here, a determined teacher put the children to work to 

transform an unpromising and exposed patch into an “admirable” fernery and rockery.
69

  

 

 

Figure 11: School gardens and bush house, Burrundullah Public School (near Mudgee) 

Source: Report of the Minister of Public Instruction for the Year 1909 (Sydney: Government  

Printer, 1910), p.91. 
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Figure 12: Bush house, Goughtown Public School (Merrylands) 

Source: John Halsted, Notes on Gardening and Elementary Agriculture (Sydney: 

Websdale, Shoosmith, 1910), p.208. 

 

 

James Dawson’s Annual Reports consistently applauded and encouraged school gardens 

and clearly linked them to nature study: 

 

Wherever possible, school gardens, as an open-air field for Nature Study, have 

been formed with beneficial results in promoting first-hand observation of plant 

life and in the cultivation of a love of flowers. Even in the arid west, teachers and 

pupils have successfully combated with adverse conditions, and, except of course 

in the height of summer, have made beauty spots in the school grounds. 

Experimental plots are an object of interest to both pupils and residents.
70

  

 

Dawson would stress various aims of nature study when he wrote about the gardens 

including the nurturing of scientific observation, aesthetic appreciation and interest in 

scientific agriculture. Sometimes he would take an even wider perspective, stressing the 

educative process and national aspirations: 

 

The value of the school garden does not lie in the production of the biggest 

pumpkin, or the tallest stalk of corn. The value lies in the educative process 
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through which the child-mind has passed in observing the conditions of successful 

or unsuccessful plant-growing … From a national point of view the school garden 

and its activities will, perhaps, turn the thoughts of the youth from the nerve-

racking city to the calm pursuits of country life … 
71

  

 

John Halsted, a teacher with successful experience in school agriculture, was appointed to 

a newly created position of “Teacher of Agriculture” in late 1905.
72

 In this position he 

travelled throughout the state visiting schools and reporting on their gardens and 

agricultural plots. His reports went to the District Inspector and the Chief Inspector. He 

also wrote Quarterly and Annual Reports for the Chief Inspector and the Under Secretary. 

Knowing that they were to be inspected was of course a powerful incentive for each school 

to cultivate. While Halsted may have been an expert in school agriculture, his 

understanding of nature study, upon which he also consistently commented, appears to 

have been limited, and was certainly seen as such by certain teachers and inspectors.
73

  

 

In 1908 Halsted visited J.C. Champion’s school at Spring Hill, near Orange, in the Central 

West of the state. Champion was acknowledged as an advocate of nature study. Halsted’s 

report was an overall favourable one, but critical of details of the agricultural plots and 

gardens, and also critical of correlation of the garden work with nature study. Champion 

addressed a long letter of protest to his District Inspector, outlining how Halsted had 

interrogated the children to find out what they did not know, being particularly critical of 

their lack of knowledge of sugar cane and being unable to recite certain nursery rhymes 

related to nature. Champion pointed out: 

 

We have taken every opportunity to correlate with nature as it is in our 

environment. We have not yet had a chance of studying the sugar cane. I will 

guarantee that our infants know more about the indigenous plants of the vicinity, 

the insects in our playground, the life habits of all the common weeds of our 

school garden, all actually studied by them, than 90% of the adults. 
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Champion concluded that “Mr Halsted’s ideas of Nature Study & Agriculture and my own 

are somewhat different”.
74

 Champion’s understanding of nature study was encapsulated by 

the phrase he used, “nature as it is in our environment”, but Halsted appeared to have little 

conception of the environmental aspects of nature study. Champion was supported by his 

Inspector, L. Blumer, who commented that Champion might not know as much about 

agriculture as Mr Halsted, but most likely had a much better grasp of educational 

principles and methods.
75

 

 

The antagonism aroused by Halsted at Spring Hill was by no means isolated as is shown by 

the responses of inspectors to requests made by the Chief Inspector on two occasions in 

1909 and 1914. In 1908 Halsted’s quarterly reports had been so negative that Dawson 

asked each inspector to comment on them. Some inspectors replied that Halsted’s visits to 

their districts had been valuable, but others were critical: Halsted did not communicate 

well with the inspectors; he made judgements with insufficient knowledge of the particular 

district; he assumed a directorship over nature study which encroached upon the 

responsibility of the inspector; he seemed fixated on poems about nature and their 

memorisation; and, in summary, he had discouraged teachers rather than encouraged 

them.
76

 On this occasion Halsted was reprimanded by James Dawson for his negativity.
77

 

In 1914 Acting Chief Inspector McLelland again asked each inspector to comment on the 

usefulness of Halsted’s visits. Again mixed responses were received, some saying the visits 

had been useful, but many returning negative evaluations, more or less diplomatically 

stated. Inspector Henderson had no qualms: “I trust that he will not again be sent to my 

district, for it appears to me, we can do quite as well without him.”
78

 

 

Often nature study in the classroom, as described above, did not refer directly to a concern 

to study nature ecologically, or to a consideration of the environmental aspects of nature 

study. School gardens referred more to elementary agriculture, botany or the aesthetic 

concerns of nature study. In describing excursions, however, teachers would refer to wider 

ecological and environmental aspects. Inspector McKenzie, in his Report for the 

Wollongong District in 1907, praised those teachers who had taken children on excursions 

beyond the school grounds. Some had been to the beach to study marine life, some to the 
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mountains to collect specimens and study the geography of the area. Others had travelled 

to Sydney, to the Zoological and Botanical Gardens, the Observatory and the Museum: 

“The value of such excursions, properly conducted, cannot be overestimated.”
79

 At Mororo 

in the Clarence River Valley, northern New South Wales, children appear absorbed in 

studying the plant and animal life of a swamp (figure 13). 

 

 

Figure 13: Ecological nature study, Mororo Public School, Clarence Valley 

Source: Report of the Minister of Public Instruction for the Year 1911 (Sydney: 

Government Printer, 1912), p.102. 

 

 

At Dulwich Hill Public School, in Sydney, the teacher took students of the upper classes to 

the Cooks River once a month to observe and collect botanical specimens. The specimens 

collected were later used in botany lessons in the classroom, but the teacher stressed that 

the value of the excursion was that it brought the pupil “more in touch with Nature at first 

hand”.
80

 A feature was made of the Australian flora observed, and when a specimen was 

collected, the pupil had to note details of the size and shape of the tree or shrub it was 

collected from and the particulars of the place in which the plant grew. Such specimens 

would later be pressed, dissected, mounted, described and classified.
81
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A group of boys from Kogarah Superior Public School, south of Sydney, travelled by train 

to Otford for a tramp to Stanwell Park in 1906. The boys, members of the School Natural 

History Society, were excited on the train, “one could hear them speaking of what they 

saw—the native flora, the nature of the sides of the cuttings and so on”. They had a long 

day, examining plants and flowers and asking questions about them, catching butterflies 

and grasshoppers to take back to school, observing the “grand” view of the coast before 

descending the escarpment and noting the changes in vegetation. The teacher gave a talk 

on the fertilisation of flowers while the boys sat under a tree where “the idea of this being a 

real school lesson did not seem to occur”.
82

  

 

In 1909 Walter Finigan took his third class boys from Wellington Public School in the 

Central West to study the trees of the bush in countryside close to the town. “In my opinion 

the excursion was a success”, wrote Finigan: 

  

1. we started with a definite aim and adhered to it;  

2. the boys had preparatory lessons on the growth of the trees in the playground 

and therefore in addition to the above observations incidentally made others … 

3. … the specimens brought home provide material and matter for other lessons.
83

 

 

Teacher Mabel Mow described an excursion in 1919, climbing up a mountain close to her 

small school of Upper Bylong.
84

 In her description, we meet an enthusiastic teacher and 

her active and curious young charges. The group climbed to the summit, observing 

botanical and other natural features, and looked over the ranges in all directions. The 

children discovered a large cavern, a chalk formation with a dusty floor on which they 

observed the tracks of foxes, wallabies, lyre birds and wombats, “curiously intermingled in 

that quiet refuge”. Later they observed a large prickly pear bush, volunteering information 

as to how it got there and how it spread. Miss Mow dismissed the children for home “still 

noisy and happy”. Mow’s report is a source that allows us to glimpse a group of children 

enjoying nature study. It reflects New Education’s endorsement of active learning and its 

philosophy that children could learn while being noisy and happy.    
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Many descriptions of excursions were published in the pages of the Public Instruction 

Gazette, ranging from local afternoon rambles in the vicinity of the school, to day trips, 

and to journeys of several days’ duration, such as that undertaken over the Easter vacation 

by fourteen boys and the headmaster from Drummoyne Superior Public School in the city 

to Jenolan Caves in the Blue Mountains. After catching a tram and a train, the party arrived 

at Katoomba and from there walked 33 miles to the Caves, camping overnight in the bush. 

The report captures the novelty of the experience for city boys, the “many exclamations of 

amazement as the magnificent formations were unfolded to their wondering gaze”.
85

 

 

The Inspectors Write  

The examples given above have drawn from a range of evidence to show nature study in 

practice in classrooms and gardens, and on excursions beyond the school grounds. 

Inspectors’ District Reports provide an additional insight into nature study in practice. 

These reports usually included an analysis of each subject area of the syllabus including 

nature study. Of course the inspectors were writing with influential readers in mind, these 

being the Chief Inspector, the Under Secretary, the Minister of Education and the 

Parliament of New South Wales. They needed to present themselves as being up to date 

with educational theory and practice and, if reporting deficiencies in their district, also 

taking steps to improve the situation. In their comments on nature study for the years after 

1904 most inspectors showed an enthusiasm for the subject and praised its introduction 

into many of the schools of their District: “Perhaps in no part of the school work has there 

been so much discursive effort as in the nature-study lessons”, wrote Senior Inspector 

Beavis of the Newcastle District in 1905, “but the general effect has been to direct the 

attention of teachers and pupils more fully to their immediate surroundings”.
86

 

 

Inspector Drummond was also pleased with nature study in the Albury District and 

reflected on the increased knowledge of indigenous fauna and flora: 

 

The weekly or semi-weekly rambles in the surrounding bush, to make a close 

study of the animal and plant-life in their neighbourhood, or of the earth 

formations, are a pleasure and interest to all, and are a means of teaching scientific 

knowledge, and they [the children] soon learn to talk freely and fluently of what 

they see, handle, and do. How very small was the number of children, two years 
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ago, that could name the birds in their vicinity, or tell them by their songs, that 

could distinguish one indigenous plant from another, or know it by leaf or flower 

… 
87

  

 

Other inspectors, while enthusiastic about nature study, pointed to problems. In some 

schools it was well handled, in others it was not. Problems included: a lack of aptitude 

and/or knowledge on the part of teachers; large classes; teachers tending to continue the 

old object lessons with little alteration; teachers giving too much factual information rather 

than encouraging the children to observe and reason; and teachers including too much 

plant life without any variety.
88

 Inspector Walker from the Wagga Wagga District 

observed:  

 

With the exception of a minority of the schools the right attitude toward this study 

has not been adopted. Observation has not been sufficiently encouraged, and 

pupils’ interest in things has not been aroused. The study has been narrowed in 

range to a few phases of plant and insect life. Insufficient attention has been paid 

to the study of Life … During the year steps were taken to open the eyes of the 

unclassified teachers to the aims and advantages of such a course of study, and 

better results are anticipated in future.
89

 

 

This ambivalence would continue for many years, with the same enthusiasms tempered 

somewhat with deficiencies. After 1911, however, the inspectors began to note the 

increased attention to the study of bird life, and other advantages to nature study which the 

formation of the Gould League of Bird Lovers had initiated: 

 

The old order is now clearly passing and Nature-study, the proper treatment of 

which brings educational gain of the highest value, is beginning to receive due 

recognition and effective handling. In this connection I cannot but again refer to 

the service rendered by the Gould League of Bird Lovers, supported by the 

publications in the Public Instruction Gazette and the Commonwealth School 
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Paper. As a result of the mass of information regularly supplied, many a teacher 

has come to see what real nature-study is … 
90

  

 

Some inspectors noted that the Gould League had led to a focus on the whole environment, 

and particularly on the Australian environment. This focus included the desire to preserve 

and protect bird life. Inspector James, of the Forbes District, observed in 1911 that: “the 

majority of schools have identified themselves with the study of bird life … [and] the 

adaptation of the bird to its environment … The Gould League has undoubtedly aroused a 

genuine interest in bird life.”
91

 Inspector G.A. Blumer, Muswellbrook District, wrote in 

1912: 

 

The amount of information which has been gained by the pupils in their 

excursions is surprising, and I am glad to say that this has led to a greater respect 

for animal life, and to the better protection of our native birds.
92

   

 

Acting Chief Inspector McLelland concluded in 1913 that the Gould League was 

“rendering splendid service in fostering in the children love for the birds of their native 

land”.
93

 In the Annual Report for 1912, photographs of children with birds were 

accompanied by the optimistic claim that: “As a result of the work of the Gould League of 

Bird Lovers, the destruction of bird-life has dwindled nearly to vanishing point.”
94
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Figure 14: Bird study 

Source: Report of the Minister of Public Instruction for the Year 1912 (Sydney: 

Government Printer, 1913), plates following the written Report. 

 

 

Trends in Nature Study 

The identification of nature study with bird protection was indicative of a trend which saw 

nature study increasingly aligned with preservation and conservation. This trend was 

strongly encouraged by advocates such as Alexander Hamilton at the Teachers College, 

Charles Musson at Hawkesbury Agricultural College and Amy Mack in her newspaper 

columns and children’s books.
95

 Arbor Day enjoyed a revival in 1914 with James Dawson 

issuing a circular to teachers directing them to set aside any Friday in July or August to be 

celebrated as Arbor Day.
96

 Forestry conservation began to receive attention in the journals 

and, in 1917, an article reprinted from South Australia’s Education Gazette directly linked 

both Arbor Day and Bird Day to a holistic conservation: 
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The sentiment which prompts the preservation of our unique fauna and flora is of 

national importance, and it is developing with the growth of the nation. As 

teachers it is our privilege to help in the formation and promotion of a right habit 

of thought towards our national resources. 

… 

Restore the birds and save the trees! There can be no sound policy of afforestation 

which neglects bird protection. 

…  

You cannot have trees without protecting birds. You cannot have birds without 

planting trees. Plant and protect.
97

 

  

Although articles on nature study continued to inform the pages of the educational 

journals, and inspectors continued to comment on nature study in their District Reports and 

in their Observation Reports of individual schools, the subject received only brief 

consideration in the Reports of Dawson and McLelland, as Chief Inspectors, after 1914. 

Perhaps because nature study was no longer new, it did not attract the attention now 

devoted to physical training, school swimming, music and cookery.
98

 

 

In the first decade of its operation, the new syllabus had been absorbed into the class rooms 

of New South Wales. It operated, however, amidst continuing problems. Class sizes 

remained large, the supply of teachers was inadequate and the vastly expanded building 

programme did not match the need for even more new buildings, and the replacement or 

repair of old buildings. Somehow the supply of teachers, buildings, new furniture and, 

crucially, funding, never met the demand. These deficiencies affected the ability of 

teachers to realise some of the ideals of nature study.
99

  

 

In 1911 a new examination was inaugurated which would mark the completion of the 

child’s primary education, determine admission to secondary education, and be the basis 

upon which scholarships were awarded. The Qualifying Certificate examined English, 

arithmetic, history and geography but not nature study. This had the effect of designating 

nature study as a less essential, less important subject. Both Dawson and McLelland 
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recognised problems created by the Certificate examination: “Teachers through a spirit of 

rivalry, and with an eye on their efficiency award, may be tempted to concentrate on a few 

subjects, forgetting the breadth of the course prescribed for the primary school.”
100

 

McLelland issued a more general warning: 

  

If pupils spend their time in learning things by rote, and in mechanically applying 

rules they do not understand, merely to pass the Qualifying Certificate 

examination, it is simply a reversal to the practice which existed in the days 

before what is even yet called the ‘New Syllabus.’
101

  

 

By 1915, when the syllabus was being revised, nature study was an accepted subject, no 

longer new, and clearly in its place as a non examinable primary school subject. In this 

year, Peter Board requested and utilised input from inspectors and teachers to draw up a 

significant revision of the syllabus.
102

 The 1916 syllabus, issued in January of that year, 

was a considerably longer and more detailed document in comparison with that of 1905. 

Essentially, however, it was a redefinition of the New Education which had been 

dramatically introduced in those busy years of 1904 and 1905. The new document drew on 

experience, and formalised the changes which Board had overseen in the structure of the 

primary school.
103

 The syllabus outline was arranged by subject rather than by class level, 

and the relevant notes for each subject followed the outline rather than being added in a 

separate section at the end. The syllabus was keyed into the arrangement of the primary 

school into six classes, completed by the child at approximately twelve years of age.
104

  

 

The term “Nature Knowledge” was replaced by “Nature Study” and the notes attached to 

this subject were revised and expanded in comparison to 1905.
105

 These notes clearly 
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defined the scientific, aesthetic and sympathetic strands of nature study, drawing upon the 

theories of nature study as outlined in the classic texts and as interpreted by the nature 

study advocates in Australia. In contrast to 1905, the word “environment” was used: the 

child would gain knowledge of living things in “relation to their mode of living, and 

environment”. Even in extreme conditions, plants and animals could be studied “adapted to 

their surroundings”.
106

  Unlike the document of 1905, which had introduced a new subject 

and new methodologies, this document defined the state of nature study as realised in New 

South Wales schools circa 1915. 

 

Historians of education have argued that, despite the War, the impetus of educational 

change achieved in the earlier decade continued into the years between 1914 and 1918.
107

 

The War certainly led to increased staffing problems, curtailed funding for school building 

and maintenance, and a shortage of supplies, including essentials such as paper and 

pencils.
108

 Despite this, there was an expansion of interest in Montessori classes and 

teaching, correspondence education was commenced, and the Public Instruction 

(Amendment) Act, 1916 (Act No 51, 1916) was finally passed, leading to enforcement of 

the compulsory clauses and thus more regular attendance on the part of children.
109

 

 

Peter Board turned his thoughts to the educational development necessary for a democracy 

in the post war world. His thinking was expressed in two very significant speeches 

presented to the Public School Teachers’ Association in December 1915 and December 

1916.
110

 He stressed that: “The role of individual personal freedom of the pupil as a 

member of a corporate body has yet to find a fuller expression in the government of the 

school.”
111

 He advocated an extension of the freedom offered by Kindergarten and 

Montessori methods in which every observer could see “a growth of individuality, a self-

repression of unsocial qualities, a self-reliance, and a degree of initiative and self-contained 
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power that stand for the very qualifications that we wish the citizens of the future to 

possess.”
112

 By December 1916, Board was able to speak of his plans to put such ideas into 

practice at a purpose built primary school at Brighton-le-Sands, a school where nature 

study occupied an important place as an “executive” subject, taught by a specialist 

teacher.
113

  

 

Meanwhile, nature study continued to be taught in all primary schools, now with the more 

detailed guidance of the 1916 syllabus.
114

 Advocates continued to observe inadequacies in 

the teaching of nature study and to provide suggestions. In 1919 Margaret Deer, Lecturer at 

the Teachers College, observed: 

 

It must be painful  to both teacher and children alike to drag out a quarter’s work 

on “The Life History of a Grain of Wheat,” “The Vegetables We Eat” – parsnips, 

carrot, potato, turnip, etc, “Flowers,” this week a geranium, next a poppy, then a 

pansy, and so on for thirteen dreary lessons … They [such programmes] may 

certainly train the power of observation in the children, but they will never make 

them nature lovers, and if the Nature Study lessons fail to achieve this end they 

are wasted.
115

 

 

Deer’s comments might well have applied to teaching described in surviving Lesson 

Registers, although most of those also included caring for silkworms, and studying whole 

plants which the children had grown from seeds, both activities being of the type 

encouraged by Deer.
116

 Deer wanted to see more excursions and greater attention to 

lessons being given on the bird life of the playground.
117

 “Our own native flowers are too 

often neglected”, she continued, urging teachers to “encourage the child to know and love 

the plants of his own land”.
118
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Board’s developing ideas on individual education were incorporated into the Preface of his 

final syllabus issued in 1922.
119

 The section of this syllabus dealing with nature study 

shows some significant variations in comparison with that of 1916. Nature study was 

differently defined for teachers from 1922, with noticeable changes in the terminology 

being used, and the emphasis placed on certain aims. The implications of the 1922 syllabus 

for nature study, as it continued to be taught in New South Wales’ schools, will be 

considered in Chapter 8. 

 

Children Write about Nature: Ethel, Maggie and Edith 

This chapter has looked into a range of sources to find evidence of nature study in practice 

in New South Wales in the years from 1904 to 1922. One type of evidence has not yet been 

considered. Occasional pieces of children’s writing provide evidence of nature study in 

practice and the reception by children of the particular way in which nature study invited 

them to regard their physical environment. These pieces have usually been published 

because they were considered exemplary rather than typical. For the historian this can be 

an advantage, as if the educators and teachers of the time had flagged such pieces of 

writing, saying: “This is what we wanted. This is what we tried to achieve.” 

 

Three pieces of writing by Ethel, aged 12, written in 1906; Maggie, aged 12, written in 

1914; and Edith, aged 15, written in 1921, are examples of children writing about nature.
120

 

These quite different compositions demonstrate the particular concerns of nature study, and 

also something of the changing emphases of nature study in schools over the period from 

1904 to 1922.  

 

“A School Excursion in the Bush”, by Ethel Packer of East Kurrajong School, was entered 

into a competition held as part of the Nature Study Exhibition at Richmond in November 

1906. Her writing was described as having “remarkable literary merit” and won a prize for 

the best account of a school excursion.
121

 Ethel described a bush ramble in which the 
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pupils, accompanied by their teacher, observed the trees, plants, birds, insects, and streams. 

She described the gum, ironbark and wattle trees, along with their economic uses: “While 

we were going along we talked of the uses of the ironbark.” Ethel made careful 

observations of everything observed that day: 

 

While we were walking along at our leisure we noticed a bush, for its leaves were 

eaten and riddled by something. We searched the bush to find the cause of this, 

and found a cluster of grubs; they were the grubs or larvae of the Gum Saw Fly. 

On other bushes were cocoons hanging from the branches … made of small sticks 

which the grub had bitten into suitable lengths, and then fastened together by 

silken threads which come from his body. 

 

Nature study allowed Ethel to admire the “magnificent” ferns she observed near the 

stream: “some large and strong, some small and delicate … ‘Oh, how lovely!’ I 

exclaimed.” In Ethel’s description, we see several facets of nature study: observation and 

description; consideration of economic usefulness; aesthetic appreciation; and the freedom 

to rejoice in the experience and to conclude: “Oh! we had a glorious time wandering 

through ‘Nature’s Garden.’ ”
122

 

 

Maggie May attended Nanima Aborigines School, a one-teacher school in a cheaply 

constructed weatherboard building at Nanima Reserve, four miles from the town of 

Wellington in Central New South Wales.
123

 Maggie’s essay, “The Autobiography of a 

Jacky Winter”, won first prize in the Gould League of Bird Lovers’ literary competition for 

pupils under 13 years in 1914. Children were asked to write an autobiography of any 

Australian native bird, and the instruction given that “preference will be given to work 

showing original observation on the part of the competitor”.
124

 The topic certainly 

demanded some degree of identification by child with bird, but rather than encouraging an 

anthropomorphic story of child disguised as animal, the judges were looking for direct 

observation from nature of the bird’s life cycle and behaviour. Maggie wrote: 
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I am going to tell you about myself. I was once in an egg shell, and my mother sat 

every day on the egg until I pecked a hole big enough to come out. When I was 

hatched I saw two other little birds in the nest … Then my mother brought us little 

grubs to eat, and we were all cosy together, my sister, my brother, and I … When 

my wings got stronger my mother taught me how to fly. When I was flying about 

I saw that there were a good many birds like us about. We are little birds, about 

the size of sparrows. We are brownish, grey above, and very light grey beneath, 

and the two outer feathers of our tails are white, and we have a hook on the end of 

our beaks, because we are fly-catchers. We make very small open nests about 3/8 

of an inch deep and from 1½ to 3 inches across. We make our nests in Gum trees, 

Wattle, and Ti-trees, and we choose a dead limb, and place the nest in a fork of it. 

 

Maggie continued the life cycle as the young bird matured, chose a mate, laid eggs of her 

own, and then caught food for the young birds: 

 

My mate and I choose a tree-stump, or a post of a fence, and we wait there until 

we see an insect fly near, and dart off and snap it up, and then go back and watch 

again. All the while we are on the stump watching we keep wagging our tails 

sideways. The insects we eat are small moths, butterflies, small beetles, spiders, 

ants, small caterpillars, and grubs. 

 

Maggie gave more than what was asked by incorporating Aboriginal knowledge of the 

Jacky Winter:  

 

The old aborigines used to tell their children that if they threw stones at the little 

birds, the Great Spirit would turn them into stone. The Aborigines believed that 

we were people at first, and that the Great Spirit changed us into birds … White 

people call us Jacky Winter, because we stay with them all through the winter, 

and some birds go away at winter time to warmer places; but our proper name is 

the Brown Fly-catcher. The Aborigines call us the Murreibarng. Murreibarng 

means—gathering at white ants’ nests. We eat the white ants and their larvae 

too.
125
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Maggie seamlessly wrote the Aboriginal sections into her essay. Was it these pieces which 

allowed her essay to stand out from others? At a time when Aboriginal nature knowledge 

was not highly regarded, the choice of Maggie’s essay as exemplary writing is significant.  

 

The final piece of writing, “Trees”, was one of several compositions by Correspondence 

School children published in the Education Gazette in 1922. The piece was chosen for 

inclusion by Walter Finigan, prominent advocate of nature study, founder of the Gould 

League in New South Wales, and now, after returning from the Great War injured, 

Headmaster of the Correspondence School.
126

 

 

Edith demonstrated close observation of trees, along with listing their economic uses. But 

the strength of her writing was its aesthetic appreciation combined with her emotional 

involvement in the landscape: 

 

In the Warrumbungles you can climb up a tall hill and look away for miles and 

miles, over valleys and rivers and hills, and you can see the light green forests of 

fluffy apple-trees, and the dark green leaves and black trunks of iron-barks 

growing in the hollows. Then across a sort of dividing line you can see a still, blue 

green expanse of gum tops … You look beyond the near hills to … the horizon, 

blue in the distance, purple nearer to you, and merging into the sky to the far far 

ranges a smoky-grey, and you know, though you cannot see them, the lights and 

shades that play on the beautiful, swaying, ever-moving forests of trees that clothe 

the hills. 

 

Then, because the beauty fills your heart with wonder, the glorious splendour of 

those endless hills, in their mantle of living green, brings a lump to your throat. 

You turn your head away for very aching, pain-filled happiness at this your world 

of hills and trees and stretching plains and winding rivers. And you may happen to 

look away to your left, where the country is “improved”, where the hills are 

brown bare corpses … Immediately below you is a golden expanse of cultivated 

land, and it spreads for mile on mile in monotonous, grain-growing bareness, and 

wherever you look is yellow to brown, and the glaring sun strikes up from it, and 
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a dusty road winds through, and in a corner of a paddock is a white weather-

beaten house … You turn away once more, this time in … disgust and misery.
127

 

 

The three pieces of writing demonstrate the particular conception of nature study as 

elementary science, with close and questioning observation, and the additional 

incorporation of aesthetic appreciation and the appeal to an emotional response to nature. 

The nature study idea might be seen as setting a scaffold from which children could 

imagine their natural environment. Ethel, Maggie and Edith each demonstrated their 

perceptions of nature from such a scaffold. Ethel had no problem in talking of the 

utilitarian aspects of timber alongside her appreciation of beauty and her joy in the day’s 

ramble through the bush in springtime. Nature study encouraged such associations. Ethel’s 

nature study was a very Australian one, the plant life and animal life were indigenous, the 

landscape distinctive. Maggie’s “autobiography” followed the instruction to pay particular 

attention to actual observation from life of the habits of a native Australian bird. But the 

topic also required identification with that bird, in this manner clearly reflecting nature 

study’s endorsement of “sympathy”. Maggie’s additional Aboriginal knowledge 

augmented the protection messages being promoted by both the Gould League and nature 

study. Edith too demonstrated nature study’s promotion of observation alongside 

emotional responses to the environment. Her own emotional preference for and description 

of the uncultivated landscape predates but is not unlike the writing of later 

environmentalists advocating official protection. 

 

The three girls wrote their essays at different stages of the incorporation of nature study 

into the schools of New South Wales. Ethel’s essay represents the early years, when 

country teachers began to make use of the surrounding bush for excursions and the 

teaching of nature study through active learning. Maggie’s “autobiography” represents the 

impact that the Gould League of Bird Lovers and the wider societal interest in bird 

protection had on the teaching of nature study in schools. Edith’s composition represents a 

slightly later focus upon trees, as forest conservation began to make an impact. All three 

demonstrate that nature study with its distinctive ideas about the human relationship with 

the natural world was received in its complexity and appreciated by school children in New 

South Wales. 
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Nature study was an important component of the New Education introduced into New 

South Wales’ schools in the reforms of 1904 and following years. The new syllabus of 

1904 and its revised version of 1905 was actively, enthusiastically and consistently 

supported by the officers of the Department of Public Instruction and reinforced by the 

associated reforms in teacher training and retraining. This syllabus became established 

throughout the state, and nature study was introduced to every classroom. If the success of 

nature study is regarded as one measure of the success of educational reform in New South 

Wales in this period, then that reform must receive a positive endorsement.  

 

Surviving sources provide many opportunities for glimpsing nature study in practice in 

classrooms, playgrounds, gardens, and on excursions into the surrounding bush, parks, and 

natural areas beyond the school. Of course nature study could be very well taught by 

enthusiastic and capable teachers while others handled it poorly. Overall, however, it 

emerges as a subject that was much talked about, highly regarded, and of interest and 

enjoyment to both teachers and children. The writing by children demonstrates that 

teachers could convey and children absorb a nature study that was concerned at once with 

scientific observation and reasoning, aesthetic appreciation, and the encouragement of an 

emotional and caring relationship with the natural environment. 
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Chapter 6 Conservation, Preservation and Nature Study 

 

 

Nature study was introduced into Australian schools in the early years of the twentieth 

century and, from the beginning, included a conservation ethic. Conservation and 

preservation of Australian natural resources, indigenous fauna and flora, and Australian 

landscape were topics which attracted increasing attention in the late nineteenth and early 

twentieth centuries. Scientific societies, naturalist societies, legislators, individuals and 

newspaper columns considered problems relating to the natural environment and their 

solution. As these issues grew in currency and pertinence in society, so too they became 

more obvious within discussion about nature study in schools. The impetus “towards 

conservation” has been noted by historical geographers and environmental historians.
1
 

However, few have considered nature study in schools as part of the phenomenon. 

 

This chapter will argue that nature study became particularly relevant for conservation and 

preservation as a means of public education. Educationists, scientists, naturalists and 

reformers believed in nature study’s present and future potential as an effective conduit of 

such education. The formation of the Gould League of Bird Lovers in the schools of New 

South Wales and other states was another important part of the conservation movement, 

and was seen as a powerful partner with nature study to affect the future. When nature 

study is understood in this way, it brings a new aspect to the conservation and preservation 

movements and supports those historians and others who have argued that these 

movements exhibited breadth and depth within Australian society and culture.
2
  

 

American Samuel P. Hays is often cited for his definition of “conservation” as a scientific 

movement beginning in the 1890s which advocated rational planning to promote the 

efficient development and use of natural resources.
3
 Hays separated and opposed the 

“preservation” movement and the “conservation” movement, defining the former as being 

concerned with the preservation of natural scenery, historic sites, and wildlife. Such 

preservation was motivated by aesthetic or sentimental reasons and aimed to preserve 
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nature from commercial development rather than to develop it efficiently for commercial 

use. A superficial unity of the two movements, evident under the Presidency of Theodore 

Roosevelt, was shattered when conservationists and protectionists came into bitter conflict 

over the Hetch-Hetchy Valley.
4
 Recent historians argue against Hay’s clear cut distinction 

and urge instead a broader definition of conservation which recognises its complexity and 

intellectual diversity.
5
 

 

The societies in New South Wales that advocated conservation and preservation cannot be 

divided into utilitarian and non utilitarian camps. Scientific and naturalist societies were 

interested in both of these aspects of the human relationship with nature. Even the Wild 

Life Preservation Society of Australia and the Gould League of Bird Lovers, specifically 

directed to protection, were interested in both utilitarian and non utilitarian aspects of 

preservation and reveal no intrinsic conflict between the two at this period. Nor can 

individuals be categorised and opposed as “conservationists” or “preservationists”. Charles 

Musson and Alexander Hamilton, for example, would have described themselves as both. 

Conservation in its broader sense was clearly an eclectic movement with many aims. The 

complexity of conservationist thought is demonstrated in this chapter by an examination of 

some of the concerns of Australian societies and the papers and addresses given by 

particular individuals. This chapter will focus on societies and individuals operating in 

New South Wales although those of other states also had influence and some will be 

mentioned. It will demonstrate, where appropriate, the connections of such societies and 

individuals to the support of nature study in schools. In particular it will seek to uncover 

support for nature study as being of importance for the education of the public in nature 

and the need for its wise use and its protection. Nature study’s endorsement of scientific 

observation combined with aesthetic appreciation and emotional sympathy made it 

particularly suitable as a vehicle for a range of aims, from wise use development through to 

ethical, aesthetic and spiritual concerns. 

 

Destruction of Forests, Disappearing Fauna, and the Concern of Scientific Societies, 

1870s to early 1900s 

The Royal Society of New South Wales enjoyed a prestigious standing in society in the 

later nineteenth century as a forum for the leading men of science to discuss their research. 
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From the 1870s the question of the effects of forest clearance was discussed and debated, 

with some scientists bitterly critical of forest “destruction” and others arguing advantages 

to climate, pasturage, and general development.
6
  

 

The Reverend W.B. Clarke addressed “The Effects of Forest Vegetation on Climate” in 

1876 in a paper that would reverberate down the years. It particularly led to considerable 

debate about whether cutting down trees led to decreased rainfall.
7
 Clarke believed that it 

did, but his paper in fact addressed much more than this single contestable question. He 

also worried about the loss of water that was stored in tree roots, the loss of protection trees 

gave to waterways and the floods that were sometimes occasioned by the destruction of 

forests.
8
 In no uncertain terms, Clarke condemned those who had “destroyed” and 

“desecrated” beautiful forest tracts, “the ruthless and wilful wielders of the axes who leave 

upon the ground to decay in ignominy some of the finest and most noble of our trees”.
9
 He 

cited and quoted the respected Victorian, Ferdinand von Mueller, who had addressed forest 

destruction in Victoria in a lecture given in 1871: “ ‘I regard the forest as an heritage given 

to us by Nature, not for spoil or to devastate, but to be wisely used, reverently honoured, 

and carefully maintained.’ ”
10

  

 

Clarke was thus concerned with more than wastage of useable timber and effects of 

deforestation upon the future utilisation of the country by settlers. He was concerned also 

with the beauty of nature and a need for the reverence of nature. Clarke wanted 

government protection of forests, provision against destruction, prevention of clearing and 

ringbarking except under regulations, and provision for replanting of naked tracts of land.
11

  

 

Government Botanist Charles Moore argued in his Presidential Address to the Society in 

1880, that evidence pointed to the fact that rainfall did not decrease due to deforestation.
12

 

However, Moore also regretted the loss and destruction of “magnificent” and “beautiful” 
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vegetation, “rich in numbers of species”.
13

 No such regret tinged the papers of the 

pastoralist W.E. Abbott in 1880 and 1888.
14

 Abbott argued from his own observations on 

his extensive properties in the Hunter region, presented as objective and scientific 

evidence, that clearance of forests by ringbarking did not decrease the rainfall. In fact 

ringbarking increased the supply of water, with dry water courses becoming permanent 

flowing streams and permanent springs breaking out of dry ground.
15

 Ringbarking was 

thus advocated by Abbott as being beneficial. Not only did it increase pasturage, but it 

created water. When queried, Abbott was confident that permits for ringbarking stipulated 

for some timber being left for shade and ornament and that the Local Boards had the matter 

of indiscriminate ringbarking well in hand.
16

  

 

Abbott’s arguments carried influence when New South Wales Parliament debated 

ringbarking in 1881.
17

 Brett Stubbs, in 1998, argued that a spectrum of attitudes to land 

clearance and ringbarking emerged from these debates, including “a vibrant conservation 

ethic”, although this remained unequally opposed to the dominant ethic of exploitative 

development.
18

 He saw a growing opinion that deplored the waste of timber and emerging 

concern over the possible effects of forest destruction on climate and of the human impact 

on the natural environment more generally.
19

 

 

Government Botanist J.H. Maiden attempted to resolve some of the contentious issues in 

his paper delivered to the Royal Society in 1902. “Forests Considered in their Relation to 

Rainfall and the Conservation of Moisture” carefully separated two distinct issues as he 

argued that forests did not increase rainfall but did preserve the rain that fell on them.
20

 

Therefore every effort needed to be made “to save them from unnecessary destruction”.
21

 

Unlike Abbott, Maiden understood that an increasing flow of water in creeks from runoff 

could be the beginning of floods and washaways.
22

 Trees held water and deposited 

moisture into the atmosphere, they prevented the evaporation of water if standing around 
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dams and ponds, they provided shelter for stock and crops, and their leaves provided 

manure and mulch to the forest floor.
23

 Methods of “forest destruction” in use in New 

South Wales, either clearing by felling, removal and burning, or by ringbarking, were 

being carried out “ignorantly and recklessly”.
24

 Maiden, in this paper, was concerned with 

wise-use conservation. Clearing for agriculture, grazing and settlement was necessary, but 

it needed to be done with regulation and with additional restrictions being imposed on 

ringbarking. The conservation of water and the conservation of forests were connected 

topics for Maiden, and he concluded by stressing the importance of these public issues.
25

  

 

From 1882 the Royal Society endeavoured to encourage scientific research relating to 

Australia by offering a medal and money prize for an essay containing the results of 

original research. Each year several subjects were proposed as topics for the essays, and 

the competition was open to all, not just members of the Society, and to residents of any 

country.
26

 In the early 1890s one of the subjects was “On the Effect which Settlement in 

Australia has produced upon Indigenous Vegetation”. School teacher and naturalist 

Alexander Hamilton addressed the topic in a comprehensive and clearly argued essay 

which was awarded the medal and read before the Society in September 1892.
27

 This 

remarkable essay revealed an unfaltering understanding of the interrelations of the natural 

world and a deep concern for the disturbances caused by settlement. 

 

At the time of first settlement by colonists, Hamilton began, Australia had been isolated 

from other continents, and its animal and vegetable life in a state of balance. Settlement by 

Europeans had disturbed that balance in three ways: direct destruction of forests and 

herbage by land clearance; the introduction of a new fauna which altered the flora and 

destroyed the native fauna which again influenced the flora; and the introduction of a new 

flora which modified the indigenous flora.
28

 Hamilton elaborated each of these three 

influences. As he discussed the first topic, the destruction of forests and herbage, Hamilton 

outlined just how extensive this damage had been, with details of some of the species that 
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had particularly suffered. Profound indirect injury to flora resulted from the removal of 

shade, the alteration of land surface, and the alteration of climate. In regard to this last 

aspect, Hamilton raised the debate about whether clearing influenced rainfall, and carefully 

considered many arguments. He concluded, like Maiden, that clearing did not diminish 

rainfall, but that it did affect the flow of surface water, the dryness of the air, the drainage 

of water out of the soil. These meant a decided modification of flora and affected the fauna 

which reacted on the flora. Clearance also checked bush fires and this additionally affected 

the flora.
29

 

 

Hamilton then turned to his second influence: the introduction of a new fauna. He 

considered domesticated grazing animals including cattle, sheep, goats and horses, as well 

as the animals which had become pests such as rabbits and foxes. Direct destruction of the 

flora occurred as it was devoured or provided to animals as fodder. The introduced animals 

altered the drainage of the soil and the composition of the soil as well as spreading new 

plants. The introduction of new species took place beside the destruction of native fauna, a 

destruction which had resulted in many animals and birds becoming very scarce: “We may 

expect from the experience of other countries, that in time, a portion of our fauna will 

become extinct.”
30

 The destruction of native fauna had a profound effect on plants. 

Sometimes the destruction of one species of fauna favoured another species and this could 

also affect plants. He cited the destruction of birds of prey and dingoes causing an increase 

in opossums and bandicoots which were capable of doing much damage to plants.
31

 Finally 

Hamilton considered the effects of new flora, introduced both purposely and accidently. He 

dealt with the spread of various floras, including species that had become pests, and the 

effect of introduced flora on indigenous flora through competition.
32

 

 

Hamilton’s paper appears to be a rare address at this period to the effect of settlement upon 

the natural environment.
33

 His extensive understanding of the interconnections of nature 

meant that the essay discussed the effect of settlement on fauna as well as flora: “the 

destruction or modification of a flora reacts on the animal kingdom, and that acts again on 
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the flora. The complex network of relations between organisms is such that any 

disturbance of any part alters the balance in all parts.”
34

  

 

Don Garden, writing in 2005, felt that the environmental historian must wear a black 

armband of mourning in that the history of the settlement of Australia involved such a 

dreadful cost to the environment.
35

 Despite the scientific nature of Hamilton’s essay, and 

his careful support of his arguments, Hamilton’s writing witnessed considerable concern at 

the high cost of settlement to the natural environment. For Hamilton, the overall effect of 

settlement was “destruction”, a word which he used throughout the essay. Forests had been 

“swept away”; plants “absolutely destroyed”.
36

 In clearing for townships, roads and 

railways “the devastation is equally complete”.
37

 Timber-getters had been “ruthless” and 

bark-strippers guilty of “indiscriminate ravages”.
38

 The ironbarks had “havoc wrought 

amongst them” and in some districts were almost “exterminated”.
39

 Perhaps it is no 

coincidence that the author of this strongly worded paper would become such an influential 

advocate of nature study in New South Wales. 

  

In October 1892, Samuel Dixon read a paper with a similar title to Hamilton’s to the Royal 

Society of South Australia.
40

 Dixon, like Hamilton, considered both the direct results of 

cultivation on native vegetation, and the indirect effects of foreign flora and introduced 

grazing animals. “It is safe to conclude that on the whole cultivation means absolute 

destruction to the Australian flora”, Dixon regretted.
41

 Dixon concluded his paper with a 

strong endorsement for the preservation of the indigenous flora on utilitarian grounds. 

Preservation was a matter of “great national importance” in that it affected food-supplies 

and the sources of exported wealth. He particularly suggested attention be given to 

overstocking with moderate grazing allowing the survival of native vegetation as fodder.
42
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In addition, Dixon wanted all colonies to set aside “very extensive forest-reserves … 

beyond the possibility of resumption” with at least one forester in permanent residence.
43

 

 

Dixon was a member of a Committee on Protection of Native Fauna, first appointed by the 

newly formed Australasian Association for the Advancement of Science in 1888.
44

 In 1893 

the Committee made recommendations that specific areas in each colony be set aside as 

close reserves, that the existing game laws be strictly enforced, that provision be made for 

the proclamation of districts where particular species could be absolutely protected for 

indefinite periods, that new legislation be passed to protect animals of economic value or 

particular biological interest, and that local committees prepare systematic lists of 

vernacular names of Australian birds.
45

 The existence of this Committee and its 

recommendations indicate an interest in preservation of fauna in the 1890s on the part of 

the scientific community. After 1893, however, the Committee was not reappointed, and 

the lack of continuing work on the part of the AAAS in this field was referred to by the 

Australasian Ornithologists Union upon its formation in 1901. 

 

Formed in Victoria, but conceived as a national body, the Australasian Ornithologists 

Union fashioned itself as an organisation catering at once for ornithologists, oologists and 

“ordinary bird-lovers”. It encouraged the research and sharing of knowledge and “the 

important matter of bird protection”.
46

 In the first issue of Emu, the editor claimed that 

while the AAAS had promised to be active in the matter of protection, little had been done 

in regard to the recommendations of 1893 and that the Ornithologists Union should start 

where the AAAS Committee left off.
47

 The Union endorsed the recommendations and 

vowed to work towards their realisation and the arousal of the public. 

 

In this first issue, Tasmanian Frank Littler elaborated the causes of bird destruction and the 

reasons for which it had to be arrested.
48

 Boys with catapults and pea-rifles were a small 

problem, but nothing in comparison with the urge to kill on the part of older hunters. 
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Farmers needed to distinguish between friends and foes and to understand the role birds 

played in destroying insects. Killing for plumage was mentioned as a problem in some 

states, whilst forest destruction had deprived birds of their food. Littler gave both 

utilitarian and non utilitarian reasons for the need for bird protection. Birds were necessary 

to keep insects in check, but they also brightened the bush with song and colour. “Are the 

fruits of the earth to be man’s wholly and solely?” asked Littler, thus raising a significant 

moral aspect of conservation and preservation which was certainly pertinent in debates of 

the early twentieth century.
49

 

 

C.S. Ryan delivered his Presidential Address to the Australasian Ornithologists Union on 

“The Protection of Native Birds” in 1906.
50

 He felt that little had been achieved in this 

direction, despite the intentions at the formation of the Union. The time had arrived for 

practical action, for legislation in each state “before it be too late”.
51

 After giving details of 

protection in America, including the work of the Audubon Societies in educating the 

public, Ryan made suggestions for what needed to happen in Australia. The acts in 

existence should be strictly observed; schedules of protected species needed to be updated 

and made uniform between states; reserves for birds were needed with rangers to supervise 

them; and education, particularly of children, was necessary.
52

 Ryan referred to the 

importance of nature study in the schools of Victoria and surmised that Frank Tate would 

be very supportive of ornithology in the curriculum. He suggested a Bird Day could be 

combined with Arbor Day promoting the interdependence of birds and trees.
53

 

 

By 1907 other societies in New South Wales and other states were showing an increasing 

interest in matters of conservation of resources and preservation of native fauna and flora. 

The Ornithologists Union and its regular journal Emu must have been responsible for part 

of the growing interest in birds and bird watching. At the same time, nature study had 

become well established in Victorian and New South Wales schools, enjoying the support 

of naturalist societies.  

 

In March 1906, Thomas Steel, President of the Linnean Society of New South Wales, 

addressed the Annual General Meeting:  
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A matter which calls for the active attention of all lovers of Nature in Australia is 

the preservation of the native fauna. The indiscriminate and wanton destruction of 

birds and mammals which is now going on over the length and breadth of the land 

is appalling.
54

 

  

It was time to call a halt to the “meaningless slaughter” on the part of the hunter, to address 

the impact of introduced pests on birds and other species, and to give more care to the use 

of poison for rabbits.
55

  

 

In early 1908, A.H.S. Lucas gave his Presidential Address to the Linnean Society. 

Addressing “The Relations of Science and Government”, Lucas delivered an important 

paper relating to the conservation of water, soils, and forests, with reference to 

developments in other countries, and stressing the importance of scientific research.
56

 He 

included the protection of birds as important due to the useful work they performed in 

controlling insects. He praised the persistent endeavours of the Ornithologists Union to 

educate governments and people of the Commonwealth in the matter of bird protection and 

endorsed the call for a Bird Day, in association with Arbor Day, to be trialled in Australia: 

“For the sake of the land we love we need to train the children to love the tree and the 

bird.”
57

 Here we see Lucas linking the conservation of resources with the preservation of 

nature and advocating the protection of birds through both legislation and education. Such 

education needed to begin with children in schools and promote the creation of 

“sentiment” rather than knowledge about usefulness. 

 

The New South Wales Naturalists Club, formed in 1901, was flourishing in 1906 when it 

began to issue a regular journal, the Australian Naturalist.
58

 This Club, unlike the Royal 
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Society and the Linnean Society, was open to all who were interested in nature, and 

encouraged women and young people to join. Monthly meetings encouraged field work 

and the sharing of observations, and weekend excursions were arranged. Government 

Entomologist W.W. Froggatt, in his Presidential Address of 1905, stressed the importance 

of the unique fauna and flora of Australia and contrasted that importance with the lack of 

knowledge about natural history on the part of Sydney residents. He hoped that nature 

study in the schools would lead to a better state of knowledge about nature and urged that 

the Society could bring both metropolitan and country school teachers into its ranks. The 

Society could assist teachers with information and identification of specimens. The Society 

would also gain, as teachers supplied interesting and original information about the range 

of flora and fauna in their districts. This was especially important, Froggatt continued, as 

many species were disappearing with “the advance of civilization”.
59

 Subsequent issues of 

the Australian Naturalist indicate that several country branches of the Naturalists Club 

were formed consisting of many school teachers.
60

  

 

In Victoria also, naturalist clubs provided significant support to nature study in schools. 

The Geelong Field Naturalists Club, for example, organised an ambitious Nature Study 

Exhibition in April 1905 which ran for nine days and attracted crowds of visitors.
61

 At the 

official opening, Premier Thomas Bent lost little time in identifying nature study in schools 

with concern over the disappearance of bird species. He hoped that “one result of Nature-

Study will be to teach the children to save and not slaughter every bird about the place”.
62

  

 

As the natural history societies encouraged nature study in schools and a more general 

interest in nature on the part of the public, newspapers introduced new nature columns. The 

Sydney Mail, for example, commenced a column in 1906 called “Nature Studies” which 

included small contributions from readers on a range of natural history topics.
63

 Inevitably 

issues of concern began to form part of the contributions. In January 1907 an article on the 

platypus regretted the decline in numbers and called for its preservation.
64

 From 1908, bird 
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protection became a frequent topic.
65

 This interest in bird protection continued when the 

Sydney Mail introduced a larger feature called “Outdoor Australia” in 1910 which 

eventually incorporated “Nature Studies”.
66

 Amy Mack, an enthusiastic member of the 

Naturalists Club, was the editor of “A Page for Women”, in the Sydney Morning Herald, 

which began in 1905.
67

 This page often included articles about nature, substantial pieces of 

literary nonfiction written by Mack herself, which she later collected and published as 

books.
68

 The page also witnessed a growing concern about nature, the lack of knowledge 

about nature on the part of adults and children, and, from 1908 onwards, the plight of birds 

and other animals and the need for action.
69

  

 

As historian Thomas Dunlap observed, an interest in nature fuelled an interest in protecting 

it.
70

 Dunlap applied his comment to the trend in all four countries of his study, the United 

States, Canada, Australia and New Zealand. He noted the interest in emblematic plants and 

animals as national symbols, landscape painting becoming an important element of a 

national vision, nature literature focusing closely on surrounding environments, outdoor 

recreation becoming part of leisure, and nature education becoming popular in and outside 

of schools. These developments were accompanied by governmental steps to protect nature 

by setting aside natural areas and providing some protection for plants and animals.
71

  

 

Protecting Indigenous Wild Life, 1908-1910 

 

It is not enough that Australians should appreciate what is beautiful and 

distinctive in their own country. They should have a wish to preserve intact that 

which nature has given.
72

  

 

The author of “Our Own Country”, printed in the Sydney Morning Herald in June 1909, 

referred to several facets of conservation and preservation of interest to the public at that 

time. Firstly the writer applauded the reserving of Kosciusko and the opening up of the 
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area for the public to visit, thus providing a place of scenic beauty where the Australian 

citizen could find “an absolute change of environment”. This author praised agitation for 

the preservation of naturally wooded foreshores of Sydney Harbour and requests for 

public resumption of other parcels of land. Then, with reference to current considerations 

in Parliament relating to forestry, the writer hoped that the Forestry Department would be 

able to stimulate appreciation of the value of trees, not just for timber, but as regulators of 

moisture, saviours of land surface, and as “things of beauty”. The author referred to the 

newly formed Wild Life Preservation Society of Australia as a “hopeful indication that, at 

last, some systematic effort is to be made to keep that which is left to us”. Finally, the 

writer turned to nature study and the essential role of education: “the best place to begin a 

campaign of prevention is the school. There ‘nature study,’ intelligently pursued, should 

teach the young to respect and cherish both the flora and the fauna of their native land.”
73

 

This article brought together issues of conservation and preservation, utilitarian and non 

utilitarian interests, and specifically linked them to the importance of nature study in 

schools. 

 

The years 1908 to 1910 were significant years for conservation and preservation in New 

South Wales. While the conservation of forests and of water resources was given attention 

by the New South Wales government, public interest and action centred around 

preservation of fauna and flora generally, and the destruction of bird life due to the 

plumage trade specifically. Hutton and Connors identified the year 1908 as “a busy one for 

Australian wildlife supporters” in their history of environmentalism in Australia.
74

 They 

compiled evidence to demonstrate the broad support from scientists, scientific and popular 

societies, the press, and the public for the protection of wild life at this particular time.
75

 

Libby Robin’s history of the Australasian Ornithologists Union also recognised this period 

as one when significant activity for bird protection took place, spurred by several 

Presidential Addresses to the Union and perhaps particularly by the excursion of council 

member A.H.E. Mattingley to the heronries in New South Wales which featured in Emu in 

October 1907.
76
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Late in 1906, Mattingley and another ornithologist visited the swamp lands of the Murray 

River basin to observe and photograph the white egrets and other herons breeding and 

nesting. A couple of weeks later Mattingley returned, hoping to photograph the young 

nestlings. He found “a sight that made my blood fairly boil with indignation”.
77

 Some fifty 

carcasses of adult egrets lay around, having been shot off their nests and the desired 

plumes removed. At least seventy carcasses of nestlings which had subsequently starved to 

death added to the carnage while Mattingley observed dozens more young staggering in 

the nests and falling to their deaths in the water below. He was horrified: 

 

What a holocaust! Plundered for their Plumes! … What a sickening sight! How 

my heart ached for them. How could anyone but a cold-blooded callous monster 

destroy in this wholesale manner such beautiful birds, the embodiment of all that 

is pure, graceful, and good.
78

 

 

Mattingley’s articles and the photographs which he took were destined to have wide 

reaching effects. Within a month the Emu articles were referred to in the British journal 

Zoology in an article on extinction.
79

  Robin traced Mattingley’s photographs to London, 

where the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds published them as a booklet, “The 

Story of the Egret”. Closer to home they featured in the Victorian School Papers.
80

 In New 

South Wales they were shown as lantern slides at lectures given by members of the newly 

formed Wild Life Preservation Society in 1909 and 1910. Reports of these well attended 

lectures indicate the impact of Mattingley’s photography: “Pictures of the murdered and 

mutilated parent on the ground and the starving brood in the nest made a most forcible 

appeal to all to forswear the osprey ornament for the future”; and “The painful part came 

with the pictures of the graceful white heron before and after the trader’s raid for egrets.”
81

 

The Wild Life Preservation Society reproduced the photographs in a leaflet, “The Tragedy 

of the Osprey Plume”, in late 1910. Five thousand copies of this leaflet were distributed, as 

the campaign to end the plumage trade, and to persuade women against wearing hats with 
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bird feathers, intensified. The leaflets were sent to actresses hoping to persuade them, as 

leaders of fashion, to refrain from wearing plumage.
82

  

 

Amy Mack, who with husband Launcelot Harrison, was an active founding member of the 

Wild Life Preservation Society, wrote “The White Herons”, which was published in 

Birdland Stories, a collection of short stories for children, in 1910.
83

 This story, obviously 

inspired by Mattingley’s article and photographs, tells of mother heron, shot by a hunter 

for her plumes. Her four babies, terrified and helpless, died slowly, one by one. Sometimes 

messages for children expounded in fiction are more moving than factual pamphlets or 

newspaper articles, and certainly this story could have been quite devastating for the young 

reader. Mack’s niece, Nancy Phelan, years later recalled crying over the story of the white 

herons.
84

 Mack’s fiction for children was not only very popular in this period, but was 

republished throughout the twentieth century. 

 

In 1908 the Ornithologists Union continued its focus on bird protection. Members were 

part of a deputation to Prime Minister Deakin on 4 August seeking prohibition of the 

export of bird plumes and skins. Deakin was sympathetic to the arguments put forward, but 

said that it was not in the Commonwealth’s power to legislate on the matter. It might be 

possible to prohibit importation and that was being looked at.
85

 In November the Union 

devoted its annual conference to Bird Protection and invited government delegates from 

each state.
86

 Again the conference saw the necessity for Commonwealth intervention to 

supplement existing state laws. One recommendation was that each state would introduce a 

bird day in schools.
87

  

 

In New South Wales the Linnean Society discussed protection of native flora and fauna in 

July 1908, partly in the light of the deputation they knew would be meeting with Deakin in 

Melbourne.
88

 They decided to devote the August meeting to this topic, and invited 

speakers from several institutions and societies. The Sydney Morning Herald reported each 
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speaker in an article calculated to catch attention: “Disappearing Fauna: Legislation 

Ineffective: ‘Murderous Millinery’ ”.
89

 Speakers covered a range of relevant topics, 

beginning with secretary J.J. Fletcher’s overview of attempts in other countries to preserve 

fauna and flora. Other speakers pointed to the shortcomings of present legislation, and 

what future legislation needed to address.
90

 This meeting illustrated that the matter was 

receiving full and critical attention from a range of scientists and naturalists and that 

representatives of various bodies were willing to work together on the issue.  

 

Not long after the Linnean Society meeting, Amy Mack’s “A Page for Women” dealt with 

“Bird destruction”.
91

 The column urged women to attend a meeting of the National Council 

of Women to be held at the Town Hall on 29 October 1908 to consider action in regard to 

destruction caused by the plumage trade. Mr F.M. Rothery of the Animals Protection 

Society, who had been one of the speakers at the Linnean Society Meeting in August, 

would be the speaker. Mack reminded her readers that they had been told many times of 

the fate of the white herons. In addition to the cruelty involved, women needed to consider 

that birds controlled insects and other pests and that the matter was therefore one of 

national importance affecting wheat, fruit and sheep production.
92

 As a result of this 

meeting an Anti-Plumage League was formed under the auspices of the National Council 

of Women and the Animals Protection Society of New South Wales.
93

  

 

Launcelot Harrison was also giving serious thought to the formation of a society to protect 

birds. In the Australian Naturalist of January 1909, he told members that with one or two 

exceptions all birds needed protection on both economic and aesthetic grounds.
94

 The 

present legislation was not being enforced, and education of both adults and children was 

needed to enforce legislation and to teach the value of bird life. Thus he proposed a 

popular society, perhaps to be called a Gould Society, for bird protection, and suggested 

that a meeting would be called for February.
95

 In fact, the Society that was formed slightly 

later in the year was broader than a society for bird protection, and the name of Gould 

remained unused until later that same year in Victoria. 
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Wild Life Preservation Society of Australia 

On 11 May 1909 a preliminary meeting in Sydney discussed the formation of a society 

with the specific objective of protecting fauna. It was followed by a public meeting at the 

Royal Society’s hall on 19 May. This meeting appointed a committee to draw up a 

constitution, and by June 1909 the Wild Life Preservation Society of Australia was 

formed.
96

 This Society is still in existence and proud of its continuous history in working 

for the protection of fauna, flora and habitat.
97

 J.G. Mosley, in 1972, indicated that the 

Wild Life Preservation Society was one of the first bodies to take an interest in specific 

conservation measures and argued that its activities, including representations to 

government and public education, set a pattern for all succeeding bodies.
98

 Allen Strom, 

conservationist and later member of the Society, credited David Stead with the early 

recognition that the only way to ensure the management of wild life conservation was to 

ensure legislation provided for adequate administration.
99

 From the beginning, the Society 

and its formation was identified with David Stead, naturalist and ichthyologist. Stead 

remained a driving force behind the Society until his death in 1957.
100

 A recent 

commissioned history of the Society described Stead as “tireless in his fight for nature 

conservation”.
101

 

 

The brief statement of the Wild Life Preservation Society’s objective was “to encourage 

the protection of and to cultivate interest in Australian flora and fauna”.
102

 A more detailed 

statement at the time of formation declared: 

 

The Wild Life Preservation Society has been formed for the purpose of preserving 

intact the typical fauna of Australia. Many birds and animals of great scientific 

interest and national value are in danger of extinction … 
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The Society will use its influence for a better administration of the present laws, 

and will make suggestions from time to time for such additions to these laws as 

may be necessary. 

The means by which this Society hopes to accomplish its aims are mainly 

educational … The Society will pay particular attention to the younger generation, 

for children especially are in need of the teaching of love for the wild things 

around them, and of their duty to protect what they love.
103

  

 

Articles in the press and successive Annual Reports of the Society show an immediate 

activism. Prominent members addressed public lectures and requests were made to the 

Chief Secretary regarding specific amendments to the lists of protected birds and animals 

covered by existing legislation.
104

 Some of these representations to the Chief Secretary 

were successful, with additional protection being given to the opossum, and the brush 

turkey, for example.
105

 Specific targets of action were also successful, such as letters 

written to a firm blatantly advertising platypus skins, at that time illegal.
106

 The issue and 

distribution of “The Tragedy of the Osprey Plume” has already been mentioned. The 

Council began a programme of considering and requesting the reserve of tracts of land as 

sanctuaries for indigenous animals and birds with early attention being given to the 

Dorrigo region.
107

 In 1912/13, at the urging of the Society, Burrinjuck Dam was set aside 

as a reserve and a long running campaign over the Macquarie Marshes began.
108

  

 

In 1911 the Society appointed a committee to draft a Birds and Animals Protection Bill to 

replace the Birds Protection Act of 1901 and the Native Animals Protection Act of 1903.
109

 

The Bill would protect all indigenous fauna except for a few listed species known to be 

noxious. Provision for adequate enforcement was an essential part of the Bill. This 

proposed Bill reversed the format of the previous Bills where certain named species 

enjoyed protection, and other species could be shot or destroyed. Subsequent Annual 

Reports of the Society continued to hope optimistically for the introduction of this Bill to 
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Parliament. However it was not passed until 1918, and then in a form with which David 

Stead remained totally dissatisfied.
110

 

 

From the beginning, the Wild Life Preservation Society was concerned with actively 

educating the public, and particularly wanted to reach children through the education they 

received at school. At one of the early lectures, Launcelot Harrison addressed a large 

audience of teachers, parents and senior pupils at an event arranged by the Parramatta 

District Teachers Association.
111

 Speakers also addressed student teachers at the Teachers 

College.
112

 The same members who were prominent on the Society’s Council were those 

who supported nature study in schools. Alexander Hamilton, now Lecturer in Nature Study 

at the Teachers College, was a member of the Council from the beginning and a Vice 

President for many years from 1913. Walter Froggatt, member of many scientific societies, 

and consistent supporter of nature study, was also a Vice President for many years. James 

Dawson, Chief Inspector of Schools, was on the early Council. Other teachers were 

attracted to the Society, with Miss E. Mallarkey and Miss Deer, from the Teachers College 

staff, being members of Council, as was Walter Finigan, prominent at the same time in the 

Gould League of Bird Lovers.
113

 David Stead was involved in the Gould League of Bird 

Lovers and saw the two bodies as forming an important partnership.
114

 In 1921 he praised 

the Gould League as doing a wonderful service throughout the state and its annual Bird 

Day as “a giant factor in the preservation of our birds”.
115

 The membership of the Wild 

Life Preservation Society illustrates networks of scientists, naturalists, educators and 

others, as they combined membership of several societies, met each other in different 

forums, and influenced members of the individual societies. 

 

In the matter of plumage, Stead and the other leaders of the Wild Life Preservation Society 

continued to voice their disgust. Gradually they became disillusioned; they could not 

dissuade women from the wearing of bird feathers and nothing but very drastic legislation 

would stop the “infamous” plumage trade.
116

 In 1914 the Society welcomed legislation 

passed in the United States which prohibited the importation, sale, or wearing of the 
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plumage of wild birds.
117

 Praise for similar expected legislation on the part of Britain, 

however, proved premature, as the campaign for abolition stalled once again against “the 

twin pillars of vested interest and fashion”.
118

 With London being the centre of the trade, 

the export of feathers from Australian birds, legal or illegal, was set to continue.
119

 An Act 

was finally passed in Britain in 1921, by which time fashion had also begun to change.
120

 

Within Australia the wearing of plumage from the white herons continued to distress 

David Stead, and only the changes in fashion allowed this issue to be put aside for 

concentration on many other continuing threats to fauna and amendments to the flawed 

Birds and Animals Protection Act of 1918.
121

 

 

The Gould League of Bird Lovers 

In the wake of the activity for bird protection in Victoria in 1908, the Victorian Department 

of Education organised a Bird Day to be held in schools throughout the state on 29 October 

1909. As reported in Emu, the Australasian Ornithologists Union played a significant role 

in its planning. Members contributed to a special issue of the School Paper and on the day 

itself visited schools to give talks. Bird Day was hailed as a success which met with 

enthusiasm on the part of parents, children and teachers.
122

 This enthusiasm must have 

been related to two factors: increasing public interest in bird life; and the popularity and 

effect of nature study being taught in schools. Ornithologist and nature study lecturer at the 

Training College, H.W. Wilson, found that “it is impossible to estimate the value of the 

movement and the amount of good that will result from it”.
123

  

 

On Bird Day the children were informed of a proposed new society which they could join 

called the Gould League of Bird Lovers of Victoria. Again the proposal rode on 

enthusiasm, and the League was established.
124

 The League for children enjoyed support 

from the Union but operated through the Department of Education. A high profile was 

inevitable with Alfred Deakin as the inaugural President and the group of Vice Presidents 
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including eminent scientists, naturalists, and educators. Libby Robin has discussed the 

influence of Bird Days and the Gould League of Bird Lovers in Victoria, relating them 

particularly to changing attitudes towards nature and the significant connections being 

made between nature and the nation. The days of nature, including Bird Day, were 

“powerful naturalizing agents”.
125

 Successful Bird Days continued to be held in Victorian 

schools for decades, and the Gould League celebrated its Centenary in 2009. 

 

In New South Wales, teacher and naturalist Walter Finigan was impressed by the success 

of the Gould League in Victoria. Finigan and Headmaster Edward Webster, at Wellington 

Public School, discussed the formation of a similar League in New South Wales. Chief 

Inspector James Dawson, whose strong support for nature study was very well known by 

1910, visited the district and encouraged Webster and Finigan in their plans. They called a 

meeting for Saturday 22 October 1910 where twenty three teachers formed an association 

to be known as the New South Wales Gould League of Bird Lovers.
126

 This initial meeting 

aroused great interest before a second meeting was held at the Girls High School in Sydney 

on 21 December 1910. Here the League took form as one for school children, obviously 

looking to the Victorian League as a model. The meeting was attended by teachers, school 

inspectors, and the ever enthusiastic naturalists Alexander Hamilton and Walter Froggatt. 

Launcelot Harrison and David Stead represented the Wild Life Preservation Society, and 

other representatives came from the Anti-Plumage League and the Women’s Society for 

the Protection of Animals.
127

 This meeting decided on the objectives of the League:  

 

1. To protect all birds except those that are noxious. 

2. To prevent the unnecessary collection of wild birds’ eggs. 

3. To disseminate knowledge regarding our birds, and to help members, teachers, 

and others to identify them. 

4. To secure the general use of one common name for each bird. 
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5. To cultivate a more friendly attitude towards birds by fostering an intelligent 

interest in them and their habits. 

6. To encourage the formation of bird sanctuaries.
128

 

 

The pledge taken by the children was: “I hereby promise to protect all birds except those 

that are noxious and to refrain from the unnecessary collection of wild birds’ eggs.” 
129

 

 

As monthly meetings continued in 1911, the League finalised its rules, set up a scheme for 

the formation of local leagues, designed a certificate, and set up sub-committees to arrange 

a Bird Day, a concert to be held on Bird Day, and a substantial Bird-Life Supplement to the 

Public Instruction Gazette.
130

 Patrons of the Society included the Governor and Lieutenant 

Governor of New South Wales, the Premier, the Minister for Education, the Director of 

Education and important scientists. James Dawson was President while a group of Vice 

Presidents included educators and naturalists devoted to nature study and preservation. In 

the first year the Vice Presidents included Alexander Hamilton, Amy Mack, Launcelot 

Harrison, and C.T. Musson. In 1912 David Stead became a Vice President. The Honorary 

Treasurer was Harold Wynne Hamilton, Alexander Hamilton’s son, and Walter Finigan 

remained the Honorary Secretary.
131

  

 

The Gould League of Bird Lovers was immediately successful in establishing branches in 

New South Wales schools. By November 1912, it recorded 382 local leagues with 16,865 

children and 739 adults enrolled. A year later 540 local leagues had formed with 25,963 

members, and in December 1915 there were 740 local leagues with 38,408 members.
132

 

Growth in numbers of branches and numbers of children enrolled continued until, in 1925, 

396,480 children had joined the League in total over the previous 15 years. Then the 
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League decided to issue annual membership certificates, and in the 1930s was enrolling 

over 100,000 children annually.
133

  

 

Walter Finigan (1885-1976) was first employed as a teacher in 1902. He won a scholarship 

to the newly established Teachers College in 1906 and in 1907 was one of the first students 

to complete his second year at Hawkesbury Agricultural College, studying agriculture, 

science and nature study under the guidance of C.T. Musson.
134

 Finigan was to prove a true 

disciple of his enthusiastic teacher, taking nature study into his class rooms, starting 

newspaper columns devoted to nature study, and then inaugurating the Gould League of 

Bird Lovers and Bird Day in schools, thus realising many of the ideas which Musson had 

promoted.
135

 

 

Finigan sent contributions to the Sydney Mail’s “Nature Studies” and “Outdoor Australia” 

columns between 1910 and 1914. Most of these were written under pseudonyms, 

“Entomavis”, “Will Finn”, “Wellington” and “Wahgun”, as well as W.F. and W. Finigan. 

His contributions dealt with birds, other animals, flora, Aboriginal legends regarding 

nature and Aboriginal names for animals and birds.
136

 In June 1910 Finigan began a 

column in the Wellington Gazette called “Nature Study”. Here “Entomavis” wrote about 

nature as well as inviting contributions from others. In September, Finigan began a series 

of articles devoted to “The Birds of Wellington”.
137

 It was at this very time that Finigan 

and Webster called the teachers together to form the first branch of Bird Lovers. 

 

After a transfer to Cleveland Street School in Sydney, Finigan worked hard as the 

Honorary Secretary of the League. In 1912 Finigan applied for leave to attend the 

Australasian Ornithologists Union Annual Conference in Launceston, and associated 

excursions to Cape Barren and Flinders Islands, as the representative of the New South 
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Wales Gould League of Bird Lovers.
138

 F. Berman, Headmaster of Five Dock Public 

School, wrote on behalf of the Gould League endorsing Finigan’s application: “Mr Finigan 

is practically the originator of the League as a School agenda: he is young and an 

enthusiast in regard to its working.” Berman noted the extremely heavy load of clerical 

work which Finigan was carrying out in his role as Secretary, spending hours of each 

evening, weekends, and his vacation on the work involved. Vice President A.G. Hamilton 

endorsed Berman’s comments and Finigan was able to attend the Conference and travel to 

the Bass Strait Islands.
139

 Finigan used the material he gathered for substantial articles in 

the Sydney Mail, also published in the Bird-Life Supplement.
140

 

 

Finigan resigned as Secretary of the Gould League in December 1915, in order to accept a 

promotion to Wilcannia.
141

 His position was filled by Harold Hamilton who continued the 

hard work of Secretary until his death in 1933.
142

 The League presented Finigan with Life 

Membership, a special badge of 9 carat gold, and a beautiful hand painted scroll which 

incorporated native birds and indigenous flora. The scroll attested:  

 

To you is to be credited the first idea of forming the League in our schools; to you 

was first entrusted the responsible office of Secretary; and largely to your 

unremitting energy and zeal is owing that wonderful expansion of the League … 

the League spreads through the length and breadth of New South Wales.
143

 

 

By the time the presentation of badge and scroll was made to Finigan in early November 

1916, he had enlisted in the A.I.F. He sailed for England on 8 November, was wounded in 

France in June the following year, and arrived back in Australia in late 1917, paralysed in 
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one leg.
144

 He then began a career as one of the first teachers of the Correspondence 

School, and  Headmaster of the School from 1924 until his retirement in 1949.
145

 He took 

up bird study where he left off, sending a photograph to the Sydney Mail explaining that 

between the taking of the photograph and its printing the photographer had been to war 

and, thankfully, returned.
146

 Finigan returned to the Gould League, taking an active role on 

its Council. In 1931, in the preface to the first edition of Neville W. Cayley’s influential 

handbook, What Bird is That?, Finigan would write: “No finer thing has come out of our 

schools than this League of Bird Lovers.”
147

  

 

The Introduction to the same publication praised both the Gould League and nature study 

in schools. In regard to birds, the camera had displaced the gun and the photograph album 

the skin and egg cabinet: “Birds express all that is beautiful, joyous, and free in nature. 

They delight our eyes, charm our ears, quicken our imagination, and through association 

with the bushland inspire us with a profound love of country.”
148

 From its beginnings, the 

Gould League made no secret of the fact that it believed birds should be protected because 

they had an intrinsic value, important for aesthetic appreciation, as inspiration for 

literature, as inspiration for national identification. It was, significantly, a League for bird 

“lovers”. Much was written for children about the “usefulness” of birds, but utilitarian 

motivations for their preservation were unapologetically accompanied by non utilitarian 

appeals to empathy or sympathy, and regard for their beauty. In this way, the Gould 

League meshed very well with the philosophy of nature study which emphasised that it 

was different from science and concerned with more than knowledge. This similarity of the 

aims of the Gould League with those of nature study was nourished by its founders.  

 

The Bird-Life Supplement to the Public Instruction Gazette (1911-1915) and the Education 

Gazette (1916-1921) was published annually as a resource for teachers to use in relation to 

Bird Day.
149

 Each Supplement consisted of twenty pages of quality text, illustrated 

throughout with photographs of birds. The Supplements included factual articles about 
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birds and bird protection as well as short stories and poems. Many of the essays, poems 

and songs were contributions to the literary competitions that the League held from 1912. 

The content of the Supplements illustrates the dual commitment to knowledge and 

scientific observation on the one hand and the aim to inspire affection, sympathy and 

aesthetic appreciation on the other. 

 

The same commitment is demonstrated in the literary competitions, held for the first time 

in 1912 and thereafter a feature of the Gould League for decades. Children were invited to 

write essays on topics such as “The Autobiography of an Australian Native Bird”; and 

“The Most Notable Australian Bird of my District”.
150

 Writing an “autobiography” 

obviously involved the child nurturing empathy with the subject, but the instruction was 

also clearly given that “preference will be given to work showing original observation on 

the part of the competitor”.
151

 Adults were invited to compose songs which could be sung 

to well known tunes, poems, and short stories all suitable for publication in the Bird-Life 

Supplement.
152

 The League soon built up a collection of songs and verse which were 

compiled and published as Gould League Songs & Poems in 1934.
153

 Mollie McNutt, the 

enthusiastic teacher from Bismuth and Torrington in northern New South Wales, won 

many awards in these competitions and her song, “The Birds I Love”, would be sung in 

schools and by choirs at Bird Day celebration concerts for many years to come.
154

  

 

 In 1912 a bird call competition was also held for the first time in which schools could 

enter teams and individual children trained to imitate the calls of birds.
155

 Bird call 

competitions proved popular and highly competitive and were still being held in the 

1960s.
156

 It is interesting to listen to recordings of the bird calls made in 1934 in which the 
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human imitations are indistinguishable, at least to the untrained ear, from actual birds. In 

the 1934 recording, Walter Finigan introduced the calls along with comments on the birds 

presented.
157

 Imitating the calls of birds again called for careful observation, in this case 

aural, allowing the development of an intimate factual knowledge of the birds along with 

fostering identification with the birds.  

 

Year after year large celebration concerts were arranged for Bird Day, held first at the 

Technical College, Ultimo, and for many years at Sydney Town Hall. School children sang 

and recited, the bird call competition was enacted and speeches were made to promote bird 

study, bird protection and nature study.
158

 The Gould League of Bird Lovers of New South 

Wales remained an important part of school life in the 1960s. In 1967 it changed its name 

to the Gould League of New South Wales and amended its objectives to the broader 

protection of flora, fauna and habitat. Only in the present century did numbers decline and 

problems with continuing emerge. After celebrating its Centenary at Wellington Public 

School in 2010 the New South Wales League disbanded. The Gould League, based in 

Victoria, is still in existence.
159

   

  

Naturalists’ Support for Preservation, 1910-1920 

Members of the New South Wales Naturalists Club took part in the preservation meetings 

of 1908 and 1909 and the formation of the Wild Life Preservation Society and the Gould 

League of Bird Lovers, and these events were reported in the pages of the Australian 

Naturalist.
160

 The amalgamation of the Flora Society and the Aquarium Society with the 

Naturalists Club boosted membership of the organisation which altered its title to 

Australian Naturalists Society of New South Wales.
161

 From November 1915, the Society 

held its meetings in the Department of Education’s new building, this physical proximity 

illustrating the link between the Society and the Department, and the interest of the Society 
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in the teaching of nature study in schools. President Froggatt acknowledged that interest at 

the first meeting held in the new hall: 

  

There is no greater power for good in the land than the country school teacher … 

Who can estimate the value of the work that our friend, Mr A. G. Hamilton, has 

done in spreading Nature Study investigations among the young school 

teachers?
162

 

 

Hamilton held the position of President in the Naturalists Society in 1913-1914. His 

Presidential Address dealt with conservation and preservation issues.
163

 Hamilton spoke of 

the continuing destruction of forests, hoping that the newly formed Australian Forestry 

Leagues would be able to influence governments. A related topic was bird preservation and 

the wider interests of fauna and flora preservation. He outlined the ways in which bird 

species were being destroyed, deploring the fact that birds continued to be slaughtered for 

sport and that collectors of eggs and skins continued to affect bird life. Observation with 

field glass and camera had proceeded to some extent, but much more needed to be done to 

promote observation as opposed to collection. Hamilton asked: “What is the remedy?” The 

proposed Animal Protection Bill, if efficiently administered, might do much, but of more 

importance was the value of education: “I put the highest value on education as a means of 

prevention.”
164

 Hamilton mentioned the efforts of the Gould League of Bird Lovers and 

Wild Life Preservation Society, and urged members to support animal protection.  

 

Froggatt, in his 1916 Presidential Address, discussed “The Protection of Wild Life, 

Sanctuaries, and Nature Reserves”.
165

 He emphatically deplored “the indiscriminate 

slaughter and thus final extinction of the unique birds and animals that it has taken 

uncounted ages to evolve and which once gone can never be recalled”.
166

 Froggatt gave 

details of the Act which had been drawn up by the Wild Life Preservation Society and its 

advantages over the present unenforced Acts and then turned to the creation of sanctuaries 

as a practical solution being instigated in many countries.
167
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C.M. Le Plastrier, school teacher, enthusiastic member, and first female President of the 

Society, urged naturalists that it was “necessary to overhaul our work and our attitude 

towards the big things of life”.
168

 Noting that human thought had, throughout history, been 

directed towards nature with varying motives, Le Plastrier regretted that in recent times 

nature had been wooed to be commercially exploited. But the true naturalist was not 

devoted to nature for what nature could give in hard cash, but “for what she is”.
169

 

Naturalists needed to interest themselves in questions of forest, flora, and fauna destruction 

and to “speak with no uncertain voice”.
170

 They needed to insist on protective legislation 

for wild flowers as well as for fauna, and to educate the public and school children in the 

appreciation of Australian flora. She urged active support for the Gould League and for the 

continuance of compulsory nature study in schools.
171

  

 

In the Linnean Society, Hamilton raised issues of preservation and protection in 

Presidential Addresses given in 1916 and 1917.
172

 He stressed the importance of education 

to support legislation and the need to begin that education as early as possible in the 

school. The Gould League of Bird Lovers had already produced valuable results, and 

Hamilton praised the frequent discussion of birds in the press. Australia’s plants and 

animals offered many unsolved problems for scientists and preservation was therefore of 

the utmost importance.
173

 

 

The Royal Zoological Society of New South Wales also showed interest in preservation of 

indigenous fauna, with A.F. Bassett Hull contributing an article on “Bird Sanctuaries” in 

1914.
174

 An article in 1918 discussed the new Birds and Animals Protection Act.
175

 Walter 

Froggatt contributed regular articles on birds, often referring to matters of protection.
176

 

David Stead and Alexander Hamilton were also members of this Society. 
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Throughout this chapter, the names of Alexander Hamilton and Walter Froggatt have 

appeared again and again. Both worked tirelessly, still active in many societies in the 

1930s. However, an address given by Froggatt to the Linnean Society on “A Century of 

Civilisation from a Zoologist’s Point of View”, in 1913, suggests important differences in 

the philosophies of those concerned about the natural world.
177

 Earlier it was suggested 

that Hamilton would not have felt uncomfortable in Don Garden’s black armband for the 

environment. Concern and regret permeated his essay on the effects of settlement on the 

indigenous flora. Froggatt, despite his interest in and concern about the environment, 

would not have worn such an armband. His paper outlined the advance of “civilised man” 

through the Australian continent and the marked changes wrought on the “virgin lands”. 

He noted the profound effects that introduced fauna had upon the land and the indigenous 

fauna, and some of the problems, such as the rabbit plague, that resulted. Froggatt cited 

Abbott’s papers of the 1880s, endorsing the conclusions regarding the positive effects of 

the hardening of the surface of the soil, and the positive effects of ringbarking. For 

Froggatt the disappearance of forest tracts was inevitable, due to the value of the land for 

pasture and agriculture. The reservation of land of little value to settlement would 

compensate for this loss. In concluding, Froggatt gave a rousing endorsement of progress, 

in which he foretold of Australia’s advance as an agricultural and pastoral community. The 

empty spaces of the interior would be civilised until the flocks and herds met from the east 

and west. For Froggatt, then, conservation and preservation were important to correct past 

mistakes and to provide for wise use in the future. His paper illustrates that support for 

conservation and preservation was by no means antithetical towards progress. 

 

The New South Wales Branch of the Australian Forest League was established with the 

encouragement of the Royal Society of New South Wales in 1914.
178

 This Society aimed 

to maintain the present forest reserves, set aside further areas as forest reserves, re-afforest 

denuded areas, and plant trees in waste spaces. It would promote legislation for the 

attainment of these aims, and appeal to the public to foster tree planting generally, as 

shelter and “for ornamental purposes”. The Society would promote discussion, research, 

and “education of the public by all possible means”.
179

 At its formation the need to educate 
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the public in “the value and beauty of the forests” was particularly stressed.
180

 The 

following month saw a circular in the Public Instruction Gazette directing schools to give a 

renewed emphasis to Arbor Day.
181

 

 

In the 1920s, issues of conservation of resources and protection of indigenous fauna and 

flora continued to gather support. The Wild Life Preservation Society, the Gould League of 

Bird Lovers, and the Australian Forest League remained viable and active. A book edited 

by Sir James Barrett, Save Australia: A Plea for the Right Use of Our Flora and Fauna, 

was published in 1925. It included chapters by scientists and naturalists, and dealt with all 

the aspects of conservation and preservation that had become issues in the previous 

decades including the need for reservations, the protection of flora and forests, and the 

protection of animals and birds.
182

 Barrett stated that the purpose of the book was to 

provide security against the disappearance of the distinctive flora and fauna found in 

Australia. Such security was necessary for both utilitarian and non utilitarian reasons, on 

economic grounds and scientific grounds, and also for reasons of physical, mental and 

moral health and for the “sentimental desire to see that our globe is not rendered poorer by 

the elimination of something which can never be replaced”.
183

 Legislation and reservation 

were important for Barrett, but education was essential. He praised the work of the Gould 

Leagues and nature study in schools.
184

 Other contributors similarly remarked on the 

impact nature study had in stimulating protection.
185

  

 

“Every day is bird day in any well-conducted bush school”, wrote “Jimmie Pannikin”, aka 

school Inspector Donald Fraser, in one of his frequent contributions to the “Nature 

Studies” and “Outdoor Australia” columns of the Sydney Mail.
186

 Pannikin often lamented 

the slaughter of birds for sport, promoted protection of birds and bushland, and promoted 

nature study.
187

 Walter Froggatt also clearly linked nature study with the interest being 

taken in indigenous birds and their protection: 
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Nothing has had more to do with the interest taken in our native bird life during 

the last few years than the awakening of the school teachers to the benefits of 

nature study. This has resulted in a protective interest in ‘the little creatures of the 

field’ among the children that will do more to save the birds than all laws and 

restrictive regulations … The movements that have led to the establishment of the 

Wild Life Preservation Society of Australia, and the Gould League of Bird Lovers 

have further helped to spread this love for wild life throughout the length and 

breadth of the land.
188

 

 

This chapter has provided evidence that nature study in schools was an important 

component of a breadth and depth of interest in and concern about the natural environment. 

Certainly those scientists and naturalists who exhibited concern about the physical 

environment and advocated conservation and preservation faced resistance in what Don 

Garden described as an over-riding and continuing project to master, develop, and 

prosper.
189

 While concern became apparent, and transformed itself into the formation of 

societies and action for reform, so too was it limited by the ethos of progress and 

development. In fact, most reformers did not fundamentally challenge this ethos even as 

they wished to temper its affects, correct past excesses and mistakes, and provide for a 

better future. Those who did challenge progress and development may have been voices 

crying in the wilderness, but the voices for reform were rarely unambiguous. Even C.T. 

Musson, who would sometimes regret capitalist materialism and in his personal life 

embrace the ideals of theosophy, was also passionately interested in progressive 

agricultural science. Most of the reformers ascribed to both utilitarian and non utilitarian 

aspects of conservation and preservation. They cannot, and should not, be separated into 

camps of conservationists and preservationists; utilitarian wise use advocates and non 

utilitarian sentimentalists. The movement for conservation and preservation in New South 

Wales was as complex as that examined by Kevin Armitage in the United States and the 

relevance of nature study as part of that movement was significant.  
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Chapter 7 Charles Tucker Musson (1856-1928) and his Role in the 

Nature Study Movement in New South Wales 

 

 

For the past twenty years he has been associated with the College, where his 

untiring and efficient work has placed him in the foremost rank as an instructor. 

His students have always recognised in him the spirit of the true teacher, ever 

willing to assist and to give the best of his knowledge … His life has been an 

inspiration to many.
1
 

 

 

Figure 15: Charles Musson in his study, c1905 

Source: UWS Archives, P797. 

 

Charles Tucker Musson, lecturer in Botany and Entomology, was a popular and respected 

teacher at Hawkesbury Agricultural College when these words were contributed to the 

College Journal on the occasion of Musson’s taking leave after twenty years of service in 

1911. Musson was guest of honour at a concert held to celebrate those twenty years and to 

farewell him and his wife on a nine month journey to England. The enthusiastic students 

contributed performances of music and song and speeches and the evening was marked by 

exuberance, laughter and optimism. A talented quartet sang a witty rendition of “Will ye 
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no’ come back again” with topical allusions to present and past days and when Musson 

rose to reply to speeches, he “was greeted with a unanimous outburst of ‘For he’s a jolly 

good fellow’ ”.
2
 Several days later, Musson and his wife were privileged to be conveyed to 

Richmond Railway Station, about one mile distant, in the College sociable, not by the 

usual horse power but by several students of the College, in a rare ritual reserved for those 

held in the highest esteem.
3
  

 

Musson arrived in New South Wales from England in 1887, already a notable botanist and 

lecturer, and was appointed to the newly established Hawkesbury Agricultural College in 

1891. In the early years of the twentieth century Musson, already familiar with the 

implications of evolutionary theory, adaptation, and new studies emphasising ecological 

interdependence, embraced the conception of nature study as incorporating close 

observation and reasoning along with aesthetic and empathetic understandings of the 

natural world. He introduced this conception in his teaching at Hawkesbury Agricultural 

College and actively supported and influenced nature study as introduced to schools in 

New South Wales. He applauded nature study’s conservation ethic, and promoted 

education of children in conservation and preservation of Australian resources, fauna, 

flora, and landscape. While Musson argued that conservation and preservation were 

necessary for both utilitarian and non utilitarian reasons, his writing reveals his growing 

concern at actual and potential threats to fauna, flora and landscape inherent in economic 

progress based upon monetary profit.  

 

Despite his considerable achievements and the volume of his writing, Charles Musson has 

been overlooked by historians of science, agriculture, education and the environment and 

there is no entry for Musson in the Australian Dictionary of Biography. The only recent 

research on his life and work is contained in two articles. One, by Roger Juchau, is a 

student paper about Musson’s early contribution to accounting in Australia.
4
 The other is 

an unpublished biographical account by Peter Lister, an employee at the present day 
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Hawkesbury Campus of the University of Western Sydney, written in 2009.
5
 Neither 

mentioned Musson’s involvement with nature study. A short obituary written for the 

Proceedings of the Linnean Society of New South Wales in 1929 provides some details of 

Musson’s early life.
6
 An unsuccessful application by Musson for a position of Curator, 

Sydney Botanic Gardens in 1893, including references from acquaintances and notable 

figures, is held at State Records and provides valuable material about Musson’s 

achievements to that date.
7
 Musson’s life and work in New South Wales, however, is 

primarily documented by the considerable body of his own writing.
8
 

 

Musson contributed to the Proceedings of the Linnean Society of New South Wales; the 

Agricultural Gazette; the Public Instruction Gazette and the Education Gazette. The 

Department of Agriculture published several of his works as monographs in the series 

Miscellaneous Publications and Farmers’ Bulletins.  He edited and contributed to the 

Hawkesbury Agricultural College Magazine from 1898 to 1902 and was a consistent 

contributor to its successor, the Hawkesbury Agricultural College Journal. In addition, 

Musson’s articles and transcripts of his lectures were often reprinted or reported in 

newspapers. Musson kept detailed note books of his natural history observations and 

personal diaries, references to which occur in his other writing, but unfortunately these 

documents have not survived. 

 

Through a consideration of the life, writing, ideology and influence of Musson, this chapter 

aims to address the absence of scholarly consideration of this important figure and to 

provide insight into the theory and practice of nature study and the developing ideas of 

conservation and preservation in this significant period. 
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Early Life 

Charles Musson was born in Nottingham, England on 14 December 1856.
9
  His father was 

a manufacturer of hosiery and embroidery.
10

 After attending Nottingham Grammar School, 

Musson himself worked as a “hosiery manager”, later describing an extensive experience 

in business and managing a number of artisans under his immediate control.
11

 He was also 

a committed naturalist, particularly interested in “collecting, mounting and classifying land 

and fresh-water shells and collecting and painting fungi”.
12

  

 

By the time he sailed for Australia in 1887, Musson was an established naturalist and 

scientist. He had studied for certificates in botany, geology, physical geography, biology 

and physiography through the Cambridge University Extension Lectures, inaugurated in 

Nottingham in 1873, and had been employed for several years as a lecturer in Botany at the 

University College in Nottingham.
13

 He was a member of the Naturalists’ Society of 

Nottingham, an honorary member of the Nottinghamshire Horticultural and Botanical 

Society, a Fellow of the Linnean Society and a Fellow of the Royal Horticultural Society 

of England.
14

 He gave popular lectures on Botany at the Free Museum and wrote a 

substantial unpublished volume on Land and Freshwater Mollusca of Nottinghamshire, 

which he donated to the library of the Naturalists’ Society of Nottingham.
15

 In 1882 

Charles’ sister Mary migrated to New South Wales where she married George H. Pigott.
16

 

Five years later Charles and his mother also travelled to Australia, arriving in Sydney on 

board the Surat on 30 April 1887.
17
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When he arrived in New South Wales, Musson assisted his brother-in-law in his business, 

living for a year at Narrabri and a year at Tamworth, before moving to Sydney.
18

 As soon 

as he arrived in New South Wales, the keen naturalist set out to explore, discover, and 

analyse the natural environment of his new surroundings. 

 

In August 1887 Musson travelled to Queensland on an expedition to locate, examine, and 

collect mollusca, sponsored by Dr J.C. Cox, FLS, an influential naturalist who himself had 

collected and published Australian land shells.
19

 Musson travelled widely through 

Queensland, everywhere searching “under stones and logs” for the “conchological 

booty”.
20

 The results of this expedition were presented as a paper, jointly written with 

conchologist Charles Hedley, to the Linnean Society in 1891. 

 

Musson was exploring again in February 1888, this time taking a small boat down the 

Namoi River, from Narrabri to Walgett:  

 

Mr. G. H. Piggott of the firm Piggott Martyn and Co., of Narrabri, and C. T. 

Musson, fellow of the Linnaean Society of London, have just arrived [in Walgett] 

from Narrabri, in an open boat after a week’s journey down the Namoi for the 

purpose of viewing the country en route. No accident occurred; the boat was 

propelled by one pair of sculls, and the occupants covered a hundred and ten miles 

in one day, and averaged the distance of 400 at 80 miles per day. This being the 

first successful venture of the kind, the visit created much local interest … The 

party took observations, which will no doubt be made use of for scientific 

purposes.
21

 

 

Musson joined the Linnean Society of New South Wales and began to play an active role 

in its proceedings. In addition to the paper on the Queensland mollusca, Musson presented 

“On the Naturalised Forms of Land and Fresh Water Mollusca in Australia”, which 

discussed specimens found in New South Wales, Queensland, Victoria, and New 
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Zealand.
22

 In 1891 Hedley and Musson published a “Description of a New Marine Shell” 

collected at Manly Lagoon, near Sydney, and deposited two specimens in the Australian 

Museum.
23

 

 

By 1891 Musson had become known to naturalists and scientists in New South Wales and 

beyond. He was corresponding with the Victorian botanist, Ferdinand von Mueller, 

sending him plant specimens for identification.
24

 He delivered an address to the 

Australasian Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) in Melbourne in 

January 1890 calling for the publication of “A Critical List of the Australian Fauna and 

Flora” which he hoped would address problems faced by Australian naturalists in their 

research.
25

 He visited New Zealand, and in 1889 married Ada Clara Bankart of Auckland, 

whom he appears to have met on his journey to Australia in 1887.
26

 When Hawkesbury 

Agricultural College opened at Richmond, New South Wales in 1891, Musson was 

appointed as Registrar and Lecturer in Botany.
27

 

 

Hawkesbury Agricultural College 

Interest in the establishment of a Department of Agriculture and an agricultural college in 

New South Wales had grown in the 1880s, particularly after the establishment of colleges 

in South Australia and Victoria. The Department of Agriculture was established in 1890, 

and its journal, the Agricultural Gazette, commenced in July of that year. Land for a 

college was chosen at Ham Common, Richmond, some distance from Sydney but 

accessible by the railway.
28
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In 1910, as part of the Hawkesbury Centenary celebrations, Australian Country Life 

described the College and its farm: 

 

The Primary object that the Department of Agriculture had in view in establishing 

the above-named College and Farm was to teach the science of agriculture and the 

various other sciences connected therewith, and their practical application in the 

cultivation of the soil and the rearing and management of stock, and qualify its 

students, as far as possible, for the profitable management of farms, dairies, 

orchards, or vineyards, either as proprietors or paid managers of same.
29

 

 

Another objective was the conducting of experiments allowing adoption of practices 

“suitable to our climate, but not generally adopted in our agriculture”.
30

 Musson was 

prominent in pursuing both these objectives.  

 

Musson addressed the topic of teaching agricultural botany at the Brisbane meeting of the 

AAAS in January 1895.
31

 He argued that the object of teaching was to enable the potential 

cultivator “to look at plants as living things, responsive, within certain limits, to efforts 

exerted in [sic] their behalf”. Practice alone would not make a good farmer but “practice, 

when based upon a knowledge of the animate and inanimate objects he is dealing with, and 

their surroundings, will make the man of resources best fitted for his work”.
32

 

  

This reflection on practice and theory was further developed in “The Practical Man”, an 

article appearing in the Hawkesbury Agricultural College Magazine in March 1900.
33

 

Musson examined various definitions of the word “practical” and challenged the idea that 

the practical man was one who had long practice at any work and who did not need theory, 

such as that offered by a college education. He favoured the definition of practical as 

“capable of applying knowledge to some useful end”. The farmer needed to know how to 
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do the things required of him, but he also needed to understand the reasons why, to be 

aware of modern knowledge and proven methods.
34

 

 

In 1906 Musson contributed “Botanical Work at Hawkesbury Agricultural College” to the 

Agricultural Gazette.
35

 This article demonstrated his concerns that students appreciated 

plant life in its entirety, that lectures and practical work must go hand in hand, and that 

students should be encouraged to observe and reason and thus find out for themselves:  

 

To come into touch with the plants we deal with from as many points of view as 

possible, and in all phases of their lives; to try and know their wants; to endeavour 

to attain the power to diagnose any disease; to look on them as living things, 

working for us, and in which we ought to take the most intense interest—it is in 

this spirit and with these aims that the subject of Botany is dealt with at the 

Hawkesbury Agricultural College.
36

 

 

Musson wrote that education at the College sought to cultivate “the seeing eye and the 

thinking mind”.
37

  Observation followed by reasoning underlay Musson’s philosophy of 

teaching and learning. Nature study similarly advocated practical observation and 

reasoning from that observation, and this article demonstrates Musson putting the 

philosophy of nature study into practice in his own teaching at the College. It also 

demonstrates his belief in the value of a very appreciative understanding of nature, in this 

case plant life, which he would stress in his lectures to teachers on nature study. 

 

Articles contributed to the Agricultural Gazette witness Musson’s interest in seeds and 

grasses, weeds, and insect and fungous pests.
38

 “Seeds and Seed-Testing” first appeared in 

October 1900, was updated in 1905, and reissued as a title in the Farmers’ Bulletin series 

in 1913.
39

 “The Saving of Native Grass Seed: a Neglected Industry”, promoted the use, 

cultivation, and marketing of indigenous grass seed. The article gives evidence of 
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experimental work with native grass seeds at the College and illustrates Musson’s forward 

thinking.
40

 In “Weeds of the Farm”, Musson’s careful coverage and definition of weeds 

promoted the necessity for detailed knowledge of those plants which had proved “the 

successful colonists amongst plants” due to their adaptability.
41

  

 

At the turn of the twentieth century, Musson, as editor of the Hawkesbury Agricultural 

College Magazine, mused upon the significance of the times: 

  

The New Century has dawned, bringing with it an inevitable quickening of 

thought; we begin to consider as to progress during the past wonderful century 

and what may be the result of man’s work and ingenuity during the century just 

commenced … Let us look forward to the future with bright hopefulness.
42

 

 

Musson mentioned the birth of the new nation, and proceeded to the great changes 

occurring in agriculture, where: “Very slowly do we gain such knowledge of plants and 

animals and their varied surroundings and of climate which governs our operations so 

sternly, as will enable us to improve.”
43

 He challenged his readers to grasp the opportunity: 

“The new century, at least a portion of it, is ours to make the most of. Let us see to it that 

we are not lacking in the necessary enthusiasm, and that our share in it is for good.”
44

 

 

Musson led by example, throwing himself with enthusiasm into research, writing, and 

teaching. His life to this point demonstrates a keen naturalist and scientist devoted to 

modern scientific investigation and progress, to agricultural advancement through 

enlightened education.  

 

At this time, Musson became impressed by the writing of Liberty Hyde Bailey, lecturer in 

horticulture at the Agricultural College of Cornell University in New York. Musson’s 

article entitled “Nature’s Teaching” began as follows: 
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Nature—that is, the earth, plants, rocks, animals, rain, wind, and the like—is the 

first teacher. More and more is human teaching being carried on with Nature as 

guide: and Nature teaching, as being the most interesting and effective of known 

methods (especially with the young), is taking the place of artificial systems.
45

 

  

Artificial systems referred to learning from texts rather than observation of actual nature, to 

memorisation of definitions and facts rather than reasoning from observation. Musson had 

read Bailey’s The Principles of Fruit-Growing and Lessons with Plants and he described 

the latter as: “The best book on elementary Botany, as taught by natural methods, we have 

ever seen.”
46

 

  

In Lessons with Plants, Bailey had explained that nature study was “seeing the things 

which one looks at, and the drawing of proper conclusions from what one sees”.
47

 These 

words may have inspired or at least reinforced Musson’s “seeing eye and thinking mind”. 

In writing this book, Bailey drew upon his nature study leaflets, explaining that the Lessons 

were an extension of the ideas embodied in the leaflets.
48

 By 1900 Musson had become 

familiar with the philosophy of Bailey and found in his writing inspiration for his own 

teaching at Hawkesbury Agricultural College. Later Musson would read and promote ideas 

espoused by Bailey in The Nature-Study Idea (1903) and The Outlook to Nature (1905).
49

  

 

Musson had much in common with Liberty Hyde Bailey. Like Bailey, his interests lay in 

experimental and applied horticulture and agriculture, botany, and plant evolution. Both 

understood and wrote about concepts of the evolution of species, adaptation to 

environment and ecological relationships. Both taught in Agricultural colleges where they 

disseminated their beliefs and put into practice new methods of teaching. Like Bailey, 

Musson became an advocate of nature study and produced leaflets and a book on the 

teaching of nature study for New South Wales. Both would write about conservation and 

preservation, and the great threats to the future which they perceived current practices of 

resource utilisation embodied. In The Holy Earth (1915) Bailey wrote an extended 

philosophical treatment of the human relationship with nature, seeking answers to 
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fundamental questions.
50

 Musson, influenced already by Bailey’s Nature Study Idea and 

Outlook to Nature, in a similar search, turned towards Theosophy. 

 

In the Glossary to Lessons with Plants, published in 1897, Bailey included and defined 

ecology as: “The science or study which treats of the relationships of organisms to each 

other and to their environments.”
51

 Gaining currency in the later nineteenth century, the 

term “ecology” replaced the earlier usage “economy of nature”.
52

 Musson was familiar 

with the term and in 1904 he defined it for his general readers in “Natural History of the 

College Farm”: 

 

The Americans have taught us how to study the flora of any district. Taking as the 

guiding idea an investigation into the problems of ecological plant geography, that 

is, studying plants with the object of finding out the reasons why each plant stands 

where it is, and is of the form, size and texture it is: dealing with them as 

individuals, and as forming associations.
53

 

  

“Natural History of the College Farm” was an extended series of twenty eight articles 

published in the College Journal from 1904 to 1907.
54

 Musson was particularly interested 

in adaptation to “our mild but trying climate with its periodic want of rain, frequency of 

hot winds and brilliant sun”.
55

 He was also interested in: 

 

An admixture of native things with exotic as to engage our attention in the main 

along a line of inquiry which, though difficult, is intensely interesting: as to the 

effect, on our native things of the crowd of aliens; as to the effect, if any, on the 

aliens themselves, and as to the resultant flora and fauna.
56

 

 

Daring, perhaps, to depart from the majority of Agriculturalists, Musson further claimed: 

 

The native things, however, whether plants or animals, must always prove of 

great, if not the greatest interest. With most people attention is concentrated 
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almost entirely upon the utilitarian aspect of plant and animal life: hence it is 

man’s usual practice to keep down such as are not of immediate use, to clear away 

the native shrubs and herbs [emphasis added].
57

  

 

Musson began the series by outlining the physical setting of the College, its original 

vegetation, its use by settlers before 1891, and its current condition as regarding plant and 

animal life. Chapters were devoted to soil, climate, plant covering, plant adaptation, trees, 

grasses, fungi, insects, birds, other forms of animal life, introduced plants, and 

meteorology. Absent, as in most natural history writing of this period, was any 

consideration of Aboriginal habitation and influence upon the natural landscape. Two 

chapters were devoted to “The Beauties of Nature”.
58

 Musson separated these 

considerations from his more scientific presentation of the previous topics, in a perhaps 

conscious recognition of the growing separation of modern scientific writing and an older 

naturalist tradition of writing which was not afraid to call upon “beauty” and “wonder”. 

Nature study, however, as evidenced in his later “Pageant of the Year”, would allow the 

combination of the two. 

 

“The Beauties of Nature” conveyed Musson’s appreciation of nature in and around the 

College farm. Writing of the changes observed within each day, from sunrise to sunset, the 

seasonal changes, and the “unique beauties to be found in the bush at night”, Musson 

regretted: 

  

the exigencies of life, the modern spirit of strict utilitarianism, the general request 

for usefulness first, the commercial aspect as controlling expenditure with the 

view to money-making, all assist in blunting the aesthetic sense, to the great 

detriment of the man who is seeking the highest form of happiness.
59

  

 

In other contributions to the Journal, Musson included pieces of nature writing, describing 

observations and rambles, which highlighted his own impressions, and described not only 

what he saw, heard, smelt or touched, but how he perceived and appreciated these. “The 

Fading Day”, for example, recorded the author’s observations as he sat one night, half a 
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mile from the main College buildings, and observed various aspects of nature as the light 

faded: 

 

The time creeps on; frogs are croaking; occasionally the cattle low; and a bull will 

speak out in characteristic fashion. Now a lark (Mirafra) is heard, one of the last 

of the day, rising high in the air, and carolling out its glorious song …
60

  

 

“By the River” described an afternoon ramble along the Hawkesbury, while “The 

Mountain Lagoon” described the author’s trip to an orchard property in a secluded valley 

some distance from the College.
61

 

 

In 1904 Musson became very interested in birds, and his recreation often took the form of 

weekends spent on bird watching rambles. He shared his obvious joy in bird watching, 

along with more practical considerations of bird protection, in the pages of the College 

Journal.
62

  In taking up bird watching and bird protection, Musson was following a nation-

wide interest in bird study stimulated by the formation of the Australasian Ornithologists 

Union in 1901.
63

 Like the Union, Musson invoked both utilitarian and non utilitarian 

reasons for bird protection: 

 

It becomes a matter for wonder that these beautiful creatures have been left 

unnoticed so long, except as objects to kill. It is as living gems they present their 

paramount interest from the aesthetic point of view, whilst as practical men we 

should preserve the birds at all hazards; they are amongst man’s most useful 

friends.
64

   

 

By 1907, when he wrote about Australian poetry relating to birds, Musson was obviously 

very concerned about the cost of progress to the Australian environment: 
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Men are looking askance at the wholesale destruction of our timber, at our huge 

bush fires, at the clearing away of many birds by poison laid for rabbits or other 

vermin; at the ever-increasing number of pea rifles, and the indiscriminate killing 

of anything in the way of bird or animal life that comes within range. 

We are beginning, alas! at a very late stage, to think it would be well to preserve 

our birds, for the most part, as well as certain of our trees, for we are altering the 

balance of Nature, and not with favourable results to ourselves.
65

  

 

Musson’s interest in birds also informed his scientific work. In 1905 he called for farmers 

to provide personal observations of birds causing damage to fruit trees and grain crops.
66

 

Commenting on the responses, Musson pointed out the disturbance which clearing and 

cultivation had made to “the natural balance existing between plants and animal life” and 

that the damage birds caused by eating fruit needed to be balanced against their role in 

destroying insects.
67

  He stressed that many birds, as insect eaters, needed careful 

protection, and “all birds are rather our friends than our enemies … In the sum … they do 

more good than harm”.
68

 Suggestions, which some farmers may have found surprising, 

included the planting of shade trees which incidentally provided a food supply for birds, 

and the construction of shallow water troughs to alleviate thirst on the part of fruit eaters. 

Such methods, Musson argued, might fulfil the requirements of some bird species so that 

they would not turn to fruit trees for food and fluid, and could be used alongside more 

discouraging methods against destructive birds, such as systematic shooting and scare 

tactics.
69

  

 

In his study of the sparrow, considered a particular pest, Musson condemned the 

introduction of foreign birds in the past and recommended that “the importation of birds 

and other animals into New South Wales should be absolutely prohibited, except under 

strict supervision”.
70

  In the case of sparrows, Musson reluctantly endorsed destructive 

methods of control. He suggested the removal of nests and eggs in the breeding season, 

and careful use of poison in late winter. He advocated protection of birds of prey likely to 
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make use of the sparrow as food. He recommended that children be taught about useful and 

noxious animals as part of nature study and supported the introduction of Bird Day in 

schools, a suggestion being discussed by ornithologists at the time and subsequently 

adopted in Victoria in 1909 and New South Wales in 1911.
71

 

 

The various pieces of writing by Musson in the first decade of the twentieth century 

indicate his continuing interest in scientific agriculture and botany alongside his 

naturalist’s interest in the wonder and beauty of nature. They reveal a growing concern 

regarding the “modern spirit of strict utilitarianism” and its application to plant and animal 

life. He pursued the scientific study of the habits of birds and their impact upon agriculture, 

and additionally became a strong advocate of bird protection for both utilitarian and non 

utilitarian reasons. He embraced nature study, welcoming its inclusion of scientific 

reasoning, aesthetic appreciation, and sympathy with the natural world. This particular 

approach towards the study of nature was valuable to all:  

 

It is our pleasure to try and unravel the numerous problems set before us; to read 

Nature in her varying aspects, in general and particular, so far as it is possible, by 

getting into touch with our fellow-inhabitants of the earth, and finding out all we 

can about them.
72

 

 

Musson would endeavour through writing, teaching, and lecturing to promote the nature 

study idea to a wide audience, utilising it within the College, and reaching out to school 

teachers and the general public.  

  

Nature Study Advocate 

Charles Musson’s embrace of nature study with its distinctive definition and methodology 

influenced his own teaching at Hawkesbury Agricultural College, where the students were 

at first, perhaps, somewhat sceptical (figure 16). A student caricaturist has captured 

Musson’s intensity of concentration and enthusiasm for his task, yet nature study itself is 

depicted as somewhat ridiculous with a sickly plant in a tiny pot and an overlarge moth and 

grub. Musson is pictured as the gentleman naturalist, his pursuit somewhat irrelevant. 
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Figure 16: Nature study at Hawkesbury Agricultural College 

Source: Hawkesbury Agricultural College Journal, April 1907, p.83. 

 

 

 

The teachers who attended the Summer Schools at the College from 1906 to 1912, 

however, found Musson’s treatment of nature study topical, relevant and absorbing. 

Musson was introduced in Chapter 4 as an influential advocate of nature study through his 

role in the Summer Schools, and his published lectures given to the Public School 

Teachers’ Association in 1908. Earlier chapters also described the partnership between the 

Department of Public Instruction and the College in providing places for selected student 

teachers at the College and the provision of lessons to students from Richmond Public 

School. This chapter will provide further observations of the significant contribution of 

Musson to the Summer Schools and his promotion of nature study in schools. 

 

The Summer Schools enjoyed a high profile and the first school in January 1906 concluded 

with a concert to which many notable gentlemen travelled to Richmond. They included 

Peter Board, Director of Education; W.S. Campbell, Director of Agriculture; Brinsley Hall, 

MLA; Lieutenant-Colonel Guest; the aldermen of Richmond; and “numerous leading 
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residents of the district”.
73

 On this evening, Principal Potts credited the local teacher, A.J. 

McCoy, with the suggestion of a Summer School, but went on to say that when he 

submitted the idea to the staff, every one of them was favourable: “Mr C.T. Musson, in 

particular, was most enthusiastic.”
74

  

 

The many accolades to the success of this Summer School included repeated references to 

Musson: “The main feature was certainly the enthusiasm shown in the sections directed by 

Mr Musson”, wrote the editor of the Journal: 

  

Nature study walks, glimpses into bird and insect life, the harmony existing 

between the flora and fauna, and the value of close observation in order to 

comprehend the laws of nature, all seemed to fascinate the majority of the 

teachers, and when Mr Musson rose to acknowledge the presentation made to 

him, he received an ovation of which any man might well be proud.
75

 

 

The Sydney Morning Herald sent a special reporter to the second Summer School in 

January 1907, who seemed captivated himself as he described Musson’s active days 

lecturing, demonstrating, and leading nature study walks.
76

 The newspaper opened its 

coverage on 3 January: 

 

This year nature study is being made a special feature of the instruction … 

Probably the most interesting course will be that under the charge of Mr. C. T. 

Musson, who will deal largely with nature study, which, as the syllabus points 

out, has been designed to assist teachers to obtain a broad understanding of the 

circumstances under which plants and animals live, their relation to one another, 

and place in nature.
77

  

 

Musson was reported on one day as lecturing on insects, showing teachers how to make 

and colour lantern slides, and lecturing on nature study in the evening. On the next he 

lectured on “Animal life as it touches man”, showed teachers how to skin and prepare birds 
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for museum display, led microscopic work, took teachers on a nature study walk, and gave 

a lantern lecture on birds. The following day he lectured on leaves, and on the methods and 

purpose of nature study: 

 

Methods of work were outlined, the purpose for which nature study should be 

taken up as a school subject, and the attitude that should be taken by the teacher 

with respect to children dealing with this subject. Nature study really meant 

observation on the part of the pupils, and the teacher should indicate the points of 

view and act as a guide.
78

 

 

The actual content of Musson’s lectures at the Summer Schools and his particular 

interpretation of the nature study idea can be assumed from the comprehensive paper 

published in the Public Instruction Gazette in 1908 and discussed in Chapter 4.
79

 This 

paper showed Musson explicitly embracing nature study as observation and reasoning 

(“the seeing eye and the thinking mind”), aesthetic appreciation, and the fostering of 

sympathy with nature. 

 

A list of additions to the College Library in November 1907 included a group of titles 

related to nature study. Musson, as the Librarian, appears to have read, made use of the 

titles himself, and then donated them to the Library.
80

 The nature study texts included: 

Cornell Nature Study Leaflets; Outlook to Nature (Bailey); New Zealand Nature Study 

Book (Mulgan); Field Work in Nature Study (Jackman); several titles by the English 

biologist Miall; Nature Study and Life (Hodge); and Nature Study Lessons (McMurry).
81

 A 

later list in 1909 included Nature Study and the Child (Scott); Aim and Method in Nature 

Study (Long) and a number of books as wider reading for nature study including titles by 

John Burroughs; From Range to Sea (Barrett); and Australian Nature Stories (Tisdale).
82

 

These titles indicate Musson’s reading on the topic, the literary background upon which he 

based his own formulation. 
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Successful Summer Schools were held at the College until January 1912. Musson, just 

returned from leave, was not teaching at this Summer School, but entertained the teachers 

with an illustrated lecture on his travels which “surpassed anything any of them had ever 

heard before”.
83

 Musson must have been a remarkable speaker, able to interest, entertain 

and inspire his audience. In January 1913 the Summer School was not held at Hawkesbury 

Agricultural College, due presumably to falling numbers which saw only 48 teachers 

enrolled in 1912.
84

 In its place, Musson held a Summer School in the city comprising a two 

week course of lectures at the Technical College and excursions to the Botanical Gardens. 

These lectures and excursions seemed popular, with Musson reporting “an average 

attendance of 80”.
85

 

 

In January 1914, Musson was involved in an innovative Summer School held on the beach 

at Stanwell Park for four days in early January.
86

 This School combined a course of nature 

study lectures and observation walks led by Musson, with the opportunity for surfing and 

instruction in surf life saving given by the Rural Camp School Organiser who also 

arranged the use of the Camp School tents. Until 1909 the Summer Schools at Richmond 

had been attended solely by men, with a few ladies joining the group in later years. In 1914 

the group of 48 teachers included 20 ladies, these statistics alone indicating changing social 

attitudes in this period of educational change. One teacher wrote that, considering Mr 

Musson was in charge, “it is needless to state that the students spent a most delightful and 

profitable time”.
87

 In late 1914 the Rural Camp School tents were requisitioned by the 

Australian Army, and those brief days spent on the beach and in the bush would not be 

repeated. 

 

In 1905 the College agreed to fence off five acres for the use of Richmond Public School 

as gardens and agricultural plots.
88

 Then, in 1907, in another joint initiative between 

Hawkesbury Agricultural College and the Department of Public Instruction, a group of 

student teachers was admitted from the Teachers College to receive instruction at 

Hawkesbury for one year. The students studied some of the regular first year courses, 
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along with additional nature study work.
89

 Musson and his assistant, W.M. Carne, 

coordinated this scheme which lasted in this form until 1911.
90

 Musson arranged for the 

student teachers to conduct nature study lessons with children from Richmond Public 

School in the garden plots and wider surroundings at the College.
91

 Figure 17 pictures 

Musson lecturing to children on leaves. 

 

 

Figure 17: Charles Musson discusses leaves with nature study class, possibly from Richmond Public 

School 

Source: UWS Archives, P1669. 

 

In connection with the Summer Schools, Musson and Carne wrote a series of nature study 

leaflets. Three hundred sets were distributed to school teachers in 1908. In 1909 the leaflets 

were revised and a second series issued to meet “a considerable and continuous demand”.
92

 

These leaflets, along with a continuing correspondence between teachers and Musson, 
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speak for the influence which Musson and his particular ideas of teaching about nature had 

upon the teachers of New South Wales.
93

  

 

Musson was often invited to lecture to meetings of teachers in Sydney and surrounding 

areas. In August 1908 he gave two lectures on “Nature Study in the Schools” and “Self 

Help in Nature Study” to the Public School Teachers’ Association in Sydney at St James 

Hall on 7 August and Sydney Girls’ High School on 14 August. It was these lectures which 

were published in the Public Instruction Gazette as “Notes on Nature Study”.
94

 In 1910 

Musson addressed the Penrith Teachers’ Association.
95

 In 1912 “Mr. C. T. Musson gave an 

interesting address before the northern section of the metropolitan district at the Beecroft 

Girls’ High School.”
96

 In 1916 he gave three lectures to the East Sydney Teachers’ 

Association and in 1917 he addressed the District Teachers’ Association, with lantern 

illustrations, on “Some New Aspects of Nature Study”.
97

 

 

Musson continued to influence nature study in the decade 1911 to 1920 through two 

important publications. Nature Studies: Suggestions for Teachers provided a practical text 

for teachers in New South Wales which provided examples from Australian nature.
98

 This 

publication was discussed in Chapter 4 where it was noted that the treatment was entirely 

consistent with Musson’s earlier writing and lectures. Topics referred to the distinctive 

Australian environment, explained concepts of adaptation and ecology and included the 

necessity for conservation of trees and preservation of wild life. The book illustrates again 

the definite and explicit connection which Musson had made between the teaching of 

nature study and the need for nature study to include conservation and preservation. 

 

“The Pageant of the Year”, published as a series of articles over 13 months in the Public 

Instruction Gazette, provided a seasonal study of natural history and a model for nature 
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study as incorporating aesthetic appreciation and sympathetic understanding alongside 

scientific observation.
99

  

 

Each of Musson’s monthly instalments of “The Pageant of the Year” began with an 

appropriate quotation from poet Henry Kendall’s The Austral Months. 

 

‘The Pageant of the Year: May’ 

The fair, sweet chastened face of May 

She is the daughter of the year, who stands 

With Autumn’s last rich offerings in her hands.
100

 

 

Musson then proceeded to describe the plant and animal life he observed in the locality of 

the Hawkesbury Agricultural College during the particular month. Drawing on his 

observational notebooks, much of his writing was quite factual in its details and style, but 

also, in possibly equal amounts, appreciative and descriptive of the great interest and 

beauty which he had found in observation. The chapter on May, for example, introduced 

the month by reference to the weather, with short days, heavy dews, frequent fogs, and 

brilliant sunsets. The prevalent flora was described by a factual listing of native and 

introduced flowers observed during the month. Before turning to the insects, the birds and 

other animal life, he observed: “It can easily be seen that all months present considerable 

numbers and very diverse kinds of plants. There is no sameness in nature. All seasons and 

their changes please alike.”
101

 Musson could be very inspirational in his writing about 

nature. Often he would introduce the senses of smell and hearing: 

  

There is plenty of music in nature, if we seek for it. Where it is not made by 

animals it is in the nature of some wind instrument … wind whistling through 

the trees … sounds from loose articles, such as leaves blown about; running 

water, the concussion of raindrops, and, grandest of all, a peal of thunder.
102

 

  

A concluding chapter presented Musson’s overall thoughts about nature and its study: “The 

varied forms of life are intimately associated in mixed assemblages, with most intricate 
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interrelations existing between them.”
103

 The student of nature needed to be willing to put 

himself “en rapport” with nature, to study for the love of nature and then such study would 

be a delight.
104

 And on humans and the environment: 

  

The influence of man upon plant and animal life is everywhere shown. He 

changes the natural and induces an artificial order of things. 

… 

To man we owe the incoming of the weed plants—not to mention the rabbit, fox, 

sparrow, and starling. 

… 

Of course in the interests of an increasing population we recognise it as necessary 

that the soil should be made to give the best possible return, especially in food 

products; but with our methods of altering the natural conditions, in exploiting 

them so much for profit instead of for necessary use only, we cannot but expect 

the life forms to adapt themselves to the new conditions; sometimes much to our 

discomfort and monetary loss.
105

 

 

“The Pageant of the Year” reached every teacher in New South Wales through the Public 

Instruction Gazette. It travelled even further, as recorded in a scrapbook of Musson’s 

which listed the names and addresses of colleagues in New South Wales and contacts in 

England and the United States to whom he sent copies. Apart from his colleagues at the 

College and other naturalists in New South Wales, two copies were posted to Nottingham, 

England, and one made its way to Professor Josephine E. Tilden, Department of Botany, 

University of Minnesota, in the United States. This list of Musson’s is valuable evidence of 

Musson’s writing contributing to the international exchange of ideas about the natural 

environment and the presentation of nature study to children.
106

 

 

Musson influenced the formation of the Gould League of Bird Lovers through his 

advocacy of such a society at the Summer Schools and his influence on Walter Finigan 

who studied at Hawkesbury in 1907. Finigan later paid tribute to Musson: “He advised us 
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to teach the value of bird protection to the children in the schools where we would be 

stationed, because he considered that Education was more potent than Legislation in the 

matter of bird protection.”
107

 In founding the Gould League and becoming its Honorary 

Secretary, Finigan realised many of the ideals regarding bird protection that Musson 

promoted. Musson himself was a Vice President of the League for several years.
108

  

 

Annual Bird Day was observed in schools throughout the state from 1911, supported by 

the Bird-Life Supplement, a lavish magazine that included articles from experts as well as 

from teachers and pupils.
109

 Musson contributed photographs to the 1912 edition and 

articles in 1913, 1917 and 1918. “Birds and Life” and “Birds and Work” were both short 

pieces of prose directed to an audience of children.
110

 “Birds and Life” denounced the 

shooting of birds for sport and outlined the importance of birds in eating insects and in 

distributing seeds. “If we had no birds”, he concluded, “it is certain that insects would be 

immensely more numerous and weeds would be much more widespread”. Furthermore, 

“their happy ways, wonderful powers of flight, charming forms and colours, and joyous 

song help very much in keeping before our eyes the pleasure in life; the beautiful and 

wonderful aspects of the world in which we live”.
111

 

 

The same message was clear in his short science fiction story, “A World Without Birds: (A 

Warning from A. D. 2500)”, published in the Bird-Life Supplement in 1913.
112

 Written 

with a certain sense of humour and invention designed to appeal to children, the piece 

carried a serious message. Musson imagined a ruined environment where birds were a 

curiosity in the museum, and life a constant vigil against giant insects: 

  

Fly-nets and mosquito-curtains have to be used through the year. The face, neck, 

and hands have to be rubbed every few hours with a specially prepared oil, much 

disliked by insects. No bird-song greets the ear. The odours from multitudes of 

insects everywhere had become most obnoxious. They choke up our water-pipes 
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and pollute the water. The last of the trees in the State forests are being killed by 

ringbarker insects … Seldom is more than half a crop of anything harvested.
113

 

 

Recalling at once the poet Keats’ evocation: “The sedge has wither’d from the lake, / 

And no birds sing”; and, for the modern reader, the “Silent Spring” immortalised by 

Rachel Carson, Musson’s short piece was influenced by the popular science fiction genre 

and also by the threat of extinction of species.
114

 

  

The story presented several scenarios: a boy told his mother of the pictures the teacher had 

shown of beautiful green grass, and “small animals flying about like tiny monoplanes”; 

boys labouring against the insects on a farm were curious about what birds were; a 

museum lecturer enthused about the extinct birds, and regretted that men waged war 

against them because they interfered with making money “to our great and everlasting 

shame”. A nurse at the hospital was disturbed at the prevalent blood diseases. A final scene 

was played out at the overworked Lizard and Frog Farm, always failing to meet the heavy 

demand for its services, when an urgent wireless message was received of a “disastrous 

invasion of enormous caterpillars a foot long” and workers barricaded in their houses.
115

 

 

Final years at Hawkesbury Agricultural College and Retirement  

Apart from his continuing contributions to the teaching and promotion of nature study in 

schools, Musson remained a busy member of the Hawkesbury Agricultural College staff in 

the decade from 1911 to 1919. He continued research in “seed testing, useful and 

destructive birds, forestry, weeds and pasture plants, enemies to bees and poultry”.
116

  

 

In 1918 the Department of Agriculture published The Food of Australian Birds, written by 

an interdisciplinary team of experts including Musson.
117

 The authors analysed the 

stomach and crop contents of 1000 birds, and presented these in detailed tables. Musson’s 

contribution consisted of the examination of some 300 birds. The authors gave “verdicts” 
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on the usefulness or otherwise of birds to human undertakings and called for the protection 

or encouragement of most species studied. 

 

From 1915 to 1920, the monthly Hawkesbury Agricultural College Journal was dominated 

by obituaries for ex students killed during the War. It was a sad time for the College, 

previously so proud of reporting the careers of the ex students, either on the land or filling 

important posts in teaching and research. Over 700 ex students enlisted and, of these, 124 

had “paid the supreme sacrifice”.
118

  

 

When Musson retired from the College at the end of 1919, the College Journal commented 

upon his “numerous” writings: “These exhibit the patient, thoughtful investigations and 

restless energy of the gifted author.”
119

 Certainly Musson’s endeavours and writings were 

inspired by “restless energy” but carried out meticulously and thoroughly. In retirement, 

Musson continued to lecture and write. Lectures given at the Easter Show in Sydney, and 

authoritative articles contributed to the Sydney Morning Herald, addressed the topic of 

conservation of resources.
120

 Musson spoke strongly of the need for research and action in 

order to make wise use of resources of land, water, trees, coal, minerals and wildlife: 

  

Without doubt the conservation of our natural resources is one of the pressing 

problems we must face some day; the sooner the better … Everything points to 

the urgent necessity for organisation, with the object of: (1) Appraising our 

present possessions, and taking steps to conserve and extend them where possible; 

(2) Extend our research into methods of elimination of waste; look for substitutes 

and for better processes.
121

  

 

Musson feared for posterity, and continued to repeat his own belief that a profit making 

mentality was ultimately ruinous: 

 

It is notable that all efforts to develop our resources aim at exploiting them 

profitably, as rewards making them pay £. s. d. So far there has been no serious 
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attempt to look into the subject from the point of view of their national 

importance, their conservation, or caring for them in the way of providing for the 

distant future. This is omitting what is really the most important aspect of the 

whole subject.
122

 

 

In this writing, Musson added his voice to other conservationists and preservationists 

introduced in the previous chapter. He was concerned for the wise utilisation of resources 

and additionally warned against the dangers of exploitation primarily for the making of 

pounds, shillings and pence. However, in the context of continuing development for profit, 

promoted in the 1920s under the official slogan “men, money and markets” and epitomised 

by the title of the influential publication Australia Unlimited, voices such as Musson’s 

were largely disregarded and in some cases, such as Griffith-Taylor’s opposition to 

unlimited development, resented and resisted.
123

  

 

Musson often contributed to the Department of Education’s The Horticultural and Nature-

Study Bulletin in the 1920s.
124

 In 1926 he began a series of articles entitled “Introduction to 

the Botany of New South Wales”.
125

 Monthly articles were published until Musson’s 

sudden death in December 1928. Beginning with the climate of New South Wales and an 

introduction to the origin and distinctiveness of the flora of New South Wales, Musson 

declared: 

 

Dissimilarity is the dominant feature that strikes the observer when making 

comparison with other floras. The components of our flora make up vegetation 

without parallel. Other countries have their remarkable plant forms, but none can 

show a flora more clearly representing stages in the progress of plant evolution, 

the effect of local conditions and the result of man’s work when using the earth 

for his own ends.
126
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Chapter by chapter Musson covered the coastal area, the Hawkesbury sandstone area, the 

coastal brush, the Dividing Range, and inland New South Wales, before turning to 

particular families of plants. This work, if published as Musson had intended, would have 

been a remarkable crowning accomplishment, drawing together much of his research over 

many years, and making a valuable contribution on the topic.
127

 The Hawkesbury 

Agricultural College Librarian compiled every issue of The Horticultural and Nature-

Study Bulletin which contained a chapter of “Introduction to the Botany of New South 

Wales”, had them bound, and accessioned the volume into the Library.
128

  

 

Musson’s antagonism to the unchecked utilisation of natural resources for private profit 

found reinforcement in his membership of the Theosophical Society. Theosophy claimed 

to be an “unsectarian body of seekers after Truth, striving to serve humanity on spiritual 

lines, and therefore endeavouring to check materialism and revive religious tendency”.
129

 

In 1920 Musson delivered two lectures in the King’s Hall, Phillip Street, Sydney, a large 

and beautiful theatre owned by the Sydney Theosophist Society, as part of the Society’s 

well attended lecture programme.
130

 Musson spoke on “Consciousness in Plants”, and 

considered ideas that took him beyond the bounds of what he was able to write about in the 

College Journal, the Public Instruction Gazette or the Agricultural Gazette. He considered 

such questions and ideas as: “to what extent are plants sensitive and conscious?”; “have 

plants anything corresponding to animal consciousness?”; “what the occult observer senses 

in plants as to colour and character”; the “effect of plants on human beings” and “the part 

plants play in the Great Plan”.
131

 He lectured also to local lodges where he spoke on “The 

Harmony in Nature”, and “Man and Nature”.
132
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In 1926 Musson contributed an article to Theosophy in Australia, “On Destroying Life”, in 

response to a correspondent who asked how it was possible “to kill no live thing”, as 

implied by the teachings of Theosophy. What about fruit flies and other destructive life 

forms?
133

 Musson had obviously given this matter thought himself and responded “from 

the point of view of a Theosophist–gardener”. The matter called for “liberal views”, stated 

Musson, who argued that it was necessary to either prevent attack or to kill pests 

destructive of food plants or introducing diseases to human life, such as insects, rats and 

mice. Birds should be driven away from food supplies and killing not resorted to. In many 

cases man was responsible for insects or other forms reaching plague proportions, and 

action by man was a means of reversing the damage.
134

 

 

When he died in 1928, Musson was cremated at the Rookwood Crematorium with a 

Minister of the Liberal Catholic Church officiating.
135

 Cremation had been advocated by 

Theosophists for many years but only became available at Rookwood in 1925.
136

 The 

Liberal Catholic Church was an offshoot of Theosophy and had been operating in Sydney 

since 1918.
137

  

 

“The Musson School of Thought” 

After he had occupied such a prominent place within the pages of The Horticultural and 

Nature-Study Bulletin, it is not surprising to read the tribute to Musson’s work and 

influence published there in February 1929: 

 

Teachers throughout the state will regret the loss to the Nature Study movement 

brought about by the recent death of Charles T. Musson, whose writings in the 

Gazette have often inspired them. 

… 

Ex-students of the Summer schools at the College will retain precious memories 

of his keen understanding of teachers’ difficulties, his sympathetic appreciation of 

nature, and his kindly, helpful disposition.
138
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The Old Boys’ Union established two memorial prizes in Musson’s name to be awarded 

annually, and arranged a brass plaque and framed photograph to be hung at the College.
139

 

The Tree Lovers’ Civic League of Kuring-gai planted a lemon scented gum in Gordon, as a 

tribute to both Charles and Ada Musson, who had lived in that suburb since retirement.
140

 

Now very large, this tree still stands, close to Gordon Station.
141

  

 

Tracing the life of Charles Musson follows an early life as a naturalist in England and 

Australia and shows him embracing the theory of evolution and understandings of 

adaptation and ecology as they developed. Representative of many naturalists of his 

generation, turn of the century optimism jostled with concerns for the darker side of 

progress, including emerging environmental problems that were not being adequately 

recognised or addressed. He was intensely interested and involved in education, 

particularly education for farming and other rural pursuits, but increasingly in nature study, 

once it became a movement in the public schools and a link had been forged between the 

College and the Department of Public Instruction. Musson’s writing and lectures 

influenced how nature study developed and he inspired the formation of the Gould League 

of Bird Lovers in New South Wales.  

 

When W.M. Carne, Musson’s one time assistant and later successor at Hawkesbury 

Agricultural College, left for Western Australia in 1923, he “paid a high tribute to the 

influence of Mr. Musson on his work and outlook, and expressed a fear that his own 

departure marked the end of the ‘Musson School of Thought’ at the College”.
142

 Although 

Carne did not define the ‘Musson School of Thought’, hopefully this chapter allows some 

insight. Musson’s understandings of ecology and adaptation promoted a holistic study of 

nature. He understood that any action which affected the natural environment was likely to 

have wider implications and that these needed to be understood. He believed that 

environmental appreciation required more than factual scientific investigation, and thus he 

embraced the appeal to emotional attachment and aesthetic appreciation which nature 

study promoted. How apt that the Hawkesbury Institute for the Environment, University of 

Western Sydney, now occupies the former site of Musson’s house and garden at 
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Hawkesbury Agricultural College. The “Musson School of Thought” had embraced and 

promoted an environmental understanding which would become increasingly relevant in 

the second half of the twentieth century and beyond. 
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Chapter 8 Nature Study in New South Wales Schools after 1920 

 

 

During the early years of the twentieth century, the nature study idea was put into practice 

in the education offered to children in New South Wales primary schools. This chapter is 

concerned with the endurance of that idea, its explication over the course of the century 

and its inevitable change in new contexts. David L. Marshall recently reminded intellectual 

historians that the “genuinely historical dimension” of an idea or assertion will often be 

non contemporary with its original utterance and if an idea remains in effect over time, as 

it interacts with other ideas, its meaning will evolve, it will endure, unfold, or mutate.
1
 The 

history of the nature study idea, with its distinctive definition incorporating scientific 

observation and reasoning, aesthetic appreciation and a loving understanding of nature 

known as “sympathy”, will be examined in New South Wales primary school education 

through the twentieth and into the twenty first centuries. How long did nature study survive 

in the primary school curricula of New South Wales and what was the emphasis of that 

nature study? Did the nature study idea leave a legacy beyond its tenure as a distinct 

subject? 

 

Sally Kohlstedt and Kevin Armitage, historians of nature study in the United States, 

devoted some attention to the legacy of nature study.
2
 Although nature study was largely 

displaced by elementary science in United States’ schools in the 1930s, Kohlstedt 

examined its survival in summer camps, museum programmes, national park programmes 

and youth organisations such as the Scouts.
3
 She traced its links with environmentalism, 

referring to Rachel Carson as representing an ideal outcome of formal and informal nature 

education that would have pleased the advocates who defined nature study. Environmental 

education in the 1970s again saw conservationist leaders and educators encouraging 

children to appreciate nature.
4
 A central theme of Armitage’s investigation was that nature 

study was “clearly the foundation of environmental education and was a forerunner of 
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environmentalist ideologies”.
5
 He traced the influence of nature study upon central figures 

in the environmental movement, including Aldo Leopold and Rachel Carson, and briefly 

considered its influence on environmental education curricula.
6
 

 

American educators Thomas E. Smith and Clifford E. Knapp also acknowledged a nature 

study legacy in American public schools, looking at the introduction of conservation 

education in the 1930s, outdoor education in the 1940s, environmental education in the 

1960s, experiential education in the 1970s, and place-based education in the 1990s.
7
 Other 

contributors within Smith and Knapp’s edited collection pointed to the longevity and use 

of Anna Comstock’s Handbook of Nature-Study and the survival of the American Nature 

Study Society to the present day, maintaining national and international partnerships with 

other nature study and environmental education groups.
8
 British educational historian 

William E. Marsden examined the connection between nature study and environmental 

education in both North America and Britain, impatient with those who considered 

environmental education as being “invented about 1970”.
9
 

 

This chapter will examine the survival of nature study as a distinctively named subject in 

the schools of New South Wales for decades beyond its currency in the United States. It 

will then discuss its influence and legacy within syllabuses of natural science, science, 

environmental education and education for sustainability. This chapter is concerned with 

primary school curricula while more general aspects of the influence of the nature study 

idea will be indicated in the concluding chapter. 

 

Nature Study and Agriculture: 1920s to 1930s 

An earlier chapter discussed the syllabus of 1916 as one which refined and clarified nature 

study as it had been introduced and implemented in New South Wales schools over the 

previous decade. That chapter also indicated that the following syllabus of 1922 contained 
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significant changes in its presentation of nature study.
10

 Discussed and compiled in 1920, 

this syllabus was introduced to schools at the beginning of 1922, the final syllabus 

endorsed by Peter Board before his retirement.
11

 For Board it was designed to introduce a 

new philosophy and practice of individual education for successful democratic society and 

began empathically:  

 

Behind the use of a Syllabus of Instruction there stands the teacher’s conception 

of the function of a school … The function of the school is to supply the 

circumstances and conditions most favourable to the growth of each child.
12

  

 

Although introduced with optimism for the coming years, this syllabus would become old 

and tired in the coming two decades in which it remained in force virtually unchanged.
13

  

 

Many appreciations were made to Board by teachers, inspectors and the public upon his 

retirement as Director of Education.
14

 Significant, though, was the fact that Board had 

disagreed bitterly with the Nationalist Party’s Minister for Education, Albert Bruntnell, 

who reinstated fees for public secondary education to take effect in January 1923. In 

protest, Board handed in his resignation three months before his projected retirement 

date.
15

 This was the end of an era for education in New South Wales. According to 

historians of education, S.H. Smith, who succeeded Board as Director of Education, was an 

administrator and not an innovator. Smith maintained the main features of Board’s system 

but led a push for greater efficiency in the basic subjects of reading, writing and arithmetic, 
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in an overall reactionary period for education.
16

 Instruction in those basic subjects became 

“more prescriptive, systematic, frequently tested, and thoroughly inspected”.
17

  

  

Lesley Dunt, in her study of Australian education in the first half of the twentieth century, 

evoked a period lacking in vision: “The sense of the earlier Australian educators that they 

were involved in a daring dispute, that they were rolling back the barriers to modern 

enlightened thinking, had long been dissipated.”
18

 Stuart Macintyre, in his comprehensive 

coverage of the early decades of the century in Australia, made a more general 

observation: 

 

When the national vision shrank to material dimensions, the readiness to 

experiment in other fields was lost, so that the reforming zeal that had been 

applied to education, for example, succumbed to parsimony and institutional 

inertia.
19

 

 

It was in this atmosphere that “Nature Study and Agriculture” remained part of an aging 

syllabus for two decades. Nature study was unexamined for the Qualifying Certificate and 

therefore often considered less important than the “basics”. In its composition the syllabus 

bears considerable witness to an increased interest in nature study as a subject that would 

materially support agriculture and rural industry. Attention to agricultural education was 

favoured by both Labor and Nationalist Ministers for Education in the 1920s and by the 

Country Party’s D.H. Drummond who held that portfolio in United Australia Party 

governments from 1927 to 1930 and 1932 to 1941.
20

 Effort was directed to establishing 

rural schools, agricultural high schools and the teaching of agriculture in general secondary 

schools, while the nature study syllabus for primary schools prescribed elementary 

agriculture as an important focus. 
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“Nature Study is not to be dissociated from School Agriculture” proclaimed the 1922 

syllabus in the first paragraph of the section “Nature Study and Agriculture”, a distinct 

addition when compared to the notes of the 1916 syllabus.
21

 In 1916 the section of the 

syllabus labelled “Nature Study” had been divided into subsections of Geography, Nature 

Study, School Gardening, Agriculture, and Hygiene. In 1922 Geography and Hygiene were 

distinct and separate subjects while the other three subsections enjoyed an uneasy alliance 

as “Nature Study and School Agriculture”. 

 

As well as the statement endorsing the association of nature study and school agriculture, 

there was a notable omission in the 1922 syllabus. The objectives of the course in 1916 

were to give the child knowledge of the environment, appreciation of beauty, and “to bring 

the child into sympathy with nature”.
22

 In 1922 there was no reference to sympathy with 

nature. Clearly the authors of these notes realised that nature study as elementary 

agriculture involved a utilitarian focus for which “sympathy” had little relevance. This 

omission was a denial of the vision of nature study advocated by L.H. Bailey and “that 

loving appreciation of nature” which had permeated C.T. Musson’s lectures and papers.
23

  

 

The actual syllabus topics listed for classes from infants to sixth class exhibited a focus on 

utilitarian nature study. Plant study for infant classes stressed floral and vegetable gardens 

along with a study of fruit trees. Animal study focussed upon farm animals, “injurious” 

wild animals and “injurious” insects. A similar focus marked the topics for third and fourth 

class while children aged ten to twelve years in fifth and sixth class were essentially 

completing a course in elementary agriculture. Sixth class topics on plant study covered 

fruit, corn, wheat, forage crops, and vegetables, with the precise topics chosen depending 

on locality. “How does man control the plants of the community?” was a focal question. 

Animal study allowed a choice of two or more topics, depending on locality, from 

dairying, poultry, pigs, horses, sheep, and bees. Insect life was to be studied in association 

with plant study. Under the heading “Human Interests and Activities”, the children would 

study farming activities of the district, with attention to expected and actual annual yield, 
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climatic and soil conditions, marketing, and special problems of the area. The syllabus 

contained no alternative topics for children in city schools.
24

 

 

The agricultural turn in nature study, evident in the 1922 syllabus, was supported by 

several other initiatives within the Department of Education during the 1920s and 1930s. 

After Halsted retired in June 1919 his position remained vacant until May 1921 when 

Benjamin J. Tollis was appointed as Superintendent of School Agriculture. Tollis was 

considered highly qualified and experienced and his task was to reorganise agricultural 

education in the state. Although much of this organisation related to post primary 

education, it also included primary schools. In a proposed scheme of 1922, not all of which 

was implemented, Tollis stressed that the nature study syllabus needed “a distinctly 

agricultural bias”. Under his proposed scheme, nature study would be regarded as an 

essential subject that would feature in the Qualifying Certificate examination. School 

gardens were essential, and headmasters should be held responsible for their existence and 

maintenance.
25

  

 

In October 1922 Tollis addressed the monthly meeting of the Teachers’ Federation at the 

country centre of Queanbeyan. The report of his address stated that Tollis “wished to 

reiterate that nature study, gardening, and school agriculture were one subject”. As the 

child represented plastic material capable of being moulded by the teacher, then it followed 

that teachers were partly to blame for the stream of boys to the city and: “The future 

agricultural efficiency of N.S.W. will depend on school training more than any other 

factor.”
26

 

 

Tollis stimulated the formation of a Teachers’ Federation Horticultural Society with the 

broad aims being “encouragement, improvement, and development of horticulture in all its 

branches” in schools. The Society would hold lectures and exhibitions and inaugurate 

garden competitions for schools.
27

 The Society affiliated with the Chamber of Agriculture 

and hoped to assist that body “by directing a growing stream of our young people to the 

land”.
28

 In July 1922 the Society published the first issue of The Horticultural and Nature-
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Study Bulletin as part of the monthly Education Gazette. This regular monthly supplement 

to the Gazette was intended to bring the activities of the Society to the attention of 

teachers, to extend its work, and to assist in the teaching of nature study. The teaching of 

nature study with a strong identification as elementary agriculture was thus reinforced by 

this continuing feature. 

 

However, while the Bulletin continued to support the association of agriculture, 

horticulture, and nature study, it also became the vehicle for more general articles related 

to nature study. These included articles on botany, birds, and insects, similar to those 

which had appeared in the educational journals of previous years. The Gould League of 

Bird Lovers’ meetings and annual celebrations were reported and the October issue for 

each year replaced the previous Bird-Life Supplement.
29

 When the New South Wales 

Schools Branch of the Australian Forest League was formed in 1923, its meetings and 

activities were also reported.
30

 Both A.G. Hamilton and C.T. Musson were regular 

contributors to the Bulletin throughout the 1920s, with their broader conceptions of nature 

study lifting the publication beyond a narrow interpretation of nature study as elementary 

agriculture and horticulture.
31

 

 

Like his predecessor Halsted, Tollis appeared to be consistently dissatisfied with the status 

and remuneration of his position. By 1926 his position was vacant. In October 1928 

Ernest Breakwell was appointed as Organiser of School Agriculture and, together with two 

assistants, began a new phase of stimulation to the subject, primarily involved with 

agricultural high schools, agriculture in secondary schools, rural schools, and the formation 

of Junior Farmers’ Clubs for boys aged from ten to twenty years. He also retained 

responsibility for nature study and gardens in primary schools.
32

  

 

“Unless the Nature Study lessons in the earlier years lay the foundation of, and lead to an 

agricultural trend in the 5
th

 and 6
th

 year courses, the subject has lost a good deal of its 

significance”, proclaimed the Organiser of Agriculture in 1929. He reminded teachers that 
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the syllabus clearly pointed out that “Nature study is not to be dissociated from school 

agriculture”.
33

 In 1933 the Director of Education requested Breakwell to organise 

instruction schools of three days duration to be held throughout the state for teachers of 

country primary schools to address a disturbing deficiency in school gardens and 

agricultural plots.
34

  

 

Sydney Teachers College also witnessed the agricultural turn in nature study in the 1920s. 

In 1919, and subsequent years, the textbook list for students included: First Book in Rural 

Science (Green), Nature in Farming (Paterson), Yates Gardening Guide and Farmers’ 

Handbook.
35

 In 1923, and following years, the course outlines used the heading “Nature 

Study and School Agriculture” in preference to earlier designations “Nature Study”, 

“Nature Study and Gardening” and “Elementary Science and Nature Study”.
36

 A.G. 

Hamilton retired as a teacher of nature study and biology at the age of 68 in 1920. 

Margaret Deer and Naomi Crouch (Naomi Roach after her marriage in 1921), both 

teachers with a background in botany and years of experience working with Hamilton, 

were now joined by Percival Hindmarsh, a University graduate with a Bachelor of Science 

in Agriculture. As an agriculturalist, Hindmarsh would obviously bring a new orientation 

to teaching at the College.
37

 

 

Despite this attention to agriculture in the 1920s, biology, which was taught by the teachers 

of nature study, continued to be an important subject at the College throughout the period. 

The existing handbooks indicate that by 1938 nature study for primary school teachers was 

actually being presented without any particular association with school agriculture. 

Biology in first year and Nature Study Method in second year were the subjects preparing 

teachers for a subject now tending strongly to a presentation of elementary science.
38

 

 

Two text books of nature study were written for New South Wales teachers in the period 

from 1920 to 1940. The first was by teacher Les S. Reid, Notes on Nature Study and 
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School Agriculture, published during the 1920s.
39

 Intended as a guide to teachers, the book 

was a factual introduction to a list of suitable topics and questions teachers could set for 

their classes. Plant and animal topics were considered in isolation rather than with 

consideration as to their adaptation within a particular environment. There was no 

progression to aesthetic appreciation, “sympathy”, environmental concern, or inspiration 

for original discovery in nature. The information on each topic was oversimplified to the 

extent of being banal, and there was no indication that the statements made could be 

investigated or challenged. On “Weeds”, for example, Reid informed the reader that 

“Weeds may be useful or detrimental. Very few are useful, and even these may become 

pests.” He then outlined some useful weeds, but in the end contradicted himself by 

authoritatively declaring: “Weeds are pests; therefore they must be destroyed.”
40

 Reid’s 

section on “Trees” was a factual summary of their economic value to man. He included 

nothing about the overuse of forest reserves and the need for conservation of forests, let 

alone any appreciation of trees for their beauty.
41

 There is some mention of Australian 

flora and fauna but certainly no emphasis on the indigenous. 

 

Probably a little more inspiring was The Teacher’s Nature Study Manual (1934) by Ernest 

Breakwell, Organiser of School Agriculture, and G.H. Wright, Headmaster of Manilla 

District Rural School.
42

 Breakwell and Wright arranged the Manual by locale, ranging 

from near at hand venues of classroom, school building, school grounds and school garden 

to the bushland, streets, paddocks, ponds, rivers and beaches accessible to the particular 

area. The authors seriously outlined lessons that could be inspired by the classroom 

fireplace, floor and window, and the flies, silverfish and cockroaches that visited. Teaching 

nature study in dilapidated buildings in Depression New South Wales, it appears, was no 

hindrance to the teacher who could also go beyond the classroom to the school incinerator, 

woodheap and boot-scraper. Breakwell and Wright progressed, however, to the importance 

of the school garden for nature study and excursions beyond the school grounds to study 

plant, insect and bird life. 
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This book demonstrates that even for the Organiser of School Agriculture, nature study as 

taught in primary schools actually included much more than elementary agriculture. The 

first section, “Nature Study—Its Principles and Aims”, stressed both the scientific basis 

and the aesthetic basis of nature study. Nature study was an introduction to the wider field 

of science in secondary schools and the scientific methodology to be used in its teaching 

was elaborated.
43

 In addition, aesthetic appreciation of nature remained important for 

children: “the appreciation of Nature in all its beauty, in all its uses, and in all its 

vagaries”.
44

 Breakwell and Wright’s conception of nature study was, however, lacking that 

strand of “sympathy with nature” which had been so crucial to its early definition. In a 

mere mention of “sympathy”, as a characteristic underlying aesthetic appreciation, they 

state that the school garden would teach the child how plants respond to kind treatment. 

The child would thus “develop a sympathy towards the weakling plant”.
45

 In this usage, 

“sympathy” has been understood in its sense of pity in contrast to the earlier understanding 

of sympathy with nature as empathy. 

 

Director of Education, G.R. Thomas, in his foreword to The Teacher’s Nature Study 

Manual, endorsed nature study for the child because it would develop “a love for the 

beautiful and a reverence for Nature’s God”.
46

 Similarly, Breakwell and Wright advised 

that teachers would be able to gauge the success of nature study lessons by asking: “Have 

they made the children morally and spiritually stronger, have they developed an 

appreciation of nature, and also of the wonders of creation, and have they developed a 

deeper understanding of the Giver of all things?”
47

  

 

These statements contrast with the secular nature study advocated by Peter Board, A.G. 

Hamilton and C.T. Musson in earlier years, and with nature study as it came to be 

formulated in the 1940s and 1950s by Thistle Harris. While earlier advocates had explicitly 

embraced Darwinian evolution, The Teacher’s Nature Study Manual remained silent on 

evolutionary theory and was explicitly theistic.  

 

Despite its formal association with School Agriculture in the syllabus of 1922, and the 

support given to this aspect by the Department of Education and the Teachers College in 
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the 1920s, nature study as a subject taught in schools appears to have remained much more 

than elementary agriculture. This can be seen in Breakwell and Wright’s Teacher’s Nature 

Study Manual and the range of articles being printed in the Horticultural and Nature-Study 

Bulletin. In 1930 Margaret Deer, Senior Lecturer in Nature Study, contributed a lengthy 

article to Schooling, a publication of the Teachers College.
48

 “The Teaching of Natural 

History in the Elementary School” covered the history, aims, ideals, and benefits of nature 

study along with advice as to its teaching and the methodology which teachers could 

employ. School agriculture was absent in Deer’s article. This article is evidence that nature 

study not associated with school agriculture was still thoroughly conceived, promoted, and 

viable in New South Wales schools of the period. 

 

Deer defined nature study with reference to the classic works of the American theorists 

including Bailey, Scott and Morgan and considered its conception in the works of 

educational philosophers of the nineteenth century through to its introduction in the 

schools of the United States, Britain and Australia. The benefits of nature study which 

Deer stressed were knowledge of the physical environment, the usefulness of that 

knowledge for utilitarian control of the environment, and the development of a deep 

appreciation of the beauty of nature. While the term “sympathy with nature” was absent in 

Deer’s paper, as it was in the syllabus and Breakwell and Wright’s text, Deer stressed that 

nature stories and poems were an essential part of nature study and that the danger of 

nature study becoming “too sentimental” could be avoided by the intelligent teacher: “If 

we object to personification we lose some of the best part of the work.”
49

 For Deer, as for 

Musson in earlier years, “one of the most important points for consideration is to make the 

child realise that a plant is a living organism, requiring certain things for its well being, 

many of these requirements being similar to our own”.
50

  

 

A glimpse into the actual nature study presented to school children in the 1930s may be 

found in the workbooks of a child who attended Roseville Public School in suburban 

Sydney.
51

 Betty Muir’s books for fifth class 1934 and sixth class 1935 witness work with 

an emphasis on botany and bird study. In fifth class Betty studied many aspects of plant 
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life and she included regular “gardening notes” relating to operations in the school garden. 

Butterflies, bees, earthworms and various species of Australian birds also featured. Betty’s 

nature study included a study of heat, soot, and smoke through lessons focussed on the 

fireplace, perhaps inspired by Breakwell and Wright. A lesson on rain and its causes 

similarly broadened nature study beyond plant and animal study. In sixth class Betty’s 

nature study was entirely devoted to plant and animal life with particular lessons on 

Australian plants and Australian birds. Betty illustrated her nature study workbooks with 

careful drawings (figure 18). There was no association of nature study with elementary 

agriculture in Betty’s class work, this particular example illustrating disparity between the 

official syllabus and what was actually taught in schools. Possibly city schools had never 

implemented the elementary agricultural syllabus prescribed for sixth class in 1922. 

 

Figure 18: Nature study workbook, 5th class, Roseville Public School, 1934 

Source: Betty Muir, [Nature Study Workbooks, 5
th

 Class 1934 and 6
th

 Class 1935], NSW 

Schoolhouse Museum of Public Education, North Ryde, N.S.W. 

 

 

Nature study as a distinct subject had thus survived in New South Wales schools during the 

1920s and 1930s. Other Australian states similarly retained nature study in their curricula 

of these years, while in the United States the subject was largely discontinued in favour of 

elementary science.
52

 Kevin Armitage documented the continuing and increasing criticism 

of nature study in the United States by scientists wary of its tendency towards 
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sentimentality and its lack of conformity to the objective standards of scientific 

investigation. Sally Kohlstedt traced the gradual displacement of nature study as a 

distinctive curriculum in the 1920s and 1930s by a more closely prescribed course of 

elementary science which defined itself in contrast to nature study.
53

  

 

Kohlstedt suggested that nature study in Australia may have been sustained by the strong 

link made between nature study and agriculture.
54

 In the 1920s the official identification of 

nature study as elementary agriculture may well have kept it a viable subject for primary 

schools. Certainly this aspect was important to successive Ministries of these years. Behind 

this identification though, nature study retained its broader aims and identifications, 

including a strong orientation towards biological science, continuing attention to 

Australian fauna and flora and also to aesthetic appreciation. “Sympathy” had fallen out of 

usage as a term that defined nature study. The loss of this part of the definition indicates 

more than changing terminology, as nature study incorporated the official agricultural turn 

in the 1920s and a growing interest in the teaching of an unsentimental and scientifically 

sound natural science. 

  

Nature Study and Natural Science: 1940s to 1970s 

In 1941 the New South Wales Department of Education introduced a new “Course of 

Instruction for Primary Schools”.
55

 This syllabus introduced social studies as a new 

subject, incorporating history and geography. Nature study was a distinct subject, 

unencumbered by any reference in its designation to agriculture, gardening or hygiene. In 

many ways this syllabus, which was suggestive rather than prescriptive, liberal rather than 

authoritative, recalled the nature study envisioned by the early advocates. The introduction 

to “Nature Study” began as follows: “The all embracing aim of the nature study course is 

to bring the child into close and appreciative contact with nature in its various forms and 

aspects.”
56

 It proceeded to stress “first hand acquaintance with nature”, the stimulation of 

curiosity, adaptation of species to environment, project work, an emphasis on Australian 

specimens, correlation with other school studies, excursions, and illustrative work on the 

part of the children. Association of the subject with the Gould League of Bird Lovers, the 

School Tree Wardens scheme and, for country children, Junior Farmers’ Clubs, was 
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promoted in considerable detail.
57

 A “Nature Study Code” included the following 

injunctions: 

 

Learn to grow beautiful flowers. Protect our wild flowers. Plant trees and 

flowering shrubs. Avoid, as far as possible, cutting down trees. Protect our native 

beauty spots … Help to control flies and other harmful insects … Protect our birds 

… Be kind to pets and dumb animals. Help to make your environment sweeter 

and more beautiful …
58

 

 

The actual syllabus continued to stress “close and appreciative contact with nature”. In the 

infant school the aim was “to encourage the development of a spirit of interest in, 

appreciation of, and reverence for the wonder, the beauty, and the laws of nature”.
59

 For 

older children the purpose was “to keep alive and quicken that spirit of wonder and 

enquiry”. Only in fifth and sixth classes would “a simple approach to elementary science” 

be introduced.
60

 Although the term “sympathy” had passed out of the discourse, there was 

much in this syllabus that recalled the original three fold formulation of nature study as 

scientific investigation and problem solving, aesthetic appreciation and close identification 

with the natural world. 

 

Thistle Harris was appointed to the Teachers College staff as a lecturer in biology and 

nature study in 1938. By this time Hindmarsh, the agriculturalist, had left the College to 

become Principal at Yanco Agricultural High School.
61

 Harris had graduated from the 

University of Sydney with a Bachelor of Science in 1923, specialising in botany. She then 

taught secondary school science and wrote Wild Flowers of Australia, published in 1938 

and subsequently republished in many editions. Harris was active within the Wild Life 

Preservation Society. This well educated and strong minded woman would influence the 

way nature study was presented to trainee teachers at the College, the way in which it was 

taught in schools, and the formulation of later curricula.
62
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Harris was not impressed with the syllabus of 1941. In the 1940s Harris completed a 

Bachelor of Education and a Master of Education by correspondence from the University 

of Melbourne. Her Master’s thesis addressed the teaching of nature study and elementary 

science in Australia, the United States and Britain, noting particularly the trend to advocate 

science teaching in elementary or primary schools.
63

 It was a trend which Harris 

applauded. In opposition to earlier theorists who had insisted that nature study was not 

science, Harris maintained that it was and certainly should be conceived and taught as such 

in Australian schools.
64

 She hoped to see good elementary science that avoided animistic 

or mystical explanations of natural phenomena.
65

 Harris critically surveyed the syllabus of 

each Australian state concluding that they were not sufficiently scientific to be of much 

value. Too much importance was attached to the purely appreciative and observational 

sides of the subject and too little to an attempt to formulate problems and appreciate 

general scientific principles.
66

 She had no time for out of date terminology: “As for the 

development of an appreciation of ‘the wonders of nature’ so commonly recurring in 

syllabuses this need not even be suggested in a scientifically planned course of study.”
67

  

 

Harris was specifically critical of the New South Wales syllabus of 1941, stating that its 

general aim of bringing the child into “close and appreciative contact with nature in its 

various forms and aspects” was insufficient for a scientific course. There was no real 

attempt to give children the opportunity for “proper scientific investigation” and the details 

were “varying and confusing”.
68

  

 

In 1945 Harris drew upon her research to produce a Handbook of Nature Study for 

Teachers and a companion volume, Nature Problems: A Book of Nature Study for Young 

Australians.
69

 The Handbook presented an alternative to the 1941 syllabus.  In this scheme, 

nature study was a course in elementary science and stressed problem solving in contrast to 
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mere “rambling in the garden or in the bush and observing and enjoying birds and beasts 

and flowers”.
70

 Nature study involved observation, experiment and deduction.
71

 

Appreciation of beauty would come during investigation and was a secondary outcome 

rather than a primary purpose of the course.
72

 Harris again stressed that animism and 

mysticism had no place in science. Teachers needed to avoid any explanation that called 

upon them and to guard against children’s tendency to resort to animistic explanation. 

Fairy tales and fiction had no role in scientific problem solving.
73

 It can be assumed that 

Harris was dismissing not only the traditional fairy tale and personification found in stories 

about nature, but also religious interpretations of natural phenomena including Biblical 

creation and conceptions of nature study as praise for a creator expressed, for example, by 

Thomas, Breakwell and Wright in The Teacher’s Nature Study Manual of 1934.  

 

A detailed course of nature study was suggested in Harris’s Handbook. There was no trace 

of nature study as elementary agriculture in this handbook and a focus on Australian nature 

and local study permeated the text. Conservation was an essential component of nature 

study for Harris: “Intimate association with nature, such as this course will involve, cannot 

be dissociated from the idea of conservation of natural resources.”
74

 As children gained 

knowledge from observation and reasoning, and as they gained aesthetic appreciation from 

their study, they would also grow in their capacity to “understand constructive 

conservation measures”.
75

 Teachers needed to be acquainted with the Native Plants and 

Wild Flowers’ Protection Act and the Birds’ and Animals’ Protection Act and to inspire in 

the children the desire to see such protection being carried out.
76

 Sections on “Looking 

after our plants”, “Some protected plants”, “Do we need to protect our mammals?” and 

“How can we protect our animals?” were included in the accompanying Nature Problems 

book for the use of teachers, children and general readers.
77

  

 

The Curriculum for Primary Schools, introduced into New South Wales in 1952, presented 

a completely revised document relating to the teaching of nature study in comparison with 
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that of 1941.
78

 The name of the subject changed to “Natural Science” and the course was 

framed within UNESCO recommendations regarding the teaching of natural science in the 

primary schools of the world.
79

 The UNESCO recommendations, as reproduced in the 

Natural Science section of the New South Wales Curriculum, are interesting in that they 

are so similar to nature study as conceived by its advocates in the early years of the 

century. The quoted sections of this UNESCO document stressed that natural science was 

important as an introductory training in scientific method and that “it is necessary to 

associate schools in common action for the protection of nature”.
80

 The objectives of 

natural science would be to develop the intellect, “stimulate the imagination and the 

sensitiveness of a school-child by making him love nature and her beauties and by 

interesting him in natural phenomena …”, and support and foster activity tending to protect 

and conserve nature.
81

 

 

Nature study may have suffered a name change, but it had bequeathed a strong legacy to an 

internationally endorsed natural science for primary schools which explicitly included a 

broad conservation ethic. The UNESCO aims were incorporated into the prescribed New 

South Wales syllabus. For each of the grades from third to sixth class a subsection on 

“Conservation” included activities which could be undertaken on Arbor Day and Bird Day 

along with attention to wind erosion, water erosion, regeneration, and protective legislation 

for fauna and flora. In some ways this syllabus included broader objectives than the 

elementary science which Thistle Harris had endorsed in her 1940s research and writing. 

Harris did have considerable input into the syllabus and she certainly supported its 

inclusion of conservation, contributing an article to the journal Australian Wild Life: 

 

It is the first time that Conservation has been recognised as providing specific 

teaching topics at this educational level … The whole curriculum in the subject of 

Natural Science is so arranged that the teacher has adequate opportunity of giving 
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children the educational background essential to an understanding of such 

conservation principles.
82

   

 

This syllabus was to remain in use until 1965.  In the 1965 syllabus the subject retained the 

designation “Natural Science” while the major innovation was greater attention to physical 

science: “The new syllabus changes the former major emphasis on biotic aspects of science 

by giving greater scope for the treatment and study of the physical environment.”
83

 Infant 

classes studied “Living Things”, “Applications of Science to Everyday Things” and “The 

Earth as Part of the Universe”. Primary classes (third class to sixth class) studied “Living 

Things”, “Physical Phenomena Related to the Child’s Environment” and “The Earth as 

Part of the Universe”. The headings reflect the Cold War era concern with dominance of 

space along with the increasing impact of technology in everyday life. The outline of aims 

for the course continued to reflect many of those endorsed for nature study as it was 

defined in the early years.
84

 Scientific methodology, scientific attitudes, and habits of clear, 

logical thinking had always been part of nature study while some aims drew heavily on the 

terminology of nature study: 

 

To maintain the child’s sense of wonder and to stimulate and broaden his interest 

in the world about him, thereby leading him to an appreciation of the 

interdependence of all forms of life and their dependence on physical conditions. 

… 

To provide experiences which promote the growth of appreciation and love of 

beauty of the natural world.
85

  

 

Conservation of resources remained important, the wording recalling that of New South 

Wales nature study advocates and early preservationists such as Amy Mack: “The topics 

studied ought not only stimulate a pride in our national heritage of scenery and wildlife but 

also purposefully foster an attitude of responsibility towards the protection and 

preservation of native flora, fauna and national assets.”
86
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Nature Study and Environmental Education: 1980s to 2000s 

Change was rapid in Australian society in the second half of the century, not least within 

educational philosophy and primary school curricula. The 1965 Natural Science syllabus 

remained in use until its replacement in 1980 by Investigating: Science (K-6): Curriculum 

Policy Statement 1980. In turn, this document was superseded by Science and Technology 

K-6, a document which, with some revision, has been in use until very recent development 

of curricula in response to national initiatives.
87

 The 1980 document, with its brevity of 

text and overriding emphasis on process based learning, was very different to the syllabus 

it replaced. From this period on, a nature study course was essentially absent from New 

South Wales schools. The term itself had passed out of use except to refer to a bygone era. 

In 1989 Senior Education Officer Annette Willis described the 1980 Statement as bringing 

“an end to the ‘nature study only’ era of science in primary schools”.
88

  

 

Investigating: Science (1980) did, however, exhibit continuity with nature study in some 

aspects. Its emphasis on first-hand experience, inquiry based learning, problem solving, 

and child centred education has a history in the educational reform of the early twentieth 

century and the promotion of nature study as a subject which could incorporate the ideals 

of that reform. The range of ways in which children could communicate their findings 

similarly recalled earlier writing about nature study. The document exhibited an emphasis 

on “environment” advising the teacher to ask and answer the following questions: “Are the 

children curious about and interested in their environment? … Do they show empathy with 

their environment? Do they demonstrate concern for the responsible use and conservation 

of resources?”
89

  

 

Although nature study was no longer taught in New South Wales schools, from the 1990s 

onwards some of its concerns remained, now split between three syllabus documents: 

Science and Technology K-6; Human Society & Its Environment K-6; Environmental 

Education Curriculum Statement K-12 and its replacement Environmental Education 
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Policy for Schools.
90

 The 1991 Science and Technology K-6: Syllabus and Support 

Document was a considerably longer and much more structured text than its predecessor. 

Its content included areas of study previously included in nature study and natural science 

syllabuses designated as “Living Things”, “Physical Phenomena” and “The Earth and its 

Surroundings”. Overall though, this Key Learning Area presented an objective and 

dispassionate science that had divorced itself from nature study’s concern with aesthetic 

appreciation and “sympathy” or “empathy” with nature.
91

 Another of the six Key Learning 

Areas (KLAs), that were developed in the 1990s and remain the basis of primary teaching 

and learning, was Human Society & its Environment. The 1998 document supporting this 

subject outlined topics for each learning stage including “Places we Know”, “Wet and Dry 

Environments”, “Australia”, “State and National Parks” and “Global Environments: 

Rainforests”, all providing scope for subject matter which nature study had originally 

introduced to the curriculum.
92

  

 

In considering the legacy of nature study to recent educational curricula, successive 

documents relating to environmental education are relevant. This important aspect of 

contemporary education will be briefly touched upon here. In 1989 the Environmental 

Education Curriculum Statement K-12 incorporated some aspects of nature study now 

absent from the KLA syllabus documents discussed above. The Statement introduced 

environmental education as mandatory, to be incorporated at times into each of the six 

KLAs. Its three basic aims were explained as learning about the environment, developing 

skills in investigating the environment, and acquiring a concern for the environment.
93

 In 

achieving this third aim, students would develop positive attitudes towards the 

environment, express sensitivity towards the environment and “hold an Australian 

perspective towards our unique environment which recognises the responsibility of all 

Australians towards conservation”.
94

 It was important to develop environmental 

understandings and concepts in children and one way of achieving this was by drawing on 

the child’s senses: “Sensory activities can promote caring attitudes, sensitivity and an 

aesthetic appreciation of the environment by linking students’ feelings and perceptions to 
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their formal understanding of environmental concepts.”
95

 Surely such a statement reflected 

the nature study idea as it had been formulated by the early American advocates and 

promoted in New South Wales in the early years of its teaching. They too had stressed a 

need for environmental understanding drawing upon feelings and perceptions and for an 

Australian perspective toward a unique environment. 

 

The photograph on the title page of the Environmental Education Curriculum Statement 

bears witness to a strong nature study legacy, with a child exhibiting “that caring 

appreciation” that was once called “sympathy” (figure 19). The photograph’s placement in 

such a prominent position conveyed a strong message that environmental education was 

about nature and the child. The document had received considerable input from the Gould 

League, now focused upon care for the whole environment rather than just birds, yet 

retaining strong links with its earlier association with nature study.
96

 

 

 

Figure 19: Nature and the child, 1989 

Source: New South Wales Department of Education, Environmental Education 

Curriculum Statement K-12 ([Sydney]: Department of Education, [1989]), i. 
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The Environmental Education Policy for Schools (2001) updated the Environmental 

Education Curriculum Statement (1989), this document stressing “ecologically sustainable 

development” and continuing the mandatory incorporation of environmental education 

across the curriculum.
97

 Again the legacy of nature study’s “sympathy” remained: 

“Environmental education also has a spiritual focus, emphasising an emotional and 

sensitised response from people, not only in their appreciation of the wonders of the 

natural world, but making them feel at one with the environment.”
98

  

 

The Environmental Education Policy for Schools has since been replaced in New South 

Wales by a national policy document, Sustainability Curriculum Framework: A Guide for 

Curriculum Developers and Policy Makers (2010) and web resources made available by 

the New South Wales Department of Education and Communities.
99

 The strong emphasis 

on education for sustainability has subtly changed the focus of concern for the environment 

itself to a more explicitly anthropocentric concern for a biosphere able to support life on 

earth for human societies: “Put simply, sustainability is about reducing our ecological 

footprint while simultaneously improving the quality of life that we value—the 

‘liveability’ of our society.”
100

 While students of all ages would consider “Repertoires of 

Practice” in which they examine beliefs, perceptual orientations, ethical principles and 

values, the student, even as a young child, is placed in a dispassionate role as researcher 

and analyst. This is very different to earlier syllabuses of nature study and environmental 

education policies which aimed to encourage aesthetic appreciation, a sense of wonder, and 

empathy with nature. All of these terms are absent from the 2010 document. 

 

Nature-Deficit? 

The absence of such terms in the recent Sustainability Curriculum Framework may 

reinforce the concern of some environmental educators, environmentalists, natural 

scientists, and others. American author Richard Louv’s publication, Last Child in the 

Woods: Saving our Children from Nature-Deficit Disorder, has become very well known 

to both specialists and general public. Louv observed that: “Today, kids are aware of the 
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global threats to the environment—but their physical contact, their intimacy with nature, is 

fading.”
101

 His foreword to the Australian edition, published in 2010, commented: 

 

That sense of aloneness, of lost kinship with the natural world, is central to the 

argument that many of us are making these days; that is, if we deny children direct 

experience with nature, we deny them access to a fundamental part of their 

humanity.
102

  

 

Australian environmental educator Alistair Stewart was very concerned at the general lack 

of pedagogy of natural history in Australia in the twenty first century.
103

 Natural history, 

with a focus on close study of local flora and fauna, he found largely absent within 

Australian environmental education discourse.
104

 While Stewart welcomed the recent focus 

on education for sustainability, he found it lacking in attention to “what is being 

‘sustained’ ”.
105

 Referring to the work of Canadians, he argued that: “Natural history is a 

way to be attentive to one’s surroundings that offers alternatives to abstract, fragmented 

and technical ways of learning about the environment.”
106

 

 

American educators Anthony Lorsbach and Jerry Jinks recently continued the argument for 

urgent attention to be given to natural history in science curricula and environmental 

education.
107

 Like Louv they were concerned over the dissociation of children with nature 

and environmental education that focused on global problems at the expense of local 

natural history. Their article, “What Early 20
th

 Century Nature Study Can Teach Us” 

(2013), referred to Kevin Armitage’s work and argued that the concerns of early twentieth 

century nature study advocates had much in common with modern concerns, while the 

conflict between objective science and the development of a sympathetic attitude towards 

nature, that plagued nature study, continued today. They concluded:   
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If society wants children to appreciate the natural world and become stewards of 

the environment, then the environment cannot be an abstraction … Standardized 

curricula and tests must make room for children to go outside, dig up dandelions, 

and observe robins.
108

 

 

In the publication The Natural History of Sydney (2010) a group of Australian researchers 

regretted the turn from natural history.
109

 Prominent biologist and educator Mike Archer, in 

his foreword, referred to a basic but lacking requirement of Australians knowing their local 

wildlife and the particular challenge that Australia represented because of the “globally 

unique nature of our biota and its singular fragility”. Inspiration was particularly needed to 

“re-kindle the love for and fascination about our native animals in the next generation of 

Australian kids where it is currently at an all-time low”.
110

 Ecologist Paul Adam regretted 

that the nature study of the early twentieth century, with its depth of detail, had little place 

in modern environmental studies. Had our proper concern with global issues meant that we 

had lost touch with the local, “the wonder of watching plants grow or seeing tadpoles 

develop into frogs?”
111

  

  

Environmental historian Libby Robin commented that while nature study had emphasised 

a personal relationship between the knower and the known, recent environmental education 

tended to present “an abstract, distant nature often expressed in terms of problems”. With 

economic significance taking precedence over quality of life and imaginative responses to 

nature, planting of trees, for example, might be regarded as a solution to salinity rather than 

a chance to enjoy trees as promoted by earlier celebrations of Arbor Day.
112

  

 

The tendency of recent sustainability education documents to depart from the basic 

components of the nature study idea has been noted, along with recent arguments about the 

lack of and need for natural history at all levels of education. Yet there are certainly 

opportunities for teachers in schools to introduce a close study of nature to children within 

the teaching of Science, Human Society & its Environment, and in integrating 
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sustainability objectives across the curriculum.
113

 A recent article in the Sydney Morning 

Herald described sustainability in action at a Sydney primary school which had introduced 

the keeping of egg laying chickens and the growing of vegetables.
114

 The chickens 

provided manure for the vegetable plots and eggs for the canteen, the plots provided 

vegetables and herbs, some for the consumption of the children at their “crunch and sip” 

break. Excess produce was sold to parents. Each child in the school participated in the 

programme. Significant in this article are linguistic phrases and attitudes which recall 

nature study. “Learning to Love the Earth” was the headline, while the article stressed that 

the children get their hands dirty tending the garden, feeding the chickens, collecting the 

eggs and filling the worm farms and compost bins. The accompanying picture surely 

illustrates “that loving appreciation of nature” with children and chickens enjoying 

sympathy or empathy, and certainly much more than “sustainability” (figure 20). 

 

 

Figure 20: More than sustainability, 2013 

Source: Melinda Ham, “Learning to Love the Earth”, Sydney Morning Herald, 11 November 

2013. Photo, Fiona Morris / Fairfax Syndication. 

 

 

Although the Gould League no longer exists in New South Wales, other organisations 

conduct programmes for schools which provide close interaction with nature. Birdlife 

Australia is one such organisation, reaching out to teachers and schools throughout the 

state, encouraging schools to visit their Centre and to create bird habitat within their own 
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school grounds.
115

 Other organisations provide school holiday programmes. “Wonder in 

the Nature of Things”, an article in the Sydney Morning Herald, described several holiday 

activities, again recalling in its terminology the concerns of nature study.
116

 The activities 

would “provide the perfect chance to get closer to the natural world”, for modern kids who 

needed more opportunities to “roll down hills, hug trees and get their fingers covered in 

soil”. The article described programmes offered by the Royal Botanic Gardens, the 

Australian Museum, the Coastal Environment Centre at Narrabeen, and a Worm School 

held at the Object Gallery in Surry Hills. Popular interest in promoting the close study of 

nature is also demonstrated by initiatives such as the WildThings programme run by 

Kuring-gai Council and again featured in the Sydney Morning Herald.
117

 This article 

described an initiative which aimed to make residents more appreciative of insect life by 

distributing free hives of stingless native bees for the backyard. The accompanying 

photograph captured children close to nature, enthralled by the behaviour of the bees 

(figure 21). 

 

Figure 21: Close observation, 2013 

Source: Julie Power, “No Sting in this Tale of Homely Bees”, Sydney Morning Herald, 4 

December 2013, p.6. Photo, Steven Siewert / Fairfax Syndication. 
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The history of the nature study idea in New South Wales, as explored within this chapter, 

has indicated its endurance beyond the early years of its explication within the primary 

schools of the state. Introduced with considerable enthusiasm and attention to its particular 

definition and ideology, the subject proved viable for many decades. In the 1920s and 

1930s the official focus on elementary agriculture was not necessarily borne out in schools, 

with a broader nature study surviving both in theory and practice. While the term 

“sympathy with nature” dropped from usage, much of nature study as originally defined by 

the three aspects of scientific knowledge and methodology, aesthetic appreciation, and the 

fostering of a close and loving appreciation of nature can be found within successive 

syllabuses of 1941, 1952, 1965, and 1980, even as the designation “nature study” was 

superseded by “natural science” in 1952 and “science” in 1980. A nature study legacy may 

also be found within the cross curricula environmental education policy documents 

developed in the later years of the twentieth century. The recent sustainability education 

document indicates increasing distance from the nature study idea. However, this distance 

needs to be seen alongside continuing concern on the part of scientists, educators, and 

environmentalists from a broad range of fields, who argue for meaningful natural history at 

all levels of education. The nature study idea has resonance within their concerns and 

arguments, as it does within a continuing interest on the part of specialists, public, and a 

variety of organisations in encouraging a close and appreciative relationship between 

children and nature. 
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Conclusion 

 

 

“Personally I regarded the subject of Nature Study as second to none in educative value”, 

wrote Chief Inspector Hugh McLelland, before his retirement from the New South Wales 

Department of Education in 1925.
1
 The preceding chapters have revealed the prominence 

of nature study within the period of significant educational reform introduced into New 

South Wales in the first two decades of the twentieth century. If a curriculum is perceived 

as consisting of “a selection from the whole stock of knowledge available to a society 

which those in power in the educational system aim to pass on to succeeding generations”, 

then the prominence, enthusiasm, and support given to nature study in its introduction to 

elementary school curricula in New South Wales, is a topic deserving considered historical 

attention.
2
 

 

This thesis has established that the literature of nature study defined the subject as one that 

would not only introduce natural science to elementary education but would additionally 

stimulate aesthetic appreciation and appeal to feelings and emotions regarding the natural 

world. This conception of “the nature study idea” warranted consideration of that idea and 

its practice as both educational and environmental history. Interrogation of a variety of 

sources has clearly revealed that the subject was introduced to Australian schools in the 

context of national attention to indigenous flora and fauna and a growing concern on the 

part of naturalists, scientists and others about the natural environment. Nature study’s 

potential as education for conservation and preservation was encouraged by many of its 

advocates in New South Wales.  

  

The nature study idea was defined by prominent educators in the United States during the 

1890s and early years of the twentieth century. Those educators called upon European 

ideas and practices relating to education, and to the teaching of natural science, in a period 

marked by the transnational exchange of ideas. The nature study idea was influenced by its 

pedagogical context along with changing ideologies regarding nature, and the human 

relationship with nature, in a post-Darwinian context. Romanticism and a dedication to 
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modern rational science both found a place within the nature study idea. The influential 

texts of nature study, which originated in the United States, soon found their way to other 

English speaking countries which responded with their own contributions. Exchange of 

ideas ensued via printed monographs and journals, correspondence, and individual travel 

for observation and study. The Australian states, including New South Wales, played a role 

in this exchange of educational ideas, a role far more than imitative as has sometimes been 

argued. 

 

In Australia, each state introduced new curricula in the early years of the century that 

included nature study. The need for reform generally and the introduction of elementary 

science developed in the context of the 1890s, a decade often characterised as one of 

political, economic, and social turbulence and change. This context included the movement 

towards Federation and an associated national identity, recovery from economic depression 

and drought, changing political ideologies and interest in a range of social reforms. 

General interest in science, and a belief in the necessity for science education at all levels, 

increased in the colonies. Educational journals reflected this interest and belief and 

included many articles addressing elementary science, elementary agriculture and, 

eventually, nature study. 

 

Australians who observed education overseas included William Catton Grasby who 

travelled to Britain, Europe and the United States to study innovations in education 

including the teaching of natural science. He contributed a remarkable text of comparative 

education which had impact in the Australian colonies and in other countries during the 

1890s. Later, the New South Wales commissioners, George Handley Knibbs and John 

William Turner, travelled to the same continents, producing reports remarkable for their 

wealth of detail, their perceptions of the significance of education, and their strident call 

for fundamental reform within the state of New South Wales. Inspector Peter Board also 

travelled to Britain and Europe in 1903 and produced an influential pamphlet which 

enthused about nature study as a subject essential within a reformed curriculum.  

 

As the Australian states incorporated nature study into new curricula, they contributed their 

own literature addressing the subject. Early monographs produced in Victoria were 

augmented by later texts on nature study and supporting texts covering specific topics of 
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natural history. Articles contributed to journals provided ongoing support to teachers in 

their introduction of nature study into primary schools throughout the nation. 

 

In New South Wales, a significant period of educational change began in 1904 with the 

holding of the Educational Conference in April to discuss Knibbs and Turner’s 

recommendations for primary school education. Reforming educators Peter Board, as 

Under Secretary of the Department of Public Instruction and Director of Education, and 

James Dawson, as Chief Inspector, oversaw a remarkable period of change in which 

concerted support for reform was given to teachers. Nature study was a prominent subject 

within the syllabus of instruction and attracted interest from politicians, naturalists, 

scientists, and agriculturalists. The interchange of ideas nationally, within the British 

Empire, and internationally continued within this period.  

 

A variety of advocates from within and outside the Department of Public Instruction 

assisted teachers in defining nature study and its aims, and its practical teaching in the 

classroom. Board and Dawson remained committed to the subject. Alexander Hamilton, 

lecturer in nature study at the Teachers College, was perhaps the most consistent advocate 

from within the Department. He brought a deep knowledge of botany and Australian nature 

generally to his role of advocate and lecturer. As an active naturalist throughout his long 

life, Hamilton combined knowledge, appreciation and emotional attachment to nature, the 

essential components of the nature study idea itself. For Hamilton, education for the 

preservation of Australian indigenous fauna and flora became one of the most important 

aspects of its teaching. Charles Musson, from the Hawkesbury Agricultural College, was 

also influential in his advocacy and support. Like Liberty Hyde Bailey, he promoted a 

vision for the subject as ushering in a new relationship between humanity and nature. 

 

In practice, nature study became a compulsory and accepted part of each child’s education. 

Various sources allow a glimpse into the classrooms of New South Wales to see the topics 

teachers attempted, the methods utilised, and sometimes the responses of children to nature 

study. Not surprisingly, some teachers taught the subject well and met the approval of 

inspectors while others fell short. Reform in education, and in the teaching of nature study 

effectively, was hampered to some extent by large classes and continual underfunding for 

building and other desired reforms. Despite this, nature study appears to have been very 
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successful in becoming an established part of the curriculum, and a subject which many 

teachers and children found interesting and enjoyable. 

  

The prominent American exponents of nature study had included concerns regarding the 

need for conservation and preservation in their aims for nature study. As the subject 

became an accepted part of Australian syllabuses, its potential as a means of public 

education in indigenous nature, and the need for the protection of that nature, grew in 

importance and relevance. Concern regarding the urgent protection of some species 

reached a peak between 1907 and 1910, with the millinery trade, indiscriminate shooting 

and uncontrolled poisoning attracting approbation. Naturalists and scientists involved with 

conservation and preservation were often advocates of nature study, and teachers 

enthusiastic about the new subject were active within naturalist societies. The Wild Life 

Preservation Society, formed in New South Wales in 1909, included these advocates and 

educators within its organising committee and made education of children and the general 

public one of its most important aims. The following year saw the formation of the Gould 

League of Bird Lovers in New South Wales within the state school system. These societies 

advocated the need for conservation, preservation and protection for both utilitarian and 

non utilitarian reasons. Like nature study itself, they were concerned with aesthetic 

appreciation and with the need for human beings to be involved in a caring relationship 

with the natural world. This non utilitarian aspect of preservation needs to be accorded 

greater recognition in environmental histories of the early twentieth century. 

 

Areas for further research are suggested by this thesis. In educational history, the 

transnational exchange of ideas appears a useful paradigm for the study of educational 

reform occurring in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries and indeed for many 

specific aspects of education. A study of the teaching of natural science in European 

countries in conjunction with the United States, Britain and Australia in that period would 

be of much interest. For Australian educational history, the reception of nature study in 

states other than New South Wales would complement this present study. For Australian 

environmental history of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the relevance of 

nature study to conservation and preservation movements has been strongly indicated. 

 

As noted above, retiring Chief Inspector McLelland praised the subject, in retrospect, for 

its educative value in a period of reform. Retrospective comments of ex-pupils also record 
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something of the novelty and impact of nature study. In 1960, Ted Roberts, honorary 

secretary and treasurer of the Gould League in New South Wales, wrote: 

 

It is not long since I heard one of my pupils of those days, who has been a teacher 

for forty years himself, declare that the best and pleasantest lessons were the 

occasional jaunts into the bush for Nature Study.
3
 

 

Bernard O’Reilly (1903-1975), in his memoir Green Mountains (1940), wrote of his 

childhood in New South Wales, his years of pioneering on the Queensland Lamington 

Plateau and his involvement in Lamington National Park. He recalled his small school in 

the Kanimbla Valley where the creek rippled by and a variety of birds sang all day and 

built their nests in the trees. He loved nature study: 

 

The first lesson of the day was called Observation. We were required to write 

brief essays about any interesting natural phenomena or anything relating to 

natural history observed on the way to school; the subject was always of our own 

choosing. Two miles of varied bush track with many creek crossings, gave 

unlimited material for our young, greedy minds. I hope that Observation is still 

part of the curriculum of bush schools; it teaches children to discover Nature for 

themselves, and such intimacy with Nature’s secrets nearly always leads to a 

strong desire to protect all beautiful and useful wild life.
4
 

 

Conservationist and tireless worker for the declaration of national parks, Myles Dunphy 

(1891-1985), also appreciated nature study at school in Kiama from 1903 to 1907. Myles 

augmented his interest in school nature study by rambling around the countryside and the 

beaches, these rambles developing into longer weekend trips, and later into extended 

walking excursions.
5
 

 

Nature study in New South Wales and in the other Australian states undoubtedly 

influenced those children who would later become conservationists and environmentalists. 

Kohlstedt and Armitage indicated the effect of education in nature study upon figures 
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influential in later environmentalist thinking including Aldo Leopold and Rachel Carson. 

Armitage argued strongly that nature study was a forerunner of environmental ideologies. 

This thesis supports Armitage’s argument that one of the lasting pedagogical legacies of 

nature study was its role as a precursor to environmental education. It similarly supports 

the linking of the nature study idea with ideologies of more recent environmentalism. With 

its simultaneous inclusion of scientific investigation and knowledge, aesthetic appreciation, 

and sympathy with the natural world, the nature study idea shared much in common with 

ideas within the spectrum of modern environmentalist thought. 

 

Thomas Dunlap argued that environmentalism exhibited a dual legacy: the 

Enlightenment’s rational approach to nature and Romanticism’s concern with humanity’s 

emotional ties to it. It looked to science for facts and backing for its understanding of the 

environmental crisis, and to romantic nature to guide a search for ultimate meaning.
6
 

Environmentalism gave to nature an intrinsic value, apart from its use to humans, and a 

right to exist that humans should respect.
7
 Dunlap perceived the historical continuity of 

these ideas, tracing an environmental tradition from the nineteenth to the twentieth and 

twenty first centuries: “Environmentalism emerged as a visible social movement and 

political cause in the 1960s, but its heritage stretched back into American history.”
8
 

 

This thesis has argued the same dual legacy within the nature study idea and a similar 

concern to give nature an intrinsic value. It has presented nature study as a significant stage 

within the development of environmental thought over the last one hundred and fifty years. 

The exponents of the nature study idea grappled with concerns regarding the natural 

environment and the human place within nature. Their concerns form part of a tradition 

which informs contemporary, urgent, and difficult environmental debates over the future of 

the biosphere. 
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Appendixes 

 

 

Appendix A 
 

Evolution 

 

I am the child of earth and air and sea!  

My lullaby by hoarse Silurian storms  

Was chanted; and through endless changing forms  

Of plant and bird and beast unceasingly  

The toiling ages wrought to fashion me.  

Lo, these large ancestors have left a breath  

Of their strong souls in mine, defying death  

And change.  I grow and blossom as the tree,  

And ever feel deep-delving earthy roots  

Binding me daily to the common clay.  

But with its airy impulse upward shoots  

My life into the realms of light and day.  

And thou, O Sea, stern mother of my soul,  

Thy tempests sing in me, thy billows roll! 

 

Hjalmar Hjorth Boyesen (1848-1895) 

 

Source: Hjalmar Hjorth Boyesen, “Evolution” in Idyls of Norway and Other Poems (New York: Charles 

Scribner’s Sons, 1882), p.125. http://hdl.handle.net/2027/njp.32101067630333  

 

 

 

Appendix B 
 

Ethel Packer, 12 years, “A School Excursion in the Bush.” 

 

It was springtime. One morning we school children and our teacher resolved to go for a ramble. So we started 

off, skipping lightly along in the fresh, cool, atmosphere. We passed along beneath the shades of beautiful 

gum and bark trees, whose bright green leaves were swaying in the gentle breeze, and buzzing about their 

flowers were the busy little bees, gathering honey from the sweet-scented flowers. While we were going 

along we talked of the uses of the iron bark. The iron bark is very useful to all Australians: Just think of the 

railway bridges, which last for years, that are made out of the tough and durable timber of the iron bark. 

Houses, and wharves are also made of the sleepers which are obtained from these trees. Its family name is 

eucalyptus, and I will name some of the iron bark relations: The Stringy Bark, the Rock Apple, the Blood 

Wood, the Blue, White, and Sugar Gum. 

 

All around us the Golden Wattle was in bloom, giving the earth underneath her a carpet of yellow dust. Now, 

let us see the uses of the wattle tree; its bark is stripped, and dried, then it is sent to the tanneries, to help in 

tanning the leather. The gum is gathered with which to make glue. 

 

Beneath our feet bloomed many pretty flowers, but the first one I noticed was Boronia, a pretty little pink 

flower with four petals, and it is the first one which indicates Spring. On the trees and rocks which 

surrounded us climbed the purple Hardenbergia or “False Sarsaparilla,” and to hide the nakedness of an old 

stump, the kind fairy Tocoma had sent one of her children. 

 

Above our heads sang many birds all of different hues; some were singing for joy, some were chirping whilst 

collecting material for their new homes. To add to the loveliness, brilliant butterflies were flitting from 

flower to flower, enjoying the warm sunshine, and spring honey from the flowers. Now, the butterfly is an 

insect, and has stages of growth; first it is an egg hardly visible to the eye, next it is a grub, or larva, then it is 

a chrysalis, then it comes out in a new form, a butterfly; the sun strengthens its wings, and it flies about in the 

http://hdl.handle.net/2027/njp.32101067630333
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sunshine to begin life anew. While we were walking along at our leisure we noticed a bush, for its leaves 

were eaten and riddled by something. We searched the bush to find the cause of this, and found a cluster of 

grubs; they were the grubs or larvae of the Gum Saw Fly. On other bushes were cocoons hanging from the 

branches; some of these cocoons were made of small sticks, which the grub had bitten into suitable lengths, 

and then fastened together by silken threads which come from his body. Others were simply leaves fastened 

together by the same kinds of threads. 

 

At length we reached a deep-shaded gully (which was very refreshing after our walk down hill) through 

which trickled crystal water, at which the birds and animals of the bush came to drink. I suppose this stream 

went to meet the creek, and the creek to feed the Hawkesbury River, and the river goes to feed the Pacific 

Ocean. Along its banks alluvial flats may be seen, and it enables luxuriant crops to grow near by. 

 

Steep rocks surrounded us, on some of which grew rock-lilies, but none of them showed signs of flowers. 

Close by the stream grew magnificent ferns, some large and strong, some small and delicate, and we made a 

very pretty bunch by putting the large ones at the back. “Oh, how lovely!” I exclaimed. We made our way up 

the moss-covered, slippery rocks, and just as we rounded a rock, out popped a little grey rabbit from under it 

(which startled us a little at first) and bounded away, soon disappearing among the rocks and ferns. We still 

rambled on up the gully, whilst the fragrance of beautiful flowers filled the air. Then we rested, and after a 

while returned to our school by a different way; this path led us along the high rocks on the bank of the gully. 

Once we threw a large stone from the surface of the rock on which we were standing, and how it did thud 

when it reached the bottom! It was a long distance from the top to the bottom, and the side was rough, and 

small ledges were frequent. 

 

Now we were nearing our school, and we were glad when we reached it, being tired after our long ramble. 

Oh! we had a glorious time wandering through “Nature’s Garden.” How many city children would envy us, 

but now our native flowers are grown in the Botanical Gardens for the delight of the city people. 

 

Ethel Packer 

Age 12 years, 

Bull Ridge Post Office 

 

Source: Windsor and Richmond Gazette, 5 January 1907, p.7. 

 

 

Maggie May, 12 years, “An Autobiography of a Jacky Winter.” 

 

I am going to tell you about myself. I was once in an egg shell, and my mother sat every day on the egg until 

I pecked a hole big enough to come out. When I was hatched I saw two other little birds in the nest, and I 

found out that they were my sister and brother. Then my mother brought us little grubs to eat, and we were 

all cosy together, my sister, my brother, and I. One day some boys came under our tree with guns, and they 

looked up; but they would not have noticed our little nest if mother’s tail had not been over the edge of it, as 

the nest was so small that her tail stuck out at one side. So they fired at her, but they did not hit her, and she 

flew away. When my wings got stronger my mother taught me how to fly. When I was flying about I saw 

that there were a good many birds like us about. We are little birds, about the size of sparrows. We are 

brownish, grey above, and very light grey beneath, and the two outer feathers of our tails are white, and we 

have a hook on the end of our beaks, because we are fly-catchers. We make very small open nests about 3/8 

of an inch deep and from 1½ to 3 inches across. We make our nests in Gum trees, Wattle, and Ti-trees, and 

we choose a dead limb, and place the nest in a fork of it. My mate and I made our nest on the dead branch of 

a tree in the school playground, and we placed it just over a leafy branch, so that the leaves would be under 

my tail when I was sitting on the nest. I did this because my mother was nearly shot by boys who saw her tail 

poking out of the nest. We made our nest of dry grass, held together with cobwebs, and we covered it with 

the bark of the limb that it was on. After we had finished our nest I laid three fairly large eggs, and the colour 

of them was pale blue, patched with reddish-brown spots. Then I sat on them every day until they were 

hatched. My mate brought me food every day while I sat on the eggs. When I was sitting on them some boys 

came about, but my nest was just the colour of the limb that it was on, and the spray of leaves hid my tail, so 

they did not see us. Soon the little birds inside the eggs began to peck holes in the small end to let themselves 

out, and soon they were out, and then I flew away looking for food, and I found some little grubs, and I 

brought them back to my nest, and I gave them to my babies. After a while their wings grew strong enough to 

fly with, and I taught them how to fly, and one day they all flew away, and they were not my babies any 

longer. 
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The old aborigines used to tell their children that if they threw stones at the little birds, the Great Spirit would 

turn them into stone. The Aborigines believed that we were people at first, and that the Great Spirit changed 

us into birds. The people call the birds that eat insects insectivorous birds, and the Government protects 

insectivorous birds. We catch our food in this way: My mate and I choose a tree-stump, or a post of a fence, 

and we wait there until we see an insect fly near, and dart off and snap it up, and then go back and watch 

again. All the while we are on the stump watching we keep wagging our tails sideways. The insects we eat 

are small moths, butterflies, small beetles, spiders, ants, small caterpillars, and grubs. The aborigines’ 

children are good to us. In summer-time they put water out for the birds to drink, and they give us crumbs 

too. But some of the Wellington boys are cruel to the birds. They come out with guns on Sundays, and shoot 

us, and put our wings in their hats. We like to fly about near people’s houses, because we are not shy birds, 

and often they give us bread crumbs. We get up at dawn, and wake all the other birds by singing, “Peter! 

Peter! Peter! Peter!” with all our might. Sometimes we laugh a sweet little laugh too. White people call us 

Jacky Winter, because we stay with them all through the winter, and some birds go away at winter time to 

warmer places; but our proper name is the Brown Fly-catcher. The Aborigines call us the Murreibarng. 

Murreibarng means—gathering at white ants’ nests. We eat the white ants and their larvae too. The children 

at the school near the tree where my nest is sing a song about birds, and this is what they sing about me: 

“Little Jacky Winter at the dawn of day, 

With his cheery ‘Peter!’ ‘Peter’ always seems to say, 

‘Don’t be discontented, nor irksome duties shirk; 

Never mind about your feelings, but go and do your work.’” 

 

Source: Maggie May, “An Autobiography of a Jacky Winter”, Bird-Life Supplement to the Education 

Gazette, October 1915, pp.19-20. 

 

 

Edith, 15 years, “Trees.” 

 

Trees, besides being one of the fairest, most gracious emblems of growth and natural beauty, are also one of 

God’s best-loved ornaments on the earth. Not that they are ornamental only. Graziers in the western district 

who have saved many thousands of stock with the scrub of all kinds, can best tell us what are their uses; can 

tell us how when their grass had all gone, and the sheep and cattle were all starving, they lopped the 

kurrajong and wild rosewood, wild orange, supple Jack, dog-wood and apple-tree, and kept the stock from 

dying; how, under a blazing sun, they stood on the topmost fork of big trees and chopped them off, and the 

sheep came bleating, in tens and hundreds, and stood beneath the trees, looking upward, with imploring eyes, 

and waiting for the food that fell beneath the axe; how the cattle hearing the chopping from miles away, came 

bellowing to the green fodder. 

 

They are natural shelter on almost shelterless plains; they are the homes of birds and ’possoms, flying 

squirrels and wild cats, and they mark, with a broad green line, the course of a running stream, or grow with 

unusual luxuriance in a spot where there is a quantity of water beneath the surface of the ground. Most of the 

people of the bush live in houses made of the timber from their local forests, cut by workmen, and sawn and 

planed in the local saw-mills. And bush-made homes, if they are rough and ready, are warm and comfortable 

and serviceable, too. 

 

Some of the most beautiful trees I know of grew in the district I have just left—belah, called river oak, 

rosewood, eumung, colane, yarran, wilga, wattle and box, gum, iron-bark, mogill, wild pear, pine (of course), 

myall, and dog-wood. Dog-wood is a queer-looking tree, very gnarled and rough at its trunk, with long, dark 

green leaves, narrow like a wilga leaf, but not as long. They are good for both cattle and sheep, although the 

flavour of the leaves is anything but nice. But they have a “crowning glory” in the shape of a million little 

star-shaped flowers, which have a most beautiful scent. In bloom-time they make the bush most beautiful 

with their perfume and white beauty. 

 

In the Warrumbungles you can climb up a tall hill and look away for miles and miles, over valleys and rivers 

and hills, and you can see the light green forests of fluffy apple-trees, and the dark green leaves and black 

trunks of iron-barks growing in the hollows. Then across a sort of dividing line you can see a still, blue green 

expanse of gum tops, with splashes of vivid red and brown; the mistletoes that cluster on almost every gum-

tree. And at the sides of the hills, and outlined in rugged splendour against the sky, you can see the pine-trees 

with their ragged silhouettes and their long, sharp tops. You look beyond the near hills to the faint lines of 

hills on the horizon, blue in the distance, purple nearer to you, and merging into the sky to the far, far ranges 

a smoky-grey, and you know, though you cannot see them, the lights and shades that play on the beautiful, 

swaying, ever-moving forests of trees that clothe the hills, even to those grey hills so far away. 
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Then, because the beauty fills your heart with wonder, the glorious splendour of those endless hills, in their 

mantle of living green, brings a lump to your throat. You turn your head away for very aching, pain-filled 

happiness at this your world of hills and trees and stretching plains and winding rivers. And you may happen 

to look away to your left, where the country is “improved”, where the hills are brown bare corpses, where the 

curling smoke of a homestead rises, dulling the blueness of the sky from every hollow and hilly plateau in 

that once beautiful stretch of country. Immediately below you is a golden expanse of cultivated land, and it 

spreads for mile on mile in monotonous, grain-growing bareness, and wherever you look is yellow to brown, 

and the glaring sun strikes up from it, and a dusty road winds through, and in a corner of a paddock is a white 

weather-beaten house with blaring windows and a clothesline of flaring sheets and other necessary articles of 

civilisation fluttering whitely in the wind. You turn away once more, this time in intolerable disgust and 

misery, to where, further still to the north, a faint, far line of darkest green winds away through that world of 

wheat, and you follow it with fascinated eyes, till you see with a relief that seems ludicrous it is lost in a dark 

line of timber. 

 

Source: Edith, “Trees” in W. Finigan, “No. 2 Correspondence School”, Education Gazette, July 1922, 

pp.156-157. 
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